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Abstract
One of the greatest challenges that will face humanity in the 21st century is the
issue of climate change brought about by emissions of greenhouse gases. Energy use is
one of the primary sources of greenhouse gas emissions. However, it is also one of the
most important contributors to improved human welfare over the past two centuries and
will continue to be so for years to come. This quandary has led a number of researchers
to suggest that geoengineering may be required in order to allow for continued use of
fossil fuels while at the same time mitigating the effects of the associated greenhouse gas
emissions on the global climate. The goal of this research was to develop a model that
would allow decision-makers and policy analysts to assess the optimal mix of energy and
geoengineering resources needed to meet global or regional energy demand at the lowest
cost while accounting for appropriate emissions, greenhouse gas concentration, or
temperature rise constraints. The resulting software model is called the Combined
Energy and Geoengineering Optimization Model (CEAGOM). CEAGOM was then used
to analyze the recently announced U.S.-China emissions agreement and to assess what
the optimal global energy resource mix might be over the course of the 21st century,
including the associated potential need for geoengineering. These analyses yielded
optimal mixes of energy and geoengineering resources that could be used to inform
regional and global energy and climate management strategies.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Setting.
One of the greatest challenges that humanity will face over the coming decades is
global climate change. Human activity, particularly the continued use of fossil fuels for
both transportation and electric power production, has resulted in a 70% increase in
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) between 1970 and 2004 to 49 Gigatonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalents. The largest growth in greenhouse gases over this period
came from energy production (a 145% increase) and transportation (a 120% increase)
(IPC 2007 SPM). The rate of release of these gases will only increase over time as
developing nations pursue greater economic growth and an increased standard of living
for their populations. Hence, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is
well on track by the end of the 21st century to double from the level present prior to the
Industrial Revolution.
The general consensus of the scientific community is that this increase in
greenhouse gas concentration will result in an increase in the average global temperature
with associated significant changes in global climate. Estimates of this average global
temperature rise range from 1 to 4 degrees Celsius by the end of the 21st century (IPCC,
2007 SPM). The implications of this temperature rise are not entirely clear as yet;
however, the impacts to much of the world’s population and to the environment are
almost certain to be widespread and serious (Stern, 2007; Campbell, 2008). On the other
hand, the steps that would be required to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through
1

reductions in the use of fossil fuels would also involve huge economic and social impacts
(Nordhaus, 1993). This imposes significant inertia and resistance on the part of both
governments and the general public to take any substantial action in the near term to cut
greenhouse gas emissions.
This serious quandary has led many researchers to suggest that various kinds of
artificial measures could be taken that would counteract the heating effects (or as they are
more properly called the radiative forcing) of increased greenhouse gas concentrations
while still allowing the burning of fossil fuels. These proposals range from the injection
of aerosol particles into the stratosphere (to mimic the effects of volcanic eruptions in
blocking the sun) to setting up a vast artificial sun shade in space between the earth and
the sun (see Angel, 2006; Crutzen, 2006; Govindasamy, et al., 2003; Lenton and
Vaughan, 2009; McInnes, 2010; Rasch, et al., 2008a; Teller, et al., 1997 and 2002).
Another approach that has been proposed is to enhance natural processes in order to
remove additional CO2 from the atmosphere, such as by fertilizing the ocean with iron
(Lampitt, et al., 2008). These various proposals are collectively known as
geoengineering.
The concept of using geoengineering approaches to mitigate climate change has
been highly controversial. Proponents of geoengineering claim that it is a relatively
inexpensive means to counteract the effects of radiative forcing with less impact to the
overall economy compared to proposals to aggressively reduce greenhouse gases in the
near-term (Nordhaus, 2007). On the other hand, even though many geoengineering
approaches reduce the global temperature rise due to radiative forcing, they do not reduce
2

the levels of GHG in the atmosphere. Recent studies indicate that these elevated GHG
levels (particularly increased CO2 concentrations) would have serious impacts to climate
and the biosphere even if the global temperature did not rise significantly. These impacts
include major changes in precipitation patterns (especially in the tropics) and increased
acidification of the world’s oceans (Bala, 2009; Jones et al., 2010; Matthews and
Caldeira, 2007; Robock, 2008; Robock et al., 2008). Recent reports by the National
Academy of Sciences also note that there are considerable unknown risks associated with
geoengineering, especially geoengineering that reduces radiative forcing without
reducing CO2 concentration (National Academy of Sciences, 2015a and 2015b).
Despite the controversy surrounding geoengineering, the alternatives of either
taking no major steps to reduce greenhouse gases or embarking on a massive GHG
abatement effort are both plagued with serious problems. The former poses huge longterm environmental, economic, and social impacts that cannot be entirely predicted at this
point. However, the worst of these impacts may not become readily apparent to policymakers and the general public until the middle or end of the 21st century. By that time, it
will be too late to correct them (Weitzman, 2009a). The latter alternative, on the other
hand, imposes huge near-term costs to the global economy as described in Nordhaus,
2007. Rich societies will not want to bear the cost of required changes in lifestyle that
would be required. Poor nations will see abatement efforts as a threat to their economic
development efforts. As a result, it is likely that an abatement approach alone will be
strongly resisted.

3

In light of this, a hybrid approach where geoengineering solutions are used in
conjunction with abatement strategies has been proposed (McCracken, 2006; Moreno
Cruz, 2010; Wigley, 2006). Under this approach, geoengineering is used as a
complement to more standard abatement efforts to provide a reduction in radiative
forcing at a potentially lower cost. Moreover, it is believed that the amount of
geoengineering deployed could be adjusted (depending on the technology used) as the
degree of global warming and its effects become clearer over time. In fact, some authors
have suggested that geoengineering technology be explored for emergency preparedness
in the event it becomes apparent that the earth’s climate is heading for a potentially
catastrophic outcome (Blackstock et al. 2009; Caldeira et al., 2013; Schneider, 2008;
Weitzman, 2009b). It has even been suggested that these positive aspects of
geoengineering may be attractive enough for some countries that they would be willing to
undertake some geoengineering efforts unilaterally (Barret, 2008). For these reasons, the
National Academy of Sciences has recommended that careful research into
geoengineering and its potential impacts be undertaken (National Academy of Sciences,
2015a and 2015b).
Given the tremendous and often conflicting environmental, economic, and social
implications of climate change coupled with the potentially attractive features of
geoengineering, it appears likely that some kind of geoengineering will be deployed at
some point. A key question then becomes how much geoengineering should be deployed
given its costs and side effects compared to direct greenhouse gas abatement options.
Furthermore, it is also fair to ask how much active mitigation of radiative forcing (either
4

through direct abatement or geoengineering) should be undertaken compared to the cost
of continuing to use significant amounts of fossil fuels and simply adapting to the
resulting climate changes. In addition, abatement, geoengineering, and adaptation
options all must compete with other uses for scarce capital and human resources. Hence,
the question facing both policymakers and average citizens alike of how to respond to the
issue of human-caused climate change ultimately boils down to an issue of what is the
most cost-effective course of action to pursue over an extended period of time (see
National Academy of Sciences, 1991).

1.2. Goals of the Research.
The goal of this research was to develop a model that would allow both policymakers and analysts to assess potential global or regional policies to determine if they
meet desired energy and climate constraints, and what would be the lowest cost mix of
energy resources that would result from those policies. A key desired feature of the
model was the ability to evaluate the role geoengineering could play in meeting the
assumed energy and climate constraints at minimal cost.
Hence, the author undertook the task of developing a computer-based
simulation tool that could be used by policy-makers to explore a variety of “what if”
questions in the process of crafting policies, regulations, and laws related to greenhouse
gasses vis-à-vis global warming. The research work that followed resulted in the
development of what is here called the Combined Energy and Geoengineering
Optimization Model (CEAGOM).
5

This simulation tool contains components that implement widely-accepted
theoretical models, as well as additions and modifications developed by the author,
related to employment of available energy resources and/or geoengineering alternatives
to achieve projected global or regional energy needs over any time horizon specified by
the user. Importantly, CEAGOM incorporates an optimization engine that allows the user
to input posited constraints on either emissions, global average temperature, or radiative
forcing, based on which it then derives an optimal mix of available energy resources and
geoengineering alternatives to achieve the projected energy needs posited by the user. In
addition, CEAGOM allows the policy-maker to inquire how the calculated optimal mix
changes as key model parameters (such as cost) are varied.
As a point of interest to the author, CEAGOM was employed to test an extant
hypothesis in the literature that there will be a need for significant deployment of
geoengineering by the end of the 21st century. Results of this exploration are included in a
later section.
Getting back to the beginning, a primary motivation for this research was to
employ the concepts of the systems approach as a framework within which to develop the
desired model. Using the language of the systems approach, the perspective taken in the
research was that of a policy-maker/decision-maker. The specific system that is the
subject of the decision-maker’s attention comprises the policies and activities associated
with the production and control of greenhouse gases. Subsystems within this system
comprise the various geoengineering and energy resource alternatives, as well as the
climate itself. This system is to then be evaluated in the context of the wider global
6

system of energy production and use (Lendaris, 1986). It should be noted that this
research focused on energy use and production, since it contributes three-quarters of all
GHG emissions (IPCC WG3 TS, 2014). The effects of land use and agricultural
activities were not included in the model with the exception of tree planting to mitigate
CO2 emissions and the use of biomass and biofuel as energy resources.
In addition, the research also incorporated into the model a means of accounting
for values. Another key aspect of the systems approach is the concept of a value system
(Hall, 1989). The value system comprises the set of goals and objectives that are used to
determine and evaluate the alternative solutions to a problem. This includes establishing
the decision criteria that are used to define what constitutes the optimal outcome. This is
important in determining how climate change should be addressed because not all
consequences of an alternative or decision can be reduced to monetary terms (Grant et al,
1982). For example, the loss of coral reefs due to ocean acidification may be extremely
important to some decision-makers just due to an intrinsic value (as opposed to a
monetary value), but not to others.
A key goal of the research was to structure the simulation tool so that it is flexible
and can easily incorporate changes in critical parameters. Though the science of global
climate change is sound, there is still some uncertainty regarding exact outcomes.
Furthermore, there is even greater uncertainty surrounding many of the long-term costs
associated with not only the results of global climate, but with many of the resource and
geoengineering options, as well. Hence, the optimization tool (CEAGOM) developed
through this research was set up so as to allow the user or decision-maker to readily
7

adjust parameters in order to perform sensitivity analyses and/or to accommodate updated
parameter data. Accordingly, CEAGOM is well-suited to global analyses such as those
undertaken by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). It can also be used to
study regional issues, such as how a single country or region might meet a set of
emissions targets. This is accomplished by simply adjusting the relevant model
parameters to the appropriate regional, rather than global, values.

8

Chapter 2. Background.

2.1. Overview.
As noted in Chapter 1, the purpose of this research was to develop a model for
optimizing the combination of energy resources and geoengineering options such that
forecasted energy needs are met at the lowest cost while meeting any specified climate
constraints. The research brought together the concepts of energy resource costs,
emissions, geoengineering impacts and costs, climate modeling, climate change impacts,
and optimization in a unique fashion. A survey of the literature did not find any previous
work which brought these elements together in this way.
Some recent research work has incorporated combinations of subsets of these
elements and has made significant contributions to this area of knowledge. Among the
most prominent has been the work of Dr. William Nordhaus of Yale University.
Nordhaus’ DICE model is one of the best known in the field and is even used by other
researchers in their analyses; the model is thoroughly described in his book A Question of
Balance: Weighing the Options on Global Warming Policies (Nordhaus, 2008). The
DICE model is designed to optimize the flow of consumption over time and how
economic and climate policies influence this consumption. It includes an economic
model which internally computes global economic output over time and associated
greenhouse gas emissions. The model incorporates a three reservoir carbon cycle model
which is then used to compute the resulting radiative forcing, temperature change, and
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damage cost. The model is particularly suited for analyzing policy questions such as the
size and timing of carbon taxes.
The DICE model is an important tool for policy analysis. However, it does not
provide guidance on what specific types of energy resources should be deployed over
time. It also does not readily allow for geoengineering options to be explicitly modeled.
Furthermore, as noted in Goes et al., 2010, and Lempert et al., 2000, questions have been
raised regarding the damage cost function used in the DICE model since it does not
account for the cost implications of the rate-of-change in average global temperature over
time.
Some very interesting recent work by researchers at Iowa State University does
begin to address the question of what would be an optimal mix of energy resources. In
fact, their work looks at both the energy and transportation systems together (McCalley et
al., 2010; Ibanez and McCalley, 2011). Their research uses an evolutionary algorithm to
develop an optimal mix of energy resources for the electric power grid and transportation
systems of the United States. Minimization of greenhouse gas emissions is one of the
criteria used in their optimization. However, there is no climate model or damage cost
function included in the algorithm. Geoengineering is also not addressed. Furthermore,
the work so far only looks at the United States, not overall global needs.
One very comprehensive model whose purpose is very similar to CEAGOM is
The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System (TIMES) model developed by the Energy
Technology Systems Analysis Programme (ETSAP) of the International Energy Agency
(IEA). TIMES is a vertically integrated economic model generator for the energy sector
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(Loulou, et al, 2005a). TIMES employs a linear programming (LP) or mixed integer
programming (MIP) optimizer to determine the set of energy resources to use in order to
meet a specified energy service needs (such as lighting requirements or transportation) at
the lowest global cost over a multi-year time horizon. It is able to account for multiple
constraints, including emissions or radiative forcing constraints, and is also able to model
flows of energy resource between regions. TIMES requires four sets of inputs: the
required energy services (including demand curves), a set of supply curves and
availability parameters for the primary energy resources (such as oil reserves and wind
potential), a policy description (such as emissions limits, assumed carbon taxes, or limits
on the amount of a specific resource that will be allowed to be deployed), and a detailed
set of technical and economic parameters of the energy technologies available over the
time horizon to meet the energy demand.
TIMES is a very detailed and rich model; however, it is also a complex model that
requires a great deal of user-supplied input data that can be difficult to develop (longrange demand curves, for example). Furthermore, TIMES does not include an embedded
optimization engine. The user must provide the LP or MIP optimization software.
TIMES also requires additional third party software in order to run (Loulou, et al, 2005b).
In contrast, CEAGOM is implemented in a widely used and available software package
(MATLAB) and uses that package’s optimization tool. This will be more fully discussed
in Chapter 3. Finally, while TIMES does model the effects of tree planting, it does not
include models for the other geoengineering options included in CEAGOM (sulfur
injection, iron seeding, and sea spray injection).
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2.2 Emissions and Radiative Forcing Constraints.
In its newly issued Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) introduced a new concept called Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP’s) as the basis for the emissions scenarios in its climate
change analyses (IPCC WG1-Ch.12, 2014). Prior to the AR5, much of the research
related to the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions on global climate was based on
scenarios described in the IPCC’s Special Report on Emissions Scenarios issued in 2000
(see SRES 2000). The scenarios from the IPCC SRES were based on specific
socioeconomic scenarios which then produced a corresponding series of annual emissions
and associated GHG concentrations. These annual emissions, concentrations, and
resulting average global temperature changes then served as the basis for targets for
climate change mitigation actions (IPCC 2007 SPM). The SRES scenarios assumed that
no climate mitigation policies would be implemented.
In contrast, the new RCP’s are a set of internally consistent time-dependent
forcing projections that could come about under multiple socioeconomic scenarios,
including cases where climate mitigation is undertaken. The RCP’s provide relevant
ranges of both concentrations and cumulative emissions over the 21st century. These
concentrations and cumulative emissions were then the basis for the mitigation targets.
A key specification for running a model such as GEACOM is the target quantity
chosen for the climate change limit in the optimization. Given the evolution in approach
within the research community regarding the climate targets, CEAGOM was designed to
allow flexibility for the user. Hence, CEAGOM is actually a set of user-selectable
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models, each based on a particular climate target: one model with concentration
(measured in equivalent CO2) as the climate target, one model with global average
temperature change as the climate target, one model with annual emissions (measured in
CO2-equivalent) as the climate target, one model with cumulative emissions over the
study period (again measured in CO2-equivalent) as the climate target, and a model with
no climate target constraint. The purpose of this last model is to provide a means to
baseline a particular scenario.

2.3 Energy Resource Options.
A wide range of alternative energy options which have no GHG emissions have
been proposed over the years. Many of these options have been in commercial use for a
considerable period of time. Hence, their costs and performance characteristics are well
understood. Other technologies are just now coming into wide-spread use. There is still
more to be learned about their overall cost and how well they contribute to the world’s
overall energy mix; however, they may comprise feasible alternatives. A number of
other proposed options, on the other hand, are still very much in the development stage.
Their feasibility has not been proven on a commercial scale nor are their costs known
with any certainty as a result.
This research only considered energy resource options that are currently proven
and commercially viable. Options that have not been proven were not included in the
research; however, the model developed is flexible enough whereby these other options
can be included in future analyses as they are shown to be feasible and their costs become
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known. The specific energy resources which were incorporated into CEAGOM were oil,
coal, natural gas, conventional nuclear fission power, wind power, solar, biofuels,
biomass, hydropower, geothermal, and conservation.

2.4. Geoengineering Options.
The feasibility of any of the possible geoengineering options is still somewhat
speculative; however, some options have received more attention than others since they
are more likely to be technically achievable at a reasonable cost. In its present form,
CEAGOM includes four geoengineering options. These options were chosen for this
research due to their relatively low cost and feasibility, and of course, each of them has
its potential drawbacks and limitations. These four options are briefly described below.
The option which seems to have garnered the most attention in the research
community so far is the proposal to inject sulfur aerosols into the stratosphere in order to
reflect away a portion of the sun’s incoming energy. Essentially, this would mimic the
effects of volcanic eruptions which have been shown to temporarily cool the earth.
Various proposals for accomplishing these injections include spraying the aerosols from
aircraft and shooting the sulfur particles into the stratosphere with projectiles. The costs
of such an endeavor, if undertaken, appear to be reasonable (Barret, 2009). Hence, this
geoengineering option was included as part of this research.
Another geoengineering proposal that appears to be feasible based on recent
studies is ocean fertilization (see Lampitt et al., 2008; Lenton and Vaughan, 2009;
Smetacek and Naqvi, 2008). Dissolved carbon in the surface layer of the world’s oceans
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is taken up by photosynthesizing organisms. This removes a portion of the dissolved
carbon from the water, thereby creating an air to water flux with CO2 in the atmosphere.
Much of the resulting organic carbon is recycled back to dissolved carbon by other
organisms in the upper oceans which limits the CO2 flux from the atmosphere. However,
a portion of the carbon ends up sinking into the deep ocean. The idea behind ocean
fertilization is to enhance this natural biological pump by adding key nutrients
(phosphorus, nitrogen, and/or iron) to various areas in the ocean.
The third geoengineering proposal included in CEAGOM is the concept of sea
spray injection to enhance the albedo effect of low-level maritime clouds (Latham et al.,
2008). This geoengineering concept proposes to inject sprays of sea water into low-level
stratocumulus cloud formations over the oceans. The goal is for the droplets of spray to
essentially make the cloud layer more dense, thereby reflecting more incoming solar
energy. The proposal calls for the deployment of a fleet of specially designed robotic
ships that would crisscross regions of the global ocean where these types of cloud
conditions are especially prevalent. Particularly promising areas are the seas off the
coasts of California, Peru, and Namibia (Salter et al., 2008).
The fourth geoengineering option incorporated into CEAGOM is to plant more
trees. This would act, of course, act as a natural carbon capture and sequestration
mechanism. Furthermore, trees can be harvested like a crop in order to provide biofuel in
addition to building materials. Even this option has limitations, however. First of all,
tree planting may compete with crops for arable land, particularly in some parts of the
world. Soil or weather conditions would preclude large-scale tree planting in other areas.
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Hence, there is an upper limit to the amount of tree planting that could be deployed as a
carbon sink. In addition, tree planting at higher latitudes could negate some of the
positive benefits of the carbon sequestration due to reduction in albedo (Field et al, 2007).
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Chapter 3. Model Description.

3.1. Overview of Model Design.
CEAGOM comprises four primary components: an energy model, a climate
model, an economics model, and an optimization engine. Each of these components is
discussed in detail below. CEAGOM starts with a user supplied energy forecast for the
time period of interest– this ‘forecast’ stipulates the expected amount of energy to be
needed in the time period of interest. The energy forecast is specified in units of
exajoules (1 EJ = 1018 joules). This is consistent with how the IPCC specifies energy
forecasts in their documentation. All time steps in CEAGOM are considered to be annual
increments. A portfolio of energy resource options for meeting this total energy demand
is chosen by the optimization engine from a list that has been programmed into the
model. In addition, the optimization engine adds a mix of geoengineering options, if
necessary, from another list that has been preprogrammed into the model. The
geoengineering is only added if necessary in order to meet specified emissions or
radiative forcing constraints. This combination of energy resources and geoengineering
constitutes a “policy” very much along the lines of those used in optimal control
problems (Pierre, 1986).
CEAGOM also recognizes a number of constraints on the amounts of various
types of resource and geoengineering options so that the policy does not call for more of
a particular resource to be deployed than is physically possible or available. Moreover,
certain amounts of the energy demand have to be satisfied by particular types of energy
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resources. Specifically, energy demand in the transportation sector has to be satisfied by
liquid fuels (i.e., oil, biofuel, and coal-to-liquids). Furthermore, a great deal of energy
demand in the industrial sector is associated with heating processes that require
combustible fuels (gas, coal, oil, or biofuel). Finally, much energy demand has to be met
using electricity, thus requiring energy resources that can be used to generate electric
power.
One added feature of CEAGOM is the ability for the user to specify a certain
amount of energy reserves to be carried as part of the simulation. This reserve amount is
specified as a percentage of the actual energy demand and is considered a separate
quantity from the actual energy demand. This energy reserves feature was included since
some amount of reserves are carried in actual practice to cover in the event of unforeseen
events, such as political strife, natural disasters, unexpected energy demand, or outages of
other energy resources. The model uses only certain energy resources to meet this
reserves requirement. This is because only resources that can be stored or have some
form of storage associated with them can serve as reserve resources. In addition,
resources used for reserves do not contribute to emissions (unless emissions are attributed
to their construction). These resources are also assumed to incur only capital costs, not
variable costs. This is because they are assumed to be in storage and not being
consumed. CEAGOM uses oil, natural gas, coal, biomass, biofuel, hydroelectric, and
geothermal as its reserve resources.
In addition to these standard constraints related to resource amounts and required
energy demands, CEAGOM employs climate-related constraints in its optimization.
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CEAGOM allows the user to pick one of four climate-related constraints to use in a given
simulation: equivalent CO2 concentration, total cumulative emissions, total annual
emissions, and global average temperature rise.
Based on the particular combination of energy resources in a given policy, the
corresponding GHG emissions are computed. In addition to CO2, CEAGOM also
accounts for methane (CH4) emissions associated with certain energy resources.
Moreover, emissions associated with the construction of various energy resources that do
not emit GHG’s during actual operation are also accounted for. In addition, the model
includes non-energy related CH4 and nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions as exogenous inputs
in order to provide a more complete picture of emissions and radiative forcing impacts.
These emissions along with the effects of the geoengineering options included in the
policy are then used to compute the resulting overall emissions, equivalent CO2
concentration, and change in radiative forcing that would result if the particular policy is
adopted. This change in radiative forcing is, in turn, used to compute the resulting
change in average annual global surface temperature.
The costs, including capital, variable, and any decommissioning costs, for each
energy resource and geoengineering option included in the policy are then computed by
the optimization engine based on the amount of each option deployed in the policy. Per
unit capital and decommissioning costs are converted to annual capital recovery values
using a user-supplied discount rate prior to being sent to the optimization engine. The
objective of the model is to determine the least cost portfolio of energy resources and
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geoengineering needed to meet the given energy demand for each year of the simulation
while respecting the specified climate and resource constraints.
Once the portfolio of energy resources and geoengineering has been determined
by the optimization engine, the total cost of the portfolio for that time step is computed
by accounting for all variable, capital, and decommissioning costs incurred. This total
cost at each time step is then brought back as a net present value using the previously
mentioned user-supplied discount rate (see Grant et al., 1982). The net present value of
each of these total annual costs is then summed together to compute a total net present
value cost of the policy over the study period. The model also provides the undiscounted
nominal costs.
CEAGOM provides several outputs. The first is an optimized set of energy
resource and geoengineering amounts for each year of the simulation. It also outputs the
corresponding total cost (as both a nominal value and a net present value), total annual or
cumulative emissions (depending on the specific analysis run), equivalent CO2
concentration, radiative forcing, and global average temperature change for each year of
the simulation. The following Figures 3.1 and 3.2 provide a general overview of
CEAGOM and its outputs.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of CEAGOM Components.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of Radiative Forcing Computation.
In order to provide maximum flexibility, most of the parameter values used in the
model will be user-supplied rather than hard-coded into the software. The user-supplied
parameters are specified in the List of Abbreviations and Symbols. A number of the
parameters require special models or analyses of their own in order to be determined.
These models and analyses are outside the scope of this research. The resource and
geoengineering costs, discount rate, and energy forecasts all fall into this category. Other
user-supplied parameters, such as greenhouse gas lifetimes, energy resource efficiencies,
resource lifetimes, resource lead times, and emissions per unit of resource are based on
well-established science or industry experience. Most parameter values were obtained
from the literature and not generated as part of the research. A very small number of the
needed parameters had to be estimated or computed as part of this work since no value
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for them was available in the literature. These estimates and computations are noted in
the relevant sections that follow.
It is important to note that CEAGOM is not an integrated assessment model. It is
a deterministic model that does not include stochastic elements. Therefore, CEAGOM
does not explicitly address uncertainty in the model itself. Hence, any uncertainty in
parameter values that could impact the results are not directly accounted for in the model.
However, as will be discussed later, CEACOM is fast enough and flexible enough where
the user can easily perform numerous sensitivity runs in a short period of time.

3.2. Energy Model.
The first of the major components of CEAGOM is the energy model. The energy
model consists of two key elements: a forecast of energy demand for each year of the
period of interest and a set of energy resources that are available to meet that demand.
The energy resources include a number of critical parameters that are an integral part of
the CEAGOM model. These are described in detail below.
The energy forecast itself is comprised of four pieces: a forecast of the total
demand, the subset of the energy demand that is associated with liquid fuel needed for
transportation, the subset of energy demand that must be met with electricity, and the
subset of demand associated with heating needs (predominately industrial) that has to be
met with combustible fuels. As previously noted, all energy demands in CEAGOM are
expressed in units of exajoules (EJ). The energy demands must also be in terms of what
the IPCC terms as “final energy”. The IPCC defines three levels of energy. Primary
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energy is the energy stored in the unprocessed energy resource (e.g. crude oil, uranium,
or coal). IPCC then uses a method called the direct equivalent method to determine what
is called secondary energy. For combustible fuels, secondary energy under the direct
equivalent method is defined as the energy potential of the fuel after it has been refined or
cleaned (as in the case of oil and natural gas, respectively), but prior to actually burning
the fuel. For non-combustible fuels such as hydro power or wind, one unit of secondary
energy is considered the same as one unit of primary energy. Secondary energy is
considered final energy when it is finally delivered to the end-user for the purpose of
providing useful work, such as electricity delivered at the wall socket (IPCC Glossary,
2014).
Even with these definitions, care must be taken when looking at energy forecasts
and scenarios to be used as inputs to CEAGOM. This includes IPCC energy forecast
data. For example, in the energy forecasts used by the IPCC in AR5 (see AR5 Database,
2014), the various scenarios include quantities labeled both secondary and final energy.
Furthermore, these secondary and final energy quantities are further broken down by
categories such as gases, liquids, solids, and electricity. A comparison of the secondary
and final liquid energy forecasts from the AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario of the
IMACLIM v1.1 model (which was the forecast used for the majority of this research)
showed that the final liquid energy values were within about 89-90% of the values of the
secondary liquid energy as shown in Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of Final and Secondary Liquid Energy.
year
2005
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
Final Liquid Energy
(EJ)
152.200 171.700 217.100 266.700 304.300 324.500
Secondary Liquid
Energy (EJ)
175.200 194.600 243.500 298.100 339.100 358.900
Ratio of Final Energy
to Secondary Energy 0.868721 0.882323 0.891581 0.894666 0.897375 0.904152

2060

2070

2080

2090

2100

346.800 374.400 406.800 446.300 474.400
381.900 410.800 445.300 488.000 518.300
0.908091 0.911392 0.913541 0.914549

0.9153

The final energy forecast data in the AR5 Database is further broken down into
categories of residential/commercial, industrial, and transportation uses. Use of liquid
fuel for transportation needs comprises over 70% of the demand for final liquid energy in
the AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario. This is significant to how the energy forecast
data must be handled because only 33% of the energy in the fuel burned in an engine is
actually converted into mechanical energy (see IPCC WG3 Transport, 2014 and IEA
Roadmap, 2012). The remainder is lost as waste heat. Hence, the final liquid energy
values shown in the scenario should be much smaller than the secondary liquid energy
values if the final energy values truly represented the needed mechanical energy. This is
clearly not the case. Rather, it appears that the numbers shown for final energy represent
the energy content of the actual fuel burned. This is an important issue for both the
assumed liquid and industrial combustion energy demands. The details on how the
energy demand data was adjusted for purposes of this research are contained in Appendix
B.
This understanding of what the final energy values in the energy forecast mean is
critical for the CEAGOM model. This is because different forms of energy can be
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substituted for others to meet a particular need. For example, if it is assumed that a
significant fraction of transportation needs are met by electric vehicles, the energy
demand of those vehicles is just the mechanical energy required by the vehicle. There are
no heat losses due to combustion in the vehicle engine. Therefore, in order to have all the
energy resources on a common basis, the final energy forecasts need to be on a common
basis, such as actual mechanical energy required. The steps taken to adjust the
AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario data to insure that it was all on a common basis for
purposes of this research are described more fully in Appendix B.
The energy resources available to meet the forecast energy demand are the second
element of the energy model component of CEAGOM. Each energy resource is defined
with a specific set of units (e.g. terrawatts, billion barrels, million metric tons) that
represent the particular resource in its primary form. The model then has an energy
conversion factor for each resource that converts each unit of the resource into EJ of
energy. Furthermore, each resource has an assigned efficiency or capacity factor,
depending on the specific resource, that determine how much of the resource is needed to
meet one unit of energy demand. Efficiency values are used for resources such as oil and
coal that involve combustion and, thus, considerable lost energy. Capacity factors are
used for resources such as wind and hydro where, even though the resource is in place,
the amount of actual energy that can be obtained is limited by the intermittent or weather
dependent nature of the resource. A capacity factor is the ratio of the actual energy
produced by a resource over a specified period of time divided by the energy it would
produce if it were to operate at its full nameplate capacity over that same period of time.
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For example, a 100MW power plant with a capacity factor of 75% would produce
75MW-years’ worth of energy annually. Hence, the energy produced by any specific
resource in the model is given by:
Qj(t) = qj(t) kj ηj

(1)

The total energy supplied at each time step is then simply sum of the individual Qj(t)’s.
As previously noted, CEAGOM also makes special provision to account for the
specific need for liquid fuel for transportation needs. This is because current
transportation technologies are dominated by engines which require liquid fuel.
Therefore, CEAGOM contains an explicit constraint that requires the amount of liquid
energy resources deployed at each time step be at least equal to the liquid transportation
fuel demand:
Qliquid(t) = Qoil-l(t) + Qbiofuel-l(t) + Qcoal-l(t) + Qefficiency-t(t)

≥ fliquid(t)

(2)

If the user wishes to assume that a give portion of transportation needs are met through
the use of electric vehicles, this can be done by reducing the forecast liquid final energy
demand fliquid(t) and increasing the electric energy demand while keeping the total final
energy demand ftotal(t) constant. This is why it is important for the final energy demands
to be referenced to the same basis as discussed earlier.
Similarly, CEAGOM contains explicit constraints that require the amount of
electricity generated at each time step and the amount of combustible fuels deployed at
each time step to be at least equal to the electricity and combustion fuel demands,
respectively:
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Qelectric(t) = Qcoal-e(t) + Qgas-e(t) + Qnuclear(t) + Qhydro(t) + Qwind(t) + Qsolar-PV(t)
+ Qsolar-thermal(t) + Qgeothermal(t) + Qbiomass(t) + Qefficiency-e(t) ≥ felectric(t)

(3)

Qcombust(t) = Qoil-c(t) + Qgas-c(t) + Qcoal-c(t) + Qbiofuel-c(t)
+ Qefficiency-c(t) ≥ fcombust(t)

(4)

It should be noted that the sum of the liquid, electric, and combustion energy demand
subsets is less than the total energy demand. This is because there is a significant portion
of the total energy demand that can be met with any type of energy resource. For
instance, residential heating can be met with either a gas furnace or an electric heat pump.
Resources which can be used to meet two different types of energy demand are
treated as two separate resources in the tool. This is because of different energy
conversion efficiencies to meet the different energy demand types. For example, natural
gas can be used for direct heating as part of the combustion energy demand or can be
used to generate electricity. However, directly burning gas in a furnace for heating
applications has a much higher efficiency (roughly 90%) than using it to meet an electric
power demand (which only has an efficiency of around 45%). Hence, gas used to energy
demand via direct combustion is a different energy resource in CEAGOM than gas used
to meet energy demand in the form of electricity.
To the extent possible based on the available data, the author attempted to use
efficiency values in this research that accounted for the entire production chain of the
particular resource. As an example, the efficiency value assumed for coal used to
generate electricity accounts for both the efficiency of the process of burning the coal to
actually convert it to electrical energy plus the efficiency of extracting the coal and
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getting it to the power plant in the first place. This second efficiency is the so-called
“mine-to-tank” or MTT efficiency.
In addition to these energy conversion parameters, each energy resource in
CEAGOM also has an associated limit or availability. Non-renewable resources such as
oil and coal have total cumulative limits based on their known reserves. Renewable
resources like hydro, wind, and solar are limited based on their maximum potential.
An important concept in any form of energy analysis is the concept of reserves.
Reserves in this context refer to additional capacity above and beyond the forecasted final
energy that is in place to cover events such outages, unavailability of other resources, and
spikes in demand. The amount of reserves held is generally based on some perception of
risk. In addition, the need for reserves adds to the cost of providing energy. Hence, the
amount of reserves held is essentially a decision that the policy-make must make.
CEAGOM is structured so that the need for reserves is taken into account. This is done
through a user-specified value that adds a reserve energy requirement at each time step
that is a fraction of the original final energy demand:
Qr(t) = Rftotal(t)

(5)

A key aspect of dealing with reserves is the fact that not all resources can be used
for reserves. Essentially, any resource that is going to be used for providing reserves has
to be storable over extended periods of time and then be able to be brought on-line when
needed. Of the resources included in CEAGOM, oil, natural gas, biofuel, biomass, coal,
geothermal, and hydro are all capable of being stored in some manner (either in
reservoirs, barrels, or literally in piles on the ground). Wind and solar energy do not
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meet the criteria for reserves since they are highly intermittent resources. Conservation
measures are simply a means of reducing demand and since demand-side management
systems have not been widely deployed around the world, this research did not consider it
to be part of reserves. Nuclear plants have a single load of fuel in their reactors that lasts
1 to 2 years. An extended outage of the plant is then required in order to refuel the
reactor and considerable time is required to bring the plant back on-line from shutdown.
Hence, unless its output is purposely held down, nuclear plants are not typically used for
reserves. Thus, the reserve requirements at each time step are met as follows:
Q r (t) = Q oil - r (t) + Q gas - r ( t) + Q coal - r (t) + Q hydro - r (t) + Q biofuel - r (t)
+ Q biomass - r (t) + Q geotherm - r (t)

(6)

CEAGOM computes the amounts of oil, natural gas, coal, hydro, biofuel, biomass, and
geothermal resources used for reserves separately from the amounts of these resources
used to meet actual energy demand. In addition, CEAGOM keeps track of the total
amounts of oil, coal, gas, biomass, and biofuel deployed for reserves in prior time steps.
Since it is assumed that the resources set aside for reserves are not used up, these prior
amounts are then applied towards the needed amount of reserves at the current time step.
This is done in order to avoid continuously counting these resource amounts against the
total resource available, which would have the effect of potentially using up a resource
prematurely since these are finite resources. This is not done, however, for hydro and
geothermal deployed for reserves. These resources are capacity based resources. Hence,
any amounts deployed for reserves as well as for direct energy needs have to fit within
the available resource capacity.
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The following describes in more detail the specific energy resources assumed in
CEAGOM as part of this research. The units listed are those that were used in this
research. These units were chosen because the analyses in this research were at a global
or large nation scale. However, slightly different units can be used for the resource
amounts (such as substituting gigawatts for terrawatts) as long as the orders of magnitude
of all the associated parameters are adjusted accordingly in the CEAGOM code.
3.2.1. Oil.
CEAGOM has three oil resources: one for liquid fuel, another for direct
combustion, and one for energy reserves. Oil is specified in units of billion barrels and is
a non-renewable resource. Therefore, the sum of all three of these resources used over
the time period of the analysis cannot exceed the known reserves. This constraint is
modeled mathematically as:
Time

∫

0

q oil (t)dt ≤ Loil

(7)

3.2.2. Natural Gas.
CEAGOM has three gas resources: one for electricity generation, another for
direct combustion, and one for energy reserves. Natural gas is measured in units of
trillion cubic feet. In this research, the assumed efficiency for electricity supplied by
natural gas is based on the efficiency of combined cycle generating plants. Combined
cycle plants are a mature technology and have efficiencies close to 50% compared to only
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about 35% for a simple gas turbine generator by itself (Brooks, 2000; Chiesa and Macchi,
2004; Franco and Casarosa, 2002; Poullikkas, 2005).
Just as for oil, natural gas is not a renewable resource. Therefore, the total
amount of the three natural gas resources used over the time period of the analysis is not
allowed to exceed the known reserves. This constraint then becomes:
Time

∫

0

q gas (t)dt ≤ L gas

(8)

In this research, gas was not used as a transportation fuel, even though some gas
is used for that purpose (especially for buses). The reason is that gas is a very poor
transportation fuel. Considerable technological improvements and infrastructure
development would be required in order for natural gas to be widely used in the
transportation sector (Service, 2014).

3.2.3. Coal.
CEAGOM has four coal resources: one for electricity generation, another for
direct combustion, one for energy reserves, and a fourth representing a coal-to-liquids
conversion to provide another liquid energy resource. Coal is measured in units of
million metric tons. Though highly abundant, coal is not a renewable resource.
Therefore, the total amount of the four coal resources used over the time period of the
analysis is not allowed to exceed the known reserves. This constraint then becomes:

∫

Time

0

qcoal(t)dt ≤ Lcoal

(9)
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3.2.4. Nuclear.
Nuclear power is specified in terrawatts (TW) of electrical energy produced. For
this research, only conventional nuclear technology was assumed. Even though a number
of advanced designs have been proposed, including breeder reactor technology, none has
yet been deployed for commercial power production. Conventional nuclear plants have
energy efficiencies comparable to that of coal-fired plants (Rosen, 2001).
A further assumption used in this research was that no reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel is assumed to produce additional fuel. Reprocessing is a known technology
and is used in Japan and Europe to extend nuclear fuel supplies. However, this
reprocessed fuel is very expensive compared to standard nuclear fuel and the entire
endeavor raises serious concerns related to nuclear weapons proliferation (von Hippel,
2001). Therefore, the simplifying assumption of no reprocessing was made. The
maximum amount of nuclear power that can be deployed in the analysis was thus based
upon the amount of uranium available. However, since the nuclear resource is was
specified in units of terrawatts, the uranium limit was converted into an equivalent energy
limit by multiplying the available uranium reserves by the energy content of the uranium
and the average thermal efficiency of a nuclear power plant:

∫

Time

0

q nuclear(t)dt ≤ L uranium x e uranium xη nuclear

(10)

Since nuclear power is specified in terrawatts of electrical output from the plant in
this model, CEAGOM employs a capacity factor rather than an efficiency value when
computing the energy produced from nuclear plants.
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3.2.5. Hydro.
Hydropower is specified in units of terrawatts. Hydropower is a significant
renewable energy resource and can be produced in many parts of the world. Installations
can range from huge dams, such as Grand Coulee in the U.S. and The Three Gorges in
China, to micro installations of only a few kilowatts on a small stream. Hydropower is a
very efficient energy conversion process with efficiencies of close to 90% for large
installations and 60-80% for micro hydro (see Tester et al, 2005, page 527). Hydropower
is generally measured in megawatt-hours per year of actual electricity production. Since
this is the actual usable energy from the resource, there is no need to employ any
efficiency factors. Since this is a renewable resource, the constraint on the total amount
of hydro that can be deployed is simply given by the potential terrawatts of capacity
available:
qhydro(t) ≤ Lhydro

(11)

Just in the case of nuclear power, CEAGOM uses a capacity factor rather than an
efficiency value to compute the energy produced from hydropower. CEAGOM also
includes a second hydro resource for reserves.

3.2.6. Geothermal and Wind.
Geothermal and wind energy are two other established renewable energy
resources with significant global distributions (Lu et al, 2009; Stefansson, 2005). Just
like the case of hydropower and nuclear, geothermal and wind energy are measured in
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terms of terrawatts and use capacity factors in the model. Hence, their limits are given
by:
qgeotherm(t) ≤ Lgeotherm

(12)

qwind (t) ≤ Lwind

(13)

CEAGOM also includes a second geothermal resource for reserves. Essentially,
the earth’s geothermal reservoir is treated like a reservoir of water behind a dam.

3.2.7. Solar.
Solar energy is one of the most promising of the renewable energy resources. It is
a huge potential resource estimated to be on the order of 1600 EJ per year based on
existing technologies (Resch et al, 2008). Solar energy technology falls into two main
types. One is the familiar photovoltaic (PV) panel which converts incoming sunlight
directly into electricity. The other is solar-thermal technology. Solar-thermal plants use
large arrays of mirrors to reflect sunlight onto tubes filled with water or oil. This heated
fluid is then used to create steam which is then used to drive an electric generator.
Clearly, both of these solar technologies have different characteristics and different costs
(Quaschning and Muriel, 2001; Quaschning, 2004). Solar energy can also be used for
some direct heating applications, such as the production of hot water for residential use.
Accounting for these applications, however, would require a far greater level of
granularity in the final energy use data than what was done in this research.
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Solar power, both PV and solar-thermal, is measured in units of terrawatts in the
CEAGOM model. As with similar resources, the model uses capacity factors rather than
efficiencies to compute the energy produced from these resources.
As previously noted, the global solar energy potential is huge; however, the
amount that can be realized through the use of present PV technology is currently limited
by the availability of the specialized materials required to manufacture the PV panels,
particularly tellurium, indium, and silver. A rough estimate based on the reserves of
these key materials places the amount of solar energy that can be realized through the use
of PV technology to approximately 2.5 TW-years (Feltrin and Freundlich, 2008). The
limit on the available energy from solar PV in this research was based on this materials
limit. The limit was treated as a capacity limit (like hydro) rather than a cumulative limit
(like oil) based on the assumption that materials from old solar panels would be recycled.
The limits for both solar-PV and solar-thermal are of the form:
qsolar-PV ≤ Lsolar-PV

(14)

qsolar-therm ≤ Lsolar-therm

(15)

3.2.8. Energy Efficiency.
Conservation and improvements in energy efficiency have tremendous potential
for reducing end use energy needs. Studies for the U.S. alone estimate potential
achievable energy savings of 24% for electricity and 9% for natural gas (Nadel et al.,
2004). World-wide potential energy savings through conservation and improved
efficiency in the industrial, transportation, and building sectors is also considerable with
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estimates in the range of 1.5% to over 2.5% savings in energy intensity per year (Krewitt
et al., 2009). Energy efficiency is measured as a savings in final energy, so this resource
is measured in EJ in CEAGOM.
For purposes of this research, the amount of energy efficiency available was
based on the work of Krewitt et al., 2009. CEAGOM computes the energy efficiency
limit as a percentage of the final energy demand:
qefficiency(t) ≤ Lefficiency x ftotal(t)

(16)

Energy efficiency is applied towards the electricity, transportation and
combustion demand subsets; however, CEAGOM does not treat energy efficiency as
multiple resources. Rather, a portion of the overall energy efficiency deployed is
allocated to the electricity, combustion, and transportation demands as follows:
Qefficiency-e(t) = felectric(t) / ftotal(t)

(17)

Qefficiency-c(t) = fcombust(t) / ftotal(t)

(18)

Qefficiency-t(t) = ftransport(t) / ftotal(t)

(19)

CEAGOM allows the user to specify Lefficiency as either a fixed value or as a specific
value for each time step in the simulation. The latter approach allows the user to assume
improvements in energy efficiency technology over time.
3.2.9. Biofuel and Biomass.
Biofuel and biomass are closely related resources, but which are treated
differently within the model from an energy production perspective. Biofuel is assumed
to be a combustible liquid fuel and is expressed in units of trillion liters. CEAGOM has
three biofuel resources: one for liquid fuel, one for direct combustion, and one for
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reserves. Biomass, on the other hand, is assumed in CEAGOM to be used for the
production of electricity. CEAGOM has a second biomass resource for reserves. Both
are expressed in units of terrawatts. The model uses a capacity factor for biomass when
computing its energy production.
Biofuel and biomass are based on the use of plants, agricultural waste, or even
animal waste as a fuel source. Biofuels are produced largely from corn or sugar cane.
Biomass encompasses a wide variety of primary source materials from wood chips to
agricultural waste to animal waste. Thus, both current biofuel and biomass production
take place on some form of arable land where trees or crops can be grown. Hence, the
amount of biofuel and biomass that can be produced is limited by the amount of arable
land available. In addition, as will be discussed further in Section 3.3, CEAGOM
includes planting trees as a specific geoengineering option. This also requires arable land
for large-scale deployment of this option. Hence, biofuel, biomass, and tree planting
geoengineering are all limited by the same arable land constraint. This land constraint in
CEAGOM is measured in millions of hectares.
Since the biofuel and biomass resources are specified in units of trillion liters
and terrawatts, respectively, while the quantity limiting them (arable land) is in terms of
million hectares, a conversion factor was computed for each resource to convert the
amount of resource used into a corresponding amount area of arable land needed to
produce it. The following is the resulting limit equation:
(qbiofuel(t) x aebf) + (qbiomass(t) x aebm x ηbm) + qtrees ≤ Larable land
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(20)

Since the biomass quantity is capacity value in TW, it has to be multiplied by the
capacity factor ηbm in order to obtain the correct amount of energy produced and, hence,
the amount of land needed to supply the fuel input.
In addition to the total arable land constraint Larable land described above,
CEAGOM also allows the user to specify separate available land limits for biofuel,
biomass, and tree planting, respectively. This is in order to allow the user the flexibility
to assume that biofuel, biomass, and tree planting will be on different parcels of land.
The user still needs to specify a total limit Larable land to insure that the overall amount of
available land is not exceeded.
3.3. Climate Model.
The second major component of CEAGOM is the climate model. This model has
the key function of determining emissions, GHG concentration, and the expected change
in average annual global temperature. This is based upon the GHG emissions for the
resource mix coming out of the energy model and the effects of the geoengineering
options. The model computes the GHG emissions from each of the energy resources, the
CO2 sequestered through the deployment of iron fertilization and tree planting, the
resulting change in GHG concentrations, and the associated change in radiative forcing,
including that associated with the sulfur and sea spray injection geoengineering options.
The first section of the climate model computes the emissions associated with the
energy resources deployed in the policy to meet the total energy Qtotal(t). The primary
greenhouse gas emitted by the energy sector is CO2. In fact, the vast majority of the CO2
emitted into the atmosphere is due to fossil fuel use (IPCC, 2007 SPM). Methane (CH4)
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is another very powerful greenhouse gas. Most methane is emitted by agricultural
activities; however, approximately a quarter of methane emissions are due to activities
related to the production of energy. These emissions mainly take the form of leakage
from natural gas wells and pipelines and from releases from coal mines (see SRES, 2000
Section 3.6). Emissions of both CO2 and methane are modeled as part of CEAGOM.
The other major anthropogenic greenhouse gases are nitrous oxide (N2O) and the various
halocarbon gases. Emissions of these gases, however, are not primarily tied to the
production and use of energy. Nitrous oxide is predominately a byproduct of agricultural
activity. The halocarbons are used in various industrial processes (IPCC, 2007). Though
their Global Warming Potentials (GWP’s) are quite large, the overall amounts of
halocarbons emitted is relatively small. Therefore, these gases are not included in the
CEAGOM model. Emissions of CH4 and N2O, on the other hand, are significant
(Environmental Protection Agency, 2013b). Hence, in addition to computing CH4
emissions tied to energy use, CEAGOM also incorporates emissions of non-energy
related CH4 and N2O as exogenous inputs to its climate model and computes their
contribution to overall radiative forcing. The author felt that it was important to include
this feature in the model in order to more fully capture the overall impact of GHG
emissions. This could be particularly important when attempting to analyze the amount
of geoengineering that may be required.
The emissions of CO2 and methane from each energy resource are computed at
each time step and then summed. CEAGOM directly accounts for methane emissions
from the oil, natural gas, and coal resources. The drilling and mining activities associated
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with these resources, as well as leakage from gas pipelines, cause these resources to be
relatively significant sources of methane emissions. Other resources also produce some
amounts of methane, as well. An example would be vegetation decay associated with
hydropower development. However, the methane emissions for these resources are
typically combined with associated CO2 emissions as a single CO2-equivalent value.
Hence, CEAGOM treats emissions from all the other energy resources as if they were all
simply CO2.
It is important to note that CEAGOM assumes that all energy resources have
some amount of CO2 emissions associated with them. In the specific cases of nuclear,
hydro, geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, and wind, these emissions come about as part
of the development and fabrication of the resource. They then become essentially zero
once the resource is in actual operation. CEAGOM incorporates special logic in the code
to determine if the model is calling for incremental additions of these resources and
computes their emissions accordingly. No emissions are assumed to come from these
resources if no resource is being added.
In addition, CEAGOM assumes that resources being used as reserves do not
contribute to emissions. This is because reserve resources are not being used to meet the
actual energy demand; hence, they are not being burned. The only exception to this is
that CEAGOM does assume a small amount of emissions from hydro and geothermal
reserve resources if these reserves represent new incremental additions of these resources
as outlined in the preceding paragraph.
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At each time step, the amount of CO2 sequestered by the amount of tree planting
and ocean iron seeding geoengineering deployed is computed. This research assumed
that 1.02x1016 grams of CO2 would be sequestered per metric ton on iron seeded into the
ocean. This was based on data from Smetacek, et al., 2012. The research assumed that
no more than 0.6 million metric tons of iron seeding would be effective based on data
from Sarmiento and Orr, 1991. A limit as high as 2.6 million metric tons could also have
been used based on Aumont and Bopp, 2006. However, a more recent article by Strong,
Cullen, and Chisholm, 2009 called the 0.6 million metric ton value a potentially
unachievable upper bound. Due to the varying estimates in the literature, the
conservative 0.6 million metric ton value was chosen as the upper limit for iron seeding.
The assumed CO2 sequestration expected from tree planting was 2.6x1013 grams per
million hectares per year based on data from Roxburgh et al., 2006. The maximum
combined limit assumed for tree planting, biofuel, and biomass in the research was 4.74
billion hectares of arable land based on FAO, 2013.
Biofuel and biomass production also sequester CO2. Since biofuels and biomass
are largely produced from agricultural products, the CO2 is effectively sequestered during
the growing season and then released again shortly thereafter when the biofuel or
biomass is used for energy production (essentially within one year based on the way the
energy model is set up). The exception is if the biofuel or biomass is stored as part of the
energy reserves category. Because of this short release time of the CO2 back into the
atmosphere, the only CO2 sequestration due to biofuel and biomass in the climate model
is based on the amounts deployed in the reserves category of the policy. Furthermore, the
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model also assumes that there are emissions associated with the production, harvest, and
processing of the biofuel and biomass.
The resulting emissions equations then become:
SCO2(t) = (∑ s

q (t)) – seqFeseed qFeseed(t) – seqtrees qtrees(t)

(21)

- seqbiofuel qbiofuel-r(t) – seqbiomass qbiomass-r (t)
SCH4(t) = ∑ s

(22)

q (t)

Since CEAGOM assumes a yearly resolution in its simulations, these emissions at
each time step are treated as an individual emissions pulse. Since both CO2 and CH4
have specific lifetimes in the atmosphere, every emissions pulse that occurred prior to the
current time step is decayed at that time step in accordance with the following equations:
For CO2, the decay is done using this equation from Table 2.14 of IPCC 2007
WG1 Chap. 2:
CO2 Pulse Decay = SCO2(w) x (a0 + ∑

a e

(

)/

), where

(23)

a0 = 0.217, a1 = 0.259, a2 = 0.338, a3 = 0.186, tau1 = 172.9 years,
tau2 = 18.51 years, and tau3 = 1.186 years.
In the case of methane, the pulse decay is modeled as a simple exponential decay due to
the much shorter lifetime of methane in the atmosphere (Khalil, 2009):
CH4 Pulse Decay = SCH4(w) e
N2O Pulse Decay = SN2O(w) e

(

)

(

)

(24)
(25)

In all three of the above equations, w indicates the specific time step in the simulation
when that particular emissions pulse occurred.
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The resulting pulse decays for all the prior CO2, CH4, and N2O pulses are then
summed together at each time step (along with the new pulses occurring at that time step)
to derive the resulting emissions Seq(t) and Smeq(t) (in grams of CO2, CH4, or N2O) in
the atmosphere at that point in time. Since the equations for radiative forcing described
below are based on the concentrations of CO2 in parts per million (ppm) and methane and
nitrous oxide in parts per billion (ppb), these resulting emissions are converted to
concentrations using the following equations (Khalil, 2009):
c(t) = Seq(t) x (grams CO2) x (1 mole CO2/44 grams)
x (6.022x1023 molecules/1 mole CO2)
x (1/1044 molecules in the atmosphere) x (1ppm/106)

(26)

M(t) = Smeq (t) x (grams CH4) x (1 mole CH4/16 grams)
x (6.022x1023 molecules/1 mole CH4)
x (1/1044 molecules in the atmosphere) x (1ppb/109)

(27)

N(t) = Sneq (t) x (grams N2O) x (1 mole N2O/44 grams)
x (6.022x1023 molecules/1 mole N2O)
x (1/1044 molecules in the atmosphere) x (1ppb/109)

(28)

Once the concentrations of CO2, CH4, and N2O have been obtained, the resulting
radiative forcing and associated global average temperature change are computed.
CEAGOM uses the following equations to compute the radiative forcing due to CO2,
CH4, and N2O, respectively, at each time step (see Table 8.SM.1 in IPCC WG1 Chap
8SM, 2013):
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∆FCO2 = 5.35 ln(c(t) / co)

(29)

∆FCH4 = 0.036 (√M(t) - √Mo) - [f(M(t),No) – f(Mo,No)]

(30)

∆FN2O = 0.12 (√N(t) - √No) - [f(Mo,N(t)) – f(Mo,No)], where

(31)

f(M,N) = 0.47 ln[1+2.01x10-5(MN)0.75+5.31x10-15M(MN)1.52]

(32)

CEAGOM computes the change in radiative forcing and associated change in
global average temperature from the preindustrial period (typically taken to be about the
year 1750). Hence, the values used for co and Mo used in the model are the preindustrial
values of 278 ppm for CO2 and 722 ppb for CH4 found in Table 8.2 of IPCC WG1 Chap
8, 2013. Furthermore, according to IPCC WG1 Chap 8SM, 2013, the value of No that
should be used in the radiative forcing equation for methane should be the present-day
value of the N2O concentration. Similarly, the value of Mo used in the forcing equation
for N2O should be the present day value of the methane concentration. CEAGOM
addresses this by using user-supplied values for Mo and No that are taken to be the
concentrations at the start of the simulation. The starting point for most of the
simulations conducted as part of this research was the year 2000. The methane and N2O
concentrations at that point in time were estimated to be 1750 ppb and 320 ppb,
respectively (Environmental Protection Agency, 2013a).
As previously noted, iron seeding and tree planting geoengineering act by
sequestering CO2 from the atmosphere. Hence, they directly impact the concentration
calculation. Sulfur injection and sea spray geoengineering, on the other hand, do not
affect GHG concentrations. Rather, they act to reflect incoming solar radiation.
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Therefore, they directly modify the radiative forcing calculation. The model
accomplishes this by adding a negative radiative forcing for each unit of sulfur injection
or sea spray geoengineering deployed.
For sulfur injection, the exact amount of radiative forcing that can be achieved
from injecting sulfur aerosols into the atmosphere is a function of a number of factors,
including particle size and the altitude of the aerosol injection (see Lenton and Vaughan,
2009; Rasch et al, 2008a; Rasch et al., 2008b). A reasonable approximation for this
radiative forcing is given in Crutzen, 2006 based upon the effects of the 1991 Mt.
Pinatubo eruption. Calculations based on this volcanic event estimated a radiative
forcing reduction of 0.75 W/m2 per Tg (1 Tg = 1 million metric tons) of sulfur injected
into the stratosphere. Similarly, Lacis and his colleagues estimate that 1.6 million tons of
sulfur would be needed to reduce radiative forcing by 1 W/m2, or 0.625 W/m2 per Tg of
sulfur (Lacis et al., 2009). This research assumed a radiative forcing reduction of 0.75
W/m2 per Tg for sulfur injection.
A reasonable maximum for the amount of sulfur injection used in this research
was determined based upon data included in Robock, et al., 2010. The Mt. Pinatubo
eruption injected 20 Tg of SO2 into the stratosphere. Per Table 2 of the reference, 9 KC10A tanker aircraft flying 3 flights per day can deliver 1 Tg of SO2. Hence, 180 such
aircraft would be needed to deliver 20 Tg, again assuming 3 flights per day. This is a
reasonable number of aircraft. Therefore, this research assumed a 20 Tg limit on the
amount of sulfur geoengineering that could be deployed (basically the equivalent of one
Mt. Pinatubo per year).
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The issues associated with sea spray geoengineering are very similar (see Latham
et al., 2008). This research used the estimate contained in Salter et al., 2008 of a 3.7
W/m2 reduction in radiative forcing for a 45 cu. meter/sec sea spray injection as the basis
for the per unit radiative forcing reduction due to sea spray. The research assumed a
maximum allowable deployment of 100 cu. meters/sec of sea spray geoengineering. This
was based upon Figure 3 in Salter et al., 2008. This figure shows (and the authors of the
paper also note) that the effectiveness of sea spray injection levels off with increasing
spray rate. The 100 cu. meter/sec value was chosen as a reasonable limit based on that
figure.
The resulting radiative forcing at each time step is then given by:
∆F(t) = ∆FCO2(t) + ∆FCH4(t) + ∆FN2O - ∆Fsulfer - ∆Fsea

(33)

Once the change in radiative forcing is computed, the resulting change in
temperature can be determined. From Chapter 6 of IPCC, 2001, this can be reasonably
approximated by:
∆T(t) = 0.5 ∆F(t)

(34)

It should be noted that the temperature change computed by the end of a simulation does
not necessarily represent a final equilibrium state. Radiative forcing and associated
temperature rise will continue past the end of a simulation unless GHG concentrations
and/or radiative forcing are mitigated.
The climate model in CEAGOM also recognizes that the effectiveness of each of
the four geoengineering options decays with time. Essentially, there is a lifetime
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associated with each geoengineering option based on its effectiveness. In the case of sea
spray injection, its effects only last a few days, so this option has to be continuously
deployed in order to be effective (Salter et al., 2008). Iron seeding is effective for a
number of weeks, then drops off, as well. By contrast, it is thought that the effects of
sulfur injection could last as long as three years (both the iron seeding and sulfur
injection estimates are from Vaugh and Lenton, 2011).
CEAGOM employs a simple exponential decay function for sulfur injection, iron
seeding and sea spray injection that reduces the specific geoengineering’s effect to 0.1%
of its original value after a number of time steps equal to the lifetime have passed. The
equation used to determine how an injection of the geoengineering resources decays over
time is thus:
(

q (t) = q(initial) e ".

$%&

)

(35)

The value of 0.145 in the above equation is set so that qj(t) is 0.001 times the
value of qj(initial) when t = Λj.
Forests, on the other hand, can continue sequestering CO2 for up to 70 years
(Pregitzer and Euskirchen, 2004). However, the amount of CO2 sequestered in trees
varies over time according to a more complex function than a simple exponential decay.
The wood volume of a forest measured as a percentage of maximum wood volume
follows a curve known as the logistic or sigmoid function (Stovall, 2014; Weiner and
Thomas, 2001):
f(t) = (

)* +,-../(-+012/314-) )

, where

(36)
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midpoint is the value of the logistic function’s midpoint and steep is the steepness
of the curve (Wikipedia, 2015). This function yields the classic “S” shaped curve. The
amount of CO2 sequestered in a forest varies with the rate of change of wood volume.
Therefore, the effective sequestration over time is given by the derivative of the logistic
function (Weisstein, 2015):
56(t)
e 78**9(8 :;<9=;>8)
=
5t
(1 + e 78**9(8 :;<9=;>8) )

(37)

CEAGOM uses the above equation for the derivative of the logistic function to determine
the amount of CO2 sequestration over time obtained from each incremental addition of
tree planting geoengineering:

effective q (t) = q (initial)

df(t)
dt

(38)

It should be emphasized that Eq. 38 yields an effective amount of trees for
purposes of determining CO2 sequestration. It does not affect the calculation that tracks
how many hectares of trees have actually been planted that is used to determine if the
arable land constraint has been reached.
For purposes of this research, a steepness value of 0.25 and a midpoint at 10 years
were assumed for the logistic function. These values are consistent with values for a
temperate pine forest reported in Liao et al. 2003, Hence, they were considered to be
reasonable representative values. The resulting logistic function and its associated
derivative are shown below in Figures 3.3 and 3.4
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Figure 3.3. Logistic Function with Steepness 0.25 and Midpoint 10.
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Figure 3.4. Derivative of Logistic Function with Steepness 0.25 and Midpoint 10.
The above equations are used by CEAGOM to update the decayed values of all
past deployments for each geoengineering option at each time step. These are summed
together and added to any new geoengineering deployed at that time step in order to
come up with the overall effective amount of that geoengineering resource at the given
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time step. The lifetimes for sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray are all user
defined. Similarly, the midpoint and steep parameters for the derivative of the logistic
function for the tree planting geoengineering are also user defined. This is to allow the
user to adjust the overall rate of the carbon sequestration and the time period of its
greatest effectiveness. For purposes of this research, a midpoint of 25 years and a
steepness of 1 were assumed. Similarly, the lifetime for sulfur injection was assumed to
be 3 years. The assumed lifetimes for iron seeding and sea spray injection were 1 year
since that is the smallest time increment assumed in the research.
A final unique feature of the CEAGOM climate model is that it computes CO2
equivalent emissions not only for the GHG’s, but for all the geoengineering options, as
well. This is a very important aspect of the model since annual and cumulative emissions
can be used as the primary climate constraint. As shown in the IPCC literature, these
limits are specified in terms of CO2-eq. The methane and N2O emissions are easily
converted to a CO2 equivalent value by simply multiplying them by their respective
global warming potentials:
SmCO2(t) = SCH4(t) x GWPm

(39)

SnCO2(t) = SN2O(t) x GWPn

(40)

The values for the lifetimes (tau values) and global warming potentials (GWP’s) for CH4
and N2O used in this research were the following:
CH4: tau = 12.4 years, GWP = 34
N2O: tau = 121 years, GWP = 268
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For sulfur injection, the equivalent of a global warming potential was found in
Brakkee et al., 2008 which listed the equivalent global warming potentials for a number
of substances, including SO2. For purposes of this research a value of -58 was chosen
from Table 3 of the reference. This value was chosen because it was based on an older
IPCC scenario (scenario A2) which is similar to the scenario chosen for this research.
Hence,
Ssulfer(t) = GWPs x qsulfer(t)

(41)

No such global warming potential value could be found in the literature for the
sea spray geoengineering. As a result, a sea spray equivalent emissions factor was
developed as part of this research. This value was determined as follows:
The previously discussed radiative forcing value of 3.7 W/m2 for a 45 cu.
meter/sec sea spray injection was assumed. Using Equation 22 with a preindustrial CO2
concentration of 278 ppm, 3.7 W/m2 would correspond to an equivalent CO2
concentration of 555 ppm CO2e. From Shine et. al., 2005, 1 gram of CO2 in the
atmosphere is the equivalent concentration of 1.278x10-16 ppm. Thus,
Ess = 555 ppm x (1 gram CO2/1.278x10-16 ppm) x (1/45 m3/sec)

(42)

= 9.65x1016 grams CO2-eq/ m3/second of sea spray.
The equivalent emissions due to sea spray geoengineering then become:
Ssea(t) = Ess x qsea(t)

(43)

The total equivalent emissions are then:
Stotal(t) = SCO2(t) + SmCO2(t) + SnCO2(t) + Ssulfur(t) + Ssea(t)
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(44)

3.4 Economics Model.
The third key component of the CEAGOM code is the economics model. The
purpose of the economics model is to compute the costs of the energy resources deployed
by the policy to meet the global energy demand and to compute the costs of any
geoengineering options included in the policy. A critical part of the economics model is
respecting the various constraints associated with the energy and geoengineering options.
Due to the magnitude of the values involved, all costs used in this research were specified
in trillions of dollars.
3.4.1. Basic Cost Equations.
The cost of every unit of an energy resource or geoengineering option deployed at
each time step is composed of three main components. The first is a per unit variable
cost Cj which represents the cost of producing energy from that increment of resource j or
providing reduced radiative forcing from geoengineering option j. The second is a per
unit capital cost Kj that will be incurred if additional amounts of the energy resource or
geoengineering option need to be deployed. The third component is a per unit penalty
cost, pj, that can be used to represent an assigned value of some non-monetary
consequence or characteristic of the option as has been previously discussed in Section
1.1. Both Cj and pj are treated as annual values.
In addition to the three main cost components cited above, nuclear, coal-fired, and
hydroelectric power plants have potentially large decommissioning costs at the end of
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their service lives. CEAGOM includes a decommissioning cost Zj for each these
resources.
CEAGOM allows the user to specify the variable and capital costs in one of two
ways. One way assumes that these cost components are static over the time horizon
under study. This assumes that there is no differential inflation related to these costs and
no change in cost due to depletion of the resource. Alternatively, the user can supply
CEAGOM with a specific variable or capital cost for the resource for each year of the
simulation using an Excel .xls file. This allows the user flexibility in modeling each
resource’s variable and capital costs. CEAGOM assumes that decommissioning and
penalty costs are static over the study time horizon.
CEAGOM also allows the user to specify a carbon tax on resources bases on oil,
coal, and natural gas. The tax is specified in terms of dollars per metric ton of CO2-eq.
CEAGOM applies the tax to both direct CO2 emissions and to CH4 emissions from these
fossil fuel based energy resources. This carbon tax structure is based on a recent carbon
tax proposal under evaluation by the Oregon State Legislature (see page 12 of Oregon,
2014). The resulting carbon tax incurred by the resource at each time step is then given
by:
CarbonTaxj(t) = qj(t) x (sj + (sj-m x GWPm)) x CarbonTaxRate x 1E-18 (45)
The 1E-18 factor converts the CarbonTaxRate from dollars per metric ton to trillion
dollars per gram of CO2-eq emissions.
Another important concept incorporated in the economics model is the concept of
resource lifetime. All energy and geoengineering resources have a useful lifetime Λj
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after which they must be either retired or replaced. Resource lifetime comes into play in
several parts of the CEAGOM model, as will be described further below.
For purposes of performing the optimization, the costs of all resources are
specified in terms of annual cost values. The need to use annual cost values was driven
by the capabilities of the particular software package chosen for the optimization engine.
Specifying costs as annual values for use in an optimization algorithm is not unusual. For
example, even though it employs a much more sophisticated economics model, the
TIMES model also uses annual values as the basis for its objective function (see Loulou
et al, 2005b).
As previously noted, the variable cost Cj, penalty cost pj, and (if applicable)
CarbonTaxj(t) are already annual values. The capital cost Kj and decommissioning cost
Zj, on the other hand, need to be converted to annual values. CEAGOM does this by
computing two standard factors from engineering economics for each resource, a capital
recovery factor (CRF) and a sinking fund factor (SFF) (Grant et al., 1982):
;

CRFj = [(

);)H&

SFFj = [(

);)H&

;

+ i]

(46)

]

(47)

In both of these equations, i is a user-defined discount rate. For this research, a discount
rate of 4% was assumed unless otherwise noted. Also note that the CRF and SFF values
are computed using the specific resource lifetime. This is based on the assumption that
capital and decommissioning costs would be recovered over the life of the resource. The
complete annual cost for each resource is then given by:
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AnnCostj(t) = Cj + (Kj x CRFj) + pj + (Zj x SFFj) + CarbonTaxj(t) (48)
The cost of energy efficiency is handled differently compared to all the other
resources modeled in CEAGOM. Energy efficiency covers a wide range of activities
from home weatherization to the installation of more efficient motors in cars and
industrial processes, each of which has their own unique cost. Krewitt et al., however,
developed a unique approach to this energy efficiency cost problem. They assigned
energy efficiency a cost that was a fraction of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This is
the approach implemented in CEAGOM. Instead of an explicit cost per unit of energy
efficiency deployed, the user provides CEAGOM with a parameter which represents the
fraction of GDP per EJ of energy efficiency. CEAGOM allows the user to specify this as
either a single value to be used for the entire simulation or a specific value for each time
step in the simulation. The user also supplies CEAGOM with an assumed GDP value.
This would typically be the forecast GDP from the first year of the simulation. CEAGOM
multiplies this GDP value by the user-supplied fraction of GDP per EJ parameter. The
result is then treated as a capital cost which is then annualized just like all the other
resource capital costs. A single GDP value is used because it is assumed that efficiency
costs will stay relatively static or even decline over time. Energy efficiency is assumed to
have no variable costs.
Another nuance of the CEAGOM economics model is that resources deployed as
reserves are assumed to have only capital costs. This is because as reserves they are
assumed not to be “consumed” in the same way that resources that actually contribute to
meeting the energy demand are consumed. These capital costs are annualized in the
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same as the non-reserve resources. The final AnnCostj for the reserve resources is, thus,
only made up of the capital cost component.
The sum of all the individual AnnCostj’s comprises the objective function which
is then used by CEAGOM’s optimization engine.
One thing that is not incorporated in the CEAGOM model is the concept of
consumer response to price changes. Modeling this behavior requires the development of
demand versus price curves where the price is that seen by the end-user at the point of
consumption. This requires detailed knowledge of local markets and distribution systems
for the particular type of energy. This becomes especially complex for electricity whose
end-use price is a function of the particular resource mix available to serve that particular
consumer. This varies widely across the U.S., not to mention the entire world. Similarly,
the model does not adjust resource costs as the resources are depleted. This would
require sophisticated analysis of markets and consumer behavior.
In addition, CEAGOM does not incorporate any feedbacks between the economy
and climate change. For example, consumer demand for different types of fuels could
change as a result of increasing global temperatures. In addition, the costs of mitigating
the potential adverse effects of climate change can shift both the demand and price for
different types of energy resources. Again, this is a highly complex topic that was
beyond the scope of this research. Hence, given the already detailed nature of the
CEAGOM model, addressing consumer behavior and the feedback between climate
change and the overall economy were deemed to be too complex an undertaking for this
research. It would, of course, be a worthy topic for future work. CEAGOM does,
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however, incorporate features to ramp down the use of finite energy resources as they are
depleted. This is described in detail in Section 3.7.
3.5 Validation Model.
In order to evaluate the performance of the CEAGOM model, a highly simplified
validation model was developed. The validation model was set up so that its optimal
solution could be readily determined deterministically without the need for an iterative
algorithm.
The validation model consisted of 100 years of assumed energy demand. Only
two resources were assumed available to meet this demand: oil and hydroelectric power.
Unlike the full model, the validation model did not have any separate requirements for
liquid, electrical, or combustion fuel needs. The assumed energy demand could be met
with any combination of the two available energy resources. The validation model also
assumed that sulfur injection was available as a geoengineering option to hold the global
average temperature rise to a specified limit.
The cost of the hydro was set such that it was cheaper than the oil on a per EJ of
energy basis. Hence, it was the resource that was assumed to be used first. The amount
of available hydro was set, however, such that it was not adequate to meet the entire
energy demand. Therefore, some amount of oil had to be used. The exact amounts of
hydro and oil needed at each time step could be readily computed based on these
assumptions.
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The resulting oil usage then determined a series of resulting emissions and
corresponding radiative forcing. The validation model assumed the following version of
the climate model (Butenhoff and Khalil, 2011):
+K

+K

c(t) = c(t-1)J (-LM) + (Sco2 x tau x (1 - J (-LM) )

(49)

ΔFco2(t) = 4.84ln(c(t)/co) + 0.0906(√c(t) - √co) (50)
∆T(t) = 0.5 ∆Fco2(t) - ∆Fsulfer

(51)

The amount of sulfur injection needed to hold the desired temperature limit could then be
directly computed from the above equation for the temperature change. A temperature
limit of 2oC was assumed. Additional detail on the validation model is provided in
Appendix A. One point of clarification also needs to be mentioned. Equation 50 above
for the radiative forcing was taken from the IPCC Third Assessment Working Group I
(IPCC, 2001). In the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report, however, Equation 29 is the
recommended equation for radiative forcing which is why that equation was implemented
in the full version of the CEAGOM code.
3.6 Optimization Engine.
The choice of which optimization engine to use for CEAGOM was the most
challenging aspect of this research effort. Potential optimization engines were evaluated
using the highly simplified version of the problem described in the preceding section.
Initially, a neural network approach based on the Dynamic Heuristic Programming
(DHP) method was considered (Lendaris and Shannon, 2001; Si et al, 2004). A
concerted effort was made to apply this method to this problem using DHP software
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developed by the Northwest Computational Intelligence Lab at Portland State University.
Unfortunately, it turned out that the DHP method was not well suited to this particular
model. It was not entirely clear why the DHP method did not perform well, but issues
with discontinuities and the relative scaling of the variables involved were suspected.
The next optimization technique attempted was the evolutionary algorithm (EA)
approach as described in Eiben and Smith, 2003. The evolutionary algorithm concept has
a number of advantages in this problem context that made it a plausible candidate for the
CEAGOM optimization engine. Evolutionary algorithms are very good at quickly
exploring large solution spaces and returning a number of plausible solutions to an
optimization problem. Since the methods do not involve the taking of derivatives,
problems related to discontinuities and scaling are avoided. However, a serious weakness
of evolutionary algorithms is that they do a relatively poor job of what is known as
exploitation (Greenwood, 2008). Exploitation is the ability of an algorithm to find the
best solution once a region of good solutions has been found (in other words, “finetuning” the solution). This is because evolutionary algorithms are stochastic processes.
The results of the evolutionary algorithm on the initial validation model showed the
correct general trend regarding which resources should be deployed to achieve the
optimal result, but the results varied widely from time step to time step such that they
could not be used for the CEAGOM optimization engine.
The third optimization algorithm that was tested and which was finally adopted
for use in CEAGOM was the interior point method. The interior point method is an
optimization technique that can be applied to problems where both the problem’s
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objective function and constraint functions are nonlinear. It has been applied to a number
of optimization problems in the electric power industry that are similar to the type of
problem CEAGOM is intended to address (Wood, Wollenberg, and Sheble, 2014).
Using the notation from Appendix 8A of Wood, Wollenberg, and Sheble, the interior
point method can be described as follows:
Consider an optimization problem of the form:
Minimize f(x) subject to g(x) = 0 and h(x) ≤ 0.
Convert the inequality constraints to equality constraint by adding a slack variable to
each inequality constraint. Also add a penalty function to the objective function. The
optimization problem can then be converted to the following form:
Minimize fµ = f(x) - µk∑N;>*O ln(si), where Nineq is the number of inequality
constraints and subject to g(x) = 0 and h(x) + s = 0.
µk is known as the barrier parameter and has a value greater than or equal to zero.
The superscript k is an iteration counter. The term - µk∑N;>*O ln(si) is called the barrier
function. As the barrier parameter µk is reduced towards zero, the minimum of the
function fµ should approach the minimum of the original function f (Mathworks, 2010).
The Lagrangian of this problem can then be written as:
Lµ = f(x) - µk∑N;>*O ln(si) + λg(x) + γ(h(x) + s) (52)
The associated gradient of the Lagrangian then becomes:
∇Q LS = ∇T f(x) + ∇Q g(x)λ + ∇Q h(x)γ = 0
∇[ LS = g(x) = 0
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(53)
(54)

∇\ LS = h(x) + s = 0
∇] LS = −

S_
]

+γ=0

(55)
(56)

The point (x,λ,γ,s) that solves the above set of gradient equations as µ goes to zero then
determines the optimal solution.
The optimization engine used by CEAGOM is the fmincon constrained nonlinear
optimization interior point subroutine that is part of the MATLAB R2010a Student
Version Optimization Toolbox developed by The Mathworks, Inc. This optimization
engine performed very well when applied to the validation model. Figures 3.5, 3.6, and
3.7 below and Table A.1 in Appendix A show the results obtained by applying the
fmincon interior point subroutine to the validation model and comparing them to the
results obtained by direct solution of the problem as described earlier. Results labeled
“Optimized” came from fmincon. Those labeled “Exact” were the directly computed
results. The results were identical as shown by both the figures and Table A.1.
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Figure 3.5. Validation model Comparison – Oil Results.
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Figure 3.6. Validation model Comparison – Hydro Results.
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Figure 3.7. Validation model Comparison – Sulfur Results.

3.7 Model Implementation.
A key goal behind the development of CEAGOM was to create a tool that was
relatively easy to use and readily accessible. To that end, CEAGOM is implemented in
the widely used MATLAB software language developed by The Mathworks, Inc.
CEAGOM is specifically implemented in MATLAB R2010a Student Version. In
addition, CEAGOM uses standard Microsoft Excel .xls files to read in its input data.
In addition to the specifics of the energy, climate, economics, and optimization
aspects of the CEAGOM model, there are several aspects of the way CEAGOM is coded
that were necessary in order to provide certain desired features and to address certain
limitations inherent with the MATLAB software. These will be described in this section.
As discussed in Section 3.3, CEAGOM computes an equivalent emissions value
for sulfur injection and sea spray geoengineering. This is necessary since sulfur injection
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and sea spray do not impact actual emissions. This then allows sulfur injection and sea
spray geoengineering to be used to meet an emissions constraint. Similarly, sulfur
injection and sea spray do not directly act on GHG concentration. However, they do
directly impact radiative forcing and, by extension, temperature. Therefore, when
concentration is specified as the relevant climate limit, CEAGOM converts the desired
concentration limit into an equivalent temperature limit. The constraint equation is then
specified in terms of this equivalent temperature limit. This then allows sulfur injection
and sea spray geoengineering to be used to meet the desired climate constraint when it is
specified as a concentration.
An important aspect of energy resource planning is the concept of lead time. This
is the time required in order to bring a new incremental amount of an energy resource online. The same concept also holds true for geoengineering resources. CEAGOM
recognizes the issue of resource lead time and handles it in the following manner. Part of
the input data CEAGOM requires from the user is an initial value at time t = 0 for each
energy and geoengineering resource. These initial values are, in part, needed as a starting
point for the optimization engine. In addition, however, CEAGOM also uses these initial
values as caps on the allowable amount of each resource that can be deployed during the
first lj years of the simulation, where lj is the user-specified lifetime of each resource.
Once t becomes greater than lj, the allowable amount resource j that can be
deployed is gradually increased. CEAGOM incorporates a user-supplied value, Lja,
which represents that maximum amount that the specific resource can be increased at
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each time step in the simulation up to the resource’s maximum production capacity
prodcapj (another user-supplied quantity).

Mathematically, this is represented as:

For t ≤ lj, capj(t) = qj(0)

(57)

For t > lj, capj(t) = qj(t-1) + Lja ≤ prodcapj

(58)

An important point to note is that for resources that are already specified in terms
of a capacity (for instance, hydro and geothermal which are specified in terms of TW in
the model), prodcapj can be the same as the maximum resource available Lj. In fact, this
is what would generally be recommended. For other resources, such as oil and gas,
which are not renewable, prodcapj is a very different number from the maximum
available resource Lj. In this case, prodcapj represents the absolute maximum amount of
the resource that can be used at a single time step whereas Lj represents the total amount
of the resource that can be used over the course of the entire simulation. Furthermore, in
the case of resources such as oil and gas that support multiple energy resource types (e.g.
gas is used for electricity, combustion, and reserve needs), prodcapj applies to the sum of
all the uses.
In addition to computing an annual cap on the allowable amount of resource that
can be deployed, CEAGOM also recognize that resources that are in place at time t = 0
of a simulation will continue to be used for a period of time even though their associated
AnnCostj might otherwise cause the optimization engine to not deploy them. This is
because pre-existing resources were, by definition, deployed at an earlier time and likely
had lower capital costs. Furthermore, non-cost drivers, such as regulatory policies or
corporate inertia, may also cause certain resources to continue to be deployed even
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though their overall cost is higher than other alternatives. CEAGOM addresses this issue
by computing a lower bound that represents the minimum amount of each resource that
has to be deployed at each time step. This lower bound is gradually lowered over time so
that the use of more expensive resources can be reduced.
CEAGOM computes the lower bound LoB(t) for each resource by simply taking
a user-supplied value minj that represents the maximum amount that the resource can be
decreased at each time step and subtracting it from the amount of the resource that was
deployed at the prior time step:
LoBj(t) = qj(t-1) – minj

(59)

In addition to this relatively straight-forward logic for the upper and lower bounds
of resource usage, CEAGOM also incorporates special logic to deal with finite resources.
Specifically, there are limited quantities oil, natural gas, and coal. As these resources are
depleted, the maximum amount that can be deployed eventually has to decrease. One
way to do this is to assume a steadily rising cost for the resource as it is depleted. This
requires the development of some sort of exponentially rising cost curve. The value of
minj would also likely need to be adjusted since the reduction in resource usage would
likely be greater than under normal conditions. Since the optimization is based on cost,
this approach could result in abrupt drops in the resource usage that may not be entirely
realistic.
Another approach to dealing with this problem is to simply reduce the maximum
amount of the resource that can be deployed after a certain amount of the resource is used
up.

This is the approach used in CEAGOM.
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This algorithm is implemented in

CEAGOM as follows. The user specifies a quantity for each of oil, gas, and coal called
trigcapj which is defined as:
trigcapj = (total qj used)/Lj

(60)

It should be noted that since oil, gas, and coal are used for multiple types of resources
(transport fuel, combustion, electricity production, and reserves), the quantity qj in the
above equation and in the discussion which follows below represents all the uses of the
oil, gas, or coal resource.
When the ratio of actual total amount of resource used in the simulation divided
by the total resource available Lj exceeds trigcapj, it is assumed that the resource has been
depleted to the point where the allowable amount that can be deployed from that point
forward has to decrease. This calculation starts by first assuming that the total amount of
the resource deployed (including transport, electricity, combustion, and reserve needs) at
the prior time step is now the new maximum capacity for the resource:
Resourcej cap = qj(t-1)

(61)

The allowable production limit of the oil, gas, or coal resource for all uses is then
computed as a smoothly decreasing function in all subsequent time steps as:
prodlimj(t) = Resourcej cap * (1 - (Totalj(t)/Lj)) / (1 – trigcapj), where

(62)

Totalj is the sum of the amounts of the resource (oil, gas, or coal) used in all
prior time steps.
This approach provides a smoothly declining production of the resource all the way to
zero, if necessary. In addition, the choice of tripcapj allows the user to control when the
resource production should be limited and how steep the decline in production will be.
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Specifying a larger value for tripcapj will result in a steeper decline in production of the
resource once the tripcapj threshold is crossed. It should be noted that this approach
assumes no changes in resource costs as the resource is depleted.
Another aspect of the CEAGOM implementation that must be noted is that
CEAGOM optimizes each time step separately and, as previously noted, does so on the
basis of annualized costs. Originally, the implementation of the CEAGOM optimization
was attempted using the net present value (NPV) of the costs rather than annualized costs
for the objective function. Use of NPV would have allowed the capital costs associated
with any resource additions to be accounted for in the year that they were incurred. This,
however, requires specialized logic to compute the incremental change in resource
amount at each time step. This includes logic to insure that negative costs are not
incurred when resource usage drops and also to account for capital costs that must be
incurred when incremental resource amounts reach the end of their useful lives and have
to be replaced. This results in a complex set of “if-then” logic that the MATLAB
fmincon subroutine could not adequately accommodate.

Hence, annualized costs had to

be used for the objective function.
The use of annualized costs for the objective function is not out of line with
similar models as has been previously noted. However, an important assumption behind
the use of annualized costs is that they are recovered over the full course of the
investment’s lifetime. However, since CEAGOM looks at each year of the simulation
independently for the optimization, it is possible for there to be unrecovered capital costs
if the use of a resource decreases. This could then cause that particular resource to
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appear cheaper than it really is, thereby skewing the optimization results. This issue is
illustrated in the following Figure 3.8:
q
Λ
q2

Unrecovered costs

Λ
q1

t
Figure 3.8. Potential Unrecovered Costs.
What Figure 3.8 illustrates is that the cost of resource quantity q1 are fully
recovered since at least that much of the resource is used for a time period equal to the
lifetime of the resource, Λ. On the other hand, the capital costs of the resource amount
q2 are not fully recovered. This is because the resource usage peaks at q2 and then drops
off.
In order to deal with this issue, a simple algorithm was developed and coded in
MATLAB as part of this research effort which was designed to look at the usage profile
of a given resource and to then compute an annualized value of the unrecovered cost.
The algorithm reads in a resource usage profile in Excel .xls format from a standard
CEAGOM simulation. The user provides a small Excel data file that specifies the
resource lifetime, the total length of the simulation, the time of the usage peak, the
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resource’s capital cost per unit of the resource Kj, and the discount rate i. The algorithm
uses these parameters to first convert Kj to an annualized cost per unit of the resource.
Next, for each year in the time interval (peak year – Λj) to the peak year, the algorithm
takes the resource amount deployed in that year and compares it to the amount of the
resource used in each of the next Λj years. If the starting resource amount is greater than
the amount used in a subsequent year, that difference is computed and multiplied by the
annualized cost. This value is an amount of unrecovered capital cost. These unrecovered
capital costs are then summed and converted to a net present value.
Once the net present value (NPV) of the unrecovered costs is obtained, the
algorithm then computes the total amount of the resource used over the entire simulation.
The NPV of the sum of the total costs is then converted to an annual value over the entire
simulation period using the standard Capital Recovery Factor formula. This annualized
value of the unrecovered costs is then divided by the total amount of the resource used in
the simulation to derive an annualized unrecovered cost per unit of resource deployed.
Four versions of this special unrecovered cost algorithm were developed and
coded into MATLAB. The reason that four versions had to be produced was that
different indexing was needed in the code depending on whether the peak resource usage
occurred in the middle of the simulation, less than Λ years after t = 0, less than Λ years
from the end of the simulation, or if the resource usage was still declining more than Λ
years after the peak.
The main CEAGOM program has a parameter called adjj that is normally set to
zero. However, when a resource has unrecovered capital costs, the user sets adjj equal to
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the per unit annualized unrecovered cost value computed using the special unrecovered
cost algorithm. The parameter adjj is then simply added in as another component of the
resource’s annualized costs in the objective function. In this way, these originally
unrecovered costs are then incurred as the optimization engine calls on the use of the
resource. The user then reruns CEAGOM with this adjustment factor included to
determine if accounting for the unrecovered costs changes the outcome of the original
simulation.
It is important to note that CEAGOM only annualizes the capital cost inside of the
optimization engine. Once the optimized resource mix for a given time step has been
determined, CEAGOM is able to compute the actual incremental change in the resource
deployment, including any adjustments that must be made due to resources having to be
replaced because they have reached the end of their service lives. This, in turn, enables
CEAGOM to compute the actual capital costs incurred.
CEAGOM determines the actual incremental addition of resource j at each time
step, qdotj(t), based on the resource lifetime Λj. If t is less than Λj, qdotj(t) is simply qj(t)
– qj(t-1), if qj(t) > qj(t-1) and zero otherwise. If t is greater than Λj, any incremental
resource added Λj years earlier (i.e. qj(t- Λj)) will have reached the end of its useful life
and is deemed to be retired. If qj(t) is greater than this retired amount, the retired amount
must be added to whatever new incremental resource amount that is being added going
from time t – 1 to time t in order to derive the proper qdotj(t) at that time step. This check
is made even if the use of resource j is declining. The CEAGOM code also compares
qj(t) to the sum of all the qdotj’s between t - Λj +1 plus t -1. If qj(t) is less than this sum,
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then qdotj(t) is zero since enough resource that is not retiring has been added to already to
cover the desired amount of resource j at time t.
Once the actual values for qj(t), qdotj(t), and the amount of resource retiring at
time t have been obtained, CEAGOM is then able to directly compute the actual variable,
capital, and decommissioning costs for each resource. Furthermore, CEAGOM also
computes the emissions from each resource which, in turn, allows CEAGOM to compute
the amount of any carbon taxes incurred at each time step. All these costs are then
summed for each resource and converted to a net present value. All of the resource net
present values are then summed to derive a total net present value cost of the resulting
optimum resource policy determined by the CEAGOM simulation. CEAGOM also keeps
track of the undiscounted nominal costs and their total, and provides them as another
output to the user.
In addition to the amounts of resources deployed and their associated costs
described above, CEAGOM provides the user with complete outputs of the energy
produced compared to the energy demand, including for the liquid, combustion, and
electricity subcategories, retirement amounts for each resource, and the amount of land
used for biofuel, biomass, and tree planting.
CEAGOM also outputs the energy-related emissions of both CO2 and CH4
determined by the simulation, the total CO2-eq emissions, and the total CO2-eq emissions
adjusted for any sulfur injection or sea spray deployments. CEAGOM also outputs to the
user the associated CO2e concentration, radiative forcing, and resulting change in global
average temperature.
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All of these outputs are provided as standard Excel .xls files. Plots of these
various quantities are also provided through the MATLAB plot function.

3.8 Key Assumptions.
As is the case with any model, the implementation of CEAGOM required that
several important assumptions had to be made. These assumptions were necessary in
order to minimize model complexity and to accommodate limitations of the MATLB
software used to code CEAGOM. Some of these assumptions have been mentioned
already; however, they are included in the list below for convenience.
1. It is assumed that there is no differential inflation nor an increase in a
resource’s cost as it is depleted.
2. It is assumed that energy resources can be transported to wherever they are
needed to meet the energy demand. In other words, there are no spatial
constraints on the energy delivery. Furthermore, the cost of any energy
transport is assumed to be small compared to the cost of the energy itself.
3. The cost, engineering, and emissions parameters for each energy and
geoengineering resource are assumed to apply globally for that resource.
Each resource is assumed to be a single generic type.
4. It is assumed that the production of finite resources (such as oil, gas, and
coal) will decline smoothly without abrupt changes as the resource is
depleted.
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5. Only currently proven and widely used energy technologies have been
included in this first version of CEAGOM.
6. Only nuclear, hydro, and coal-fired electric generation have
decommissioning costs high enough to warrant inclusion in the model.
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Chapter 4. Model Comparison and Calibration.

4.1. Calibration and Comparison Overview.
In order to confirm that CEAGOM could produce realistic results, an effort was
undertaken to compare the model against another known and accepted analysis. The data
chosen for comparison was the Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) Annual
Energy Outlook 2015 (AEO2015). The AEO2015 provides projections of U.S. energy
uses, prices, and energy-related CO2 emissions annually for the period 2012 to 2040. In
order to perform the comparison , the energy demand and price data from the AEO2015
were input into CEAGOM. The CEAGOM optimization was run and its output was
compared to the resource and CO2 emissions projections in the AEO2015. For purposes
of the comparison, 2012 was used as time t = 0. Therefore, the simulation covered the 28
year period from 2013 through 2040. The initial values for the resources were based on
the 2012 AEO2015 values.
The projections in the AEO2015 are produced using the EIA’s National Energy
Modeling System (NEMS) (EIA, 2015d). NEMS uses a market-based approach to
develop its projections. This includes accounting for regulations, standards, and market
competition. NEMS models the U.S. at the regional level in order to account for regional
market differences in energy supply and demand. The model balances supply and
demand until the delivered prices of energy and the quantities demanded have converged
to within a tolerance for each year being forecast. Macroeconomic drivers, such as GDP,
employment forecasts, and disposable income, are used as inputs. NEMS directly
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accounts for state renewable portfolio standards and tax credits for renewables. EIA
assumes that all power plant retirements that have reported on Form EIA-860 over the
next 10 years will occur and explicitly models these retirements (EIA, 2014a). NEMS
contains a set of modules that determine prices and resources deployed given the quantity
of fuel demanded. Another set of NEMS modules determines the demand for various
fuels given the prices for those fuels. Essentially, NEMS derives a set of energy demand
and supply curves subject to the constraints previously noted. NEMS then iteratively
determines the prices and quantities of all fuels so that the supply and demand curves in
all energy markets reach equilibrium. This is done by solving a set of simultaneous
equations representing the supply, conversion, and demand for energy using the GaussSeidel algorithm (EIA, 2014d). Thus, the NEMS model used to derive the AEO2015
forecasts follows a process that is similar to an optimization algorithm. This allowed the
AEO2015 to be used as a comparison to CEAGOM which is a straight-forward
optimization based on resource cost subject to the various user-defined climate, ramp
rate, production, and resource availability constraints.
As previously noted, CEAGOM performs all of its computations in terms of final
energy in EJ. The energy data in the AEO2015, on the other hand, was specified in either
terms of primary or delivered energy, usually in units of BTU’s. Hence, the AEO2015
energy data had to be converted into final energy with units of EJ’s prior to performing
the validation. The relevant conversions are shown in Supplemental Files 1 through 5.
In addition, the AEO2015 only shows energy related CO2 emissions. It does not include
any CO2 emissions from non-energy sources nor does it include energy related methane
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emissions. Hence, the non-energy CH4 and N2O emissions inputs and CH4 emissions
due to oil, coal, and gas use in CEAGOM were set to zero for purposes of this
comparison.
The resource parameters (e.g. efficiencies, per unit emissions, costs, etc.) used in
the comparison along with their sources are summarized in Supplemental File 12, US
Resource Parameters. The variable costs for oil, coal, and natural gas were the series of
annual projections from the AEO2015 for the period 2013 through 2040. The oil cost
projections used were those for the West Texas Intermediate spot price since it was
assumed that this would be representative of the US oil market. The comparison initially
assumed a constant 5% for the energy efficiency factor Lefficiency. However, it was found
that better results were obtained with a Lefficiency value of 6%.
In addition to its normal capital and variable costs, the simulation also assumed a
penalty cost for coal on the order of $1 billion/metric ton. This penalty cost represented
the estimated cost of retrofits necessary to meet the EPA’s new Mercury and Air Toxics
Standard. The cost estimate was derived from an average of the values from Table 8.6 of
the Electricity Market Module which is part of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual
Energy Outlook 2014 (EIA, 2014a).
The values assumed for the Lja, minj, prodcapj, and trigcapj parameters were based
on the author’s 30 years of experience as an electrical engineer in the electric utility
industry. As it turned out, the values for the Lja and minj parameters were particularly
important to how well the model results matched the forecasts from the AEO2015. Finetuning these two parameters for the various energy resources was key to the outcome of
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the validation since they largely determine how quickly resource levels can move either
up or down over the course of the simulation. The values of all these parameters after
fine-tuning were still well within realistic levels.

4.2. Comparison Results
The CEAGOM simulation using the AEO2015 energy demand and cost data
yielded results that matched the AEO2015 energy resource forecasts quite well. This is
described in greater detail in Section 4.2.1 below. CEAGOM also did a reasonable job of
matching the AEO2015 emissions projections; however, as is discussed in Section 4.2.2,
there appeared to be a degree of inconsistency in the AEO2015 data itself which
complicated the comparison with the CEAGOM results.
The capital cost assumptions for wind and solar-PV did have to be adjusted in
order for those resources to match the AEO2015 results. The AEO2015 does not provide
capital cost information for resources such as wind and solar power. The EIA does
provide this capital cost information through other publications. The capital cost
information for wind and solar-PV, along with those for several other resources, was
taken from the EIA’s Updated Capital Cost Estimates for Utility Scale Electricity
Generating Plants (EIA, 2013b). The capital cost values for wind and solar-PV from this
reference were $2.25 trillion/TW and $4.21 trillion/TW, respectively. These costs made
the wind and solar-PV resources too expensive relative to the other resources. However,
both wind and solar-PV receive significant subsidies in the U.S. from both the federal
government and many state and local governments (often in the form of tax credits). One
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example is the federal Production Tax Credit given to wind developers. Hence, the
capital costs of wind and solar-PV in the validation were reduced to mimic the effect of
these subsidies. The assumed capital cost for wind was reduced to $2.0 trillion/TW and
the assumed cost for solar-PV was reduced to $2.5 trillion/TW. The results for wind and
solar-PV then matched the AEO2015 projections reasonably well when these costs were
assumed. These wind and solar-PV costs were then treated as calibrated values for use in
the U.S. portion of the U.S.-China emissions deal analysis.
Figure 4.1 below and Supplemental File Comparison Percent Differences.csv
provide a concise comparison between the CEAGOM results and the AEO2015. They
show the percent difference between the CEAGOM results for resource amounts and
emissions compared to the projections in the AEO2015. The vast majority of the results
show a difference of 10% or less. Furthermore, there are no obvious correlations in
either the signs or magnitudes of the differences. Hence, there does not appear to be any
systemic bias or error in the results.
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Figure 4.1. CEAGOM vs AEO2015 Percent Differences.
The fact that CEAGOM, which is based on an optimization algorithm, was able to
match the AEO2015 projections, which are based on statistical and econometric
techniques, as well as it did speaks well for the quality of the CEAGOM model. As
previously noted, the real key to the results was the quality of the input data and resource
parameter assumptions.
4.2.1. Resource Results.
Overall, CEAGOM’s projections for US energy resources over the 2013-2014
time period aligned well with those from the AEO2015. Overall, the resource projections
matched very well as shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.12 below.
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Figure 4.2. Model Comparison – Biofuel Results.
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Figure 4.3. Model Comparison – Biomass Results.
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Figure 4.4. Model Comparison – Coal Results.

Figure 4.5. Model Comparison – Gas Results.
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Figure 4.6. Model Comparison – Geothermal Results.
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Figure 4.7. Model Comparison – Hydro Results.
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Figure 4.8. Model Comparison – Nuclear Results.

Figure 4.9. Model Comparison – Oil Results.
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Figure 4.10. Model Comparison – Solar-PV Results.

Figure 4.11. Model Comparison – Solar-Thermal Results.
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Figure 4.12. Model Comparison – Wind Results.
The percent differences for several of the resources were very small. The largest
percent differences for hydro, nuclear, gas, oil, coal, and biomass were less than 1%, 3%,
4%, 5%, 7%, and 7%, respectively. Biofuel, geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, and
wind also showed generally good results, but did have percent differences in certain years
of just under to 11%, 20%, 16%, 25%, and13%, respectively.
One possible reason for these discrepancies in the case of coal, oil, and gas is that
in the real world there is a wide range of efficiencies in the power plants, factories, and
vehicles that use these fuels. Many are still relatively old and, thus, have lower
efficiencies. Furthermore, the U.S. has a high proportion of truck and SUV’s in its
vehicle fleet that consume more fuel than standard passenger cars. CEAGOM, on the
other hand, uses a single efficiency value for each of the various resources (such as oil for
transportation and coal for electricity production). This would explain why CEAGOM’s
estimates, especially for coal and oil, are consistently lower than the AEO2015 estimate.
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In addition, the heat content of fossil fuels, especially coal, varies depending on where
the fuel was produced. Again, CEAGOM uses a single energy content value for each
resource while the AEO2015 may be using multiple heat content assumptions for its coal
projections.
The difference in results for geothermal and solar-thermal seems to have been
driven by variations in the assumptions between what was used in CEAGOM versus the
AEO2015. Part of the difference was that the CEAGOM analysis assumed a 3 year lead
time on putting new solar-thermal on-line and a 4 year lead time for new geothermal.
Eliminating that assumption and setting the lead times to 1 year would have removed part
of the difference. The remainder appears to be a difference in the assumed ramp up rates
of the resources.
The reasons for the larger discrepancy between the CEAGOM results and the
AEO2015 projects in some years for biofuel, solar-PV, and wind are less clear. Part of
this could be due to regulatory requirements that are explicitly modeled by the EIA in the
AEO2015, but which are not included in CEAGOM. Another possibility is that since the
amounts of these resources is relatively small compared to the other energy resources in
the U.S., a small difference in the amount of energy met by each of these resources in the
optimization calculation compared to what was assumed by the AEO2015 could result in
a relatively large percentage change and corresponding difference in the resource amount.
The trend of the CEAGOM results for each of these resources was still quite consistent
with the AEO2015 projections and the larger discrepancies were only at certain time
points. Most of the other percent differences for these resources were still under 10% as
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shown in Validation Percent Differences.csv. Hence, even the biofuel, solar-PV, and
wind results can be considered to be quite reasonable overall between the two models.

4.2.2. Emissions Results.
The initial CEAGOM results for CO2 emissions were higher than the
corresponding AEO2015 projections, even though the CEAGOM fossil fuel results were
lower. For example, the CEAGOM CO2 emissions projections for 2013 were 6.16Gt
while the AEO2015 showed 5.4Gt. The per unit CO2 emissions values for coal, oil, and
gas used in CEAGOM came from an EPA source (Environmental Protection Agency,
2015). These values were 0.43 metric tons CO2/barrel of oil, 0.0053 metric tons
CO2/therm of natural gas, 9.31x10-4 metric tons CO2/pound of coal. These values
translate to 4.3x1014 grams CO2/billion barrels of oil, 5.44x1013 grams CO2/trillion cubic
feet of gas, and 2.05x1012 grams CO2/million metric tons of coal (these are the units used
in CEAGOM). In addition, the EIA’s own website shows emissions values of 54.4 kg of
CO2/thousand cubic feet of gas (which equates to 5.44x1013 grams CO2/trillion cubic feet
and 2100.8 kg of CO2/short ton of coal (which equates to 2.31x1012 grams CO2/million
metric tons of coal) (EIA, 2013a). Hence, the per unit emissions parameters between
CEAGOM, EPA, and EIA appeared to be reasonably consistent. Hence, this
inconsistency in the emissions results was puzzling.
In order to check the results, the AEO2015 data from 2013 for oil, gas, and coal
were multiplied by the EPA per unit emissions parameters to get an estimate of what the
emissions calculation would yield based on that data. The AEO2015 data for 2013 was
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6.58 billion barrels of oil, 26.16 trillion cubic feet of gas, and 840.92 million metric tons
of coal. Using the EPA emissions values above yielded CO2 emissions of 2.83 Gt from
oil, 1.42 Gt from gas, and 1.72 Gt from coal for a total of 5.97 Gt. As previously noted,
however, the AEO2015 only showed 5.4Gt of CO2 emissions.
In order to address this discrepancy, the author contacted the Energy Information
Administration and received very helpful information (Anasis and Lindstrom, 2015).
First of all, EIA’s projections are strictly CO2 emissions at the point of consumption.
They do not account for any life cycle emissions. The CEAGOM model, on the other
hand, includes life cycle emissions for energy resources such as hydro and nuclear, and
also includes efficiency values that take into account the full “well-to-wheels” energy use
of the process. Eliminating the life cycle emissions, but retaining the efficiency values
reduced CO2 emissions by 0.1Gt. In addition, it appears that the EIA’s oil projections
also include oil that is used to produce product such as plastics. That would account for a
part of the discrepancy in oil between CEAGOM and the AEO2015.
The EIA also provided data and an example for recalculating the per unit
emissions parameters. The example provided was for natural gas. The EIA’s Monthly
Energy Review provides data on total fossil fuels consumed in the U.S. and the
associated CO2 emissions (EIA, 2015a). The natural gas data for 2014 showed 27.592
quadrillion BTU of gas used with 1.441Gt of associated CO2 emissions. The EIA
assumed a conversion of 1.024x106 BTU/thousand cubic feet. This yielded an emissions
parameter of 5.348x1013 grams CO2/trillion cubic feet. Using the 2014 consumptions and
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emissions data from EIA, 2015a and BTU conversion data from Table 2.1 of Tester et al.,
2005 yielded the following:
Oil:

34.783 quadrillion BTU consumed
2.249Gt CO2 emissions
5.5x106 BTU/barrel conversion factor
3.56x1014 grams CO2/billion barrels

Coal: 17.991 quadrillion BTU consumed
1.713Gt CO2 emissions
2.78x107 BTU/metric ton
2.65x1012 grams/million metric tons
The per unit emissions parameter for coal turned out to be higher than the value of
2.05x1012 grams/million metric tons that was originally used. Table A18 of the
AEO2015 showed CO2 emissions for coal in 2013 of 1.722Gt. Dividing this emissions
value by the 840.97 million metric tons of coal usage in 2013 shown in the AEO2015
yielded the original value of 2.05x1012 grams/million metric tons. Rerunning the
CEAGOM simulation with the emissions parameters of 3.56x1014 grams CO2/billion
barrels of oil, 5.348x1013 grams CO2/trillion cubic feet of gas, and 2.05x1012
grams/million metric tons of coal (as well as removing the life cycle emissions) yielded
CO2 emissions that differed by only 0.05 to 0.08Gt from the AEO2015 projections (a
difference of less than 2%).
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Figure 4.13. Model Comparison – Emissions Results.
Interestingly, Table 2.1 in Tester et al., 2005 shows a conversion factor of 106
BTU/thousand cubic feet of gas rather than 1.024x106 BTU/thousand cubic feet. Using
this lower conversion value in the emissions computation for natural gas yielded an
emissions parameter of 5.22x1013 grams CO2/trillion cubic feet. Using this value as the
gas emissions parameter in the simulation provided even better results:
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Figure 4.14. Model Comparison – Emissions Results with Modified Gas
Parameter.
Despite these closer results, however, it was decided to use the 5.348x1013 grams
CO2/trillion cubic feet parameter for the natural gas emissions along with the 3.56x1014
grams CO2/billion barrels for oil and 2.05x1012 grams/million metric tons of coal as the
calibrated emissions parameters for the remainder of the research. The reason for this
was that EIA’s website clearly shows the heat content of natural gas to be in the 1.01x106
to 1.05x106 BTU/thousand cubic feet range based on their data sources (EIA, 2015b).
Hence, it was felt that the 5.348x1013 grams CO2/trillion cubic feet was a more
technically correct value.
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Chapter 5. Results.

5.1. Overview of Experiments.
Once the CEAGOM model had been validated and the model comparison
completed, three sets of analyses were undertaken. Each set included a number of
relevant sensitivity cases that were intended to examine how variations in key
assumptions would affect the outcome. The first two sets involved the recently
announced U.S.-China emissions agreement (Schiermeier, 2014). Each of these two
analyses examined what would be required for the U.S. and China to meet their
respective commitments under the agreement.
Under the provisions of the US-China emissions agreement, the United States has
committed reducing its emissions to 26-28% below its 2005 levels by 2025. The Chinese
commitment is to have their emissions stop rising by 2030. The only geoengineering
allowed in the US-China analysis was tree planting. This was because there is still
considerable controversy regarding sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray injection
that is unlikely to be resolved by the time these emissions targets have to be met. In
addition, most energy resources were assumed to have 1 year lead times in this analysis.
This is because new resources are being planned in both countries to meet forecasted
energy needs. There were some exceptions, however. In the case of the U.S., lead times
of 6 years for nuclear; 4 years for hydro and geothermal; 3 years for solar-thermal; and 5
years for coal-to-liquids were assumed. This was because of the long regulatory lead
times on these types of resources and the fact that very little, if any, are in the advanced
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stages of development. In the case of China, lead times of 6 years for nuclear, 4 years for
hydro, 3 years for solar-thermal, and 5 years for coal-to-liquids were assumed. Again,
this was based on the long lead times associated with developing these types of resources
on a large scale.
Non-energy CH4 and N2O emissions were included in both the U.S. and China
analyses. These emissions projects were obtained from Environmental Protection
Agency, 2012. GDP estimates needed for the energy efficiency cost calculation for both
the US and China were obtained from the Energy Information Administration’s
International Energy Outlook 2014 (EIA, 2014b).
The third analysis set involved an examination of the global energy picture over
the 100 year period from 2000 to 2100 to determine what potential energy policies might
be undertaken, including the possible use of geoengineering, to meet specified climate
targets. The choice of this specific 100 year time horizon was made in order to align with
the analyses produced by the IPCC. Hence, the chosen time horizon represents a political
rather than a geophysical timeline.
Finally, the sections below contain a number of pie charts which show the energy
resource mix as a percentage of the energy each resource contributes in meeting the
overall demand. Due to efficiencies and energy conversion factors, the change in the
actual amount of any given resource between runs will be different than the
corresponding difference in these percentages. This is not an error, but the reader needs
to keep this mind when making comparisons between cases using these pie charts.
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5.2. U.S. Emissions Analysis.
The analysis of the U.S. emissions commitment was based on the data from the
AEO2015 used in the model validation, including the subsidized costs for wind and solarPV. As previously noted, this analysis included the effects of non-energy CH4 and N2O
emissions. Life cycle emissions were also put back into the model. From Environmental
Protection Agency, 2013b, U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2005 were 7.2Gt CO2-eq.
Assuming a reduction of 28% below this level by 2025 translated to emissions of no
more than 5.2Gt CO2-eq by that date. Running a case with no emissions limits yielded
emissions of 6.92Gt in 2016. Hence, a linearly declining emissions limit from 6.92Gt in
2016 to 5.2Gt in 2025 was used for this set of analyses. The period of analysis in all
cases was the 10 year period from 2016 to 2025.
Listed below are the specific cases run for the U.S. emissions analysis, including
the name of each case as used in the discussion that follows. Additional details of each
case and it results are provided in the subsections below. All of these cases included the
linearly declining emissions limit described in the preceding paragraph.
US-BaseEm:

Base emissions limit case.

US-Tax:

Case with $100/ton carbon tax.

US-354Gas:

Case with total U.S. gas reserves limited to 354 trillion cu.ft.

US-GasElec:

Gas use for electricity production allowed to decline at a faster rate

US-ElecCar:

Case with electric car use accounting for up to 10% of
transportation energy use.
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US-NoNuke:

Case with no new nuclear plants added.

US-NukePen:

Case with penalty costs added to nuclear power.

US-Trees:

Case with 50 million hectares of trees assumed planted at t=0.

US-Trees2:

Case with allowable tree planting of 5 million hectare per year.

5.2.1. Base Emissions Limit Case.
The CEAGOM results of the optimal resource mix for meeting the U.S. emissions
commitment suggests the need for significant changes in the U.S. energy resource
portfolio over a very short period of time. The model called for heavy use of gas, hydro,
nuclear, wind, solar-PV, and biofuel. There was a significant drop in oil use and the use
of coal was virtually eliminated by the end of the simulation period. Furthermore, energy
efficiency had to be ramped up from 10% in the first 5 years of the simulation to 20% by
2025. In addition, the non-energy CH4 and N2O emissions were reduced by 15% from
the forecast in Environmental Protection Agency, 2012 in the final run of this case so as
not to put the full burden of the needed greenhouse gas reductions on the energy sector.
This assumption was carried through to all the U.S. emissions cases. Even with this
reduction in non-energy GHG emissions, large changes were still called for in the energy
sector. The following Figure 5.1 shows the resulting mix of energy resources by 2025 as
a percentage of the total energy demand.
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Figure 5.1. US-BaseEm Resource Mix in 2025 as a Percentage of Energy Demand.
The Figures 5.2 through 5.7 below show how usage of several key energy
resources varied over the course of the simulation:
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Figure 5.2. US-BaseEm Gas Usage.
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Figure 5.3. US-BaseEm Coal Usage.
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Figure 5.4. US-BaseEm Nuclear Usage.
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Figure 5.5. US-BaseEm Wind Usage.
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Figure 5.6. US-BaseEm Solar-PV Usage.
Even with these considerable shifts in energy resources, the final emissions were
just meeting the required target as shown in the following figure:
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Figure 5.7. US-BaseEm Emissions.
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5.2.2. $100/ton Carbon Tax.
As a sensitivity, the analysis was run assuming a $100/ton carbon tax was placed
on fossil fuels. This caused a significant shift in gas usage compared to the US-BaseEm
case. The overall usage of gas stayed the same, but the use of gas for electricity
generation in the early years of the simulation was dramatically lower than in the USBaseEm case. The gas usage shifted to combustion uses where efficiencies are higher.

Figure 5.8. US-BaseEm vs. US-Tax Gas Usage for Electricity.
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Figure 5.9. US-BaseEm vs. US-Tax Gas Usage for Combustion.

The case also showed a significant increase in the amount of solar-PV deployed:
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Figure 5.10. US-Tax Solar-PV Usage.
This all yielded a considerable reduction in overall emissions:
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Figure 5.11. US-Tax Emissions.

5.2.3. U.S. Gas Reserves of 354 Trillion Cubic Feet.
The projections for gas usage in the AEO2015 yielded a total consumption out to
2040 of over 700 trillion cubic feet. Therefore, the prior U.S. emissions analyses
assumed U.S. gas reserves of 1000 trillion cubic feet. However, the EIA’s own estimates
show proven U.S. gas reserves of only 354 trillion cubic feet (EIA, 2014c). Hence, a
sensitivity was run assuming this 354 trillion cubic feet limit on gas reserves.
The results of this run showed a considerable increase in the use of oil for
combustion purposes. There was also an increased use of biofuel for combustion in the
case. Reduced use of gas for electricity generation was made up by increased hydro,
biomass, and solar-PV deployment. One interesting result from this simulation was that
the total annual use of gas had to be held to 30 trillion cubic feet rather than the 38 trillion
cubic feet originally used in order to keep from totally depleting the available gas
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reserves by the end of the simulation. The case showed a considerable reduction in
emissions.
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Figure 5.12. US-354Gas Emissions.

5.2.4. Larger Allowable Reductions in Gas Use of Electricity.
A sensitivity case was run where the allowable annual decline in the use of natural
gas for generating electricity was increased from 0.3 trillion cubic feet/year to 5 trillion
cubic feet/year. The thought behind running this sensitivity was to see if this would
change the use of coal or oil.
These results showed a significant shift in gas use from electricity use to
combustion use with a corresponding decrease in the amount of oil used for combustion
purposes. What this case essentially showed was that, for those energy needs that could
be met by either electricity or direct combustion, there was a considerable shift away
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from electricity and over to combustion. The following plots show the shift in electricity
production between the base case US-BaseEm and this case.
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Figure 5.13. US-BaseEm Electricity Production.
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Figure 5.14. US-GasElec Electricity Production.
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This result makes sense given the higher efficiency of directly burning gas
compared to using it to generate electricity. Overall emissions also showed a reduction.
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Figure 5.15. US-GasElec Emissions.

5.2.5. Increased Electric Vehicle Usage.
The next sensitivity run was a case that was designed to simulate increased
penetration of electric vehicles into the U.S. auto market. This was done by decreasing
the liquid fuel demand in the simulation by 1% per year for a total of 10% by the end of
the simulation and then increasing the electric energy demand by a corresponding
amount. As a side note, this is a prime example of why CEAGOM uses final energy for
its energy demands.
The results showed an expected decrease in oil consumption and a definite
increase in the amount of gas-fired electricity generation. This also resulted in a decrease
in gas usage for combustion.
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Figure 5.16. US-ElecCar Resource Mix in 2025 as a Percentage of Energy Demand.
The case showed some reduction in emissions, but not as much as in other
sensitivities.
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Figure 5.17. US-ElecCar Emissions.

5.2.6. No New Nuclear Plants.
Another sensitivity case run was a simulation assuming no new nuclear plants
could be added. Existing plants were assumed to remain in service. The difference was
made up by a substantial increase in gas-fired electricity generation. Gas usage for
electricity production in this case was nearly 1 trillion cubic feet higher than in the USBaseEm case. The resulting emissions just barely met the targets.
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Figure 5.18. US-NoNuke Emissions.

5.2.7. Nuclear Penalty.
The next simulation assumed a penalty cost on nuclear power. This penalty was
calculated based on Laes et al., 2011 and Eeckhoudt, et al., 2000. It is designed to
capture the cost of a major nuclear accident. This penalty cost was computed as follows:
Laes et al. identify a worst case scenario external cost of 0.104 euros/MW-h of
nuclear generation. This is then multiplied by a risk aversion factor of 20 from
Eeckhoudt et al. to obtain a value of 2.08 euros/MW-h. Multiplying this value by the
number of hours in a year and an assumed currency conversion of $1.34/euro yields a
value of $24.4 billion/TW-year of nuclear energy produced. Dividing by the nuclear
capacity factor of 91% then converts this into a cost per unit of installed capacity of $26.8
billion/TW. Since the capital cost of nuclear power is $2.3 trillion/TW, this penalty
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factor was not large enough to change the resource allocation. The results were the same
as the US-BaseEm case.

5.2.8. Sensitivity to Tree Planting.
The final two sensitivity cases looked at the potential impact large scale tree
planting could have in helping the U.S. meet these emissions targets. The first
sensitivity, US-Trees, assumed that 50 million hectares of trees were planted at time t = 0.
This was done to evaluate the impact of a large planting effort early in the simulation
period since tree need some time to grow. The results showed that such a large initial
tree planting would have a definite impact on emissions:
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Figure 5.19. U.S. Emissions with 50 Million Hectares of Trees Planted at t=0.
Despite the reduction in emissions, the resource mix in this case did not change from the
base case. This was apparently due to the relative costs of the resources and the
requirements for liquid, combustion, and electrical energy.
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The second sensitivity, US-Trees2, assumed that up to 5 million hectares of trees
could be planted annually. This represented a more realistic case where tree planting
would be conducted over a period of time. In this case, the model called for over 350,000
hectares of tree planting after the third year. However, overall emissions were nearly
unchanged compared to the base case with this level of tree planting. Hence, it would
essentially be of little use in meeting the U.S. emissions targets in this time period.
5.2.9. U.S. Analysis Cost Comparison.
The following Table 5.1 summarizes the net present value of all costs for each of
the above cases, as well as the total value of all costs in nominal dollars.
Table 5.1. U.S. Emissions Analysis – NPV and Total Nominal Costs.
Case

NPV

Total Nominal Cost

($trillion)

($trillion)

US-BaseEM

8.82

10.66

US-Tax

12.84

15.58

US-354Gas

9.25

11.22

US-GasElec

8.78

10.63

US-ElecCar

8.81

10.64

US-NoNuke

8.83

10.67

US-NukePen

8.85

10.69

US-Trees

8.90

10.74

US-Trees2

8.82

10.66
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5.3. China Emissions Analysis.
The Chinese commitment under the U.S.-China emissions agreement calls for
China’s emissions to stop rising by the year 2030. Therefore, the simulations for this
analysis covered the 25 year time period 2010 to 2035. The analysis was taken 5 years
past 2030 in order to demonstrate that emissions had been held to the 2030 level.
Similarly, the analysis was started in 2010 in order to get a good view of the overall trend
in emissions.
The approach taken for the analysis of the Chinese portion of the U.S.-China
emissions agreement was very similar to that used for the U.S. analysis. Data on China’s
energy demand and production, as well as emissions, is often conflicting and frequently
revised (Tollefson, 2015). As a result, the input data for the China analysis was more
difficult to obtain. In a number of cases, data from the U.S. had to be used since there
was no other information available. Fortunately, relatively comprehensive energy
demand data, including data expressed in terms of final energy, was contained in Krewitt,
et al. 2009. Hence, the Chinese energy demands for this analysis were derived from this
data. For more details on these energy demands, please refer to Supplemental Files 6 to
8.
Overall, very little reliable energy cost data for China was found. As a result, the
energy costs used for the China analysis were based on data for the U.S., but with some
important modifications. The oil cost used was the North Sea Brett oil price projections
shown in the AEO2015. This price was chosen assuming North Sea Brett would be
reflective of the global oil market. Given the more lax regulatory environment in China,
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as well as lower costs for items such as labor, costs for several major resources were
reduced compared to what was estimated for the U.S. Specifically, the cost of coal was
assumed to be half of that projected in the AEO2015. The capital cost of coal-fired
electric generation was assumed to be 60% of the in the U.S., while the cost of nuclear
power was assumed to be 75% of the U.S. value. The capital cost of hydro was reduced
to $2 trillion/TW. No penalty costs were assigned to either coal or nuclear. The capital
cost of wind was kept at $2 trillion/TW as in the U.S. case. The cost of solar-PV was
reduced 15% from the EIA, 2013b estimate. These adjustments were made to reflect
both the heavy Chinese reliance on coal and their strong push to more hydro, nuclear, and
renewable energy sources. For the initial runs, energy efficiency was assumed to be zero
for the first couple years of the simulation, then gradually increased to 5% by year 12 of
the simulation. A full summary of the resource parameters used in the China analysis can
be found in Supplemental File 9, China Resource Parameters.
Listed below are the specific cases run for the China emissions analysis, including
the name of each case as used in the discussion that follows. Additional details of each
case and its results are provided in the subsections below.
Ch-NoLim:

Case with no emissions limits imposed.

Ch-BaseEm:

Base emissions limit case.

Ch-10%Eff:

Case with maximum energy efficiency raised to 10%.

Ch-ElecCar:

Case with electric car use accounting for up to 10% of
transportation energy use.

Ch-NoNuke:

Case with no new nuclear plants added.
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Ch-Trees:

Case with allowable tree planting of up to 20 million
hectares per year (200 million ha maximum)

5.3.1. No Limits Case.
Since the Chinese portion of the agreement calls for emissions to stop rising by
2030, an initial case was run to estimate what China’s emissions would be by the year
2030. That emissions level would then be used as the emissions limit that would have to
be met for the remainder of the simulation. The resulting emissions profile obtained was:
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Figure 5.20. Ch-NoLim Emissions.
The resulting emissions in 2030 from this run were 13.87Gt CO2-eq. This result
was consistent with other projections of Chinese emissions (Zhou et al., 2011; Fransen et
al., 2014). The mix of resources as a percentage of the total energy demand in 2035 was:
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Figure 5.21. Ch-NoLim Resource Mix in 2035 as a Percentage of Energy Demand.

The energy mix shown in the figure is consistent with projections in Zhou et al.,
2011. It should be noted that several of the resources in Figure 5.20, such as nuclear,
wind, solar-PV, biomass, and geothermal, are not actually at a zero deployment. Their
energy contributions relative to the overall total are small which results in them being
rounded down in the plot.
5.3.2. Base Emissions Limit.
Imposing the 13.87Gt CO2-eq limit starting in 2030 resulted in a significant shift
in the projected Chinese energy resource mix. Coal use dropped from 3800 million tons
to 2300 million tons. The case showed steep increases in the deployment of natural gas,
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nuclear, wind, solar-PV, and biofuels. Moderate increases in hydro, biomass, and
geothermal were also shown. Notably, up to 281.5 million hectares of land would be
required to meet the resulting demand for biofuel and biomass. All this assumed a
maximum energy efficiency of only 5%.

Figure 5.22. Ch-BaseEm Resource Mix in 2035 as a Percentage of Energy Demand.
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Figure 5.23. Ch-BaseEm Emissions.

5.3.3. Increased Energy Efficiency.
The next sensitivity analyzed was a case where the assumed amount of energy
efficiency was ramped up by 1% a year from 2031 to 2035, thereby resulting in a final
maximum efficiency of 10% by the year 2035. This added efficiency resulted in a huge
shift in gas and coal usage compared to the Ch-BaseEm case. Gas use by 2035 was half
that seen in Ch-BaseEm. Ironically, overall coal consumption was considerably higher
than in Ch-BaseEm staying above 3200 million tons in 2035. Despite these shifts
however, the 13.87Gt emissions limit was still met.
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Figure 5.24. Ch-10%Eff Resource Mix in 2035 as a Percentage of Energy Demand.

5.3.4. Increased Electric Vehicle Usage.
Similar to the U.S. analysis, a sensitivity case was run assuming a 2% per year
decrease in liquid fuel demand for transportation needs starting in 2031 with a
corresponding shift of this energy demand into the electricity sector. This shift amounted
to 10% by 2035 and was intended to model the penetration of significant amounts of
electric vehicles into the Chinese automobile market.
The primary change resulting from this assumed increase in electric vehicle usage
was an increase in the amount of coal used for electricity generation by over 200 million
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tons. This was offset by a significant drop in oil usage which leveled the overall
emissions.

Figure 5.25. Coal-Electric Usage – Ch-BaseEm vs. Ch-ElecCar.

5.3.5. No New Nuclear Plants.
Again as in the U.S. case, a sensitivity was run to see what impact there would be
if no new nuclear plants were put on-line in China while still trying to meet the 13.87Gt
emissions limit. Existing nuclear plants were assumed to stay in-service. Assuming that
the rate at which all other energy resources could be added remained the same as in the
previous cases, this run required energy efficiency to ramp up using the same profile as in
Ch-10%Eff which had a maximum efficiency of 10% by 2035. Basically, the increased
electricity production from coal and natural gas took the place of the new nuclear plants.
The resulting increase in emissions required this increase in energy efficiency, along with
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a shift from oil to biofuels in order to meet the emissions target. Overall, the case was
very similar to the Ch-10%Eff case.

Figure 5.26. Ch-NoNuke Resource Mix in 2035 as a Percentage of Energy Demand.

5.3.6. Sensitivity to Tree Planting.
The final sensitivity for the China analysis was a case where up to 20 million
hectares of trees could be added annually with an overall assumed maximum of 200
million hectares. In this case, the model deployed the full 20 million hectares per year
stating in 2030 and continuing through 2035:
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Figure 5.27. Tree Planting Deployed in Case Ch-Trees.
This level of tree planting enabled the emissions targets to be met while
allowing a considerably higher use of coal than in the base emissions case Ch-BaseEm:

Figure 5.28. Comparison of Ch-BaseEM and Ch-Trees Resource Mixes in 2035 as
a Percentage of Energy Demand.
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This clearly indicated that tree planting could provide a significant benefit to the Chinese
in their effort to meet their emissions targets.

5.3.7. China Analysis Cost Comparison.
The following Table 5.2 summarizes the net present value of all costs for each of
the above cases, as well as the total value of all costs in nominal dollars.
Table 5.2. China Emissions Analysis – NPV and Total Nominal Costs.
Case

NPV

Total Nominal Cost

($trillion)

($trillion)

Ch-NoLim

15.01

26.41

Ch-BaseEm

15.62

28.41

Ch-10%Eff

14.58

25.79

Ch-ElecCar

15.38

27.80

Ch-NoNuke

14.79

26.32

Ch-Trees

15.05

26.96

An important item to note in this cost analysis is that since the emissions limit for
China is essentially imposed starting in 2030, the costs escalate substantially after that
date. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 5.29 below using data from the Ch-BaseEm run.
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Figure 5.29. Annual Nominal Costs for Case Ch-BaseEm.

5.4. Global Analysis.
As previously noted, the global analysis covered the 100 year time period 2000 to
2100 and used the energy demand forecasts from the IMACLIM model from the IPCC’s
AR5. The costs and resource parameters used are summarized in Supplemental File 11,
Global Resource Parameters. No cost subsidies were assumed in this global analysis.
For the climate limits, this analysis used the data from the representative
concentration pathways (RCP) described in IPCC WG3 TS, 2014 and IPCC WG3-Ch. 6,
2014. The RCP’s are a series of storylines that describe climate limits in terms of ranges
of both CO2e concentration and cumulative emissions. For purposes of this research, the
lowest concentration and cumulative emissions values from RCP4.5 were chosen as the
benchmark limits. These were 580 ppm CO2e concentration and 1870Gt CO2 cumulative
emissions. In addition, some cases were run using the familiar 2o Celsius temperature
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threshold as the limit. The majority of the cases, however, were run using the 580 ppm
CO2e concentration limit. This was done for two reasons. First, the IPCC appears to be
emphasizing the RCP limits rather than the temperature limits that were previously used
in the past. Second, concentration and the associated radiative forcing, rather than
emissions, seem to be better indicators of possible geophysical impacts. The analysis
also included forecasts of non-energy CH4 and N2O. Finally, unless otherwise stated, all
four geoengineering options (sulfur injection, iron seeding, sea spray injection, and tree
planting) were enabled in these runs.
Most of the global analysis runs assumed that up to 3 billion hectares of land
would be available to produce biomass and biofuel, as well as for tree planting. Cases
with climate limits, but no sulfur injection, iron seeding, or sea spray injection assumed 4
billion hectares of available land. A sensitivity was also run assuming only 2 billion
hectares of available land for biomass, biofuel, and tree planting.
An important observation that was made during the analysis was that the proven
reserves of oil and natural gas were not adequate to meet the liquid and combustion
energy demands in the IMACLIM AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario. Hence, the
sum of global proven reserves plus global unproven resources found in EIA, 2013c was
used as the limit for oil and natural gas in this analysis.
A discount rate of 4% was assumed for the majority of the global simulations.
Sensitivity runs were also made assuming discount rates of 1% and 10%. In addition, the
cases assumed a 1% energy reserves amount. This was done in order to exercise that
portion of the CEAGOM code.
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Unless otherwise stated, the global analyses assumed an energy efficiency
potential of 20% for the first 50 years of the simulation and 25% for the final 50 years.
Listed below are the specific cases run for the global analysis, including the name
of each case as used in the discussion that follows. Additional details of each case and its
results are provided in the subsections below.
Base-NL

Base run with climate limits. Used to set a baseline.

Base-CL

Baseline case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit.

Base-EM

Baseline case with a 1870Gt CO2-eq cumulative emissions limit.

Base-TL

Baseline case with a 2oC temperature limit.

1%In-NL

Case with no climate limits and a 1% discount rate.

1%In-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and a 1% discount
rate.

10%In-NL

Case with no climate limits and a 10% discount rate.

10%In-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and a 10% discount
rate.

2bha-NL

Case with no climate limits and only 2 billion hectares available
for biomass, biofuel, and tree planting.

2bha-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and only 2 billion
hectares available for biomass, biofuel, and tree planting.

10mha-CL

Baseline with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and 10 million
hectares of trees planted annually between 2025 and 2075.
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500mha-CL

Baseline with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and 500 million
hectares of trees assumed planted in 2050.

Eff-NL

Case with no climate limits and less energy efficiency.

Eff-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and less energy
efficiency.

Elcar-NL

Case with no climate limits and increased use of electric vehicles.

Elcar-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and increased use
of electric vehicles.

GeoPen-CL

Baseline case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and
penalty cost applied to geoengineering.

GeoPen2-CL Baseline case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and
penalty cost applied to geoengineering with a larger cost on sulfur.
NoGeo

Case to find the lowest CO2e concentration obtainable with no
geoengineering.

NoGeo2

Case to find the lowest CO2e concentration obtainable with no
geoengineering except for tree planting.

NoNuke-NL Case with no climate limits and no allowed increase in the amount
of nuclear power deployed.
NoNuke-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and no allowed
increase in the amount of nuclear power deployed.

NukePen-NL Case with no climate limits and a penalty cost placed on nuclear
power.
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NukePen-CL Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and a penalty cost
placed on nuclear power.
Tax-NL

Case with no climate limits and a $100/ton carbon tax.

Tax-NL50

Case with no climate limits and a $50/ton carbon tax.

Tax-CL

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and a $100/ton
carbon tax.

Tax-CL50

Case with a 580 ppm CO2e concentration limit and a $50/ton
carbon tax.

The following Table 5.3 summarizes the key climate-related results for all the
runs that were based on the energy resource deployment from the baseline run Base-NL.
In all of these runs, CEAGOM held the energy resource mix essentially the same and
used geoengineering to meet the climate limit. The various sensitivities involved
differences in the climate limit employed or difference in the type or amount of
geoengineering allowed. In all cases involving a climate limit, the specified
concentration, cumulative emissions, or temperature limit was respected.
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Table 5.3. Climate Results for Global Baseline and Associated Sensitivities.

Base-NL

Actual
Cumulative
Emissions
(Gt CO2-eq)
5642

Radiative
Forcing in 2100
(W/m2)
5.98

Temperature in
2100
(oC)
2.99

Geoengineering
Maximum
Deployed
N/A

Base-CL

5640

3.93

1.97

Base-EM

5640

5.92

2.96

Base-TL

5640

4.00

2.00

10mha-CL

5600

3.93

1.97

500mha-CL

5599

3.93

1.97

GeoPen-CL

5640

3.93

1.97

GeoPen2-CL

5640

3.93

1.97

Sea Spray
24.8 m3/sec
Sea Spray
0.65 m3/sec
Sea Spray
24.0 m3/sec
Trees
107 ha/yr for 50
years
Sea Spray
24.6 m3/sec
Trees
500 million ha in
2050
Sea Spray
24.6 m3/sec
Sulfur
2.45 million tons
Sulfur
2.45 million tons

Case

The following Table 5.4 summarizes the climate-related results for the various
sensitivity cases run that involved changes to the energy resource mix. Most of these
sensitivities involve a pair of runs. One run provided an initial baseline assuming no
climate limit. The second run included a concentration limit of 580 ppm CO2e.
There were two special runs made that were intended to determine what
concentration and associated temperature could be achieved in 2100 if geoengineering
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was restricted. One case allowed tree planting as the only allowable geoengineering that
could be employed. The other had no geoengineering whatsoever.
Table 5.4. Climate Results for Global Special Sensitivity Cases.

1%In-NL

Actual
Cumulative
Emissions
(Gt CO2-eq)
5569

Radiative
Forcing in 2100
(W/m2)
5.96

Temperature in
2100
(oC)
2.98

1%In-CL

5567

3.93

1.97

10%In-NL

5746

6.00

2.98

10%In-CL

5744

3.93

1.97

2bha-NL

5669

6.01

3.00

2bha-CL

5668

3.93

1.97

Eff-NL

6029

6.18

3.09

Eff-CL

6027

3.93

1.97

Elcar-NL

5524

5.89

2.95

Elcar-CL

5522

3.93

1.97

NoGeo

4193

5.12

2.56

NoGeo2

3900

4.91

2.45

NoNuke-NL

6250

6.34

3.17

NoNuke-CL

6249

3.93

1.97

NukePen-NL

5722

5.99

3.00

Case
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Geoengineering
Maximum
Deployed
N/A
Sea Spray
24.6 m3/sec
N/A
Sea Spray
25.2 m3/sec
N/A
Sea Spray
25.2 m3/sec
N/A
Sea Spray
27.4 m3/sec
N/A
Sea Spray
23.8 m3/sec
N/A
Trees
75 million ha/yr
For 40 years
N/A
Sea Spray
29.3 m3/sec
N/A

Table 5.4 (Cont.)
Actual
Cumulative
Emissions
(Gt CO2-eq)
5721

Radiative
Forcing in 2100
(W/m2)
3.93

Temperature in
2100
(oC)
1.97

Tax-NL

5159

5.75

2.88

Geoengineering
Maximum
Deployed
Sea Spray
25.0 m3/sec
N/A

Tax-NL50

5543

5.93

2.97

N/A

Tax-CL

5157

3.93

1.97

Tax-CL50

5538

3.93

1.97

Sea Spray
22.1 m3/sec
Sea Spray
24.3 m3/sec

Case
NukePen-CL

5.4.1 Baseline Analysis for Global Scenario.
The initial baseline case Base-NL was essentially a “business as usual” case to
determine what would be the theoretical optimum resource mix for the given set of
assumptions with no regard to any climate related limitations. The following Figures
5.30, 5.31, and 5.32 show the resulting energy resource mix as a percentage of the energy
demand served for the years 2050 and 2100. The two years are shown in order provide
an indication of how the energy mix evolved over time in the simulation.
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Figure 5.30. Global Base-NL Resource Mix in 2050 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.31. Global Base-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.

Figure 5.32. Comparison of Global Base-NL 2050 and 2100 Resource Mixes.
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This baseline case included significant use of energy efficiency, natural gas, oil,
and nuclear power. Oil and gas use were large enough that gas started running out after
2078 and oil reserves started dropping after 2085. There were large increases in the use
of biomass, solar-PV, hydro, biofuel, and wind as a result. Coal use showed a steady
decline until the final few years of the simulation when there was a significant spike in
coal-to-liquids deployment in order to meet liquid fuel demand as oil ran out.
The resulting annual emissions, concentration, radiative forcing, and temperature
were considerable. The GHG concentration by 2100 was 849.7 ppm CO2e with an
associated temperature rise of 2.99oC. Annual emissions were well over 60Gt CO2-eq.
This is summarized in the following Figures 5.33 through 5.36.
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Figure 5.33. Global Base-NL Annual Emissions.
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Figure 5.34. Global Base-NL GHG Concentration.
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Figure 5.35. Global Base-NL Radiative Forcing.
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Figure 5.36. Global Base-NL Temperature Rise.
When the climate limits of 580 ppm concentration (Base-CL), 1870Gt cumulative
emissions (Base-EM), and 2oC temperature rise (Base-TL) were imposed, CEAGOM
determined that the use of sea spray geoengineering would be the most cost-effective way
to meet the given constraint. In all three cases, CEAGOM set the amount of sea spray
deployed to a level that provided a reduction in radiative forcing that matched the
corresponding constraint. In the case of Base-CL and Base-TL, the forcing and
temperature rise were actually stabilized over the latter part of the simulation as shown in
Figures 5.37 through 5.41:
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Figure 5.37. Global Base-CL Radiative Forcing.
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Figure 5.38. Global Base-CL Temperature Rise.
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Figure 5.39. Global Base-CL Sea Spray Deployment.
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Figure 5.40. Global Base-TL Temperature Rise.
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Figure 5.41. Global Base-TL Sea Spray Deployment.
In the case of Base-EM, however, the results did not show any stabilization of
radiative forcing or temperature rise. The equivalent emissions factor for sea spray
injection is quite high, as was shown in Chapter 3. Hence, only a relatively small amount
of sea spray needed to be deployed in order to meet the 1870Gt cumulative emissions
limit. This was not enough, however, to counteract the forcing. In fact, a crucial point
that must be remembered is that in all three of these climate limit cases, the actual
emissions and GHG concentrations were the same as in the original baseline case. That
is because sea spray injection only influences the radiative forcing.
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Figure 5.42. Global Base-EM Cumulative Emissions Adjusted for Sea Spray.
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Figure 5.43. Global Base-EM Actual Cumulative Emissions.
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Figure 5.44. Global Base-EM Temperature Rise.
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Figure 5.45. Global Base-EM Sea Spray Deployment.
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5.4.2 Tree Planting Sensitivities.
Two sensitivity cases were run to see how much a significant amount of tree
planting would affect the outcome of the baseline case with a 580 ppm concentration
limit. Of particular interest was how much this would reduce the need for sea spray
geoengineering. The first case run assumed that 10 million hectares of trees were planted
annually between 2025 and 2075 for a total of 500 million hectares. These years were
chosen in order for the greatest amount of tree growth to occur in the later part of the
simulation. The goal was to maximize the impact on overall net emissions. The second
case run was a comparison to see what the effect of a single 500 million hectare tree
planting at year 2050 would be.
In both cases, the impact of the tree planting on the overall emissions was
marginal at best as can be seen by comparing Figures 5.46 and 5.47 to Figure 5.33.
There was only a slight decrease in the amount of sea spray geoengineering required to
hold the 580 ppm concentration limit.
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Figure 5.46. Global 10mha-CL Annual Emissions.
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Figure 5.47. Global 500mha-CL Annual Emissions.
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5.4.3. Geoengineering Penalty Sensitivities.
As previously noted in Chapter 1, there is considerable uncertainty and
controversy over the possible negative effects of geoengineering, especially as they relate
to issues such as ocean acidification and changes in precipitation patterns. In light of
this, another set of sensitivities was run based on the initial Base-NL case to examine the
effect of placing a significant penalty cost on sea spray, sulfur injection, and iron seeding
geoengineering. The goal was to see if this would result in a different energy resource
mix as well as change the usage of geoengineering.
Recent climate modeling efforts have shown that one potential effect of
geoengineering schemes such as sea spray and sulfur injection is increased drought in
certain parts of the world (see Jones et al., 2010). Therefore, in order to estimate what a
potential penalty cost might be, information related to some recent serious droughts was
reviewed. Estimates of the economic impact of droughts in India are at least $400
million per year (Pandey et al., 2000) while the recent drought in California has been
estimated to have a $2.2 billion annual impact (Chaussee, 2014). Given the magnitude of
these local economic impact estimates along with the fact that potential negative impacts
of geoengineering would be more widespread and not limited just to drought effects, a
penalty cost of $250 billion per unit of geoengineering (ton of sulfur, m3/sec of sea spray,
or ton of iron) deployed was assumed.
The run GeoPen-CL included this initial geoengineering penalty. There was no
change in the resource mix determined by CEAGOM; however, the optimization
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algorithm deployed sulfur injection instead of sea spray to hold the 580 ppm
concentration limit.
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Figure 5.48. Global GeoPen-CL Sulfur Injection Deployment.
The second sensitivity run in this set, GeoPen2-CL, increased the penalty cost on
sulfur injection to $1 trillion per metric ton of sulfur deployed to see if this would alter
the results. There was no change in either the energy resource mix or geoengineering
deployment.

5.4.4. Sensitivity to Reduced Acreage for Biofuel and Biomass.
Another sensitivity run was to examine the effect of reduced available acreage for
biofuel and biomass production. The original Base-NL case assumed up to 3 billion
hectares of land available for biofuel and biomass (as well as tree planting). This 3
billion hectares was fully utilized in the last decade of the run as oil reserves were
depleted and the need for biofuels increased. Sensitivity cases 2bha-NL and 2bha-CL
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examined how emissions and the energy resource mix would change if only 2 billion
hectares were available. The resulting resource mix was:

Figure 5.49. Global 2bha-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
The primary result was a huge increase in the amount of coal-to-liquids that had
to be employed to meet the liquid energy demand with an associated increase in
emissions. A slightly higher amount of sea spray then had to be deployed in order to
meet the concentration limit.

5.4.5. Sensitivity to Reduced Energy Efficiency.
An important assumption in the Base-NL case was the amount of energy
efficiency that could be realized over time, especially since its low cost made it one of the
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most heavily used energy resources. The original assumption of 20% for the first 50
years and 25% for the second 50 years was significant, but well below the maximum
potential described by Krewitt et al. However, it is possible that the world may not
achieve these levels of energy savings. Hence, sensitivities Eff-NL and Eff-CL were run
to determine what the impact would be if maximum energy efficiency was only 10% for
the first 50 years and 15% for the final 50 years. The resulting energy resource mixes
were then:

Figure 5.50. Global Eff-NL Resource Mix in 2050 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.51. Global Eff-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.

Figure 5.52. Comparison of Global Eff-NL 2050 and 2100 Resource Mixes.
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The end result was a large use of natural gas, nuclear power, biofuels, wind, and
hydro. Coal use also increased, particularly for coal-to-liquids and combustion needs in
the later years of the simulation. Geothermal, solar-PV, and solar-thermal, though small
in terms of overall energy produced, showed significant increases in the second half of
the simulation period. Cumulative emissions increased by 387Gt. This resulted in a
0.1oC increase in the temperature rise by 2100. This, in turn, required additional sea
spray deployment in order to meet the concentration limit of 580 ppm.
5.4.6. Sensitivity to Increase Electric Vehicle Usage.
Sensitivities Elcar-NL and Elcar-CL were cases to examine the impact on
resource and emissions if there is a significant shift to electric vehicles over time, similar
to what was done for the U.S.-China agreement analysis. In this case, liquid energy
demand was reduced in a linear fashion by 0.25% per year for 80 years for a total
reduction in demand of 20% by 2080. The liquid energy demand forecast for the
remaining 20 years of the simulation was then reduced by 20%. The reduced liquid
energy demand was shifted over to the electricity demand to simulate the addition of
electric vehicles in need of battery charging. The detailed demand data is shown in
Appendix B.
Assuming this high penetration of electric vehicles reduced oil consumption and
eliminated the need for deployment of coal-to-liquids in the final years of the simulation.
Biofuel use was also significantly reduced. The acreage needed for biofuel and biomass
in these runs was 435 million hectares lower than in the Base-NL baseline case. The
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increase in electricity demand was covered by increased use of nuclear power and solarthermal. Cumulative emissions were reduced by around 120Gt which, in turn, resulted in
a marginal reduction in the amount of sea spray injection needed to hold the 580 ppm
concentration limit.

Figure 5.53. Global Elcar-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.

5.4.7. Nuclear Penalty Cost Sensitivity.
Given the high usage of nuclear power in the global analysis, a sensitivity was run
to examine the effect of placing the same penalty cost on nuclear power as was used in
the similar sensitivity case for the U.S. emissions analysis. This sensitivity was
NukePen-NL and NukePen-CL.
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The added penalty cost reduced, but did not eliminate, nuclear power usage
compared to the baseline run Base-NL:
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Figure 5.54. Global NukePen-NL Nuclear Power Deployment.
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Figure 5.55. Global Base-NL Nuclear Power Deployment.
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The reduction in nuclear power use was particularly pronounced in the middle
part of the simulation as can be seen by comparing Figures 5.54 and 5.55 above. The
difference was made up by a significant increase in the use of natural gas for electricity
production:
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Figure 5.56. Global NukePen-NL Deployment of Natural Gas for Electricity
Production.
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Figure 5.57. Global Base-NL Deployment of Natural Gas for Electricity
Production.
Cumulative emissions increased by 80Gt which required only a slight increase in
the amount of sea spray that needed to be deployed in order to hold the 580 ppm
concentration limit.
5.4.8. No Increase in Nuclear Power.
Given the concern and controversy that typically surrounds nuclear power, a
further sensitivity that was evaluated was the scenario where the amount of nuclear
power deployed in the simulation was not allowed to rise above the current level (cases
NoNuke-NL and NoNuke-CL). This was not a case of no nuclear power. Rather, this
analysis held the level of nuclear power to no more than its current amount over the
course of the simulation. Hence, it was assumed that aging nuclear plants would be
replaced at the end of their service lives.
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Capping the amount of nuclear power to essentially its current level resulted in
huge increases in the amounts of coal and natural gas used for electricity generation.
There were also very large increases in the use of wind, solar-PV, solar-thermal, biofuel,
and geothermal. Hydro also saw a substantial increase. Gas reserves were down to 25%
by the year 2068. This resulted in a much more rapid and larger ramp up of biofuel use.
Available acreage for biofuel and biomass production hit its 3 billion hectare limit by
2084.

Figure 5.58. Global NoNuke-NL Resource Mix in 2050 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.59. Global NoNuke-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.

Figure 5.60. Comparison of Global NoNuke-NL 2050 and 2100 Resource Mixes.
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Cumulative emissions were over 600Gt higher than in the Base-NL baseline case.
This resulted in a substantially higher global temperature rise by 2100 of 3.17oC
compared to 2.99oC in the Base-NL. The concentration constrained case NoNuke-CL
required a noticeable increase in deployment of sea spray geoengineering in order to hold
to concentration constraint.
5.4.9. Sensitivity to a Carbon Tax.
Since carbon taxes are often discussed as a potential market-based mechanism for
curbing fossil fuel use, a sensitivity analysis was run assuming a carbon tax on oil, coal,
and natural gas. The assumed tax rates were $50/ton and $100/ton. The $100/ton tax, in
particular, is considered a substantial amount. The cases in this analysis were Tax-NL,
Tax-NL50, Tax-CL, and Tax-CL50. The addition of these carbon taxes resulted in a
significant change in the energy resource mix. There was a substantial decrease in the
use of natural gas with a $100/ton carbon tax compared to the Base-NL baseline case. In
fact, less than 75% of the total natural gas reserves were used by the end of the 100 year
simulation in Tax-NL compared to Base-NL where 75% of the gas reserves were
depleted by 2078. Furthermore, there was a strong shift in gas use for combustion
purposes and away from electricity generation. The case with a $100/ton carbon tax
showed significantly higher use of wind, solar-thermal, and geothermal resources
compared to the baseline case. There were also marginal increases in the deployment of
hydro and nuclear power. The need for coal-to-liquids to meet liquid energy demand at
the end of the simulation period was eliminated.
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Figure 5.61. Global Tax-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
Cumulative emissions were cut a significant 483 Gt compared to Base-NL. The
resulting global temperature rise was also significantly reduced to 2.88oC, a reduction of
0.11oC. As a result, the amount of sea spray geoengineering that needed to be deployed
to meet the 580 ppm concentration limit was reduced by 2.7 m3/sec to 22.1 m3/sec.
The $50/ton carbon tax case also showed substantive resource shifts compared to
the baseline case, but these shifts were not as dramatic as those with the $100/ton carbon
tax case. The $50/ton carbon tax case showed clear reductions in fossil fuel use,
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including a significant reduction (but not the total elimination) of coal-to-liquids use by
the end of the simulation. There were clear increases in hydro, wind, and solar-thermal
use. The reduction in cumulative emissions was only 99 Gt. Hence, there was only a
small reduction in the amount of sea spray deployment required in order to hold the 580
ppm concentration limit.
Figure 5.62 below shows a comparison of the resource mixes of the two carbon
tax cases with the base line case:

Figure 5.62. Global Baseline and Carbon Tax Resource Mixes as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
5.4.10. Discount Rate Sensitivities.
The assumed discount rate for all the simulations described up to this point was
4%. Given the long time horizon for the global analysis, a set of sensitivities were
performed in order to determine how changes in the assumed discount rate would affect
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the results. Two discount rates were chosen for this sensitivity analysis, 1% and 10%.
The 1% discount rate simulations were 1%In-NL and 1%In-CL. The 10% discount rate
simulations were 10%In-NL and 10%-In-CL.
With a 1% discount rate, the energy resource mix showed a definite shift
compared to the Base-NL baseline. There was a considerable reduction in the use of
natural gas for electricity generation. The amount of nuclear power deployed also
showed a marked decrease. In contrast, there was a huge increase in the amount of wind
deployed. Solar-thermal also showed a significant increase. Hydro generation also
showed a marginal increase. Oil use dropped compared to the baseline. As a result,
biofuels were able to make up the difference as oil was depleted in the last decade of the
simulation without the need for coal-to-liquids. However, the use of coal for meeting
combustion needs increased considerably in the final 18 years of the simulation as it
became the resource of choice to take the place of natural gas as the gas reserves
depleted. The resources mixes at 2050 and 2100 were as follows:
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Figure 5.63. Global 1%In-NL Resource Mix in 2050 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.64. Global 1%In-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.65. Comparison of Global 1%In-NL 2050 and 2100 Resource Mixes.
The resulting cumulative emissions were 73Gt less than in Base-NL which
resulted in a slightly lower sea spray requirement in order to hold the 580 ppm
concentration limit.
The sensitivity case with a 10% discount rate had a markedly different resource
mix. This case showed a high usage of natural gas for both electricity production and
combustion needs. Oil usage was higher than in the 1% case and was similar to the usage
in Base-NL. Hence, this case required considerable biofuel usage in the latter years to
meet liquid energy demand, as well as requiring the deployment of coal-to-liquids. The
use of nuclear power increase compared to the baseline. Deployment of wind power was
a bit higher than in the Base-NL baseline case, but was considerably lower than in the 1%
case. The overall resource mix at 2050 and 2100 were:
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Figure 5.66. Global 10%In-NL Resource Mix in 2050 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.67. Global 10%In-NL Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.68. Comparison of Global 10%In-NL 2050 and 2100 Resource Mixes.
The case with a 10% discount rate had cumulative emissions that were 104Gt
higher than in the Base-NL baseline case and 177Gt higher than in the case with a 1%
assumed discount rate. This resulted in a slightly higher global temperature rise at the
end of the 100 year simulation and a corresponding marginal increase in the amount of
sea spray the simulation called for in order to hold the 580 ppm concentration limit.
5.4.11. Achievable Climate Limits with No Geoengineering.
Finally, two important sensitivity cases were run to determine what final GHG
concentration and global temperature limits could be achieved assuming no sulfur
injection, iron seeding, or sea spray geoengineering. The main purpose of these
sensitivities was to determine what level of climate impact could be expected if really
major changes were made to the global energy mix in the 21st century without reliance on
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geoengineering. This was done by varying the concentration limit constraint until the
case could solve all 100 years of the time horizon.
One case, NoGeo, also assumed no tree planting. The second case, NoGeo2,
assumed that 75 million hectares of trees per year were planted over the 40 year period
from 2035 to 2075. Starting in 2091, the trees planted in 2035 were assumed to be
harvested. In 2092, the trees planted in 2036 were assumed to be harvested, and so on
through the remainder of the simulation. This was done in order to free up acreage for
biofuel production which earlier simulations had consistently shown was needed in the
last decade of the run due to depletion of oil reserves.
Both cases included a considerable ramp up in energy efficiency. Maximum
achievable energy efficiency was assumed to be 20% fr0m 2000 to 2029, 25% from 2030
to 2039, 30% from 2040 to 2049, 35% from 2050 to 2090, and finally 37% from 2091 to
2100. The final 37% value was based on Krewitt et al., 2009.
In addition to the increase in assumed energy efficiency, both cases included a
$100/ton carbon tax to discourage the use of fossil fuels. The cases also significantly
increased both the annual rate at which non-fossil resources (renewables and nuclear)
could be added and the annual rate at which fossil fuel resources could be decreased. Up
to 4 billion hectares were assumed to be available for biofuel and biomass production
and, in the case of NoGeo2, for tree planting.
The resulting energy resource mix with this highly revised set of assumptions in
both cases showed a dramatic change compared to any of the previously run scenarios.
Coal use was virtually eliminated by 2015. Natural gas was used extensively to meet
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combustion demand, but was not used for electricity generation. Hydro, solar-thermal,
geothermal, and wind were quickly taken up to their maximum amounts. Oil use was
applied only to liquid fuel needs with biofuel taking up the slack as oil began to run out in
the last decade of the simulations. This is summarized in the following Figures 5.69
through 5.72.

Figure 5.69. Global NoGeo Resource Mix in 2050 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
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Figure 5.70. Global NoGeo Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.

Figure 5.71. Comparison of Global NoGeo 2050 and 2100 Resource Mixes.
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Figure 5.72. Global NoGeo2 Resource Mix in 2100 as a Percentage of Energy
Demand.
For case NoGeo, the lowest concentration limit that could be achieved was 724.9
ppm CO2e with a corresponding global temperature rise of 2.56oC. Case NoGeo2 did
slightly better with a GHG concentration limit of 696 ppm CO2e and a 2.45oC global
temperature rise. However, in neither case was the concentration or temperature rise
stabilized, but continued on an increasing trajectory. Furthermore, case NoGeo2 required
3.495 billion hectares of land by 2100 for the production of biofuels and biomass along
with the tree planting for emissions reduction. The following Figures 5.73 through 5.76
summarize these climate results.
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Figure 5.73. Global NoGeo Annual Emissions.
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Figure 5.74. Global NoGeo2 Annual Emissions.
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Figure 5.75. Global NoGeo Temperature Rise.
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Figure 5.76. Global NoGeo2 Temperature Rise.
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5.4.12. Global Analysis Cost Comparison.
The costs of the various sensitivity cases examined as part of this global analysis
showed considerable variation, as would be expected. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 below
summarize the total cost for each of the cases. The total costs are shown as both a net
present value (NPV) and in terms of nominal dollars. As previously noted, all the cases
assumed a 4% discount rate except for the 1% and 10% discount rate sensitivity cases.
Table 5.5. Global Baseline and Associated Sensitivities – NPV and Total Nominal Costs.
Case
Base-NL

NPV
($ trillion)
124.01

Total Nominal Cost
($ trillion)
1264.04

Base-CL

124.02

1264.46

Base-EM

124.02

1264.50

Base-TL

124.02

1264.47

10mha-CL

136.10

1758.31

500mha-CL

136.09

1758.33

GeoPen-CL

125.46

1288.0

GeoPen2-CL

129.77

1358.49
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Table 5.6. Global Special Sensitivity Cases – NPV and Total Nominal Costs.
Case
1%In-NL

NPV
($ trillion)
423.05

Total Nominal Cost
($ trillion)
755.87

1%In-CL

423.05

755.87

10%In-NL

29.85

1501.40

10%In-CL

29.85

1495.32

2bha-NL

149.62

2258.95

2bha-CL

149.64

2259.34

Eff-NL

185.30

2918.40

Eff-CL

185.30

2918.36

Elcar-NL

109.44

702.75

Elcar-CL

109.44

702.71

NoGeo

151.92

784.51

NoGeo2

152.43

786.40

NoNuke-NL

187.17

3331.92

NoNuke-CL

187.18

3332.22

NukePen-NL

130.11

1427.94

NukePen-CL

130.12

1428.37

Tax-NL

181.81

1024.41

Tax-NL50

151.81

1038.34
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Table 5.6 (Cont.)
Case
Tax-CL
Tax-NL50

NPV
($ trillion)
181.81

Total Nominal Cost
($ trillion)
1024.41

151.82

1038.87

One of the most striking features of the cost results is that geoengineering had a
negligible impact on the overall global energy cost. This can be seen by comparing the
various –NL cases with their companion –CL cases. The cost of deploying 25 m3/sec of
sea spray geoengineering is only $2.6 billion based on the data in Salter et al., 2008,
which is very small compared overall global energy costs total hundreds of trillions of
dollars. The geoengineering cost impact is muted further as result of discounting in the
NPV calculation. Hence, most of the cost differences seen between the –NL and
corresponding –CL cases are driven by slight variations in the optimization solutions
rather than from the geoengineering costs.
Throughout the cases, there were definite timings when significant costs were
incurred. A good example is illustrated in the following figure showing the annual
nominal costs for the Base-NL case.
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Figure 5.77. Global Base-NL Annual Nominal Costs.

In this case, a significant cost spike was seen in 2051 because coal-fired
generation and coal mines were assumed to have a lifetime of 50 years. Hence, even
though coal usage in this simulation was steadily decreasing, there was still the need to
replace those coal resources which were needed beyond 2050.
The other significant cost increase in this case occurred after 2096 when coal-toliquids had to be ramped up significantly in order to meet the liquid energy demand due
to the depletion of oil reserves and lack of additional land for more biofuel. Coal-toliquids is an extremely expensive resource. The estimated capital cost for an 80,000
barrel per day plant is on the order of $125,000 per barrel per day of capacity (Bartis et
al., 2008). Hence, this was a significant cost for those cases where coal-to-liquids had to
be deployed. However, since it was needed so late in the simulation, its effects on the
NPV of the overall costs tended to be muted.
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The assumed discount rate had a clear impact on the outcome of the simulations.
The discount rate assumptions significantly influenced the annual cost of each resource
which, in turn, determined which resources were deployed. The resulting change in costs
was substantial. Figure 5.78 below demonstrates how the overall energy system costs
varied between the 1% discount rate, the 4% discount rate (Base-NL), and the 10%
discount rate. It should be noted that the same coal price spike was present in all three of
these cases.

Figure 5.78. Discount Rate Impact on Global Nominal Annual Costs.

Similarly, variations in other key assumptions, such as achievable energy
efficiency, electric car usage, deployment of nuclear power, and carbon taxes, showed
significant impact to the amount and timing of the resource costs:
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Figure 5.79. Cost Comparison of Key Global Sensitivity Cases.

Finally, a very interesting cost comparison was the look the base case
concentration limit, Base-CL, versus the two cases NoGeo and NoGeo2 where it was
attempted to hold a concentration limit without the use of geoengineering. What was
notable in this comparison was that the two cases without geoengineering had far lower
costs than the base case clearly shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 and in Figure 5.80 below:
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Figure 5.80. Global Climate Limit Costs with and without Geoengineering.
A primary reason for this seemingly paradoxical result was that the cases without
geoengineering assumed considerably more energy efficiency than did the base case.
Energy efficiency is a very inexpensive resource with an assumed cost per EJ of energy
of only 1.57 x 10-5 times the value of global GDP based on the work by Krewitt, et al.
Therefore, the energy efficiency was able to displace a number of more expensive
resources. In addition, the cases without geoengineering assumed that resources which
emit large amounts of GHG could be ramped down more quickly than in the base case.
Since these resources are capital-intensive, removing them from the energy mix more
quickly also contributed to a significant reduction in costs.
The cases without geoengineering also showed some small resource spikes as key
resources needed to be replaced at the end of their assumed service lives, as can be seen
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in Figure 5.80 above. Replacement of wind resources was the primary driver behind
those cost spikes. Furthermore, the overall costs of the two constraint cases without
geoengineering were very close. Adding 75 million hectares of trees per year as in
NoGeo2 only added $112.5 billion in annual cost, which was minor compared to overall
annual costs on the order of several trillion dollars per year.
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Chapter 6. Discussion.
6.1. Overview of Overall Research Outcome.
Overall, the outcome of this research was quite successful. As stated in Section
1.2, the goal of this research was to develop a model that would allow both policy-makers
and analysts to assess potential global or regional policies to determine if they meet
desired energy and climate constraints, and what would be the lowest cost mix of energy
resources that would result from those policies. Another key goal was to incorporate
geoengineering into the model in order to examine what role it might play in future
energy and climate policy development. The culmination of this effort was the
CEAGOM model. As discussed further in the sections below, CEAGOM allowed
various potential strategies and policies, such as a carbon tax, restrictions on new nuclear
plants, and encouragement of electric vehicle usage, to be examined to see how well they
would meet energy and climate requirements and at what cost.
The results of the model validation described in Chapter 4 and the experimental
results on three different resource and emissions cases (U.S., China, and global) all
demonstrate that CEAGOM is a useful tool that can provide meaningful results and
insights to a decision-maker. The model comparison results in Chapter 4 are particularly
important in this regard. As was noted previously in this dissertation, the AEO2015
forecasts are based upon statistical and econometric analyses. By contrast, CEAGOM is
purely an optimization engine. Therefore, the fact that CEAGOM was able to match the
AEO2015 resource and emissions forecasts as well as it did using the AEO2015’s cost
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and energy demands as inputs is significant. As discussed in detail in Section 4.2.1, the
vast majority of the CEAGOM results showed less than a 10% difference with the
AEO2015 projections. Even in the cases with somewhat higher percent differences,
CEAGOM still matched the overall shape and trend of the AEO2015 forecasts. In policy
analysis, having a good grasp of the basic trend of a variable can be as important as the
absolute value of the variable. Hence, taken as a whole, this comparison effort can be
considered a success.
The model comparison effort also served as a reminder that assumptions are
critical to the outcome that can be expected from any model. In addition to the cost and
energy demand data, some key assumptions that affected how well the CEAGOM and
AEO2015 results matched were the allowable up and down ramp rates for each resource,
as well as the amount of each resource that was assumed to be available. These key
assumptions were carried over to the U.S. emissions analysis. Some were also used in
the China emissions analysis in those cases where reliable data on China was not
available.
Given the results of the model comparison effort, CEAGOM was then able to
provide some valuable and very interesting insights into both the U.S.-China emissions
deal and the global analysis. This latter analysis dealt more broadly with the question of
what an optimal global energy mix might look like for the 21st century given specified
climate constraints. Of particular value were the insights this global analysis gave
regarding the need, timing, and scope of geoengineering deployment. It must be
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emphasized that all of these cases are optimizations that show the lowest cost mix of
resources for the given set of assumptions and constraints.
6.2. Discussion of U.S. Emissions Analysis.
Starting with the U.S. portion of the U.S.- China emissions deal, CEAGOM’s
output suggested that holding up its end of the deal could be a challenge for the U.S. As
described in detail in Section 5.2, using the cost and energy demand data from the
AEO2015 as input showed the need for significant shifts in the energy resource mix of
the U.S. in a very short period of time in order to meet these emissions targets. In all the
cases examined, meeting the targets required the virtual elimination of coal as an energy
resource in the U.S. by 2024 and shift to an energy portfolio based on natural gas,
efficiency, wind, solar-PV, nuclear, and biofuels with oil used predominately for
transportation fuel. Up to twelve new nuclear plants would have to be built by 2025 in
this optimized case. Energy efficiency was assumed to steadily increase from an initial
amount of up to 10% of demand in 2016 to 20% by 2025. Even with all of this, the
emissions targets were just barely met in some years in the simulation.
Instituting a $100/ton carbon tax helped to reduce U.S. emissions to well below
the target levels by further shifting and reducing fossil fuel usage. Restricting natural gas
usage to proven U.S. reserves resulted in even greater reductions in overall emissions. In
both these cases, fossil fuel use was redirected away from electricity production and
towards direct combustion uses. This made sense since the energy conversion efficiency
of burning fossil fuels in furnaces for direct heating is considerably better than the
efficiency of using fossil fuels to generate electricity. While these two cases showed the
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best performance in terms of emissions reductions, they were also more costly than any
of the other scenarios examined, including the base case, as shown in Table 5.1.
Given the concerns and controversy surrounding it, a question that is often asked
is whether nuclear power is needed in order to meet climate targets. CEAGOM was able
to provide insight into this issue in the context of the U.S. emissions analysis. That
sensitivity demonstrated that the U.S. could meet its emissions targets in the time period
specified without adding any additional nuclear plants. However, the analysis assumed
that existing nuclear plants would remain in service. Even with that, the emissions
targets were barely met.
Similarly, CEAGOM was able to show the possible effects that a significant
increase in the use of electric vehicles might have on the ability of the U.S. to meet these
emissions targets. The CEAGOM simulation results showed that an increased use of
electric vehicles would reduce emissions to below the prescribed targets, but not by as
much as might be expected by implementing a carbon tax. However, the total cost of this
option was far less than the case with a $100/ton carbon tax and was much more in line
with the cost of the base emissions reduction scenario.
Overall, though it appears to be at least theoretically possible, meeting these
climate targets is likely to pose a significant challenge to the U.S. The targets and the
changes to meet them are aggressive. The necessary resource shifts would be major and
may not be achievable in such a short period of time. The reduction in coal usage called
for in the model, in particular, would be problematic. The CEAGOM results still
captured an important trend, however, even in the case of coal. As noted earlier in
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Chapter 5, the cost of coal in the U.S. analysis included a penalty cost for retrofits to coal
plants necessary to meet the requirements of the EPA’s Mercury and Air Toxics
Standard. According to recent reports in the trade press, the cost of meeting this new
standard is causing 12.1GW of coal-fired generation to be retired in 2015 (Paulson,
2015). This represents a reduction of approximately 32 million metric tons of coal usage
in the U.S. in a single year. This is roughly 40% of the annual decrease in coal usage
called for in the CEAGOM simulation.
6.3. Discussion of China Emissions Analysis.
By contrast, it appears that the Chinese would have an easier time meeting their
targets under their portion of the agreement. Certainly, China’s target of stopping its
increase in GHG emissions by 2030 is a less stringent goal than the U.S. commitment of
actually reducing emissions. Furthermore, this simulation assumed a maximum energy
efficiency of only 5% of demand, a far less ambitious goal than what was assumed for the
U.S. portion of the analysis. Furthermore, as previously noted, China’s energy costs and
demand forecasts are far more uncertain than the case for the U.S. (see Tollefson, 2015).
Hence, the results of any analysis of the Chinese energy resource mix and emissions will
tend to be more speculative. Nonetheless, the analysis clearly showed that it would be
very possible for China to level off its GHG emissions by 2030.
Meeting this target would still require China to make some significant changes in
its energy resource mix. The analysis clearly indicated the need for China to make a big
shift away from coal and towards natural gas, wind, biofuel, nuclear, and solar-PV. Coal
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use would need to go from 67% of energy demand down to 33% of demand in the base
case Ch-BaseEm.
The analysis showed that increasing the maximum energy efficiency to 10% of
energy demand could be very beneficial for China. As demonstrated by the Ch-NoNuke
case, this increase in energy efficiency could allow China to meet its emissions target
without the need to build new nuclear plants. Furthermore, this increase in efficiency
would displace a significant amount of natural gas usage. Since gas is more costly than
coal in the Chinese energy market, the increased efficiency actually allowed for a higher
usage of coal in both the Ch-10%Eff and Ch-NoNuke cases than in the Ch-BaseEm case
while still meeting the emissions target. Furthermore, overall energy costs in both of
these cases were considerably lower than the base case Ch-BaseEm as shown in Table
5.2.
Similarly, the assumption of increased use of electric vehicles also resulted in a
similar impact on coal usage. The necessary reduction in coal usage was less than in ChBaseEm. The emissions reductions were made up by a corresponding reduction in oil
use. The energy costs of this case were considerably higher than the Ch-10%Eff and ChNoNuke cases since the electric car scenario Ch-ElecCar still assumed only 5%
maximum energy efficiency. However, the costs in Ch-ElecCar were still less than those
in Ch-BaseEm. All these results demonstrated that there are potential strategies that
China could employ to meet its emissions target at a lower cost while continuing to rely
on its sizable coal reserves in order to meet a substantial portion of its overall energy
needs.
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Both the U.S. and China analyses suggested that tree planting could provide
significant assistance in meeting the emissions targets. This was especially true in the
case of China where the model demonstrated that an aggressive tree planting program
could allow China to continue to use a substantial amount of coal to meet its energy
needs while still meeting its emissions targets. Furthermore, the overall cost of meeting
both China’s energy needs and emissions targets with tree planting were significantly less
than in the case where the emissions targets were met by adjustments to the energy mix
alone.
The picture for the U.S. was a bit more complicated. The analysis clearly
demonstrated that U.S. emissions could be markedly reduced if a large number of trees
could be planted immediately. However, if the tree planting were spread over the full 10
years of the simulation period, then the tree planting provided essentially no benefit in
helping to meet the U.S. emissions target. This demonstrated that both the timing and
magnitude of the tree planting are key. This is especially true given the logistic pattern of
tree growth and its associated carbon sequestration.
6.4. Discussion of Global Analysis.
The global analysis provided another set of very interesting insights. This was
especially heartening given that the time period of analysis was 100 years. Clearly, a 100
year forecast of energy demands and prices is highly speculative. It depends on a whole
host of factors, including population trends, assumed economic growth, and potential
changes in technology. The AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario from the IPCC AR5
was used for the energy forecast because it represented a fairly high demand, thereby
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providing a conservative case that would challenge the CEAGOM model. Overall,
CEAGOM handled this modeling challenge well.
The most obvious conclusion from the global analysis was the likely need for
some form of geoengineering to be deployed sometime during this century in order to
limit radiative forcing and the associated rise in global temperature. The cases without
sulfur injection, sea spray injection, or iron seeding (NoGeo and NoGeo2) showed that,
even with extremely aggressive and rapid changes in the global mix of energy resources,
global temperature rise by the year 2100 would still exceed 2.4oC. Moreover the
radiative forcing and temperature rise were by no means stabilized at that point. They
were on a trajectory that was continuing to increase at a substantial rate.
The CEAGOM results suggest that the rise in global net radiative forcing and
associated global temperature rise could be stabilized, at least for a period of time, by the
deployment of geoengineering. Sea spray injection was clearly the preferred option in
the simulations based on its cost and effectiveness. Sulfur injection appeared to be the
next preferred option. Iron seeding was not deployed in any of the simulations.
These geoengineering results raise a number of important considerations. First of
all, both sea spray and sulfur injection directly impact the earth’s radiative forcing. They
do not, however, do anything to alter the actual concentration of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Hence, even in the cases where geoengineering was deployed, actual
emissions of GHG and their accumulation in the atmosphere would continue. This means
that geoengineering would have to be continually deployed and deployed at an increasing
rate in order to hold the net forcing and temperature rise constant. A sudden cessation of
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geoengineering deployment would, therefore, result in a sudden increase in radiative
forcing with a corresponding rise in global temperature. The implications of such an
event are likely to be very severe.
Furthermore, the benefit of deploying geoengineering ultimately relies on its low
cost. Sea spray injection, in particular, appears to have a significant low cost advantage.
As discussed Section 5.4.12, the cost of the sea spray deployment required in the global
simulations was only on the order of about $2.6 billion. This cost is tiny compared to the
overall cost of the global energy system which is measured in multiple trillions of dollars.
The needed hardware for sea spray deployment and its associated costs, however, are
based on the single paper by Salter et al. The proposed hardware design is one that has
not been previously deployed in this manner. A literature search found no other papers
that addressed the potential cost of implementing sea spray injection. In fact, another
paper explicitly stated that the paper by Salter et al. was the only paper published up to
that time in the scientific literature that addressed the design and costs of sea spray
injection (Korhonen et al., 2010). Hence, there is some definite uncertainty regarding the
ultimate implementation costs of sea spray injection. Cases GeoPen and GeoPen2, while
mainly focused on analyzing the issue of negative global impacts resulting from the
deployment of geoengineering, also served as a sensitivity analysis for the uncertainty of
sea spray costs. The added penalty cost of $250 billion per m3/sec of sea spray deployed
could also be viewed as an uncertainty factor on its cost. As discussed in Section 5.4.3,
sulfur injection would simply take the place of sea spray injection. There is also
uncertainty regarding the cost of sulfur injection; however, if it is assumed that tanker
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aircraft are used as the deployment mechanism, then these costs are relatively well
understood (see Robock et al., 2009).
A much more potentially serious and harder to quantify geoengineering cost is the
potential negative impacts that geoengineering could have on weather patterns and issues
such as ocean acidification. Cases GeoPen and GeoPen2 attempted to address this issue
by assigning high penalty costs to geoengineering as a means of accounting for at least
some of these potential negative impacts. The thought was that these penalty costs might
make geoengineering unattractive enough that other non-GHG producing energy options
might be favored by the model. As the simulation results showed, however, this was not
the case. Geoengineering was still deployed even with the high penalty costs.
Essentially, the specified climate limits could not be met without it. This is also borne
out by the results of the NoGeo and NoGeo2 cases. Furthermore, comparing the cost
results of the two cases with penalty costs assigned to geoengineering showed that both
of these cases were cheaper than the two non-geoengineering scenarios on a net present
value basis even though their nominal costs were higher. Hence, the CEAGOM results
strongly suggest that some form of geoengineering is likely to be required starting
sometime around the middle of the 21st century in order to keep global temperature rise to
about 2oC.
In addition to these insights on the potential use of geoengineering, the CEAGOM
analysis provided very useful indications of how changes in the assumed discount rate
and the implementation of carbon taxes would affect the energy resource mix. The
impact of changes to the discount rate was significant. With a 1% discount rate, there
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was a significant increase in the use of wind energy and combined with a corresponding
reduction in the amount of nuclear and gas-fired electricity generation compared to the
base case assumption of a 4% discount rate. Coal usage in the latter years of the 1%
simulation was considerably higher than in the base case, mainly due to a higher usage of
coal for combustion purposes. However, coal-to-liquids did not need to be used at all.
By contrast, a 10% discount rate resulted in a very large use of natural gas, especially for
electricity generation, as well as large use of hydro, nuclear, and solar-PV. Deployment
of wind was considerably less than in the case with a 1% discount rate. Similarly,
implementation of $100/ton carbon tax also greatly reduced the use of fossil fuels,
especially the use of coal and natural gas. This energy was replaced with increased use
of hydro, nuclear, and wind compared to the base case. Oil usage continued to be driven
by the need for liquid fuels.
As noted earlier in Section 5.4, liquid and combustion fuel needs in the
AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario were considerable. As a result, 75% of the
assumed oil and natural gas reserves were depleted in the runs after 75 to 85 years. Since
liquid and combustion energy demands were still increasing beyond this time, biofuels
had to be deployed to take up the slack. However, even assuming up to 3 billion hectares
of land available to produce biofuel and biomass, biofuels were often not adequate to
make up for the decline in available oil and gas. As a result, coal-to-liquids had to be
deployed in the last few years of the simulations. Coal-to-liquids is a very expensive
energy resource. This resulted in very large cost spikes at the end of most of the cases,
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but since they occurred in the last few years of a 100 year simulation, their cost impact on
a net present value basis was relatively small.
Unlike the results for the U.S.-China emissions deal, the impact of significant
amounts of tree planting on overall emissions and GHG concentrations in the global
analysis was found to be marginal. The amount of CO2 sequestered was relatively small
compared to the overall emissions. Some significant reductions in emissions were
realized for a period of time, but this sink for CO2 emissions was eventually lost as the
trees matured. The benefit provided by the trees was, therefore, only temporary. This
becomes especially clear in simulations that cover many years, as was the case with the
global analysis. In addition, tree planting as a geoengineering tool reduced the amount of
acreage available for biofuel production. This, in turn, resulted in increased deployment
of coal-to-liquids as oil and gas ran out, which caused a considerable increase in costs.
The need for a large biofuel deployment as oil and gas reserves deplete raises a
couple of serious concerns. First and foremost is the question of whether the huge
amount of acreage required to produce that amount of biofuel would actually be
available. This naturally brings up the issue of competing land needs for food versus
fuel. Second, the assumed level of oil and gas reserves in the global analysis was the sum
of both proven and unproven reserves. If the actual reserves of oil and gas are less than
these assumed amounts with demands close to the levels in the AMPERE2-Base-ConvOPT scenario, this would result in even greater demand for biofuels and coal-to-liquids
production with their associated increase in land usage, emissions, and costs. This
strongly argues for efforts to curb liquid and combustion energy demands.
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Of course, an excellent way to reduce liquid fuel demand is to increase the use of
electric vehicles. As the Elcar-NL and Elcar-CL cases demonstrated, the increased use of
electric vehicles can have a definite positive effect on the overall resource mix. This
resulted in a shift away from oil and biofuel with clear increases in the use of nuclear,
gas-fired electricity generation, wind, biomass, and solar-thermal. The need for coal-toliquids was eliminated. Furthermore, the total acreage required for the biofuel and
biomass needs was 2.565 billion hectares compared to 3 billion hectares in the base case.
Cumulative emissions were over 100Gt less than the base case even though there was an
increase in overall natural gas usage due to increased deployment of gas-fired generation.
In terms of cost, the scenario with increased use of electric vehicles had the
lowest cost on a net present value basis of all the scenarios studied assuming a 4%
discount rate. In fact, the electric car scenario’s NPV was over $14 trillion lower than the
NPV of the base case, which was the next lowest cost scenario. Employing a $100/ton
carbon tax yielded the lowest geoengineering requirement, but had one of the highest cost
NPV of any of the scenarios, including the ones with high penalty costs on
geoengineering. Reducing the assumed carbon tax to $50/ton reduced the overall costs
somewhat, but also had far less impact on meeting the climate limit. The very high cost
cases on a net present value basis were those that assumed limited use of nuclear power
and a reduced amount of achievable energy efficiency.
The results of the global analysis suggest several things. First, of all, energy
efficiency and nuclear power will likely play key roles in helping to achieve global GHG
concentration and temperature goals while still meeting energy demands at a minimal
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cost. In the case of nuclear power, this is still the case even if penalty costs are included.
Both resources met a significant portion of the overall energy demand in the low NPV
cases. Natural gas, biofuel, hydro, wind, and geothermal will also need to cover a major
portion of future energy demand. Use of coal needs to be steadily ramped down over
time. An overall optimal strategy suggested by the global analysis would, therefore, be
one that would include the following features:
•

An aggressive effort to maximize energy efficiency across all economic
sectors and countries.

•

Shifting 20% of the global vehicle fleet to electric cars.

•

Promotion of hydro, nuclear, geothermal, and wind energy.

•

Replace coal usage with natural gas wherever possible.

•

Extensive tree planting can be considered as an interim measure to help
reduce emissions and allow time for new low-carbon energy resources to
be developed.

•

Be prepared to deploy some level of geoengineering (either sea spray or
sulfur injection) by the middle of the 21st century.

6.5. Concluding Remarks.
As the discussion in this chapter has shown, very clear and definitive policy
insights at both the national and global level can be obtained through the use of
CEAGOM. CEAGOM’s speed, flexibility, and wide range of user-specified parameters
make it an excellent tool for energy and climate policy analysis.
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6.5.1 CEAGOM Limitations
As with any model, CEAGOM also has its limitations. In the author’s view, there
are five principle limitations with the current implementation of CEAGOM. One
limitation is that the model optimizes each time step independently. As a result,
CEAGOM does not have an anticipatory capability. Another critique that can be raised is
that by performing the optimization on each time step individually, it is possible to have a
scenario where highly emitting resources are used right up until the climate limit is
reached, then potentially very costly geoengineering has to be deployed to counteract the
emissions and hold to the climate constraint. A more optimal policy might have been to
reduce the use of the high greenhouse gas emitting resources earlier and replace them
with other resources rather than having to employ the geoengineering.
Ideally, some form of dynamic programming would have been the best type of
optimizer to use. Unfortunately, the two approaches that would have done this, the
neural network and evolutionary algorithm, did not work out. However, as noted earlier,
even the advanced TIMES model uses a linear programming optimizer. EIA’s NEMS
model also solves forward one year at a time (EIA, 2014d).
In addition, there is a straight-forward process the user can employ to address the
issue of whether or not it is optimal to employ expensive geoengineering or use resources
with fewer emissions earlier in the simulation. CEAGOM outputs the net present value
of all the cost for each resource, including geoengineering resources. The geoengineering
net present value costs can be totaled and then turned into an annual cost using the
standard capital recover factor (Equation 41). The total CO2-eq emissions for the
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simulation can also be easily obtained from the CEAGOM output. Dividing the
annualized value of the geoengineering costs by total emissions yields a cost per ton of
emissions. This can be added as a carbon tax value and the simulation rerun to see if this
added cost on emissions resulting from the geoengineering is enough to change the
resource deployment.
Another limitation of CEAGOM which is not as easily overcome is that the model
does not recognize the potential spatial aspects of the energy optimization problem. For
example, there is a tremendous amount of solar energy potential in North Africa, but it is
not feasible to transmit this electrical energy to loads in East Asia. Hence, the model
could call for the deployment of resources that cannot get to where the demand is located.
In addition, the current model does not have a means of dealing with possible imports or
exports of energy resources other than adjustments to the assumed amount of each
resource available. This works well for resource such as oil or coal that can be stored and
transported. It does not work well when dealing with resources that generate electricity,
such as hydro, wind, solar power.
As discussed in Section 3.4.1, CEAGOM does not include any means of modeling
consumer behavior in response to price changes nor does the model adjust prices as
resources are depleted. This is potentially important in determining energy usage and
cost as various resources are used up. CEAGOM partially addresses this issue by
ramping down the allowed usage of certain non-renewable resources once they reach a
specified amount of depletion. However, this does not fully address the price-demand
relationships that exist in the real world. This can affect the timing and amount of shifts
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in resource use since that will be driven in large measure by price changes brought about
by resource depletion. Furthermore, it is likely that the model understates the overall
total cost of a scenario as a consequence of not modifying the resource cost as it is used
up. Furthermore, CEAGOM does not model any feedbacks between climate change and
the economy. As a result, changes in energy demands or prices that could result from
changes in climate are not captured by the model. As noted in Section 3.4.1, however,
dealing with these issues would introduce a level of complexity that was beyond the
scope of this research.
Finally, as discussed in Section 3.1, CEAGOM is a deterministic model, not a
stochastic model. Hence, it does not directly address the issue of uncertainty in its input
parameters and the impact this uncertainty could have on its results. As in the case of the
consumer behavior and climate-economy feedback issues noted above, adding a
stochastic modeling capability to CEAGOM would have added a degree of complexity
well beyond the scope of this research.
All of the limitations described in this section would require significant expansion
of the CEAGOM model. Therefore, they will be the subject of future research and
upgrades to CEAGOM.
6.5.2 CEAGOM Benefits
Despite these limitations, CEAGOM is a valuable tool that offers considerable
benefit and valuable insights to both researchers and decision-makers. As demonstrated
through the validation work described in Chapter 4 and the analyses described in Chapter
5, CEAGOM provides realistic optimizations for both regional and global energy systems
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that offer significant insights into the feasibility and cost of various alternatives and
scenarios. In addition, the output of CEAGOM can be used to narrow down the number
of scenarios that need to be run on more complex models, such as TIMES, that require
longer run times and much more detailed input data.
The overall performance of the CEAGOM model is quite good. A significant
benefit of CEAGOM is the speed with which it runs. The 100 year global simulations
with the full model ran in only about two minutes actual clock time on an Intel i3 laptop
computer. This compares very well with similar scenarios run using the TIMES model
with reported run times between 80 and 440 minutes (computer type unspecified by the
authors) (Labriet et al., 2008).
The majority of the parameters used by the model are user supplied which allows
for a high degree of flexibility. The parameters can be modified quickly and the model
itself runs very quickly, thereby allowing multiple simulations to be run in a short period
of time. This allows the user to both test multiple “what-if” scenarios and to make
adjustments to account for the model’s limitations. The CEAGOM model, as well as its
input and output files are in widely used formats (MATLAB and Excel) that are widely
available to researchers, students, and industry. Finally, CEAGOM has the relatively
unique feature of including explicit models some of the more potentially feasible
geoengineering options, thereby allowing for direct analysis of how these options could
impact the optimal energy resource strategy. This includes a realistic model for tree
planting based on the logistic function.
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CEAGOM is a fast, flexible tool that can provide important insights into the
difficult problem of energy and its impact on climate change. As this research has
demonstrated, it allows the policy-maker and analyst to assess a range of potential
strategies to determine if they can meet specified energy and climate constraints and at
what cost. Furthermore, CEAGOM’s explicit inclusion of various geoengineering
options as potential elements in the solution expands the range of strategies that can be
explored. Given the challenges facing humanity regarding energy and climate change in
the 21st century, models like CEAGOM will be important tools for informing policymakers as they face the difficult decisions that lie ahead.
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Appendix A. Validation Model Description.
The validation used to verify that the CEAGOM optimization engine would work
in this particular problem context consisted of two energy resources, oil and hydro, and
sulfur injection as an available geoengineering option. The price and availability of the
oil and hydro were set such that the hydro was the cheapest resource, but there was not
enough of it to satisfy the full energy demand in all years. The time period of the
simulation was 100 years and a 2oC temperature limit was used. The key input
parameters were the following:
Oil Efficiency

80%

Oil Energy Conversion Factor

5.8 EJ/billion bbl

Oil Availability

10,000 billion barrels

Oil Emissions

0.207 ppm/billion barrels

Hydro Capacity Factor

85%

Hydro Energy Conversion Factor

31.5 EJ/TW

Hydro Availability

10 TW

Sulfur Injection Availability

1000 megatons

The following Table A.1 shows the assumed energy demand; the exact oil, hydro,
and sulfur values derived deterministically outside of the optimization algorithm; and the
computed energy and resource amounts using the MATLAB fmincon subroutine. The
exact and computed values matched completely.
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Table A.1. Comparison of Validation Model Exact Values and Computed Results.
[Note: The Model and Exact values turned out identical.]
Energy
Demand

Computed
Energy

Exact Oil

Computed
Oil

Exact
Hydro

Computed
Hydro

Exact
Sulfur

Computed
Sulfur

155
161
167
173
179
185
191
197
203
209
215
221
227
233
239
245
251
257
263
269
275
281
287
293
299
305
311
317
323
329
335
341
347

155
161
167
173
179
185
191
197
203
209
215
221
227
233
239
245
251
257
263
269
275
281
287
293
299
305
311
317
323
329
335
341
347

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.27
1.56
2.86
4.15
5.44
6.73
8.03
9.32
10.61
11.91
13.20
14.49
15.79
17.08

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.27
1.56
2.86
4.15
5.44
6.73
8.03
9.32
10.61
11.91
13.20
14.49
15.79
17.08

5.79
6.01
6.24
6.46
6.69
6.91
7.13
7.36
7.58
7.81
8.03
8.25
8.48
8.70
8.93
9.15
9.37
9.60
9.82
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

5.79
6.01
6.24
6.46
6.69
6.91
7.13
7.36
7.58
7.81
8.03
8.25
8.48
8.70
8.93
9.15
9.37
9.60
9.82
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table A.1 (Cont.)
Energy
Demand

Computed
Energy

Exact Oil

Computed
Oil

Exact
Hydro

Computed
Hydro

Exact
Sulfur

Computed
Sulfur

353
359
371
365
377
383
389
395
401
407
413
419
425
431
437
443
449
455
461
467
473
479
485
491
497
503
509
515
521
527
533
539
545
551
557

353
359
371
365
377
383
389
395
401
407
413
419
425
431
437
443
449
455
461
467
473
479
485
491
497
503
509
515
521
527
533
539
545
551
557

18.37
19.67
22.25
20.96
23.55
24.84
26.13
27.43
28.72
30.01
31.30
32.60
33.89
35.18
36.48
37.77
39.06
40.36
41.65
42.94
44.24
45.53
46.82
48.11
49.41
50.70
51.99
53.29
54.58
55.87
57.17
58.46
59.75
61.05
62.34

18.37
19.67
22.25
20.96
23.55
24.84
26.13
27.42
28.72
30.01
31.30
32.60
33.89
35.18
36.48
37.77
39.06
40.36
41.65
42.94
44.23
45.53
46.82
48.11
49.41
50.70
51.99
53.29
54.58
55.87
57.17
58.46
59.75
61.05
62.34

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table A.1 (Cont.)
Energy
Demand

Computed
Energy

Exact Oil

Computed
Oil

Exact
Hydro

Computed
Hydro

Exact
Sulfur

Computed
Sulfur

563
569
575
587
581
593
599
605
611
617
623
629
635
641
647
653
659
665
671
677
683
689
695
701
707
713
719
725
731
737
743
749

563
569
575
587
581
593
599
605
611
617
623
629
635
641
647
653
659
665
671
677
683
689
695
701
707
713
719
725
731
737
743
749

63.63
64.93
66.22
68.80
67.51
70.10
71.39
72.68
73.98
75.27
76.56
77.86
79.15
80.44
81.74
83.03
84.32
85.61
86.91
88.20
89.49
90.79
92.08
93.37
94.67
95.96
97.25
98.55
99.84
101.13
102.42
103.72

63.63
64.92
66.22
68.80
67.51
70.10
71.39
72.68
73.98
75.27
76.56
77.86
79.15
80.44
81.73
83.03
84.32
85.61
86.91
88.20
89.49
90.79
92.08
93.37
94.67
95.96
97.25
98.55
99.84
101.13
102.42
103.72

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.25
0.39
0.53
0.67
0.81
0.95
1.09
1.23

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.25
0.39
0.53
0.67
0.81
0.95
1.09
1.23
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Appendix B. Global Analysis Energy Demand Data.
As previously noted, the energy demand data used for the majority of this
research was derived from the AMPERE2-Base-Conv-OPT scenario of the IMACLIM
v1.1 model contained in the IPCC’s AR5 Scenario Database. The AR5 Scenario
Database provided energy forecast and GDP estimates for years 2005, 2010, 2020, 2030,
2040, 2050, 2060, 2070, 2080, 2090, and 2100. For the 100 year simulations, simple
linear interpolation was used to derive values for the years not explicitly covered by the
AR5 data.
As was discussed in detail in Section 3.2, the original AMPERE2 data had to be
adjusted in order to obtain a more accurate estimate of the actually required mechanical
or heating energy needed. In order to estimate the combustion demand, the AR5
Scenario Database estimates for industrial liquids, gases, and solids use were summed,
interpolated to fill in the missing years, and then adjusted by an assumed industrial
furnace efficiency of 85% in order to obtain the estimates of required combustion heating
energy as shown in Table B.1.
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Table B.1. 100 Year Combustion Energy Estimates (all values in EJ).
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034

AR5
AR5
AR5
Adjusted
Combustion Combustion Combustion Combustion
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Estimates

44.89

25.9

31.17

50.66

29.59

41.68

63.03

37.76

68.23

74.06

44.61

93.61
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73.09
76.48
79.88
83.27
86.67
90.06
93.45
96.85
100.24
103.64
107.64
111.65
115.65
119.65
123.66
127.66
131.66
135.66
139.67
143.67
147.34
151.02
154.70
158.38
162.05
165.73
169.41
173.08
176.76
180.44
182.65
184.86
187.07
189.27

Table B.1 (Cont.)
Year
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068

AR5
AR5
AR5
Adjusted
Combustion Combustion Combustion Combustion
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Estimates
191.48
193.69
195.90
198.11
200.32
79.08
50.19
109
202.53
203.57
204.61
205.66
206.70
207.74
208.78
209.82
210.87
211.91
78.67
53.86
118
212.95
213.76
214.57
215.37
216.18
216.99
217.80
218.61
219.41
220.22
78.8
57.44
123.8
221.03
221.91
222.79
223.67
224.55
225.43
226.31
227.19
228.07
219

Table B.1 (Cont.)
Year
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100

AR5
AR5
AR5
Adjusted
Combustion Combustion Combustion Combustion
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Estimates
228.95
80.87
61.42
128.1
229.83
230.42
231.01
231.60
232.19
232.78
233.37
233.95
234.54
235.13
82.8
64.32
130.2
235.72
236.30
236.89
237.47
238.05
238.63
239.21
239.80
240.38
240.96
85.21
65.95
133
241.54
241.74
241.93
242.13
242.33
242.53
242.73
242.93
243.13
243.33
85.85
65.66
135
243.53
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Similarly, the liquid fuel transportation forecast from the AR5 data was
interpolated and adjusted by a 33% assumed energy efficiency factor to obtain an
estimate of the actual required mechanical energy needed in the transportation sector. It
was assumed that this transportation fuel demand would have to be met by liquid fuel.
For the LIQ1 and LIQ2 scenarios, the total liquid transportation fuel demand was reduced
by 25% in order to simulate a high penetration of electric vehicles. This data is shown in
Table B.3. No adjustments were made to the interpolated electricity demand values since
those value represent true final energies (see Table B.2).
Table B.2. 100 Year Electricity Estimates (all values in EJ).
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

AR5
Database
Electricity
Values

55.01

65.01

Interpolated
Electricity
Values
47.01
49.01
51.01
53.01
55.01
57.01
59.01
61.01
63.01
65.01
68.37
71.72
75.08
78.44
81.80
85.15
88.51
91.87
221

Table B.2 (Cont.)
Year

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051

AR5
Database
Electricity
Values
98.58

142.40

180.60

211.90

Interpolated
Electricity
Values
95.22
98.58
102.96
107.34
111.73
116.11
120.49
124.87
129.25
133.64
138.02
142.40
146.22
150.04
153.86
157.68
161.50
165.32
169.14
172.96
176.78
180.60
183.73
186.86
189.99
193.12
196.25
199.38
202.51
205.64
208.77
211.90
214.23
222

Table B.2 (Cont.)
Year

2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084

AR5
Database
Electricity
Values

235.20

249.40

261.00

Interpolated
Electricity
Values
216.56
218.89
221.22
223.55
225.88
228.21
230.54
232.87
235.20
236.62
238.04
239.46
240.88
242.30
243.72
245.14
246.56
247.98
249.40
250.56
251.72
252.88
254.04
255.20
256.36
257.52
258.68
259.84
261.00
262.13
263.26
264.39
265.52
223

Table B.2 (Cont.)
Year

2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100

AR5
Database
Electricity
Values

272.30

279.10

Interpolated
Electricity
Values
266.65
267.78
268.91
270.04
271.17
272.30
272.98
273.66
274.34
275.02
275.70
276.38
277.06
277.74
278.42
279.10
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Table B.3. 100 Year Liquid Transportation Energy Estimates (all values in EJ).
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

AR5
Adjusted
Transportation Liquid Fuel
Demand
Demand

89.42

101.9

131.8

165.1

26.23
27.05
27.87
28.69
29.51
30.33
31.15
31.97
32.79
33.63
34.61
35.60
36.59
37.57
38.56
39.54
40.53
41.52
42.50
43.49
44.59
45.69
46.79
47.89
48.99
50.09
51.19
52.29
53.39
54.48
55.42

25% Reduced
Demand
19.67
20.29
20.90
21.52
22.13
22.75
23.36
23.98
24.59
25.22
25.96
26.70
27.44
28.18
28.92
29.66
30.40
31.14
31.88
32.62
33.44
34.27
35.09
35.92
36.74
37.57
38.39
39.21
40.04
40.86
41.57
225

Table B.3 (Cont.)
Year
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065

AR5
Adjusted
Transportation Liquid Fuel
Demand
Demand
56.37
57.31
58.25
59.19
60.13
61.07
62.01
62.95
193.6
63.89
64.60
65.31
66.03
66.74
67.45
68.17
68.88
69.59
70.30
215.2
71.02
71.78
72.54
73.30
74.06
74.83
75.59
76.35
77.11
77.87
238.3
78.64
79.44
80.25
81.05
81.86
82.66

25% Reduced
Demand
42.27
42.98
43.69
44.39
45.10
45.80
46.51
47.21
47.92
48.45
48.99
49.52
50.06
50.59
51.12
51.66
52.19
52.73
53.26
53.83
54.41
54.98
55.55
56.12
56.69
57.26
57.83
58.41
58.98
59.58
60.19
60.79
61.39
62.00
226

Table B.3 (Cont.)
Year
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099

AR5
Adjusted
Transportation Liquid Fuel
Demand
Demand
83.47
84.27
85.08
85.88
262.7
86.69
87.65
88.60
89.55
90.51
91.46
92.42
93.37
94.32
95.28
291.6
96.23
97.40
98.57
99.74
100.91
102.08
103.25
104.43
105.60
106.77
327.1
107.94
108.83
109.71
110.60
111.48
112.37
113.25
114.14
115.02
115.91

25% Reduced
Demand
62.60
63.21
63.81
64.41
65.02
65.73
66.45
67.16
67.88
68.60
69.31
70.03
70.74
71.46
72.17
73.05
73.93
74.81
75.68
76.56
77.44
78.32
79.20
80.08
80.96
81.62
82.28
82.95
83.61
84.28
84.94
85.60
86.27
86.93
227

Table B.3 (Cont.)
Year
2100

AR5
Transportation
Demand
353.9

Adjusted
Liquid Fuel
Demand
116.79

25% Reduced
Demand
87.59

The final energy demand was then computed as the sum of the liquid fuel
demand, the industrial combustion demand, the electricity demand, and residential heat
demand. The residential heating demand was assumed to represent uses such as cooking,
space heating, and water heating. Hence, it was assumed that it could be met by either
combustion energy or electricity.
Table B.4. Total Energy Demand and its Components (all values in EJ).
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Residential
Heat
Energy
Demand
37.11
37.82
38.52
39.23
39.93
40.64
41.35
42.05
42.76
43.46
44.33
45.20
46.08
46.95
47.83
48.70
49.57
50.45

Total
Industrial
Electricity Liquid
Energy
Combustion Demand
Fuel
Demand
Demand Demand
73.09
76.48
79.88
83.27
86.67
90.06
93.45
96.85
100.24
103.64
107.64
111.65
115.65
119.65
123.66
127.66
131.66
135.66

47.01
49.01
51.01
53.01
55.01
57.01
59.01
61.01
63.01
65.01
68.37
71.72
75.08
78.44
81.80
85.15
88.51
91.87
228

26.23
27.05
27.87
28.69
29.51
30.33
31.15
31.97
32.79
33.63
34.61
35.60
36.59
37.57
38.56
39.54
40.53
41.52

183.44
190.36
197.28
204.20
211.12
218.04
224.96
231.88
238.80
245.73
254.95
264.17
273.39
282.61
291.83
301.05
310.27
319.49

Table B.4 (Cont.)
Year

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051

Residential
Heat
Energy
Demand
51.32
52.20
53.23
54.26
55.28
56.31
57.34
58.37
59.39
60.42
61.45
62.47
63.44
64.40
65.37
66.33
67.30
68.27
69.23
70.20
71.16
72.13
72.60
73.07
73.55
74.02
74.49
74.96
75.44
75.91
76.38
76.86
77.32

Industrial
Electricity Liquid
Total
Combustion Demand
Fuel
Energy
Demand
Demand Demand
139.67
143.67
147.34
151.02
154.70
158.38
162.05
165.73
169.41
173.08
176.76
180.44
182.65
184.86
187.07
189.27
191.48
193.69
195.90
198.11
200.32
202.53
203.57
204.61
205.66
206.70
207.74
208.78
209.82
210.87
211.91
212.95
213.76

95.22
98.58
102.96
107.34
111.73
116.11
120.49
124.87
129.25
133.64
138.02
142.40
146.22
150.04
153.86
157.68
161.50
165.32
169.14
172.96
176.78
180.60
183.73
186.86
189.99
193.12
196.25
199.38
202.51
205.64
208.77
211.90
214.23
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42.50
43.49
44.59
45.69
46.79
47.89
48.99
50.09
51.19
52.29
53.39
54.48
55.42
56.37
57.31
58.25
59.19
60.13
61.07
62.01
62.95
63.89
64.60
65.31
66.03
66.74
67.45
68.17
68.88
69.59
70.30
71.02
71.78

328.71
337.94
348.13
358.31
368.50
378.68
388.87
399.05
409.24
419.42
429.61
439.79
447.73
455.66
463.60
471.53
479.47
487.41
495.34
503.28
511.21
519.14
524.50
529.86
535.22
540.58
545.93
551.29
556.65
562.01
567.37
572.73
577.09

Table B.4 (Cont.)
Year

2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084

Residential
Heat
Energy
Demand
77.78
78.24
78.70
79.15
79.61
80.07
80.53
80.99
81.44
82.11
82.79
83.47
84.14
84.82
85.49
86.17
86.85
87.52
88.20
88.84
89.49
90.14
90.79
91.44
92.08
92.73
93.38
94.03
94.68
95.27
95.85
96.44
97.02

Industrial
Electricity Liquid
Total
Combustion Demand
Fuel
Energy
Demand
Demand Demand
214.57
215.37
216.18
216.99
217.80
218.61
219.41
220.22
221.03
221.91
222.79
223.67
224.55
225.43
226.31
227.19
228.07
228.95
229.83
230.42
231.01
231.60
232.19
232.78
233.37
233.95
234.54
235.13
235.72
236.30
236.89
237.47
238.05

216.56
218.89
221.22
223.55
225.88
228.21
230.54
232.87
235.20
236.62
238.04
239.46
240.88
242.30
243.72
245.14
246.56
247.98
249.40
250.56
251.72
252.88
254.04
255.20
256.36
257.52
258.68
259.84
261.00
262.13
263.26
264.39
265.52
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72.54
73.30
74.06
74.83
75.59
76.35
77.11
77.87
78.64
79.44
80.25
81.05
81.86
82.66
83.47
84.27
85.08
85.88
86.69
87.65
88.60
89.55
90.51
91.46
92.42
93.37
94.32
95.28
96.23
97.40
98.57
99.74
100.91

581.45
585.80
590.16
594.52
598.88
603.24
607.59
611.95
616.31
620.09
623.87
627.65
631.43
635.22
639.00
642.78
646.56
650.34
654.12
657.47
660.82
664.17
667.52
670.87
674.22
677.57
680.93
684.28
687.63
691.10
694.57
698.04
701.51

Table B.4 (Cont.)
Year

2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100

Residential
Heat
Energy
Demand
97.61
98.19
98.78
99.36
99.95
100.53
100.95
101.37
101.78
102.20
102.62
103.03
103.45
103.87
104.29
104.70

Industrial
Electricity Liquid
Total
Combustion Demand
Fuel
Energy
Demand
Demand Demand
238.63
239.21
239.80
240.38
240.96
241.54
241.74
241.93
242.13
242.33
242.53
242.73
242.93
243.13
243.33
243.53

266.65
267.78
268.91
270.04
271.17
272.30
272.98
273.66
274.34
275.02
275.70
276.38
277.06
277.74
278.42
279.10

102.08
103.25
104.43
105.60
106.77
107.94
108.83
109.71
110.60
111.48
112.37
113.25
114.14
115.02
115.91
116.79

704.97
708.44
711.91
715.38
718.85
722.31
724.49
726.67
728.85
731.04
733.22
735.40
737.58
739.76
741.94
744.12

The following table describes the data used for sensitivity cases Elcar-NL and
Elcar-CL which examined the effect of increased electric vehicle usage. Here, the liquid
energy demand is decreased by 0.25% every year for 80 years until a reduction of 20% is
achieved. The final 20 years then assume a flat reduction in liquid energy demand of
20%. These liquid demand reductions are then shifted over to the electric energy demand
to simulate the addition of the electric vehicles.
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Table B.5. Liquid and Electric Energy Demand Adjustments for Electric Vehicles.
Year

Original
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

26.23
27.05
27.87
28.69
29.51
30.33
31.15
31.97
32.79
33.63
34.61
35.60
36.59
37.57
38.56
39.54
40.53
41.52
42.50
43.49
44.59
45.69
46.79
47.89
48.99
50.09
51.19
52.29
53.39
54.48
55.42
56.37

Assumed
Reduction
Due to
Electric
Vehicles (EJ)
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.29
0.37
0.45
0.55
0.64
0.74
0.84
0.95
1.07
1.19
1.31
1.45
1.58
1.72
1.87
2.02
2.17
2.34
2.51
2.69
2.87
3.06
3.26
3.46
3.66
3.87
4.09
4.30
4.51

New
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

Original
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

New
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

26.16
26.91
27.66
28.40
29.14
29.87
30.60
31.33
32.05
32.79
33.66
34.53
35.40
36.26
37.11
37.96
38.81
39.65
40.48
41.32
42.25
43.18
44.10
45.02
45.93
46.83
47.73
48.63
49.51
50.40
51.13
51.86

47.01
49.01
51.01
53.01
55.01
57.01
59.01
61.01
63.01
65.01
68.367
71.724
75.081
78.438
81.795
85.152
88.509
91.866
95.223
98.58
102.962
107.344
111.726
116.108
120.49
124.872
129.254
133.636
138.018
142.4
146.22
150.04

47.08
49.15
51.22
53.30
55.38
57.46
59.56
61.65
63.75
65.85
69.32
72.79
76.27
79.75
83.24
86.73
90.23
93.73
97.24
100.75
105.30
109.86
114.42
118.98
123.55
128.13
132.71
137.30
141.89
146.49
150.52
154.55
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Table B.5 (Cont.)
Year

Original
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

57.31
58.25
59.19
60.13
61.07
62.01
62.95
63.89
64.60
65.31
66.03
66.74
67.45
68.17
68.88
69.59
70.30
71.02
71.78
72.54
73.30
74.06
74.83
75.59
76.35
77.11
77.87
78.64
79.44
80.25
81.05
81.86

Assumed
Reduction
Due to
Electric
Vehicles (EJ)
4.73
4.95
5.18
5.41
5.65
5.89
6.14
6.39
6.62
6.86
7.10
7.34
7.59
7.84
8.09
8.35
8.61
8.88
9.15
9.43
9.71
10.00
10.29
10.58
10.88
11.18
11.49
11.80
12.12
12.44
12.77
13.10

New
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

Original
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

New
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

52.58
53.30
54.01
54.72
55.42
56.12
56.81
57.50
57.98
58.46
58.93
59.40
59.86
60.33
60.79
61.24
61.69
62.14
62.63
63.11
63.59
64.07
64.54
65.01
65.47
65.93
66.39
66.84
67.33
67.81
68.29
68.76

153.86
157.68
161.5
165.32
169.14
172.96
176.78
180.6
183.73
186.86
189.99
193.12
196.25
199.38
202.51
205.64
208.77
211.9
214.23
216.56
218.89
221.22
223.55
225.88
228.21
230.54
232.87
235.2
236.62
238.04
239.46
240.88

158.59
162.63
166.68
170.73
174.79
178.85
182.92
186.99
190.35
193.72
197.09
200.46
203.84
207.22
210.60
213.99
217.38
220.78
223.38
225.99
228.60
231.22
233.84
236.46
239.09
241.72
244.36
247.00
248.74
250.48
252.23
253.98
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Table B.5 (Cont.)
Year

Original
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

82.66
83.47
84.27
85.08
85.88
86.69
87.65
88.60
89.55
90.51
91.46
92.42
93.37
94.32
95.28
96.23
97.40
98.57
99.74
100.91
102.08
103.25
104.43
105.60
106.77
107.94
108.83
109.71
110.60
111.48
112.37
113.25

Assumed
Reduction
Due to
Electric
Vehicles (EJ)
13.43
13.77
14.12
14.46
14.81
15.17
15.56
15.95
16.34
16.74
17.15
17.56
17.97
18.39
18.82
19.25
19.48
19.71
19.95
20.18
20.42
20.65
20.89
21.12
21.35
21.59
21.77
21.94
22.12
22.30
22.47
22.65

New
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

Original
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

New
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

69.23
69.70
70.16
70.62
71.07
71.52
72.09
72.65
73.21
73.76
74.31
74.86
75.40
75.93
76.46
76.98
77.92
78.86
79.79
80.73
81.67
82.60
83.54
84.48
85.41
86.35
87.06
87.77
88.48
89.19
89.89
90.60

242.3
243.72
245.14
246.56
247.98
249.4
250.56
251.72
252.88
254.04
255.2
256.36
257.52
258.68
259.84
261
262.13
263.26
264.39
265.52
266.65
267.78
268.91
270.04
271.17
272.3
272.98
273.66
274.34
275.02
275.7
276.38

255.73
257.49
259.26
261.02
262.79
264.57
266.12
267.67
269.22
270.78
272.35
273.92
275.49
277.07
278.66
280.25
281.61
282.97
284.34
285.70
287.07
288.43
289.80
291.16
292.52
293.89
294.75
295.60
296.46
297.32
298.17
299.03
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Table B.5 (Cont.)
Year

Original
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

97
98
99
100

114.14
115.02
115.91
116.79

Assumed
Reduction
Due to
Electric
Vehicles (EJ)
22.83
23.00
23.18
23.36

New
Liquid
Demand
(EJ)

Original
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

New
Electric
Demand
(EJ)

91.31
92.02
92.73
93.43

277.06
277.74
278.42
279.1

299.89
300.74
301.60
302.46
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Appendix C. Supplemental Files Description.
1. AEO2015 Combustion Demand Conversion.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 2 KB
2. AEO2015 Electricity Conversion.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 1 KB
3. AEO2015 Liquid Conversion.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 3 KB
4. AEO2015 Residential Combustion Conversion.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 3 KB
5. AEO2015 Total Energy Conversion.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 2 KB
6. China Combustion Calculation.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 2 KB
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7. China Electricity Demand Calculation.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 1 KB
8. China Liquid and Total Energy Demand.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 1 KB
9. China Resource Parameters.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 50 KB
10. Comparison Percent Differences.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 10 KB
11. Global Resource Parameters.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 70 KB
12. US Resource Parameters.csv.
Comma Separated Values file
Size: 51 KB
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The following files are the source code for the CEAGOM model. They are all
MATLAB .m files. This code should be run on MATLAB R2010a version 7 or higher.
The code was developed using the student version of MATLAB R2010a, so it will run
quite well on the respective student versions of the MATLAB program. It is
recommended that the code be run on an Intel i3 microprocessor or higher with at least
2.1 GHz clock speed and 4GB RAM.
13. ConstantsCL.m
Size: 50 KB
14. ConstantsCMEM.m
Size: 50 KB
15. ConstantsEM.m
Size: 55 KB
16. ConstantsNL.m
Size: 49 KB
17. ConstantsTL.m
Size: 49 KB
18. constraintsCL.m
Size: 19 KB
19. constraintsCMEM.m
Size: 19 KB
20. constraintsEM.m
Size: 19 KB
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21. constraintsNL.m
Size: 18 KB
22. constraintsTL.m
Size: 19 KB
23. objectiveCL.m
Size: 6 KB
24. objectiveCMEM.m
Size: 6 KB
25. objectiveEM.m
Size: 6 KB
26. objectiveNL.m
Size: 6 KB
27. objectiveTL.m
Size: 6 KB
28. ToyOptCL.m
Size: 60 KB
29. ToyOptCMEM.m
Size: 60 KB
30. ToyOptEM.m
Size: 62 KB
31. ToyOptNL.m
Size: 60 KB
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32. ToyOptTL.m
Size: 61 KB
33. Unrecov.m
Size: 3 KB
34. Unrecov2.m
Size: 3 KB
35. Unrecov3.m
Size: 3 KB
36. Unrecov4.m
Size: 3 KB
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Appendix D. CEAGOM User’s Guide.
CEAGOM consists of four MATLAB .m files:
ConstantsXX.m
constraintsXX.m
objectiveXX.m
ToyOptXX.m
There are five versions of the CEAGOM code, each corresponding to a different climate
limit. The corresponding .m files are identified by a two or four letter suffix at the end of
the filename as follows:
Annual Emissions Limit Constraint (EM)
Concentration Limit Constraint (CL)
Cumulative Emissions Limit Constraint (CMEM)
No Climate Limit (NL)
Temperature Rise Limit Constraint (TL)
CEAGOM requires four input files in EXCEL .xls format:
combustion.xls electric.xls
f.xls
liquid.xls
-

industrial combustion energy demand in EJ
electrical energy demand in EJ
total energy demand in EJ
liquid energy demand in EJ

The data in these EXCEL files should be arranged as column vectors.
The ConstantsXX.m file contains all the user defined constants and parameters,
including resource costs, engineering parameters and availability values. The user needs
to specify the specific value of the desired climate constraint, as well as the number of
years in the simulation (defined by the variable labeled time) in this file. These are all
labeled for the user’s convenience inside the file. In many cases, the user may want to
specify cost or available energy efficiency data that varies with time. In this case, the user
can specify the data in a simple EXCEL file with a .xls extension. The user should then
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comment out the single value entry for that parameter in the ConstantsXX.m file and
replace it with the appropriate MATLAB xlsread statement. The ToyOptXX.m file is the
main CEAGOM control file which generates the CEAGOM run.
The energy and geoengineering resources have specific identifiers that are used to
identify their respective variables within the MATLAB code. Furthermore, the code
employs a number of matrices in order to perform its computations. The resources
follow a set numbering within these matrices. It should be noted that some matrices
include reserve resources while others do not. The numbering of the resources within the
matrices varies as a result. Table D.1 below specifies these identifiers and numberings.
Table D.1. Resource Identifiers and Matrix Numbering.
Resource

Identifier Matrix Number

Oil-Transport

o

1

Gas-Combustion

g

2

Coal-Combustion

c

3

Nuclear

n

4

Hydro

h

5

Wind

w

6

Geothermal

gt

7

Solar-PV

sp

8

Solar-Thermal

st

9

Biofuel-Transport

bf

10
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Table D.1 (Cont.)
Resource

Identifier

Matrix Number

bm

11

Energy Efficiency

e

12

Sulfur Injection

s

13

Iron Seeding

i

14

Tree Planting

t

15

Oil-Reserves

or

16

Gas-Reserves

gr

17

Coal-Reserves

cr

18

Hydro-Reserves

hr

19

Geothermal-Reserves

gtr

20

Biofuel-Reserves

bfr

21

Biomass-Reserves

bmr

22

Sea Spray Injection

ss

23 (16 without reserves)

Oil-Combustion

oc

24 (17 without reserves)

Gas-Electric

ge

25 (18 without reserves)

Coal-Electric

ce

26 (19 without reserves)

Coal-to-Liquids

ct

27 (20 without reserves)

Biofuel-Combustion

bfc

28 (21 without reserves)

Biomass
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A CEAGOM simulation is run by first running the ConstantsXX.m file. This
creates a MATLAB .mat data file. Next, the ToyOptXX.m file is run. This pulls in the
.mat data file and the five EXCEL input files. ToyOptXX.m also automatically calls the
constraintsXX.m and objective.m files. These two files specify the constraints and
objective function, respectively, that are used by the MATLAB fmincon optimization
engine.
Once the CEAGOM simulation has run, it automatically outputs various plots and
data files. The data files are output in EXCEL .xls format. The plots can be saved in a
variety of formats, including .emf format or MATLAB .fig format. The plots and output
files are specified at the end of the ToyOptXX.m file and can be changed as the user
desires.
It is recommended that a no climate limit run be run as the first step in any
CEAGOM analysis in order to establish a baseline. As part of this no climate limit run, it
is also recommended that the availability values of the geoengineering resources be set to
a very low value (such as 1E-6) in order to completely eliminate them from the
simulation.
Once the baseline is established, the user should review the resource deployments
to determine if any of the energy resources peaks and then drops off. This could indicate
that there are unrecovered costs. In order to determine these potential unrecovered costs,
there are four special MATLAB files available as part of the CEAGOM tool suite that are
designed to do this analysis. Which one is used depends on where the peak of the
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resource occurs in the simulation based upon the resource lifetime lambda. The four files
are:
Unrecov.m - used when the resource peak occurs more than lambda years
from the start of the simulation.
Unrecov2.m - used in conjunction with Unrecov.m when the resource use is
still decreasing more than lambda years after the peak.
Unrecov3.m - used when the peak occurs less than lambda years from the end
of the simulation.
Unrecov4.m - used when the peak occurs less than lambda years from the start
of the simulation.
These unrecovered cost files require two input files, both in EXCEL .xls format.
The first is the called peakq.xls and simply consists of the deployed amount of the
resource at each time step from the initial CEAGOM run. The second is a small set of
parameters as follows:
peakparameters.xls (used with Unrecov.m):
• Resource lifetime lambda.
• Total length of the simulation.
• Time resource peak occurs in the simulation.
• Resource capital cost
• Discount rate.
• Total number of years the resource was actually deployed in the
simulation.
Peakparameters2.xls (used with Unrecov2.m):
• Resource lifetime lambda.
• Total length of the simulation.
• Time step where unrecovered cost analysis should start.
• Time step where unrecovered cost analysis should end.
• Resource capital cost.
• Discount rate.
• Total number of years the resource was actually deployed in the
simulation.
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Peakparameters3.xls (used with Unrecov3.m):
• Resource lifetime lambda.
• Total length of the simulation.
• Time resource peak occurs in the simulation.
• Resource capital cost
• Discount rate.
• Total number of years the resource was actually deployed in the
simulation.
Peakparameters4.xls (used with Unrecov4.m):
• Resource lifetime lambda.
• Total length of the simulation.
• Time resource peak occurs in the simulation.
• Resource capital cost
• Discount rate.
• Total number of years the resource was actually deployed in the
simulation.
The unrecovered cost analysis outputs two EXCEL .xls files. The first is labeled
unrecovcost.xls. It shows the unrecovered costs at each time step. The second file is
labeled unrecovpu.xls. This file outputs the unrecovered cost per unit of the resource
deployed in the particular simulation. This value should then be entered into the value of
the parameter adjxx for the particular resource in the ConstantsXX.m file (xx stands for
the particular identifier code for the resource as defined in Constants.XX.m).
The CEAGOM model can call for tree planting on its own; however, due to the
delay in the full effect of the tree planting due to the logistic function, the user may wish
to manually force a specified amount of tree planting at desired point in the simulation.
The user can do this by added a simple if-then statement in the ToyOptXX.m file right
after the code reads in the results from the fmincon subroutine (i.e. after the statement
OptResult(t) = fval;. For example, to have 500 million hectares of trees planted at year
50, the user would insert the following code right after the OptResult(t) = fval statement:
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if t == 50
x(15) = 500;
end
x(15) is the variable for tree planting in the CEAGOM code.
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Appendix E. CEAGOM Source Code.
The full MATLAB source code for CEAGOM for the entire suite of tools
described in this research is included as supplemental files to this dissertation as
described in Appendix C. The following are text versions of all the MATLAB .m files
that comprise the CEAGOM source code. The files are arranged starting with those for
the concentration limit (CL) followed by the code for the cumulative emissions limit
(CMEM), annual emissions limit (EM), no climate limit (NL), temperature rise limit
(TL), and unrecovered costs.
E.1. Code for Concentration Limit.
ConstantsCL.m
function ConstantsCL
% All constants will be in a .mat file called "Plant".
% input length of time horizon (time), number of resources and
geoengineering
% options.
time = 100;
Plant.time = time;
TotalResources = 28;
% Need to include the extra variables
needed for the reserves
Plant.TotalResources = TotalResources;
Resources = 21; % Total actual resources, not including any
reserves.
Plant.Resources = Resources;
ReserveNumber = 7; % Total number of resources used for reserves.
Plant.ReserveNumber = ReserveNumber;
% define constants
Plant.dis_rate =
.04;
decimal)
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
annual values.
Plant.tau1
= 394.4;
(years)
Plant.tau2
= 36.54;
(years)
Plant.tau3
= 4.304;
(years)

% discount rate i (% shown as a
% Needed to convert capital costs to
% First lifetime parameter of CO2
% Second lifetime parameter of CO2
% Third lifetime parameter of CO2
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Plant.a1
= 0.2173;
% First coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a2
= 0.2240;
% Second coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a3
= 0.2824;
% Third coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a4
= 0.2763;
% Fourth coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.taum
= 12.4;
% lifetime of methane in the
atmosphere (years)
Plant.taun
=
121;
% lifetime of N2O in the atmosphere
(years)
Plant.GWPm
=
34;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
methane.
Plant.GWPn
=
268;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
N2O
Plant.GWPs
=
-58;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
SO2 injection.
Plant.co2i
=
375;
% initial atmospheric CO2
concentration at time t = 0 in ppm
Plant.ch4i
= 1750;
% initial atmospheric methane
concentration at time t = 0 in ppb
Plant.n2oi
=
320;
% initial atmospheric N2O
concentration at time t = 0 in ppb.
Plant.R
= 1E-4;
% desired reserve margin over and
above actual energy demand.
Plant.Lp
=
3E3;
% total acreage available for biofuel
and biomass production plus tree planting (million ha).
% Specify the carbon tax. Convert tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq to
% $ trillion/gram CO2-eq emitted in order to line up with the other
% units used in the code.
CarbonTax
=
0;
% Carbon tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq.
Plant.ctax = CarbonTax * 1E-18; % Conversion to $trillion/gram CO2eq.
% define the desired equivalent CO2 concentration limit in ppm.
conlimit = 580;
% Convert the desired equivalent CO2 concentration into radiative
forcing.
% Compute an equivalent temperature rise and use this value in the
constraint equations.
Plant.TempLim = 0.5 * 5.35 * log(conlimit/278);
% For allocating the initial amounts of oil, gas, coal, and biofuel
to their
% various uses, split the oil 75/25 between transport & combustion,
gas 50/50 between
% electricity & combustion, coal 65/34/1 between electricity,
% combustion, and transport, & biofuel 99/1 between transport and
combustion.
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% Oil Parameters (billions of barrels)
Plant.Co
=
9.8E-2*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Co
=
xlsread('oilvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
a barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Co = Plant.Co;
%Plant.Ko
=
0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.Ko
=
3.38E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Ko
=
xlsread('oilcapcost.xls'); % capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Ko = Plant.Ko;
po
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.ko
=
5.80;
% conversion of billion bbl of oil to
EJ (EJ/ billion bbl)
Plant.etao
=
0.28;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
transportation needs.
Plant.etaoc
=
0.72;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lo
=
3.35E3;
% Oil reserves (billion barrels).
Plant.prodcapo =
100;
% Full annual oil production capacity
(billion barrels). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapo =
0.75;
% Ratio of total oil used over oil
reserves trigger to reduce oil production capacity as oil is used up.
Plant.Loa
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Loca
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lo
=
1;
% lead time for new oil field
development(years)
Plant.lambdao =
20;
% oil field lifetime
lambdao = Plant.lambdao;
Plant.so
=
3.56E14;
% CO2 emissions per billion barrels of
oil used (grams CO2/billion barrels)
Plant.som
= 3.48E11;
% methane emissions per billion
barrels of oil used (grams CH4/billion barrels)
Plant.tzo
=
23.27;
% oil use for transportation at
t=0(billion barrels).
Plant.tzoc
=
5.0;
% oil use for industrial combustion at
t=0 (billion barrels).
mino
=
15.0;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for transportation (billion barrels).
minoc
=
6.5;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for combustion (billion barrels).
AnnCapo = Ko * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdao)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Natural Gas Parameters (trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cg
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
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%Plant.Cg
= xlsread('gasvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cge
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cge
= xlsread('gaselecvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Cg = Plant.Cg;
Cge = Plant.Cge;
Plant.Kg
=
6E-3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kg
= xlsread('gascapcost.xls'); % capital cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kg = Plant.Kg;
Plant.Kge
= 2.05E-2*ones(time,1); % capital cost of natural
gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kge
= xlsread('gaseleccapcost.xls'); % capital cost
of natural gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kge = Plant.Kge;
pg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.kg
=
1.06;
% conversion of natural gas to EJ (EJ/
trillion cubic feet)
Plant.etage
=
0.45;
% efficiency of burning natural gas to
produce electricity.
Plant.etag
=
0.77;
% efficiency of burning natural gas
for specific industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.Lg
=
2.284E4;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
Plant.prodcapg =
350;
% Full annual gas production capacity
(trillion cubic feet). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapg =
0.75;
% Ratio of total gas used over gas
reserves trigger to reduce gas production capacity as gas is used up.
Plant.Lga
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lgea
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lg
=
1;
% lead time for new gas field
development(years)
Plant.lge
=
1;
% lead time for new combined cycle
electric plants (years).
Plant.lambdag =
50;
% gas field lifetime
lambdag = Plant.lambdag;
Plant.sg
=
5.35E13;
% CO2 emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CO2/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.sgm
=
5.31E11;
% methane emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CH4/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.tzg
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for combustion
(trillion cubic feet).
Plant.tzge
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for electricity
production (trillion cubic feet).
ming
=
1;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for combustion (trillion cubic feet).
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minge
=
0.5;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for electricity (trillion cubic feet).
AnnCapg = Kg * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapge = Kge * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an annual
value.
% Coal Parameters (million metric tons)
Plant.Cc
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cc
=
xlsread('coalvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.Cce
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cce
=
xlsread('coalelecvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of coal for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Cc = Plant.Cc;
Cce = Plant.Cce;
Plant.Cct
= 6.07E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million metric
tons)
%Plant.Cct
= xlsread('coalliqvarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of coal converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million
metric tons)
Cct = Plant.Cct;
Plant.Kc
=
2.37E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kc
=
xlsread('coalcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kc = Plant.Kc;
Plant.Kce
=
2.46E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kce
=
xlsread('coaleleccapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kce = Plant.Kce;
Plant.Kct
=
1.99E-1*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal to
liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kct
=
xlsread('coalliqcapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal to liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kct = Plant.Kct;
pc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.kc
=
2.93E-2;
% conversion of coal to EJ (EJ/
million metric tons)
Plant.etace
=
0.36;
% efficiency of burning coal to
produce electrcity.
Plant.etac
=
0.79;
% efficiency of burning coal specific
industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.etact
=
0.16;
% efficiency of converting coal to
liquid fuel and using it for transportation fuel.
Plant.Lc
=
8.62E5;
% coal reserves (million metric tons).
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Plant.prodcapc =
8000;
% Full annual coal production capacity
(million metric tons). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapc =
0.75;
% Ratio of total coal used over coal
reserves trigger to reduce coal production capacity as coal is used up.
Plant.Lca
=
300;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcea
=
600;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcta
=
2000;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lc
=
1;
% lead time for coal
development(years)
Plant.lct
=
5;
% lead time for coal to liquids plant
development (years)
Plant.lambdac =
50;
% coal mine, power plant, and coal to
liquids plant lifetime
lambdac = Plant.lambdac;
Plant.sc
=
2.05E12;
% CO2 emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CO2/million metric tons)
Plant.scm
=
4.04E9;
% methane emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CH4/million metric tons)
Plant.sct
=
1.34E12;
% Full "well to wheel" CO2-eq
emissions associated with coal to liquids for transport fuel (grams
CO2-eq/million metric tons)
Plant.tzc
=
1615;
% coal use at t=0 for industrial
combustion(million metric tons).
Plant.tzce
=
3088;
% coal use at t=0 for electricity
production (million metric tons).
Plant.tzct
=
0;
% coal use at t=0 for coal-to-liquids
production (million metric tons).
minc
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for combustion (million metric tons)
mince
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for electricity (million metric tons)
minct
=
4;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for coal-to-liquids (million metric tons)
Plant.Zc
=
4.53E-4*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
of a coal plant($trillion/million metric tons)
Zc = Plant.Zc;
AnnDecomc = Zc * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapc = Kc * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapce = (Kce * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate) ) + AnnDecomc; % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an
annual value.
AnnCapct = Kct * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of coal to liquids plant capital cost to an
annual value.
% Nuclear Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cn
=
0.263*ones(time,1);
nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
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% variable cost of

%Plant.Cn
=
xlsread('nukevarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cn = Plant.Cn;
Plant.Kn
=
2.3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kn
=
xlsread('nukecapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kn = Plant.Kn;
pn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kn
=
31.5;
% conversion of nuclear to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etan
=
0.91;
% Nuclear plant capacity factor.
Plant.Ln
=
2.89E3;
% Nuclear potential (TW-years of
energy). Value based on amount of nuclear fuel available without
reprocessing.
Plant.Lna
=
0.09;
% Amount of nuclear that can be added
each year (TW). Used to set bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.ln
=
6;
% lead time for nuclear plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdan =
50;
% nuclear plant lifetime
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
Plant.sn
=
6.5E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW-year of nuclear
used (grams CO2/TW-year). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzn
=
3.49E-1;
% installed nuclear capacity at t=0
(TW).
minn
=
1E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in nuclear
usage (TW).
Plant.Zn
=
3.5E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
($trillion/Terrawat)
Zn = Plant.Zn;
AnnDecomn = Zn * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapn = (Kn * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomn; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Hydro Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Ch
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Ch
=
xlsread('hydrovarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Ch = Plant.Ch;
Plant.Kh
=
2.95*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Kh
=
xlsread('hydrocapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Kh = Plant.Kh;
ph
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
Plant.kh
=
31.5;
% conversion of terrawatt-y of hydro
to EJ (EJ/TW-y)
Plant.etah
=
0.40;
% hydro plant capacity factor
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Plant.Lh
=
3.72;
% global hydro power potential (TW).
Plant.Lha
=
0.02;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual hydro use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lh
=
4;
% lead time for hydro plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdah =
75;
% hydro plant lifetime
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
Plant.sh
=
1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of hydro used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzh
=
0.7;
% installed hydro capacity at t=0
(TW).
minh
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in hydro
usage (TW).
Plant.Zh
=
8.85E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning cost of
hydro ($trillion/TW)
Zh = Plant.Zh;
AnnDecomh = Zh * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCaph = (Kh * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomh; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Wind Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of wind
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cw
=
xlsread('windvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of wind ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cw = Plant.Cw;
Plant.Kw
=
2.25*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kw
=
xlsread('windcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
wind ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kw = Plant.Kw;
pw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kw
=
31.5;
% conversion of wind to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etaw
=
0.30;
% wind plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lw
=
196;
% wind potential (TW).
Plant.Lwa
=
0.1;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual wind use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lw
=
1;
% lead time for wind plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdaw =
25;
% wind plant lifetime
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
Plant.sw
=
1.2E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of wind used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzw
=
1.74E-2;
% global installed wind capacity at
t=0 (TW).
minw
=
1.0E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in wind
usage (TW).
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AnnCapw = Kw * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdaw)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Geothermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cgt
=
xlsread('geothermvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cgt = Plant.Cgt;
Plant.Kgt
=
4.46*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kgt
=
xlsread('geothermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kgt = Plant.Kgt;
pgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of geothermal
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kgt
=
31.5;
% conversion of geothermal to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etagt
=
0.81;
% geothermal plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lgt
=
0.209;
% geothermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lgta
=
0.004;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual geothermal use limit for the
bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lgt
=
4;
% lead time for geothermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdagt =
25;
% geothermal plant lifetime
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
Plant.sgt
=
9.1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of geothermal
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzgt
=
7.97E-3; % installed geothermal capacity at t=0
(TW).
mingt
=
1E-5; % allowable annual decrease in
geothermal usage (TW).
AnnCapgt = Kgt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdagt)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-PV Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Csp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Csp
=
xlsread('solarpvvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ TW-year)
Csp = Plant.Csp;
Plant.Ksp
=
4.21*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarPV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Ksp
=
xlsread('solarpvcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Ksp = Plant.Ksp;
psp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.ksp
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-PV to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etasp
=
0.20;
% solar-PV capacity factor.
Plant.Lsp
=
2.0;
% solar-PV potential (TW).
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Plant.Lspa
=
5.0E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual solar-PV use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lsp
=
1;
% lead time for solar-PV plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdasp =
25;
% solar-PV lifetime
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
Plant.ssp
=
6E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solar-PV
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzsp
=
1.25E-3;
% global installed solar-PV capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minsp
=
1.0E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in solarPV usage (TW).
AnnCapsp = Ksp * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdasp)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-thermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%
Plant.Cst
=
xlsread('solarthermvarcost.xls');
%
variable cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cst = Plant.Cst;
Plant.Kst
=
5.11*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kst
=
xlsread('solarthermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kst = Plant.Kst;
pst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kst
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-thermal to EJ
(EJ/ Terrawatt)
Plant.etast
=
0.56;
% solar-thermal capacity factor.
Plant.Lst
=
1.39;
% solar-thermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lsta
=
2E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual solar-thermal use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lst
=
3;
% lead time for solar-thermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdast =
40;
% solar-thermal lifetime
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
Plant.sst
=
9E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solarthermal used (CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzst
=
3.54E-4;
% global installed solar-thermal
capacity at t=0 (TW).
minst
=
1.0E-6;
% allowable annual decrease in solarthermal usage (TW).
AnnCapst = Kst * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdast)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biofuel Parameters (Trillion Liters)
Plant.Cbf
=
6.57E-1*ones(time,1);
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
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% variable cost of

%Plant.Cbf
=
xlsread('biofuelvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Cbf = Plant.Cbf;
Plant.Kbf
=
0.536*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Kbf
=
xlsread('biofuelcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Kbf = Plant.Kbf;
pbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biofuel
($trillion/trillion liters)
Plant.kbf
=
34;
% conversion of biofuel to EJ
(EJ/trillion liters)
Plant.etabf
=
0.23;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
transportation.
Plant.etabfc
=
0.67;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lbf
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biofuel
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbfa
=
3.2;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biofuel limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbf
=
1;
% lead time for biofuel(years)
Plant.lambdabf =
30;
% biofuel plant lifetime
lambdabf = Plant.lambdabf;
Plant.aebf
=
2.81E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/trillion liters)
Plant.sbf
=
1.40E15;
% CO2 emissions per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters)
Plant.sbfq
=
7.0E14;
% CO2 sequestered per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters). Only used in reserves
calculation
Plant.tzbf
=
1.81E-2;
% biofuel use at t=0 for transport
(trillion liters).
Plant.tzbfc
=
2E-4;
% global biofuel use at t=0 for
combustion (trillion liters).
minbf
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for transportation (trillion liters).
minbfc
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for combustion (trillion liters)
AnnCapbf = Kbf * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabf)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biomass Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cbm
=
5.26E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biomass ($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Cbm
=
xlsread('biomassvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Cbm = Plant.Cbm;
Plant.Kbm
=
4.22*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Kbm
=
xlsread('biomasscapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Kbm = Plant.Kbm;
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pbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
Plant.kbm
=
31.5;
% conversion of biomass to EJ (EJ/TW)
Plant.etabm
=
0.83;
% Biomass plant capacity factor
Plant.Lbm
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biomass
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbma
=
1E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biomass limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbm
=
1;
% lead time for biomass plant (years)
Plant.lambdabm =
20;
% biomass plant lifetime
lambdabm = Plant.lambdabm;
Plant.aebm
=
1.73E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/TW)
Plant.sbm
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 emissions per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW)
Plant.sbmq
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 sequestered per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW). Only used in reserves calculation
Plant.tzbm
=
3.58E-3;
% global biofuel production capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minbm
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biomass usage (TW).
AnnCapbm = Kbm * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabm)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Energy Efficiency Parameters (EJ)
Plant.GDP
=
15.7;
% Starting year GDP. Use for energy
efficiency cost computation. (trillion dollars)
Plant.Ce
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ce = Plant.Ce;
Plant.Ke
=
1.57E-5*ones(time,1);
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
%Plant.Ke
=
xlsread('effcapcost.xls');
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
Ke = Plant.Ke;
pe
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs.
%Plant.Le
=
0.1*ones(time,1);
% Total available energy
efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.Le
=
xlsread('effamount.xls'); % Total available
energy efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.le
=
1;
% Lead time for energy efficiency.
Plant.lambdae =
15;
% Average lifetime of efficiency
measures before they need to be retrofitted.
lambdae = Plant.lambdae;
Plant.tze
=
1E-6;
% global energy efficiency at t=0.
mine
=
10;
% allowable annual energy efficiency
usage (EJ)
AnnCape = Ke * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdae)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% Sulfur Injection Parameters (Million metric tons SO2)
Plant.Cs
=
4.55E-4*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of
sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Cs
=
xlsread('sulfurvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Cs = Plant.Cs;
Plant.Ks
=
1.05E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sulfur
injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ks
=
xlsread('sulfurcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ks = Plant.Ks;
ps
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sulfur
injection
Plant.Ls
=
20;
% Limit in million metric tons based
on number of planes needed to replicate Mt. Pinatubo sulfur injection
Plant.Lsa
=
2;
% Allowable annual increase in sulfur
injection deployment.
Plant.ls
=
1;
% lead time for sulfur injection
(years)
Plant.lambdas
=
3;
% time sulfur injection remains
effective (years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdas2 =
50;
% lifetime of air tankers needed to
deploy the sulfur. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdas2 = Plant.lambdas2;
Plant.ss
=
0.75;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sulfur injection (W/sq.meter/million metric tons)
Plant.tzs
=
1E-6; % global sulfur injection capacity at
t=0.
mins
=
1E6; % allowable annual decrease in sulfur
usage.
AnnCaps = Ks * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdas2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Iron Seeding Parameters (million Metric Tons)
Plant.Ci
=
6.75E-3*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of iron
seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ci
=
xlsread('ironvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ci = Plant.Ci;
Plant.Ki
=
5.8E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of new
ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
%Plant.Ki
=
xlsread('ironcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of new ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
Ki = Plant.Ki;
pi
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of iron
seeding.
Plant.Li
=
0.6;
% Limit on the amount of feasible
iron seeding (million metric tons).
Plant.Lia
=
0.05;
% Allowable annual increase in iron
seeding deployment.
Plant.li
=
1;
% lead time for iron seeding (years)
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Plant.lambdai =
1;
% time iron seeding remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation.
Plant.lambdai2 =
30;
% life time of tankers (years). Use
in cost equations
lambdai2 = Plant.lambdai2;
Plant.si
=
1.02E16;
% CO2 sequestered per million metric
tons of iron seeding (grams CO2/milllion metric tons)
Plant.tzi
=
1E-6;
% global iron seeding capacity at
t=0.
mini
=
0.7;
% allowable decrease in iron seeding
usage.
AnnCapi = Ki * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdai2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Tree Planting Parameters (million ha)
Plant.Ct
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ct = Plant.Ct;
Plant.Kt
=
1.50E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of tree
planting ($trillion/million ha)
%Plant.Kt
=
xlsread('treescapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of tree planting ($trillion/million ha)
Kt = Plant.Kt;
pt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs
Plant.Lt
=
3E3;
% Acreage available for tree planting
(million ha)
Plant.Lta
=
1;
% Limit on acreage of trees that can
be planted annually. Use to compute annual tree limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lt
=
1;
% Lead time for tree planting to take
effect
Plant.steep
=
1;
% Steepness parameter for the
logistic function .
steep = Plant.steep;
Plant.midpoint =
25;
% Midpoint of the logistic function.
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
dlogistic = exp((midpoint-1)*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint1)*steep))^2); % derivative of the logistic function at t = 1.
Plant.dlogistic = dlogistic;
Plant.lambdat =
70;
% time that tree planting stays
effective (years)
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
Plant.st
=
2.6E13;
% CO2 sequestered per million ha
(grams CO2/milllion ha)
Plant.tzt
=
50;
% global forest area at t=0 (million
ha).
mint
=
3E3;
% allowable annual reduction in tree
planting.
AnnCapt = Kt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdat)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sea Spray Cloud Enhancement Parameters (cu. meter/sec)
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Plant.Css
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of sea
spray. Needed as a place-holder to form the matrices below
Css = Plant.Css;
Plant.Kss
=
1.04E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sea
spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
%Plant.Kss
=
xlsread('seaspraycapcost.xls');
% Capital
cost of sea spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
Kss = Plant.Kss;
pss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sea
spray
Plant.Lss
=
100;
% Limit based on declining
effectiveness of sea spray with increased rate (in cu. meter/sec).
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Plant.Lssa
=
10;
% Allowable annual increase in sea
spray deployment
Plant.lss
=
1;
% lead time for sea spray based on
time to construct ships (years)
Plant.lambdass =
1;
% time sea spray remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdass2 =
10;
% lifetime of ships needed to deploy
the sea spray. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdass2 = Plant.lambdass2;
Plant.ssf
=
8.22E-2;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sea spray (W/sq.meter/cu. meter per sec)
Plant.Ess
=
9.65E16;
% Equivalent emissions reduction
(grams CO2/cu meter per sec).
Plant.tzss
=
1E-6; % global sea spray capacity at t=0.
minss
=
100;
% allowable annual decrease in sea
spray usage.
AnnCapss = Kss * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdass2)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% create vectors of all the variable, penalty, capital, and annual
capital costs, the combined costs, & the lambda values.
VarCosts = [Co Cg Cc Cn Ch Cw Cgt Csp Cst Cbf Cbm Ce Cs Ci Ct Css
Co Cge Cce Cct Cbf];
Plant.VarCosts = VarCosts;
penalty = [po pg pc pn ph pw pgt psp pst pbf pbm pe ps pi pt pss po
pg pc pc pbf];
Plant.penalty = penalty;
AnnCosts = [AnnCapo AnnCapg AnnCapc AnnCapn AnnCaph AnnCapw
AnnCapgt AnnCapsp AnnCapst AnnCapbf AnnCapbm AnnCape AnnCaps AnnCapi
AnnCapt AnnCapss...
AnnCapo AnnCapge AnnCapce AnnCapct AnnCapbf];
Plant.AnnCosts = AnnCosts;
CapCosts = [Ko Kg Kc Kn Kh Kw Kgt Ksp Kst Kbf Kbm Ke Ks Ki Kt
Kss...
Ko Kge Kce Kct Kbf];
Plant.CapCosts = CapCosts;
Plant.T = VarCosts + AnnCosts + penalty;
% Total of variable plus annualized capital and decommissioning
costs.
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Plant.lambda = [lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdan lambdah lambdaw
lambdagt lambdasp lambdast lambdabf lambdabm lambdae lambdas2 lambdai2
lambdat lambdass2...
lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdac lambdabf];
% Matrix of adjustments for any unrecovered annualized capital
costs
% due to resource usage peaking, then dropping off.
adjo
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
adjg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
adjc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjh
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjsp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).
adjbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adje
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/EJ).
adjs
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million tons).
adji
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million ha).
adjss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/cu.meter/sec).
adjoc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
adjge
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
adjce
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjct
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjbfc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).
Plant.adj = [adjo adjg adjc adjn adjh adjw adjgt adjsp adjst adjbf
adjbm adje adjs adji adjt adjss...
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adjoc adjge adjce adjct adjbfc];

% Specify the capacities (not the actual values) of the energy and
geoengineering resources at time t=0 in order to
% determine what new incremental capacities are added in year 1 and
to
% insure that lead times for new resource additions are respected.
tzo = Plant.tzo;
tzoc = Plant.tzoc;
tzg = Plant.tzg;
tzge = Plant.tzge;
tzc = Plant.tzc;
tzce = Plant.tzce;
tzct = Plant.tzct;
tzn = Plant.tzn;
tzh = Plant.tzh;
tzw = Plant.tzw;
tzgt = Plant.tzgt;
tzsp = Plant.tzsp;
tzst = Plant.tzst;
tzbf = Plant.tzbf;
tzbfc = Plant.tzbfc;
tzbm = Plant.tzbm;
tze = Plant.tze;
tzs = Plant.tzs;
tzi = Plant.tzi;
tzt = Plant.tzt;
tzss = Plant.tzss;
Plant.tzero = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm tze
tzs tzi tzt...
(tzo+tzoc) (tzg+tzge) (tzc+tzce+tzct) tzh tzgt
(tzbf+tzbfc) tzbm...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of initial values of the non-reserve resources used
to
% calculate the lower bound LoB at each time step.
Plant.initial = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm
tze tzs tzi tzt...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of minimum values of resources at t=0.
Plant.min = [mino ming minc minn minh minw mingt minsp minst minbf
minbm mine mins mini mint minss...
minoc minge mince minct minbfc];
% Specify the initial values of oil(transport), natural
gas(combustion), coal(combustion), nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, biofuel(transport), biomass,
energy efficiency,
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% sulfur injection, iron seeding, tree planting, reserve oil,
reserve gas,
% reserve coal, reserve hydro, reserve geothermal, reserve biofuel,
% reserve biomass, oil(combustion), gas(electric), coal(electric),
% coal(transport), and biofuel(combustion)(in that order) for use
in the optimization algorithm.
R = Plant.R;
Plant.StartingValue = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf
tzbm tze tzs tzi tzt...
(R*(tzo+tzoc)) (R*(tzg+tzge)) (R*(tzc+tzce+tzct)) (R*tzh)
(R*tzgt) (R*(tzbf+tzbfc)) (R*tzbm) tzss tzoc tzge...
tzce tzct tzbfc];
% set up vectors of each resource and geoengineering option so that
their values can be
% stored at the end of each time step and be available for later
% calculations. Since we are looking 100 years, each vector will
% contain 100 entries. Also set up a vector for keeping track of
the
% the computed energy.
Plant.qo = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qg = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qn = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qh = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qw = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qsp = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qst = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbf = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbm = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qe = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qs = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qi = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qor = zeros(time,1); % oil held as energy reserves
Plant.qgr = zeros(time,1); % natural gas held as energy reserves
Plant.qcr = zeros(time,1); % coal held as energy reserves
Plant.qhr = zeros(time,1); % hydro held as energy reserves
Plant.qgtr = zeros(time,1); % geothermal held as energy reserves
Plant.qbfr = zeros(time,1); % biofuel held as energy reserves
Plant.qbmr = zeros(time,1); % biomass held as energy reserves
Plant.qss = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qoc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qge = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qce = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qct = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfc = zeros(time,1);
% Form full array of the final resource values.
Plant.q = zeros(time,TotalResources);
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% Set up matrix to keep track of how much of each resource was
% incrementally added at each time step (both due to increased
resource need and
% resources reaching the end of their service lives). Also set up
a
% matrix to track of how much resource is retiring (including
resources
% that were used for reserves).
Plant.qdot = zeros(time,Resources); % change in resources combines
changes due to deployment and reserves.
Plant.retire = zeros(time,Resources); % amount of resources
reaching the end of their service lives.
% Set up matrix of final resource values with the resources reordered
% so that subcomponents are grouped together. This is just for
% ease of reading the Excel printouts.
Plant.printq = zeros(time,TotalResources);
Plant.Q = ones(time,1);
% Total
Plant.Ql = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Qe = ones(time,1);
% Total
electricity.
Plant.Qc = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Reserves = ones(time,1);
%
step

of all energy produced
energy produced from liquid
energy produced from
energy produced from combustion
Energy reserves at each time

% Set up additional vectors to keep track of overall emissions (S),
CO2
% concentration (c), radiative forcing (dF, dFco2, dFsulfur,
dFseaspray),
% temperature change (dT),
% and total cost. Set the concentration co2
% initially equal to the initial atmospheric CO2 concentration to
avoid
% possible divide by zero and square root problems.
Plant.S = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2 emissions in grams
Plant.Sm = zeros(time,1); % Total methane emissions in grams
Plant.Sn = zeros(time,1); % N2O emissions in CO2-eq.
Plant.Stotal = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effects of tree planting and iron seeding.
Plant.Sadjust = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effect of sulfur geoengineering.
Plant.co2 = Plant.co2i * ones(time,1); % CO2 concentrations (ppm)
Plant.ch4 = Plant.ch4i * ones(time,1); % CH4 concentrations (ppb)
Plant.n2o = Plant.n2oi * ones(time,1); % N2O concentrations (ppb)
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Plant.co2e = zeros(time,1); % Equivalent CO2 concentration in ppm
after including effects of CH4 & any sulfur injection.
Plant.emitdecayCO2 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CO2
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayCH4 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CH4
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayN2O = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each N2O
emissions pulse
Plant.dco2 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CO2 concentration in ppm
Plant.dch4 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CH4 concentration in ppb
Plant.dn2o = zeros(time,1); % Change in N2O concentration in ppb
Plant.dF = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFco2 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFch4 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFn2o = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFsulfur = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFseaspray = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dT = zeros(time,1);

Plant.Filename = 'Toy_Problem_Plant';
plant data file
save(Plant.Filename,'Plant');

% designate name for the

constraintsCL.m
function [c, ceq] =
constraintsCL(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTre
es,...
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc)

% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
% Limit parameters
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Ln = Plant.Ln;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
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Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lp = Plant.Lp;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
R = Plant.R;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
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etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
tzero = Plant.tzero;
% resource and resource additions matrices
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qhr = Plant.qhr;
qgtr = Plant.qgtr;
qdot = Plant.qdot;
retire = Plant.retire;
% emissions parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;

co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
TempLim = Plant.TempLim;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
% Initialize the adjustment variables.
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
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adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;

% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental amount of
nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
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if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
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if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
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elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
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if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end
% Force certain non-renewable resources to zero if the resource
amounts
% are nearly used up. Needed so that algorithm does not
prematurely
% stop due to residual amounts of the resource still coming up due
to
% algorithm tolerances. Values cannot be exactly zero or right on
the
% limit. Otherwise, the algorithm will have problems solving the
% matrices.
if TotalOil > 0.999 * Lo
x(1) = 0.001;
x(16) = 0.001;
x(24) = 0.001;
Lo = Lo + 10;
end
if TotalGas > 0.999 * Lg
x(2) = 0.001;
x(17) = 0.001;
x(25) = 0.001;
Lg = Lg +10;
end
if TotalCoal > 0.999 * Lc
x(3) = 0.001;
x(18) = 0.001;
x(26) = 0.001;
x(27) = 0.001;
Lc = Lc + 10;
end
if TotalNuclear > 0.999 * Ln
x(4) = 0.001;
Ln = Ln + 10;
end
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% Specify the inequality constraints: resources less than resource
limits
% and temperature rise less than the specified limit.
c = [(TotalOil + x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - Lo);
% Check to make sure
oil is not used up
(x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - prodlimo);
% Check to make sure
oil does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalGas + x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - Lg);
% Check to make sure
gas is not used up
(x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - prodlimg);
% Check to make sure
gas does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalCoal + x(3) + x(18)+ x(26) + x(27) - Lc); % Check to
make sure coal is not used up
(x(3) + x(18) + x(26) + x(27) - prodlimc); % Check to make
sure coal does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalNuclear + (x(4)*etan) - Ln); % Check to make sure
nuclear is not used up
(((x(10) + x(21)+ x(28))*aebf) + ((x(11) + x(22))*aebm*etabm)
+ x(15) + TotalTrees - Lp); % Check to make sure biofuel, biomass, and
tree planting are within available acreage
(liquid - (x(1)*etao*ko) - (x(10)*etabf*kbf) (x(27)*etact*kc) - (x(12)*(liquid/demand))); % Check to insure that
amount of oil and biofuel is enough to meet liquid energy demand (ie
liquid demand <= oil+biofuel)
% Check to make sure that amount of electric energy produced
is at
% least equal to the minimum required. Note that the portion
of energy efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio
of final
% electrical energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(electric - (x(25)*etage*kg) - (x(26)*etace*kc) (x(4)*etan*kn) - (x(5)*etah*kh) - (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
- (x(7)*etagt*kgt) - (x(8)*etasp*ksp) - (x(9)*etast*kst) (x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
- (x(12)*(electric/demand)));
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on
the ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(combustion - (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) - (x(24)*etaoc*ko) (x(2)*etag*kg)...
- (x(3)*etac*kc) - (x(28)*etabfc*kbf));
(x(5) + x(19) - caph); % insure that added hydro including
reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(7) + x(20) - capgt); % insure that added geothermal
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(10) + x(21) + x(28) - capbf); % insure that added biofuel
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(11) + x(22) - capbm); % insure that added biomass including
reserves does not exceed capacity
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% Equation for the temperature limit
( (0.5 * ((5.35 * log( ((1.278E-16 *
((so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sct*x(27))+(sn*
(x(4)-adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt)))) + prevco2 )
/278))...
+((0.036 * (sqrt(( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 ) ) - sqrt(722)))...
- (0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 )
*n2oi)^0.75))...
+ (5.31E-15* ( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 ) *((( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 )*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst) ...
+ dFn2o(t) - (ss*(x(13)+prevs)) - (ssf*(x(23)+prevss)) )) TempLim)] ;

% Specify the equality constraint that the energy demand must be
met, including the sub-demand for reserves.
ceq = [((x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12) ...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf) - demand); % Constraint to meet
total demand
(((x(16)+prevoilr)*etao*ko) + ((x(17)+prevgasr)*etag*kg) +
((x(18)+prevcoalr)*etac*kc) + (x(19)*etah*kh)...
+ (x(20)*etagt*kgt) + ((x(21)+prevbiofuelr)*etabf*kbf) +
((x(22)+prevbiomassr)*etabm*kbm) - (R*demand))]; % Constraint to meet
the reserves requirement

objectiveCL.m
function f = objectiveCL(x,Plant,t)
% Load in the cost data coming from the
% Constants.m file.
T = Plant.T;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
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adj = Plant.adj;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
so = Plant.so;
som = Plant.som;
sg = Plant.sg;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
sc = Plant.sc;
scm = Plant.scm;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Specification of the actual objective function which is simply
the
%
%
%
%
%

total cost of all the energy and geoengineering resources.
Cost of reserves is captured in the capital cost of the reserve
resources. Assume that reserves incur no variable costs.
Note that the energy efficiency cost is a function of that year's
GDP.

f = (x(1)*T(t,1)) + (x(2)*T(t,2)) + (x(3)*T(t,3)) + (x(4)*T(t,4)) +
(x(5)*T(t,5)) + (x(6)*T(t,6)) + (x(7)*T(t,7)) + (x(8)*T(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*T(t,9)) + (x(10)*T(t,10)) + (x(11)*T(t,11)) +
(x(12)*T(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*T(t,13)) + (x(14)*T(t,14)) +
(x(15)*T(t,15)) + (x(23)*T(t,16))...
+ (x(1)*adj(t,1)) + (x(2)*adj(t,2)) + (x(3)*adj(t,3)) +
(x(4)*adj(t,4)) + (x(5)*adj(t,5)) + (x(6)*adj(t,6)) + (x(7)*adj(t,7)) +
(x(8)*adj(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*adj(t,9)) + (x(10)*adj(t,10)) + (x(11)*adj(t,11)) +
(x(12)*adj(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*adj(t,13)) + (x(14)*adj(t,14)) +
(x(15)*adj(t,15)) + (x(23)*adj(t,16))...
+ (x(16)*AnnCosts(t,1)) + (x(17)*AnnCosts(t,2)) +
(x(18)*AnnCosts(t,3)) + (x(19)*AnnCosts(t,5)) +
(x(20)*AnnCosts(t,7))...
+ (x(21)*AnnCosts(t,10)) + (x(22)*AnnCosts(t,11))...
+ (x(24)*T(t,17)) + (x(25)*T(t,18)) + (x(26)*T(t,19))+
(x(27)*T(t,20)) + (x(28)*T(t,21))...
+ (x(24)*adj(t,17)) + (x(25)*adj(t,18)) + (x(26)*adj(t,19)) +
(x(27)*adj(t,20)) + (x(28)*adj(t,21))...
+ (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*(x(1)+x(24))) +
(ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));

ToyOptCL.m
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
load('Toy_Problem_Plant.mat');
% Specify number of years in the time horizon.
time = Plant.time;
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% Specify the number of resources, reserves, & geoengineeering options
TotalResources = Plant.TotalResources;
Resources = Plant.Resources;
ReserveNumber = Plant.ReserveNumber;
% load in the forecasted energy demands and GWP
EnergyDemand = xlsread('f.xls');
LiquidDemand = xlsread('liquid.xls');
ElectricDemand = xlsread('electric.xls');
CombustionDemand = xlsread('combustion.xls');
CH4NE = xlsread('CH4-NE.xls');
N2O = xlsread('N2O.xls');
% Provide initial resource and geoengineering values.
% Initial amounts of oil, hydro, & sulfur injection (from SRES A2
Message scenario).
StartingValue = Plant.StartingValue;
% Bring in the variables needed for the computations.
Q = Plant.Q;
Ql = Plant.Ql;
Qe = Plant.Qe;
Qc = Plant.Qc;
Reserves = Plant.Reserves;
qo = Plant.qo;
qg = Plant.qg;
qc = Plant.qc;
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qbf = Plant.qbf;
qbm = Plant.qbm;
qe = Plant.qe;
qs = Plant.qs;
qi = Plant.qi;
qt = Plant.qt;
qor = Plant.qor; % oil held as energy reserves
qgr = Plant.qgr; % natural gas held as energy reserves
qcr = Plant.qcr; % coal held as energy reserves
qhr = Plant.qhr; % hydro held as energy reserves
qgtr = Plant.qgtr; % geothermal held as energy reserves
qbfr = Plant.qbfr; % biofuel held as energy reserves
qbmr = Plant.qbmr; % biomass held as energy reserves
qss = Plant.qss;
qoc = Plant.qoc;
qge = Plant.qge;
qce = Plant.qce;
qct = Plant.qct;
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qbfc = Plant.qbfc;
q = Plant.q;
% matrix of all energy and geoengineering
resources.
qdot = Plant.qdot; % matrix of all resource additions at each time
step.
retire = Plant.retire; % matrix of resources reaching the end of
their service lives.
lambda = Plant.lambda; % matrix of resource lifetimes.
tzero = Plant.tzero;
min = Plant.min;
printq = Plant.printq; % reordered matrix of q values for easier
reading in Excel printouts.
R = Plant.R; % for reserves computations.
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPn = Plant.GWPn;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
S = Plant.S;
Sm = Plant.Sm;
Sn = Plant.Sn;
Stotal = Plant.Stotal;
Sadjust = Plant.Sadjust;
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
n2o = Plant.n2o;
emitdecayCO2 = Plant.emitdecayCO2;
emitdecayCH4 = Plant.emitdecayCH4;
emitdecayN2O = Plant.emitdecayN2O;
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dn2o = Plant.dn2o;
dF = Plant.dF;
dFco2 = Plant.dFco2;
dFch4 = Plant.dFch4;
dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
dFsulfur = Plant.dFsulfur;
dFseaspray = Plant.dFseaspray;
dT = Plant.dT;
% Resource limits.
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lna = Plant.Lna;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lha = Plant.Lha;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lwa = Plant.Lwa;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lgta = Plant.Lgta;
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Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lspa = Plant.Lspa;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lsta = Plant.Lsta;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbfa = Plant.Lbfa;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Lbma = Plant.Lbma;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Lta = Plant.Lta;
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Loca = Plant.Loca;
Lgea = Plant.Lgea;
Lcea = Plant.Lcea;
Lcta = Plant.Lcta;
Lsa = Plant.Lsa;
Lia = Plant.Lia;
Lssa = Plant.Lssa;
% Fossil
prodcapo
prodcapg
prodcapc
trigcapo
trigcapg
trigcapc

fuel production capacity parameters
= Plant.prodcapo;
= Plant.prodcapg;
= Plant.prodcapc;
= Plant.trigcapo;
= Plant.trigcapg;
= Plant.trigcapc;

% emissions and forcing parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
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sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;
tau1 = Plant.tau1;
tau2 = Plant.tau2;
tau3 = Plant.tau3;
a1 = Plant.a1;
a2 = Plant.a2;
a3 = Plant.a3;
a4 = Plant.a4;
taum = Plant.taum;
taun = Plant.taun;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
steep = Plant.steep;
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
% Lead time parameters
lo = Plant.lo;
lg = Plant.lg;
lge = Plant.lge;
lc = Plant.lc;
ln = Plant.ln;
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lh = Plant.lh;
lw = Plant.lw;
lgt = Plant.lgt;
lsp = Plant.lsp;
lst = Plant.lst;
lbf = Plant.lbf;
lbm = Plant.lbm;
ls = Plant.ls;
li = Plant.li;
lt = Plant.lt;
lss = Plant.lss;
lct = Plant.lct;
% Cost parameters
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
T = Plant.T;
VarCosts = Plant.VarCosts;
penalty = Plant.penalty;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
CapCosts = Plant.CapCosts;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
Zc = Plant.Zc;
Zn = Plant.Zn;
Zh = Plant.Zh;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Since the total of non-renewable resources (including nuclear)used
over the entire period must be less than the
% limit, specify a variable to keep track of the total used so that the
% constraint equation can be checked appropriately.
TotalOil = 0;
TotalGas = 0;
TotalCoal = 0;
TotalNuclear = 0;
TotalTrees = 0;
%TotalTrees = tzero(15);
% Initialize a set of counters used in the computations for when oil,
gas,
% and coal capacities must be reduced as these resources are used up.
capoilcounter = 0;
capgascounter = 0;
capcoalcounter = 0;

% Set up the variables to reduce the effects of previously deployed
% geoengineering over time to account for their decaying efffectiveness
% over time. Decay rate is based on each geoengineering's lifetime
(i.e
% lambda) value. Assume 0.1% effectiveness after lambda years.
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
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lambdass = Plant.lambdass;
% Set up the matrices that track how each geoengineering deployment
adjusts
% over time. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray.
pulses = zeros(time,1);
pulsei = zeros(time,1);
pulset = zeros(time,1);
pulsess = zeros(time,1);
% initialize variable that tracks how much geoegineering has been
% previously deployed. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray
prevs = 0;
previ = 0;
prevt = 0;
prevss = 0;

% Form an array of the final resources with reserves combined in with
% the resource amounts used to meet the energy needs.
qad = zeros(time,Resources);
% matrix to store results of the optimization algorithm
OptResult = zeros(100,1);
% Set the initial starting point for the fmincon optimization to the
initial assumed starting values of the
% energy and geoengineering options.
x0 = StartingValue;
% Set up cost matrices
TotalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total costs up to time t (as a
net present value).
YearlyCost = zeros(time,1); % Total costs for each year (as a net
present value).
TotalResourceCost = zeros(time,1); % Variable to help trouble-shoot the
cost problem in the code.
resourcecost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track yearly cost of
each resource (as a net present value).
NominalResourceCost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track nomimal
yearly cost of each resource (not discounted).
NominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Total nominal costs for year year (not
discounted).
TotalNominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total nominal costs up
to time t (not discounted).
% Set up matrix for acreage used for tree planting geoengineering,
biomass,
% and biofuel production
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acres = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the constant needed for the methane radiative forcing
% computations
methconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((722*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*722*((722*n2oi)^1.52)));
% Compute the constant needed for the N2O radiative forcing
% computations
n2oconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((270*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*270*((722*ch4i)^1.52)));
% Set up variables to account for resources that have already been
deployed
% for reserves so that the calculations for how much of the resources
have
% been used will not over count the reserves. This does not apply to
hydro
% or geothermal since they are capacity based resources and capacity
needs
% to be accounted for at each time step.
prevoilr = 0;
prevgasr = 0;
prevcoalr = 0;
prevbiofuelr = 0;
prevbiomassr = 0;

for t = 1:time;
iteration = t
% We wish to minimize the total cost of supplying the energy, so
this
% becomes the objective function.
% Set up the vector for the resources to be used in the objective
% function. Syntax for fmincon appears to want the variables
specified
% as x's.
x = ones(1,TotalResources);
% Specify the constraint functions: Energy demand must be met,
% resources must be within their limits, and temperature rise must
be
% within the specified limit.
demand = EnergyDemand(t);
liquid = LiquidDemand(t);
electric = ElectricDemand(t);
combustion = CombustionDemand(t);
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% Compute initial concentrations for constraint equations. Note
that the exponents are set
% up so that they are negative values. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4 or N2O. Also, if t = 1, there is
no initial
% change in concentrations. The CH4 decay equation includes the
% non-energy CH4 emissions.
% First compute the decay over time of each CO2 and CH4 pulse and
% convert to ppm and ppb, respectively. Put the results in two
% variables called prevco2 and prevch4.
if t > 1
for w = 1:t-1
emitdecayCO2(w) = 1.278E-16 * (S(w) * (a1 + (a2 * exp((wt)/tau1)) + (a3 * exp((w-t)/tau2)) + (a4 * exp((w-t)/tau3))) );
emitdecayCH4(w) = 3.515E-13 * ((Sm(w)+CH4NE(w)) * exp((wt)/taum));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed
pulses.
dco2(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:(t-1)));
CO2 concentration.
dch4(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:(t-1)));
CH4 concentration.

% Resulting change in
% Resulting change in

% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are
simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2(t-1) = co2i + dco2(t-1); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t-1) = ch4i + dch4(t-1); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;
end
if t == 1
prevco2
prevch4
else
prevco2
prevch4
end

= co2i;
= ch4i;
= co2(t-1);
= ch4(t-1);

% Compute the concentration of N2O at the given time step.
this
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Since

% assumed not to change due to the energy resources deployed, this
% value is computed all the way up to time t. Equation converts
grams
% of N2O emitted to ppb.
for y = 1:t
emitdecayN2O(y) = 1.278E-13 * (N2O(y) * exp((y-t)/taun));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed N2O
pulses.
dn2o(t) = sum(emitdecayN2O(1:(t))); % Resulting change in N2O
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial N2O
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
n2o(t) = n2oi + dn2o(t); % N2O concentration (ppb)
Plant.dn2o = dn2o;
Plant.n2o = n2o;
% Compute resulting radiative forcing due to N2O. Update Plant so
the
% value an be accessed in other parts of the code.
dFn2o(t) = (0.12 * (sqrt(n2o(t)) - sqrt(270))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*n2o(t)*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^1.52)))) + n2oconst;
Plant.dFn2o = dFn2o;
% Compute the CO2-eq emissions of the N2O emissions (in grams).
Update
% Plant so the value can be accessed by other part of the code.
Sn(t) = GWPn * N2O(t);
Plant.Sn = Sn;
% Adjust the effective amounts of previously deployed
geoengineering.
% Sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray follow an
exponential
% decay. Tree planting varies according to the derivative of the
% logistic function. Note that the exponents are set so as to
yield
% negative values. The 0.145 factor is designed to yield a value
of
% 0.001 for the exponential term after lambda years.
for v = 1:t
pulses(v) = qs(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdas));
pulsei(v) = qi(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdai));
pulset(v) = qt(v) * exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep)/((1 +
exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep))^2); % t-v yields the amount of time the
trees have been planted.
pulsess(v) = qss(v)*exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdass));
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end
% Update the variables that specify the prior effects of the
% geoengineering so that they can be used in the emissions
% calculations below.
prevs = sum(pulses(1:t));
previ = sum(pulsei(1:t));
prevt = sum(pulset(1:t)) + (tzero(15) * exp((midpoint(t+1))*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint-(t+1))*steep))^2));
prevss = sum(pulsess(1:t));

% Update the retire matrix
for m = 1:Resources
if t == lambda(m) + 1;
retire(t,m) = tzero(m);
end
if t > lambda(m) +1
retire(t,m) = qdot(t-lambda(m),m);
end
end
% update Plant version of retire so correct values are passed
to
% the optimization algorithm.
Plant.retire = retire;
% Check the previous reserve amounts to make sure that they do not
exceed the amount
% of reserves required at this time step. If they do, prorate the
% previous reserves down to match the needed reserves.
totalreserv = (prevoilr*etao*ko) + (prevgasr*etag*kg) +
(prevcoalr*etac*kc)...
+ (prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf) +
(prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm);
if totalreserv > R*demand
prevoilr =
prevoilr*((R*demand*prevoilr*etao*ko)/totalreserv);
prevgasr =
prevgasr*((R*demand*prevgasr*etag*kg)/totalreserv);
prevcoalr =
prevcoalr*((R*demand*prevcoalr*etac*kc)/totalreserv);
prevbiofuelr =
prevbiofuelr*((R*demand*prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf)/totalreserv);
prevbiomassr =
prevbiomassr*((R*demand*prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm)/totalreserv);
end

% Create the lower bound matrix based on limiting how much each
% resource can decrease from the value it had at the prior time
step.
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% Reserve resources still need a lower bound of 0.
coded
% into the LoB matrix below.

That is hard-

initial = Plant.initial; % Initial values of the non-reserve
resources.
LoB = zeros(1,Resources); % matrix of lower bounds for non-reserve
resources
% Create a matrix of just the non-reserve resources for use in the
% Lower Bound (LoB) calculation.
qmin = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe qs qi qt qss qoc
qge qce qct qbfc];
for d = 1:Resources
if t == 1
LoB(d) = initial(d) - min(d);
else
LoB(d) = qmin(t-1,d) - min(d);
end
if LoB(d) < 0
LoB(d) = 0;
end
end
% Check to see if the time step is less than the lead time of each
% resource. If yes, then the amount of resource that can be added
is
%
added
%
%
%
the
%

limited to the time t=0 capacity. If not,then resources can be
up
to the total available resource amount.
For oil, gas, and coal, check to see if the total amount used is
above the trigger level. If so, reduce the allowable amount of
resource that can be used as the resource is used up.

if t <= lo
capo = tzero(1);
capoc = tzero(24);
else
capo = qo(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loa;
capoc = qoc(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loca;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) <= trigcapo
prodlimo = prodcapo;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) > trigcapo
capoilcounter = capoilcounter + 1;
if capoilcounter == 1
oilcap = qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1);
prodlimo = oilcap;
elseif capoilcounter > 1
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prodlimo = oilcap * (1 - (TotalOil/Lo))/(1 - trigcapo);
if prodlimo < 0
prodlimo = 0;
end
if min(1) < ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(1) = 0.95 * (qo(t-1) - ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(1) < 0
LoB(1) = 0;
end
if min(17) < ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(17) = 0.95 * (qoc(t-1) - ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) +
qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(17) < 0
LoB(17) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lg
capg = tzero(2);
capge = tzero(25);
else
capg = qg(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lga;
capge = qge(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lgea;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) <= trigcapg
prodlimg = prodcapg;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) > trigcapg
capgascounter = capgascounter + 1;
if capgascounter == 1
gascap = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
prodlimg = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
elseif capgascounter > 1
prodlimg = gascap * (1 - (TotalGas/Lg))/(1 - trigcapg);
if prodlimg < 0
prodlimg = 0;
end
if min(2) < ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(2) = 0.95 * (qg(t-1) - ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(2) < 0
LoB(2) = 0;
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end
if min(18) < ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(18) = 0.95 * (qge(t-1) - ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) +
qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(18) < 0
LoB(18) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lc
capc = tzero(3);
capce = tzero(26);
else
capc = qc(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lca;
capce = qce(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lcea;
if capc > prodcapc
capc = prodcapc;
end
end
if t <= lct
capct = tzero(27);
else
capct = qct(t-1) + Lcta;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) <= trigcapc
prodlimc = prodcapc;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) > trigcapc
capcoalcounter = capcoalcounter + 1;
if capcoalcounter == 1
coalcap = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
prodlimc = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
elseif capcoalcounter > 1
prodlimc = coalcap * (1 - (TotalCoal/Lc))/(1 - trigcapc);
if prodlimc < 0
prodlimc = 0;
end
if min(3) < ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(3) = 0.95 * (qc(t-1) - ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(3) < 0
LoB(3) = 0;
end
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if min(19) < ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1)
LoB(19) = 0.95 * (qce(t-1) qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(19) < 0
LoB(19) = 0;
end
if min(20) < ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1)
LoB(20) = 0.95 * (qct(t-1) qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(20) < 0
LoB(20) = 0;
end
end
end

if t <= ln
capn = tzero(4);
else
capn = Lna + qn(t-1);
end

if t <= lh
caph = tzero(5);
else
caph = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) + Lha;
if caph > Lh
caph = Lh;
end
end
if t <= lw
capw = tzero(6);
else
capw = qw(t-1) + Lwa;
if capw > Lw
capw = Lw;
end
end
if t <= lgt
capgt = tzero(7);
else
capgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) + Lgta;
if capgt > Lgt
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+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
+ qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +

+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
+ qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +

capgt = Lgt;
end
end
if t <= lsp
capsp = tzero(8);
else
capsp = qsp(t-1) + Lspa;
if capsp > Lsp
capsp = Lsp;
end
end
if t <= lst
capst = tzero(9);
else
capst = qst(t-1) + Lsta;
if capst > Lst
capst = Lst;
end
end
if t <= lbf
capbf = tzero (10) + tzero (28);
else
capbf = qbf(t-1) + qbfc(t-1) + qbfr(t-1) + Lbfa;
if capbf > Lbf/aebf
capbf = Lbf/aebf;
end
end
if t <= lbm
capbm = tzero(11);
else
capbm = qbm(t-1) + qbmr(t-1) + Lbma;
if capbm > Lbm/aebm
capbm = Lbm/aebm;
end
end

if t <= ls
caps = tzero(13);
else
caps = qs(t-1) + Lsa;
if caps > Ls
caps = Ls;
end
end
if t <= li
capi = tzero(14);
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else
capi = qi(t-1) + Lia;
if capi > Li
capi = Li;
end
end
if t <= lt
capt = tzero(15);
else
capt = qt(t-1) + Lta;
if capt > Lt
capt = Lt;
end
end
if t <= lss
capss = tzero(23);
else
capss = qss(t-1) + Lssa;
if capss > Lss
capss = Lss;
end
end
% Set the bound constraints using the optimization tool format.
The bound
% constraints are the min/max limits on the energy and
geoengineering
% resources. Assume a large upper bound for the non-renewables,
then take care of
% insuring that the total oil used over the simulation is within
limits
% by using the inequality constraint in constraints.m.
lb = [LoB(1) LoB(2) LoB(3) LoB(4) LoB(5) LoB(6) LoB(7) LoB(8)
LoB(9) LoB(10) LoB(11) LoB(12) 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LoB(17) LoB(18) LoB(19) LoB(20) LoB(21)];
ub = [capo capg capc capn caph capw capgt capsp capst capbf capbm
(Le(t)*demand) caps capi capt capo capg capc caph capgt capbf capbm
capss...
capoc capge capce capct capbf];

% Invoke the fmincon (constrained nonlinear optimizer) tool from
the
% MATLAB optimization toolkit.
% The x values returned from fmincon are the energy and
geoengineering
% resource values.
% fval is the value of the objective function, which
% is the total cost at time t in this case.
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options = optimset('Algorithm','interiorpoint','MaxFunEvals',1.5E4);
[x,fval] =
fmincon(@(x)objectiveCL(x,Plant,t),x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@(x)constraints
CL(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTrees,...;
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc),options);
OptResult(t) = fval;
% Read out and store the energy and geoengineering resource values,
including those for the reserves.
% Also update the Plant parameters model.
qo(t) = x(1); % oil
qg(t) = x(2); % natural gas
qc(t) = x(3); % coal
qn(t) = x(4); % nuclear
qh(t) = x(5); % hydro
qw(t) = x(6); % wind
qgt(t) = x(7); % geothermal
qsp(t) = x(8); % solar-PV
qst(t) = x(9); % solar-thermal
qbf(t) = x(10); % biofuel
qbm(t) = x(11); % biomass
qe(t) = x(12); % energy efficiency
qs(t) = x(13); % sulfur injection
qi(t) = x(14); % iron seeding
qt(t) = x(15); % tree planting
qor(t) = x(16); % reserve oil
qgr(t) = x(17); % reserve natural gas
qcr(t) = x(18); % reserve coal
qhr(t) = x(19); % reserve hydro
qgtr(t) = x(20); % reserve geothermal
qbfr(t) = x(21); % reserve biofuel
qbmr(t) = x(22); % reserve biomass
qss(t) = x(23);
qoc(t) = x(24);
qge(t) = x(25);
qce(t) = x(26);
qct(t) = x(27);
qbfc(t) = x(28);
Plant.qo = qo;
Plant.qg = qg;
Plant.qc = qc;
Plant.qn = qn;
Plant.qh = qh;
Plant.qw = qw;
Plant.qgt = qgt;
Plant.qsp = qsp;
Plant.qst = qst;
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Plant.qbf = qbf;
Plant.qbm = qbm;
Plant.qe = qe;
Plant.qs = qs;
Plant.qi = qi;
Plant.qt = qt;
Plant.qor = qor;
Plant.qgr = qgr;
Plant.qcr = qcr;
Plant.qhr = qhr;
Plant.qgtr = qgtr;
Plant.qbfr = qbfr;
Plant.qbmr = qbmr;
Plant.qss = qss;
Plant.qoc = qoc;
Plant.qge = qge;
Plant.qce = qce;
Plant.qct = qct;
Plant.qbfc = qbfc;
% The resources from this time step become the new x0 for the next
time
% step:
x0 = [qo(t) qg(t) qc(t) qn(t) qh(t) qw(t) qgt(t) qsp(t) qst(t)
qbf(t) qbm(t) qe(t) qs(t) qi(t) qt(t)...
qor(t) qgr(t) qcr(t) qhr(t) qgtr(t) qbfr(t) qbmr(t) qss(t)...
qoc(t) qge(t) qce(t) qct(t) qbfc(t)];

% Compute and store the resulting energy produced so that it can be
% verified against the demand, including liquids and reserves.
Q(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12)...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Q = Q;
% Liquids (i.e. transport fuels) calculation.
Ql(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) + (x(27)*etact*kc) +
(x(12)*(liquid/demand));
Plant.Ql = Ql;
% Electricity calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio of
final
% electrical energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qe(t) = (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) + (x(4)*etan*kn) +
(x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
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+ (x(7)*etagt*kgt) + (x(8)*etasp*ksp) + (x(9)*etast*kst) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
+ (x(12)*(electric/demand));
Plant.Qe = Qe;
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on the
ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qc(t) = (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) + (x(24)*etaoc*ko) +
(x(2)*etag*kg)...
+ (x(3)*etac*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Qc = Qc;
% Reserves Calculation
Reserves(t) = (x(16)*etao*ko) + (x(17)*etag*kg) + (x(18)*etac*kc) +
(x(19)*etah*kh) + (x(20)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(21)*etabf*kbf) + (x(22)*etabm*kbm);
Plant.Reserves = Reserves;
% Update the previous reserves variables so that they are ready for
the
% next time step
prevoilr = prevoilr + x(16);
prevgasr = prevgasr + x(17);
prevcoalr = prevcoalr + x(18);
prevbiofuelr = prevbiofuelr + x(21);
prevbiomassr = prevbiomassr + x(22);
% Update amount of oil, coal, gas, nuclear (i.e. uranium),
% and tress (i.e. arable land) used in order to compare to their
limits.
TotalOil = TotalOil + qo(t) + qor(t) + qoc(t);
TotalGas = TotalGas + qg(t) + qgr(t) + qge(t);
TotalCoal = TotalCoal + qc(t) + qcr(t) + qce(t) + qct(t);
TotalNuclear = TotalNuclear + (qn(t)*etan);
TotalTrees = TotalTrees + qt(t);
% biofuels and biomass do not
add to this total since
% they are harvested each year.
% Compute total acreage used for tree planting, biofuel, and
biomass.
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
acres(t) = ((qbf(t) + qbfr(t) + qbfc(t))*aebf) + ((qbm(t) +
qbmr(t))*aebm*etabm) + TotalTrees;
%
%
is at
%

COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE
Initialize the adjustment variables that track how much resource
the
end of its service life. Used for the nuclear, hydro, wind,
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% geothermal, and solar resources that only produce emissions when
% there is an incremental addition. Also bring in the associated
% lambda values.
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;
% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental
amount of nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro
and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
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end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
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end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
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else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
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adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end

% Compute and store the resulting emissions and temperature change
at this time step.
% Compute the emissions of CO2 and CH4 (results are in grams of CO2
or
% CH4, hence the 1E-15 factors) plus the total CO2-eq emissions in
billion metric tonnes.
% The N2O emissions are an exogenous variable.
% Also compute the effective emissions adjusted for any sulfur or
sea
% spray injections. Sulfur injection is in terms of million metric
% tons, hence the 1E-3 adjustment.
S(t) =
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sn*(x(4)adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))...
-(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt))+(sct*x(27));
Sm(t) = (som*(x(1)+x(24))) + (sgm*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));
Stotal(t) = (1E-15 * S(t) ) + (GWPm * 1E-15 * (Sm(t)+CH4NE(t))) +
(GWPn * 1E-15 * N2O(t));
% Note: GWPs is a negative value, so expression for sulfur
injection
% has a positive sign.
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Sadjust(t) = Stotal(t) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs)) ((x(23)+prevss)*Ess*1E-15);

% Compute the resulting concentrations. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. In the emitdecayCO2 and
emitdecayCH4
% equations, the exponents go to 1 since this is the time of the
% initial emissions pulse (i.e. no decay). Also the coefficients
on
% the CO2 emissions decay equation sum to 1, so all we need to do
is
% convert emissions to ppm or ppb and add to decay values from
prior
% time steps computed at the start of the optimization process
above.
%
emitdecayCO2(t) = 1.278E-16 * S(t);
emitdecayCH4(t) = 3.515E-13 * (Sm(t) + CH4NE(t));
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed pulses.
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dco2(t) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:t)); % Resulting change in CO2
concentration.
dch4(t) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:t)); % Resulting change in CH4
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2(t) = co2i + dco2(t); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t) = ch4i + dch4(t); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;

% Compute the associated radiative forcing due to CO2 and CH4.
dFco2(t) = 5.35 * log(co2(t)/278);
dFch4(t) = (0.036 * (sqrt(ch4(t)) - sqrt(722))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*ch4(t)*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst;
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sulfur
% injection. Values are in terms of million metric tonnes, so no
1E-3 factor
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% as in the Constraints.m file since those values all needed to be
in
% terms of billion metric tonnes.
dFsulfur(t) = (ss*(x(13)+prevs));
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sea
spray
% injection.
dFseaspray(t) = (ssf*(x(23)+prevss));
% Compute net radiative forcing and associated temperature change.
dF(t) = dFco2(t) + dFch4(t) + dFn2o(t) - dFsulfur(t) dFseaspray(t);
dT(t) = 0.5*dF(t);
% Compute the equivalent CO2 concentration that accounts for the
effect of CH4 & the reduced
% radiative forcing effects due to any sulfur injection.
co2e = Plant.co2e;
%co2e(t) = co2(t) + (co2i * exp(dFch4(t)/5.35) ) - (co2i *
exp(dFsulfur(t)/5.35 ) );
co2e(t) = 278 * exp(dF(t)/5.35);
Plant.co2e = co2e;
% Update q and qad matrices with new resource
q = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe
qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr qss qoc qge qce qct qbfc];
Plant.q = q;
qad = [(qo+qor) (qg+qgr) (qc+qcr) qn (qh+qhr)
(qbf+qbfr) (qbm+qbmr) qe qs qi qt qss qoc qge qce

values.
qs qi qt qor qgr qcr

qw (qgt+qgtr) qsp qst
qct qbfc];

% Create a special matrix with the subresources grouped together
for
% ease of reading in the Excel spreadsheet.
printq = [qo qoc qg qge qc qce qct qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbfc
qbm qe qs qi qt qss qor qgr qcr qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr];
Plant.printq = printq;
% Compute the change in each resource (the qdot) for this time
step.
% Use this for computing the proper capital costs and for dealing
with resources that have emissions when new
% incremental resource amounts are added.
for b = 1:Resources
if t == 1
if initial(b) < qad(t,b);
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - initial(b);
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambda(b)
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if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))) + retire(t,b)) <=
qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b) + retire(t,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))+ retire(t,b) > qad(t,b)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t1),b));
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
end
end

% Add logic that updates qdot if no new resource has been added
in
% the last lambda years, but resource is still being used.
This is to
% recognize that new resource has to be added even if the
resource
% usage is flat or declining because of resource lifetime.
for d = 1:Resources
if t > lambda(d)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(d)):(t-1),d)) < 0.01
qdot(t,d) = qad(t,d);
end
end
end

% Save qdot into the Plant model.
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Plant.qdot = qdot;
% Compute the Present Worth Factor for this time step
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^t);

% Compute the net present value cost of each resource at this time
step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost. Reserves are accounted for in the qdot values and thus do not
% show up separately in the costs below. See the equations for qdot
and
% qad above.
resourcecost(t,1) = rho * ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
resourcecost(t,2) = rho * ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
resourcecost(t,3) = rho * ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
resourcecost(t,4) = rho * ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
resourcecost(t,5) = rho * ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
resourcecost(t,6) = rho * ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
resourcecost(t,7) = rho * ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
resourcecost(t,8) = rho * ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
resourcecost(t,9) = rho * ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
resourcecost(t,10) = rho * ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
resourcecost(t,11) = rho * ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
resourcecost(t,12) = rho * ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
resourcecost(t,13) = rho * ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
resourcecost(t,14) = rho * ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
resourcecost(t,15) = rho * ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
resourcecost(t,16) = rho * ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
resourcecost(t,17) = rho * ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
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resourcecost(t,18) = rho * ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18)))
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
resourcecost(t,19) = rho * ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19)))
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
resourcecost(t,20) = rho * ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20)))
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
resourcecost(t,21) = rho * ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21)))
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));

+
+

+
+

TotalResourceCost(t) = sum(resourcecost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalCost(t) = TotalResourceCost(t);
else
TotalCost(t) = TotalCost(t-1) + TotalResourceCost(t);
end
% Compute the nominal cost of each resource at this time step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
NominalResourceCost(t,1) = ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,2) = ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,3) = ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,4) = ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,5) = ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,6) = ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
NominalResourceCost(t,7) = ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
NominalResourceCost(t,8) = ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
NominalResourceCost(t,9) = ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
NominalResourceCost(t,10) = ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
NominalResourceCost(t,11) = ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
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NominalResourceCost(t,12) = ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
NominalResourceCost(t,13) = ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
NominalResourceCost(t,14) = ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
NominalResourceCost(t,15) = ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
NominalResourceCost(t,16) = ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
NominalResourceCost(t,17) = ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,18) = ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,19) = ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,20) = ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,21) = ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
NominalCost(t) = sum(NominalResourceCost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalNominalCost(t) = NominalCost(t);
else
TotalNominalCost(t) = TotalNominalCost(t-1) + NominalCost(t);
end

end

% Energy is computed to confirm that the computed energy is exactly
% equaling the energy demand.
Energy = [EnergyDemand(:,1) Q];
Liquids = [LiquidDemand(:,1) Ql];
Electricity = [ElectricDemand(:,1) Qe];
IndustComb = [CombustionDemand(:,1) Qc];
% Save out the emissions and concentration data.
emit = [S Sm Stotal Sadjust];
concentration = [co2 ch4 co2e];
% Create a summary table of final key results
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ResultSummary = [co2e(time) Stotal(time) Sadjust(time) dT(time)
TotalCost(time)];
% Write out the key results.
xlswrite('ResourceForecast.xls',printq);
xlswrite('qdot.xls',qdot);
xlswrite('TotalCost.xls',TotalCost);
xlswrite('fval.xls',OptResult);
xlswrite('Temperature.xls',dT);
xlswrite('Energy.xls',Energy);
xlswrite('Liquids.xls',Liquids);
xlswrite('Reserves.xls',Reserves);
xlswrite('resourcecost.xls',resourcecost);
xlswrite('TotalResourceCost.xls',TotalResourceCost);
xlswrite('Emissions.xls',emit);
xlswrite('Concentrations.xls',concentration);
xlswrite('acreage.xls',acres);
xlswrite('retire.xls',retire);
xlswrite('varcosts.xls',VarCosts);
xlswrite('capcosts.xls',CapCosts);
xlswrite('forcing.xls',dF);
xlswrite('ResultSummary.xls',ResultSummary);
xlswrite('Electricity.xls',Electricity);
xlswrite('Indus-Combust.xls',IndustComb);
xlswrite('NominalResourceCost.xls',NominalResourceCost);
xlswrite('YearlNominalCost.xls',NominalCost);
xlswrite('TotalNominalCost.xls',TotalNominalCost);
% Create a special matrix of values for use in creating the figures.
figureq = [(qo+qoc) (qg+qge) (qc+qce+qct) (qbf+qbfc)];
figure(1)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,1));
title('Oil');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
figure(2)
plot(1:time,q(:,5));
title('Hydro');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of hydro(Terrawatts)');
figure(3)
plot(1:time,q(:,13));
title('Sulfur Injection');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of sulfur injection (million metric tons)');
figure(4)
plot(1:time,EnergyDemand(:,1),1:time,Q);
title('Energy Produced vs Energy Demand');
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xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Energy Demand','Energy Produced');
figure(5)
plot(1:time,dT(:,1));
title('Temperature Change');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Temperature Change (oC)');
figure(6)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,2));
title('Natural Gas');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Natural Gas(Trillion Cubic Feet)');
figure(7)
plot(1:time,q(:,4));
title('Nuclear');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Nuclear(Terrawatts)');
figure(8)
plot(1:time,Stotal(:,1));
title('Total Emissions');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Emissions (billion tons CO2-eq)');
figure(9)
plot(1:time,co2e(:,1));
title('Equivalent CO2');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Concentration (ppm CO2e)');
figure(10)
plot(1:time,dF(:,1));
title('Total Radiative Forcing');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Radiative Forcing (W/sq. meter)');
figure(11)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,3));
title('Coal');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal(million metric tons)');
figure(12)
plot(1:time,q(:,6));
title('Wind');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Wind(Terrawatts)');
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figure(13)
plot(1:time,q(:,7));
title('Geothermal');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Geothermal(Terrawatts)');
figure(14)
plot(1:time,q(:,8));
title('Solar-PV');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Solar-PV(Terrawatts)');
figure(15)
plot(1:time,q(:,9));
title('Solar-Thermal');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Solar-Thermal(Terrawatts)');
figure(16)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,4));
title('Biofuel');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Biofuel(trillion liters)');
figure(17)
plot(1:time,q(:,11));
title('Biomass');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Biomass(Terrawatts)');
figure(18)
plot(1:time,q(:,12));
title('Energy Efficiency');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Efficiency(EJ)');
figure(19)
plot(1:time,q(:,14));
title('Iron Seeding');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Iron Seeding (million metric tons)');
figure(20)
plot(1:time,q(:,15));
title('Tree Planting');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Tree Planting (million hectares)');
figure(21)
plot(1:time,qad(:,16));
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title('Sea Spray Geoengineering');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Sea Spray Injection (cubic meters per second)');
figure(22)
plot(1:time,LiquidDemand(:,1),1:time,Ql);
title('Liquid Energy Produced vs Liquid Energy Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Liquid Energy Demand','Liquid Fuels Produced');
figure(23)
plot(1:time,ElectricDemand(:,1),1:time,Qe);
title('Electricity Produced vs Minimumn Electric Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Electric Demand','Electricity Produced');
figure(24)
plot(1:time,CombustionDemand(:,1),1:time,Qc);
title('Combustion Energy Produced vs Industrial Combustion Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Industrial Combustion Demand','Combustion Energy Produced');
figure(25)
plot(1:time,qad(:,20));
title('Coal-to-Liquids');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal Converted to Liquid Fuel (million metric
tons)');
figure(26)
plot(1:time,qad(:,5));
title('Hydro (including reserves)');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of hydro(Terrawatts)');
figure(27)
plot(1:time,qad(:,7));
title('Geothermal (including reserves)');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Geothermal(Terrawatts)');
figure(28)
plot(1:time,q(:,25));
title('Natural Gas for Electricity');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Natural Gas(Trillion Cubic Feet)');
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figure(29)
plot(1:time,q(:,2));
title('Natural Gas for Combustion');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Natural Gas(Trillion Cubic Feet)');
figure(30)
plot(1:time,q(:,3));
title('Coal for Combustion');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal(million metric tons)');
figure(31)
plot(1:time,q(:,26));
title('Coal for Electricity');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal(million metric tons)');
figure(32)
plot(1:time,q(:,1));
title('Oil for Transportation');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
figure(33)
plot(1:time,q(:,24));
title('Oil for Combustion');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
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E.2. Code for Cumulative Emissions Limit.
ConstantsCMEM.m
function ConstantsCMEM
% All constants will be in a .mat file called "Plant".
% input length of time horizon (time), number of resources and
geoengineering
% options.
time = 100;
Plant.time = time;
TotalResources = 28;
% Need to include the extra variables
needed for the reserves
Plant.TotalResources = TotalResources;
Resources = 21; % Total actual resources, not including any
reserves.
Plant.Resources = Resources;
ReserveNumber = 7; % Total number of resources used for reserves.
Plant.ReserveNumber = ReserveNumber;

% define constants
Plant.TempLim =
2.0;
% Maximum global mean temperature rise
by end of the time horizon of study.
Plant.dis_rate =
.04;
% discount rate i (% shown as a
decimal)
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
% Needed to convert capital costs to
annual values.
Plant.tau1
= 394.4;
% First lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau2
= 36.54;
% Second lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau3
= 4.304;
% Third lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.a1
= 0.2173;
% First coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a2
= 0.2240;
% Second coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a3
= 0.2824;
% Third coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a4
= 0.2763;
% Fourth coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.taum
= 12.4;
% lifetime of methane in the
atmosphere (years)
Plant.taun
=
121;
% lifetime of N2O in the atmosphere
(years)
Plant.GWPm
=
34;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
methane.
Plant.GWPn
=
268;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
N2O
Plant.GWPs
=
-58;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
SO2 injection.
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Plant.co2i
=
375;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.ch4i
= 1750;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.n2oi
=
320;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.R
= 1E-4;
above actual energy demand.
Plant.Lp
=
3E3;
and biomass production plus

% initial
in ppm
% initial
in ppb
% initial
in ppb.
% desired

atmospheric CO2
atmospheric methane
atmospheric N2O
reserve margin over and

% total acreage available for biofuel
tree planting (million ha).

% Specify the carbon tax. Convert tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq to
% $ trillion/gram CO2-eq emitted in order to line up with the other
% units used in the code.
CarbonTax
=
0;
% Carbon tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq.
Plant.ctax = CarbonTax * 1E-18; % Conversion to $trillion/gram CO2eq.
Plant.cumemlimit = 3000; % Cummulative emissions limit over the
span of the simulation in gigatonnes (billion metric tons).
% Oil Parameters (billions of barrels)
Plant.Co
=
9.8E-2*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Co
=
xlsread('oilvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
a barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Co = Plant.Co;
%Plant.Ko
=
0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.Ko
=
3.38E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Ko
=
xlsread('oilcapcost.xls'); % capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Ko = Plant.Ko;
po
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.ko
=
5.80;
% conversion of billion bbl of oil to
EJ (EJ/ billion bbl)
Plant.etao
=
0.28;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
transportation needs.
Plant.etaoc
=
0.72;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lo
=
3.35E3;
% Oil reserves (billion barrels).
Plant.prodcapo =
100;
% Full annual oil production capacity
(billion barrels). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapo =
0.75;
% Ratio of total oil used over oil
reserves trigger to reduce oil production capacity as oil is used up.
Plant.Loa
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Loca
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
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Plant.lo
=
1;
% lead time for new oil field
development(years)
Plant.lambdao =
20;
% oil field lifetime
lambdao = Plant.lambdao;
Plant.so
=
3.56E14;
% CO2 emissions per billion barrels of
oil used (grams CO2/billion barrels)
Plant.som
= 3.48E11;
% methane emissions per billion
barrels of oil used (grams CH4/billion barrels)
Plant.tzo
=
23.27;
% Oil use at t=0 for transportation
transportation (billion barrels).
Plant.tzoc
=
5.0;
% oil use at t=0 for industrial
combustion combustion (billion barrels).
mino
=
15.0;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for transportation (billion barrels).
minoc
=
6.5;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for combustion (billion barrels).
AnnCapo = Ko * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdao)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Natural Gas Parameters (trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cg
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cg
= xlsread('gasvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cge
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cge
= xlsread('gaselecvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Cg = Plant.Cg;
Cge = Plant.Cge;
%Plant.Kg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Kg
=
6E-3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kg
= xlsread('gascapcost.xls'); % capital cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kg = Plant.Kg;
Plant.Kge
= 2.05E-2*ones(time,1); % capital cost of natural
gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kge
= xlsread('gaseleccapcost.xls'); % capital cost
of natural gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kge = Plant.Kge;
pg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.kg
=
1.06;
% conversion of natural gas to EJ (EJ/
trillion cubic feet)
Plant.etage
=
0.45;
% efficiency of burning natural gas to
produce electricity.
Plant.etag
=
0.77;
% efficiency of burning natural gas
for specific industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.Lg
=
2.284E4;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
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Plant.prodcapg =
350;
% Full annual gas production capacity
(trillion cubic feet). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapg =
0.75;
% Ratio of total gas used over gas
reserves trigger to reduce gas production capacity as gas is used up.
Plant.Lga
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lgea
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lg
=
1;
% lead time for new gas field
development(years)
Plant.lge
=
1;
% lead time for new combined cycle
electric plants (years).
Plant.lambdag =
50;
% gas field lifetime
lambdag = Plant.lambdag;
Plant.sg
=
5.35E13;
% CO2 emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CO2/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.sgm
=
5.31E11;
% methane emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CH4/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.tzg
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for industrial
combustion combustion (trillion cubic feet).
Plant.tzge
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for electricity
production (trillion cubic feet).
ming
=
1;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for combustion (trillion cubic feet).
minge
=
0.5;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for electricity (trillion cubic feet).
AnnCapg = Kg * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapge = Kge * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an annual
value.
% Coal Parameters (million metric tons)
Plant.Cc
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cc
=
xlsread('coalvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.Cce
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cce
=
xlsread('coalelecvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of coal for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Cc = Plant.Cc;
Cce = Plant.Cce;
Plant.Cct
= 6.07E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million metric
tons)
%Plant.Cct
= xlsread('coalliqvarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of coal converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million
metric tons)
Cct = Plant.Cct;
Plant.Kc
=
2.37E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
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%Plant.Kc
=
xlsread('coalcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kc = Plant.Kc;
Plant.Kce
=
2.46E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kce
=
xlsread('coaleleccapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kce = Plant.Kce;
Plant.Kct
=
1.99E-1*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal to
liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kct
=
xlsread('coalliqcapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal to liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kct = Plant.Kct;
pc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.kc
=
2.93E-2;
% conversion of coal to EJ (EJ/
million metric tons)
Plant.etace
=
0.36;
% efficiency of burning coal to
produce electrcity.
Plant.etac
=
0.79;
% efficiency of burning coal specific
industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.etact
=
0.16;
% efficiency of converting coal to
liquid fuel and using it for transportation fuel.
Plant.Lc
=
8.62E5;
% coal reserves (million metric tons).
Plant.prodcapc =
8000;
% Full annual coal production capacity
(million metric tons). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapc =
0.75;
% Ratio of total coal used over coal
reserves trigger to reduce coal production capacity as coal is used up.
Plant.Lca
=
300;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcea
=
600;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcta
=
2000;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lc
=
1;
% lead time for coal
development(years)
Plant.lct
=
5;
% lead time for coal to liquids plant
development (years)
Plant.lambdac =
50;
% coal mine, power plant, and coal to
liquids plant lifetime
lambdac = Plant.lambdac;
Plant.sc
=
2.05E12;
% CO2 emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CO2/million metric tons)
Plant.scm
=
4.04E9;
% methane emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CH4/million metric tons)
Plant.sct
=
1.34E12;
% Full "well to wheel" CO2-eq
emissions associated with coal to liquids for transport fuel (grams
CO2-eq/million metric tons)
Plant.tzc
=
1615;
% coal use at t=0 for industrial
combustion (million metric tons).
Plant.tzce
=
3088;
% coal use t=0 for electricity
production (million metric tons).
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Plant.tzct
=
0;
% coal use at t=0 for coal-to-liquids
production (million metric tons).
minc
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for combustion (million metric tons)
mince
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for electricity (million metric tons)
minct
=
4;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for coal-to-liquids (million metric tons)
Plant.Zc
=
4.53E-4*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
of a coal plant($trillion/million metric tons)
Zc = Plant.Zc;
AnnDecomc = Zc * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapc = Kc * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapce = (Kce * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate) ) + AnnDecomc; % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an
annual value.
AnnCapct = Kct * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of coal to liquids plant capital cost to an
annual value.
% Nuclear Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cn
=
0.263*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cn
=
xlsread('nukevarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cn = Plant.Cn;
Plant.Kn
=
2.3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kn
=
xlsread('nukecapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kn = Plant.Kn;
pn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kn
=
31.5;
% conversion of nuclear to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etan
=
0.91;
% Nuclear plant capacity factor.
Plant.Ln
=
2.89E3;
% Nuclear potential (TW-years of
energy). Value based on amount of nuclear fuel available without
reprocessing.
Plant.Lna
=
0.09;
% Amount of nuclear that can be added
each year (TW). Used to set bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.ln
=
6;
% lead time for nuclear plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdan =
50;
% nuclear plant lifetime
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
Plant.sn
=
6.5E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW-year of nuclear
used (grams CO2/TW-year). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzn
=
3.49E-1;
% installed nuclear capacity at t=0
(TW).
minn
=
1E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in nuclear
usage (TW).
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Plant.Zn
=
3.5E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
($trillion/Terrawat)
Zn = Plant.Zn;
AnnDecomn = Zn * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapn = (Kn * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomn; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Hydro Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Ch
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Ch
=
xlsread('hydrovarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Ch = Plant.Ch;
Plant.Kh
=
2.95*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Kh
=
xlsread('hydrocapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Kh = Plant.Kh;
ph
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
Plant.kh
=
31.5;
% conversion of terrawatt-y of hydro
to EJ (EJ/TW-y)
Plant.etah
=
0.40;
% hydro plant capacity factor
Plant.Lh
=
3.72;
% global hydro power potential (TW).
Plant.Lha
=
0.02;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual hydro use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lh
=
4;
% lead time for hydro plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdah =
75;
% hydro plant lifetime
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
Plant.sh
=
1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of hydro used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzh
=
0.7;
% installed hydro capacity at t=0
(TW).
minh
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in hydro
usage (TW).
Plant.Zh
=
8.85E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning cost of
hydro ($trillion/TW)
Zh = Plant.Zh;
AnnDecomh = Zh * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCaph = (Kh * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomh; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Wind Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of wind
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cw
=
xlsread('windvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of wind ($trillion/ TW-year)
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Cw = Plant.Cw;
Plant.Kw
=
2.25*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kw
=
xlsread('windcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
wind ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kw = Plant.Kw;
pw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kw
=
31.5;
% conversion of wind to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etaw
=
0.30;
% wind plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lw
=
196;
% wind potential (TW).
Plant.Lwa
=
0.1;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual wind use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lw
=
1;
% lead time for wind plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdaw =
25;
% wind plant lifetime
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
Plant.sw
=
1.2E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of wind used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzw
=
1.74E-2;
% global installed wind capacity at
t=0 (TW).
minw
=
1.0E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in wind
usage (TW).
AnnCapw = Kw * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdaw)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Geothermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cgt
=
xlsread('geothermvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cgt = Plant.Cgt;
Plant.Kgt
=
4.46*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kgt
=
xlsread('geothermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kgt = Plant.Kgt;
pgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of geothermal
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kgt
=
31.5;
% conversion of geothermal to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etagt
=
0.81;
% geothermal plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lgt
=
0.209;
% geothermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lgta
=
0.004;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual geothermal use limit for the
bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lgt
=
4;
% lead time for geothermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdagt =
25;
% geothermal plant lifetime
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
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Plant.sgt
=
9.1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of geothermal
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzgt
=
7.97E-3; % installed geothermal capacity at t=0
(TW).
mingt
=
1E-5; % allowable annual decrease in
geothermal usage (TW).
AnnCapgt = Kgt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdagt)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-PV Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Csp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Csp
=
xlsread('solarpvvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ TW-year)
Csp = Plant.Csp;
Plant.Ksp
=
4.21*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarPV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Ksp
=
xlsread('solarpvcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Ksp = Plant.Ksp;
psp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.ksp
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-PV to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etasp
=
0.20;
% solar-PV capacity factor.
Plant.Lsp
=
2.0;
% solar-PV potential (TW).
%Plant.Lspa
=
2;
% Annual solar-PV use limit. Used
for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lspa
=
5.0E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual solar-PV use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lsp
=
1;
% lead time for solar-PV plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdasp =
25;
% solar-PV lifetime
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
Plant.ssp
=
6E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solar-PV
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzsp
=
1.25E-3;
% global installed solar-PV capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minsp
=
1.0E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in solarPV usage (TW).
AnnCapsp = Ksp * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdasp)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-thermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%
Plant.Cst
=
xlsread('solarthermvarcost.xls');
%
variable cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cst = Plant.Cst;
Plant.Kst
=
5.11*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
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%Plant.Kst
=
xlsread('solarthermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kst = Plant.Kst;
pst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kst
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-thermal to EJ
(EJ/ Terrawatt)
Plant.etast
=
0.56;
% solar-thermal capacity factor.
Plant.Lst
=
1.39;
% solar-thermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lsta
=
2E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual solar-thermal use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lst
=
3;
% lead time for solar-thermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdast =
40;
% solar-thermal lifetime
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
Plant.sst
=
9E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solarthermal used (CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzst
=
3.54E-4;
% global installed solar-thermal
capacity at t=0 (TW).
minst
=
1.0E-6;
% allowable annual decrease in solarthermal usage (TW).
AnnCapst = Kst * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdast)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biofuel Parameters (Trillion Liters)
Plant.Cbf
=
6.57E-1*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Cbf
=
xlsread('biofuelvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Cbf = Plant.Cbf;
Plant.Kbf
=
0.536*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Kbf
=
xlsread('biofuelcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Kbf = Plant.Kbf;
pbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biofuel
($trillion/trillion liters)
Plant.kbf
=
34;
% conversion of biofuel to EJ
(EJ/trillion liters)
Plant.etabf
=
0.23;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
transportation.
Plant.etabfc
=
0.67;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lbf
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biofuel
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbfa
=
3.2;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biofuel limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbf
=
1;
% lead time for biofuel(years)
Plant.lambdabf =
30;
% biofuel plant lifetime
lambdabf = Plant.lambdabf;
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Plant.aebf
=
2.81E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/trillion liters)
Plant.sbf
=
1.40E15;
% CO2 emissions per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters)
Plant.sbfq
=
7.0E14;
% CO2 sequestered per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters). Only used in reserves
calculation
Plant.tzbf
=
1.81E-2;
% biofuel use at t=0 for
transportation (trillion liters).
Plant.tzbfc
=
2E-4;
% biofuel use at t=0 for industrial
combustion (trillion liters).
minbf
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for transportation (trillion liters).
minbfc
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for combustion (trillion liters)
AnnCapbf = Kbf * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabf)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biomass Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cbm
=
5.26E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biomass ($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Cbm
=
xlsread('biomassvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Cbm = Plant.Cbm;
Plant.Kbm
=
4.22*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Kbm
=
xlsread('biomasscapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Kbm = Plant.Kbm;
pbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
Plant.kbm
=
31.5;
% conversion of biomass to EJ (EJ/TW)
Plant.etabm
=
0.83;
% Biomass plant capacity factor
Plant.Lbm
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biomass
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbma
=
1E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biomass limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbm
=
1;
% lead time for biomass plant (years)
Plant.lambdabm =
20;
% biomass plant lifetime
lambdabm = Plant.lambdabm;
Plant.aebm
=
1.73E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/TW)
Plant.sbm
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 emissions per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW)
Plant.sbmq
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 sequestered per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW). Only used in reserves calculation
Plant.tzbm
=
3.58E-3;
% global biofuel production capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minbm
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biomass usage (TW).
AnnCapbm = Kbm * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabm)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% Energy Efficiency Parameters (EJ)
Plant.GDP
=
15.7;
% Starting year GDP. Use for energy
efficiency cost computation. (trillion dollars)
Plant.Ce
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ce = Plant.Ce;
Plant.Ke
=
1.57E-5*ones(time,1);
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
%Plant.Ke
=
xlsread('effcapcost.xls');
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
Ke = Plant.Ke;
pe
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs.
%Plant.Le
=
0.1*ones(time,1);
% Total available energy
efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.Le
=
xlsread('effamount.xls'); % Total available
energy efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.le
=
1;
% Lead time for energy efficiency.
Plant.lambdae =
15;
% Average lifetime of efficiency
measures before they need to be retrofitted.
lambdae = Plant.lambdae;
Plant.tze
=
1E-6;
% global energy efficiency at t=0.
mine
=
10;
% allowable annual energy efficiency
usage (EJ)
AnnCape = Ke * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdae)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sulfur Injection Parameters (Million metric tons SO2)
Plant.Cs
=
4.55E-4*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of
sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Cs
=
xlsread('sulfurvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Cs = Plant.Cs;
Plant.Ks
=
1.05E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sulfur
injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ks
=
xlsread('sulfurcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ks = Plant.Ks;
ps
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sulfur
injection
Plant.Ls
=
20;
% Limit in million metric tons based
on number of planes needed to replicate Mt. Pinatubo sulfur injection
Plant.Lsa
=
2;
% Allowable annual increase in sulfur
injection deployment.
Plant.ls
=
1;
% lead time for sulfur injection
(years)
Plant.lambdas
=
3;
% time sulfur injection remains
effective (years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdas2 =
50;
% lifetime of air tankers needed to
deploy the sulfur. Use this in the cost equation.
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lambdas2 = Plant.lambdas2;
Plant.ss
=
0.75;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sulfur injection (W/sq.meter/million metric tons)
Plant.tzs
=
1E-6; % global sulfur injection capacity at
t=0.
mins
=
1E6; % allowable annual decrease in sulfur
usage.
AnnCaps = Ks * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdas2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Iron Seeding Parameters (million Metric Tons)
Plant.Ci
=
6.75E-3*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of iron
seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ci
=
xlsread('ironvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ci = Plant.Ci;
Plant.Ki
=
5.8E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of new
ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
%Plant.Ki
=
xlsread('ironcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of new ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
Ki = Plant.Ki;
pi
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of iron
seeding.
Plant.Li
=
0.6;
% Limit on the amount of feasible
iron seeding (million metric tons).
Plant.Lia
=
0.05;
% Allowable annual increase in iron
seeding deployment.
Plant.li
=
1;
% lead time for iron seeding (years)
Plant.lambdai =
1;
% time iron seeding remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation.
Plant.lambdai2 =
30;
% life time of tankers (years). Use
in cost equations
lambdai2 = Plant.lambdai2;
Plant.si
=
1.02E16;
% CO2 sequestered per million metric
tons of iron seeding (grams CO2/milllion metric tons)
Plant.tzi
=
1E-6;
% global iron seeding capacity at
t=0.
mini
=
0.7;
% allowable decrease in iron seeding
usage.
AnnCapi = Ki * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdai2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Tree Planting Parameters (million ha)
Plant.Ct
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ct = Plant.Ct;
Plant.Kt
=
1.50E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of tree
planting ($trillion/million ha)
%Plant.Kt
=
xlsread('treescapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of tree planting ($trillion/million ha)
Kt = Plant.Kt;
pt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs
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Plant.Lt
=
3E3;
% Acreage available for tree planting
(million ha)
Plant.Lta
=
1;
% Limit on acreage of trees that can
be planted annually. Use to compute annual tree limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lt
=
1;
% Lead time for tree planting to take
effect
Plant.steep
=
1;
% Steepness parameter for the
logistic function .
steep = Plant.steep;
Plant.midpoint =
25;
% Midpoint of the logistic function.
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
dlogistic = exp((midpoint-1)*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint1)*steep))^2); % derivative of the logistic function at t = 1.
Plant.dlogistic = dlogistic;
Plant.lambdat =
70;
% time that tree planting stays
effective (years)
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
Plant.st
=
2.6E13;
% CO2 sequestered per million ha
(grams CO2/milllion ha)
Plant.tzt
=
50;
% global forest area at t=0 (million
ha).
mint
=
3E3;
% allowable annual reduction in tree
planting.
AnnCapt = Kt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdat)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sea Spray Cloud Enhancement Parameters (cu. meter/sec)
Plant.Css
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of sea
spray. Needed as a place-holder to form the matrices below
Css = Plant.Css;
Plant.Kss
=
1.04E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sea
spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
%Plant.Kss
=
xlsread('seaspraycapcost.xls');
% Capital
cost of sea spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
Kss = Plant.Kss;
pss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sea
spray
Plant.Lss
=
1;
% Limit based on declining
effectiveness of sea spray with increased rate (in cu. meter/sec).
% Max sea spray limit also set due
to its high equivalent emissions value that would otherwise cause bad
% results.
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Plant.Lssa
=
10;
% Allowable annual increase in sea
spray deployment
Plant.lss
=
1;
% lead time for sea spray based on
time to construct ships (years)
Plant.lambdass =
1;
% time sea spray remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdass2 =
10;
% lifetime of ships needed to deploy
the sea spray. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdass2 = Plant.lambdass2;
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Plant.ssf
=
8.22E-2;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sea spray (W/sq.meter/cu. meter per sec)
Plant.Ess
=
9.65E16;
% Equivalent emissions reduction
(grams CO2/cu meter per sec).
Plant.tzss
=
1E-6; % global sea spray capacity at t=0.
minss
=
100;
% allowable annual decrease in sea
spray usage.
AnnCapss = Kss * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdass2)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% create vectors of all the variable, penalty, capital, and annual
capital costs, the combined costs, & the lambda values.
VarCosts = [Co Cg Cc Cn Ch Cw Cgt Csp Cst Cbf Cbm Ce Cs Ci Ct Css
Co Cge Cce Cct Cbf];
Plant.VarCosts = VarCosts;
penalty = [po pg pc pn ph pw pgt psp pst pbf pbm pe ps pi pt pss po
pg pc pc pbf];
Plant.penalty = penalty;
AnnCosts = [AnnCapo AnnCapg AnnCapc AnnCapn AnnCaph AnnCapw
AnnCapgt AnnCapsp AnnCapst AnnCapbf AnnCapbm AnnCape AnnCaps AnnCapi
AnnCapt AnnCapss...
AnnCapo AnnCapge AnnCapce AnnCapct AnnCapbf];
Plant.AnnCosts = AnnCosts;
CapCosts = [Ko Kg Kc Kn Kh Kw Kgt Ksp Kst Kbf Kbm Ke Ks Ki Kt
Kss...
Ko Kge Kce Kct Kbf];
Plant.CapCosts = CapCosts;
Plant.T = VarCosts + AnnCosts + penalty;
% Total of variable plus annualized capital and decommissioning
costs.
Plant.lambda = [lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdan lambdah lambdaw
lambdagt lambdasp lambdast lambdabf lambdabm lambdae lambdas2 lambdai2
lambdat lambdass2...
lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdac lambdabf];
% Matrix of adjustments for any unrecovered annualized capital
costs
% due to resource usage peaking, then dropping off.
adjo
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
adjg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
adjc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjh
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
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adjsp
unrecovered
adjst
unrecovered
adjbf
unrecovered
adjbm
unrecovered
adje
unrecovered
adjs
unrecovered
adji
unrecovered
adjt
unrecovered
adjss
unrecovered
adjoc
unrecovered
adjge
unrecovered
adjce
unrecovered
adjct
unrecovered
adjbfc
unrecovered

=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due

0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/EJ).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million ha).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/cu.meter/sec).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).

Plant.adj = [adjo adjg adjc adjn adjh adjw adjgt adjsp adjst adjbf
adjbm adje adjs adji adjt adjss...
adjoc adjge adjce adjct adjbfc];

% Specify the capacities (not the actual values) of the energy and
geoengineering resources at time t=0 in order to
% determine what new incremental capacities are added in year 1 and
to
% insure that lead times for new resource additions are respected.
tzo = Plant.tzo;
tzoc = Plant.tzoc;
tzg = Plant.tzg;
tzge = Plant.tzge;
tzc = Plant.tzc;
tzce = Plant.tzce;
tzct = Plant.tzct;
tzn = Plant.tzn;
tzh = Plant.tzh;
tzw = Plant.tzw;
tzgt = Plant.tzgt;
tzsp = Plant.tzsp;
tzst = Plant.tzst;
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tzbf = Plant.tzbf;
tzbfc = Plant.tzbfc;
tzbm = Plant.tzbm;
tze = Plant.tze;
tzs = Plant.tzs;
tzi = Plant.tzi;
tzt = Plant.tzt;
tzss = Plant.tzss;
Plant.tzero = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm tze
tzs tzi tzt...
(tzo+tzoc) (tzg+tzge) (tzc+tzce+tzct) tzh tzgt
(tzbf+tzbfc) tzbm...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of initial values of the non-reserve resources used
to
% calculate the lower bound LoB at each time step.
Plant.initial = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm
tze tzs tzi tzt...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of minimum values of resources at t=0.
Plant.min = [mino ming minc minn minh minw mingt minsp minst minbf
minbm mine mins mini mint minss...
minoc minge mince minct minbfc];
% Specify the initial values of oil(transport), natural
gas(combustion), coal(combustion), nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, biofuel(transport), biomass,
energy efficiency,
% sulfur injection, iron seeding, tree planting, reserve oil,
reserve gas,
% reserve coal, reserve hydro, reserve geothermal, reserve biofuel,
% reserve biomass, oil(combustion), gas(electric), coal(electric),
% coal(transport), and biofuel(combustion)(in that order) for use
in the optimization algorithm.
R = Plant.R;
Plant.StartingValue = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf
tzbm tze tzs tzi tzt...
(R*(tzo+tzoc)) (R*(tzg+tzge)) (R*(tzc+tzce+tzct)) (R*tzh)
(R*tzgt) (R*(tzbf+tzbfc)) (R*tzbm) tzss tzoc tzge...
tzce tzct tzbfc];
% set up vectors of each resource and
their values can be
% stored at the end of each time step
% calculations. Since we are looking
% contain 100 entries. Also set up a
the
% the computed energy.
Plant.qo = zeros(time,1);
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geoengineering option so that
and be available for later
100 years, each vector will
vector for keeping track of

Plant.qg = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qn = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qh = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qw = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qsp = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qst = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbf = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbm = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qe = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qs = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qi = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qor = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qcr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qhr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgtr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbmr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qss = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qoc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qge = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qce = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qct = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfc = zeros(time,1);

%
%
%
%

oil held as energy reserves
natural gas held as energy reserves
coal held as energy reserves
hydro held as energy reserves
% geothermal held as energy reserves
% biofuel held as energy reserves
% biomass held as energy reserves

% Form full array of the final resource values.
Plant.q = zeros(time,TotalResources);
% Set up matrix to keep track of how much of each resource was
% incrementally added at each time step (both due to increased
resource need and
% resources reaching the end of their service lives). Also set up
a
% matrix to track of how much resource is retiring (including
resources
% that were used for reserves).
Plant.qdot = zeros(time,Resources); % change in resources combines
changes due to deployment and reserves.
Plant.retire = zeros(time,Resources); % amount of resources
reaching the end of their service lives.
% Set up matrix of final resource values with the resources reordered
% so that subcomponents are grouped together. This is just for
% ease of reading the Excel printouts.
Plant.printq = zeros(time,TotalResources);
Plant.Q = ones(time,1);

% Total of all energy produced
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Plant.Ql = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Qe = ones(time,1);
% Total
electricity.
Plant.Qc = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Reserves = ones(time,1);
%
step

energy produced from liquid
energy produced from
energy produced from combustion
Energy reserves at each time

% Set up additional vectors to keep track of overall emissions (S),
CO2
% concentration (c), radiative forcing (dF, dFco2, dFsulfur,
dFseaspray),
% temperature change (dT),
% and total cost. Set the concentration co2
% initially equal to the initial atmospheric CO2 concentration to
avoid
% possible divide by zero and square root problems.
Plant.S = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2 emissions in grams
Plant.Sm = zeros(time,1); % Total methane emissions in grams
Plant.Sn = zeros(time,1); % N2O emissions in CO2-eq.
Plant.Stotal = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effects of tree planting and iron seeding.
Plant.Sadjust = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effect of sulfur geoengineering.
Plant.Scummul = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of cummulative CO2-eq
emissions, including effect of sulfur and sea spray geoengineering.
Plant.ActualS = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of actual net cumulative
CO2-eq emissions. Includes effects of trees and iron seeding.
Plant.co2 = Plant.co2i * ones(time,1); % CO2 concentrations (ppm)
Plant.ch4 = Plant.ch4i * ones(time,1); % CH4 concentrations (ppb)
Plant.n2o = Plant.n2oi * ones(time,1); % N2O concentrations (ppb)
Plant.co2e = zeros(time,1); % Equivalent CO2 concentration in ppm
after including effects of CH4 & any sulfur injection.
Plant.emitdecayCO2 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CO2
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayCH4 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CH4
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayN2O = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each N2O
emissions pulse
Plant.dco2 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CO2 concentration in ppm
Plant.dch4 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CH4 concentration in ppb
Plant.dn2o = zeros(time,1); % Change in N2O concentration in ppb
Plant.dF = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFco2 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFch4 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFn2o = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFsulfur = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFseaspray = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dT = zeros(time,1);
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Plant.Filename = 'Toy_Problem_Plant';
plant data file
save(Plant.Filename,'Plant');

% designate name for the

constraintsCMEM.m
function [c, ceq] =
constraintsCMEM(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalT
rees,...
demand,liquid,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc,caph,capgt,capb
f,capbm,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc)
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
% Limit parameters
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Ln = Plant.Ln;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lp = Plant.Lp;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
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lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
R = Plant.R;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
tzero = Plant.tzero;
% resource and resource additions matrices
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qhr = Plant.qhr;
qgtr = Plant.qgtr;
qdot = Plant.qdot;
retire = Plant.retire;
% emissions parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
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sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;

tau1 = Plant.tau1;
tau2 = Plant.tau2;
tau3 = Plant.tau3;
a1 = Plant.a1;
a2 = Plant.a2;
a3 = Plant.a3;
a4 = Plant.a4;
taum = Plant.taum;
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPn = Plant.GWPn;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
cumemlimit = Plant.cumemlimit;
Scummul = Plant.Scummul;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
Sn = Plant.Sn;
% Initialize the adjustment variables.
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;
% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental amount of
nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
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% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
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if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
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end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
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adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
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adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end
% Force certain non-renewable resources to zero if the resource
amounts
% are nearly used up. Needed so that algorithm does not
prematurely
% stop due to residual amounts of the resource still coming up due
to
% algorithm tolerances. Values cannot be exactly zero or right on
the
% limit. Otherwise, the algorithm will have problems solving the
% matrices.
if TotalOil > 0.999 * Lo
x(1) = 0.001;
x(16) = 0.001;
x(24) = 0.001;
Lo = Lo + 10;
end
if TotalGas > 0.999 * Lg
x(2) = 0.001;
x(17) = 0.001;
x(25) = 0.001;
Lg = Lg +10;
end
if TotalCoal > 0.999 * Lc
x(3) = 0.001;
x(18) = 0.001;
x(26) = 0.001;
x(27) = 0.001;
Lc = Lc + 10;
end
if TotalNuclear > 0.999 * Ln
x(4) = 0.001;
Ln = Ln + 10;
end
% Bring in the accumulated level of emissions from the prior time
steps.
% If t = 0, then set the prior accumulated amount of emissions to 0.
This
% includes the effects of geoengineering.
if t == 1;
cumem = 0;
else
cumem = Scummul(t-1);
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end
% Specify the inequality constraints: resources less than resource
limits
% and temperature rise less than the specified limit.
c = [(TotalOil + x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - Lo);
% Check to make sure
oil is not used up
(x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - prodlimo);
% Check to make sure
oil does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalGas + x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - Lg);
% Check to make sure
gas is not used up
(x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - prodlimg);
% Check to make sure
gas does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalCoal + x(3) + x(18)+ x(26) + x(27) - Lc); % Check to
make sure coal is not used up
(x(3) + x(18) + x(26) + x(27) - prodlimc); % Check to make
sure coal does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalNuclear + (x(4)*etan) - Ln); % Check to make sure
nuclear is not used up
(((x(10) + x(21)+ x(28))*aebf) + ((x(11) + x(22))*aebm*etabm)
+ x(15) + TotalTrees - Lp); % Check to make sure biofuel, biomass, and
tree planting are within available acreage
(liquid - (x(1)*etao*ko) - (x(10)*etabf*kbf) (x(27)*etact*kc) - (x(12)*(liquid/demand))); % Check to insure that
amount of oil and biofuel is enough to meet liquid energy demand (ie
liquid demand <= oil+biofuel)
% Check to make sure that amount of electric energy produced
is at
% least equal to the minimum required. Note that the portion
of energy efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio
of final
% electrical energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(electric - (x(25)*etage*kg) - (x(26)*etace*kc) (x(4)*etan*kn) - (x(5)*etah*kh) - (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
- (x(7)*etagt*kgt) - (x(8)*etasp*ksp) - (x(9)*etast*kst) (x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
- (x(12)*(electric/demand)));
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on
the ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(combustion - (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) - (x(24)*etaoc*ko) (x(2)*etag*kg)...
- (x(3)*etac*kc) - (x(28)*etabfc*kbf));
(x(5) + x(19) - caph); % insure that added hydro including
reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(7) + x(20) - capgt); % insure that added geothermal
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(10) + x(21) + x(28) - capbf); % insure that added biofuel
including reserves does not exceed capacity
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(x(11) + x(22) - capbm); % insure that added biomass including
reserves does not exceed capacity
% The following is the cummlative emissions limit, including
the effects of
% geoengineering. Computation includes conversion of
emissions
% from grams to billion metric tonnes (1 gram = 1E-15 billion
tonnes). Convert sulfur injection
% from a million metric tonnes to a billion metric tonnes.
Note
% that GWPs is a negative value, so there is a '+' sign in
front
% of the expression for the sulfur injection.
( (1E-15 * (
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sct*x(27))+(sn*(
x(4)-adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt)) ) )...
+ (GWPm * 1E-15 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
))) + (1E-15 *Sn(t)) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs))...
- (Ess * 1E-15 * (x(23)+prevss)) + cumem - cumemlimit )];

% Specify the equality constraint that the energy demand must be
met, including the sub-demand for reserves.
ceq = [((x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12) ...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf) - demand); % Constraint to meet
total demand
(((x(16)+prevoilr)*etao*ko) + ((x(17)+prevgasr)*etag*kg) +
((x(18)+prevcoalr)*etac*kc) + (x(19)*etah*kh)...
+ (x(20)*etagt*kgt) + ((x(21)+prevbiofuelr)*etabf*kbf) +
((x(22)+prevbiomassr)*etabm*kbm) - (R*demand))]; % Constraint to meet
the reserves requirement

objectiveCMEM.m
function f = objectiveCMEM(x,Plant,t)
% Load in the cost data coming from the
% Constants.m file.
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T = Plant.T;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
adj = Plant.adj;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
so = Plant.so;
som = Plant.som;
sg = Plant.sg;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
sc = Plant.sc;
scm = Plant.scm;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Specification of the actual objective function which is simply
the
%
%
%
%
%

total cost of all the energy and geoengineering resources.
Cost of reserves is captured in the capital cost of the reserve
resources. Assume that reserves incur no variable costs.
Note that the energy efficiency cost is a function of that year's
GDP.

f = (x(1)*T(t,1)) + (x(2)*T(t,2)) + (x(3)*T(t,3)) + (x(4)*T(t,4)) +
(x(5)*T(t,5)) + (x(6)*T(t,6)) + (x(7)*T(t,7)) + (x(8)*T(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*T(t,9)) + (x(10)*T(t,10)) + (x(11)*T(t,11)) +
(x(12)*T(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*T(t,13)) + (x(14)*T(t,14)) +
(x(15)*T(t,15)) + (x(23)*T(t,16))...
+ (x(1)*adj(t,1)) + (x(2)*adj(t,2)) + (x(3)*adj(t,3)) +
(x(4)*adj(t,4)) + (x(5)*adj(t,5)) + (x(6)*adj(t,6)) + (x(7)*adj(t,7)) +
(x(8)*adj(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*adj(t,9)) + (x(10)*adj(t,10)) + (x(11)*adj(t,11)) +
(x(12)*adj(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*adj(t,13)) + (x(14)*adj(t,14)) +
(x(15)*adj(t,15)) + (x(23)*adj(t,16))...
+ (x(16)*AnnCosts(t,1)) + (x(17)*AnnCosts(t,2)) +
(x(18)*AnnCosts(t,3)) + (x(19)*AnnCosts(t,5)) +
(x(20)*AnnCosts(t,7))...
+ (x(21)*AnnCosts(t,10)) + (x(22)*AnnCosts(t,11))...
+ (x(24)*T(t,17)) + (x(25)*T(t,18)) + (x(26)*T(t,19))+
(x(27)*T(t,20)) + (x(28)*T(t,21))...
+ (x(24)*adj(t,17)) + (x(25)*adj(t,18)) + (x(26)*adj(t,19)) +
(x(27)*adj(t,20)) + (x(28)*adj(t,21))...
+ (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*(x(1)+x(24))) +
(ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));

ToyOptCMEM.m
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
load('Toy_Problem_Plant.mat');
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% Specify number of years in the time horizon.
time = Plant.time;
% Specify the number of resources, reserves, & geoengineeering options
TotalResources = Plant.TotalResources;
Resources = Plant.Resources;
ReserveNumber = Plant.ReserveNumber;
% load in the forecasted energy demands and GWP
EnergyDemand = xlsread('f.xls');
LiquidDemand = xlsread('liquid.xls');
ElectricDemand = xlsread('electric.xls');
CombustionDemand = xlsread('combustion.xls');
CH4NE = xlsread('CH4-NE.xls');
N2O = xlsread('N2O.xls');
% Provide initial resource and geoengineering values.
% Initial amounts of oil, hydro, & sulfur injection (from SRES A2
Message scenario).
StartingValue = Plant.StartingValue;
% Bring in the variables needed for the computations.
Q = Plant.Q;
Ql = Plant.Ql;
Qe = Plant.Qe;
Qc = Plant.Qc;
Reserves = Plant.Reserves;
qo = Plant.qo;
qg = Plant.qg;
qc = Plant.qc;
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qbf = Plant.qbf;
qbm = Plant.qbm;
qe = Plant.qe;
qs = Plant.qs;
qi = Plant.qi;
qt = Plant.qt;
qor = Plant.qor; % oil held as energy reserves
qgr = Plant.qgr; % natural gas held as energy reserves
qcr = Plant.qcr; % coal held as energy reserves
qhr = Plant.qhr; % hydro held as energy reserves
qgtr = Plant.qgtr; % geothermal held as energy reserves
qbfr = Plant.qbfr; % biofuel held as energy reserves
qbmr = Plant.qbmr; % biomass held as energy reserves
qss = Plant.qss;
qoc = Plant.qoc;
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qge = Plant.qge;
qce = Plant.qce;
qct = Plant.qct;
qbfc = Plant.qbfc;
q = Plant.q;
% matrix of all energy and geoengineering
resources.
qdot = Plant.qdot; % matrix of all resource additions at each time
step.
retire = Plant.retire; % matrix of resources reaching the end of
their service lives.
lambda = Plant.lambda; % matrix of resource lifetimes.
tzero = Plant.tzero;
min = Plant.min;
printq = Plant.printq; % reordered matrix of q values for easier
reading in Excel printouts.
R = Plant.R; % for reserves computations.
cumemlimit = Plant.cumemlimit;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPn = Plant.GWPn;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
S = Plant.S;
Sm = Plant.Sm;
Sn = Plant.Sn;
Stotal = Plant.Stotal;
Sadjust = Plant.Sadjust;
Scummul = Plant.Scummul;
ActualS = Plant.ActualS;
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
n2o = Plant.n2o;
emitdecayCO2 = Plant.emitdecayCO2;
emitdecayCH4 = Plant.emitdecayCH4;
emitdecayN2O = Plant.emitdecayN2O;
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dn2o = Plant.dn2o;
dF = Plant.dF;
dFco2 = Plant.dFco2;
dFch4 = Plant.dFch4;
dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
dFsulfur = Plant.dFsulfur;
dFseaspray = Plant.dFseaspray;
dT = Plant.dT;
% Resource limits.
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lna = Plant.Lna;
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Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lha = Plant.Lha;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lwa = Plant.Lwa;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lgta = Plant.Lgta;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lspa = Plant.Lspa;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lsta = Plant.Lsta;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbfa = Plant.Lbfa;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Lbma = Plant.Lbma;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Lta = Plant.Lta;
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Loca = Plant.Loca;
Lgea = Plant.Lgea;
Lcea = Plant.Lcea;
Lcta = Plant.Lcta;
Lsa = Plant.Lsa;
Lia = Plant.Lia;
Lssa = Plant.Lssa;
% Fossil
prodcapo
prodcapg
prodcapc
trigcapo
trigcapg
trigcapc

fuel production capacity parameters
= Plant.prodcapo;
= Plant.prodcapg;
= Plant.prodcapc;
= Plant.trigcapo;
= Plant.trigcapg;
= Plant.trigcapc;

% emissions and forcing parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
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ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;
tau1 = Plant.tau1;
tau2 = Plant.tau2;
tau3 = Plant.tau3;
a1 = Plant.a1;
a2 = Plant.a2;
a3 = Plant.a3;
a4 = Plant.a4;
taum = Plant.taum;
taun = Plant.taun;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
steep = Plant.steep;
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
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% Lead time parameters
lo = Plant.lo;
lg = Plant.lg;
lge = Plant.lge;
lc = Plant.lc;
ln = Plant.ln;
lh = Plant.lh;
lw = Plant.lw;
lgt = Plant.lgt;
lsp = Plant.lsp;
lst = Plant.lst;
lbf = Plant.lbf;
lbm = Plant.lbm;
ls = Plant.ls;
li = Plant.li;
lt = Plant.lt;
lss = Plant.lss;
lct = Plant.lct;
% Cost parameters
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
T = Plant.T;
VarCosts = Plant.VarCosts;
penalty = Plant.penalty;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
CapCosts = Plant.CapCosts;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
Zc = Plant.Zc;
Zn = Plant.Zn;
Zh = Plant.Zh;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Since the total of non-renewable resources (including nuclear)used
over the entire period must be less than the
% limit, specify a variable to keep track of the total used so that the
% constraint equation can be checked appropriately.
TotalOil = 0;
TotalGas = 0;
TotalCoal = 0;
TotalNuclear = 0;
TotalTrees = 0;
%TotalTrees = tzero(15);
% Initialize a set of counters used in the computations for when oil,
gas,
% and coal capacities must be reduced as these resources are used up.
capoilcounter = 0;
capgascounter = 0;
capcoalcounter = 0;
% Set up the variables to reduce the effects of previously deployed
% geoengineering over time to account for their decaying efffectiveness
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% over time. Decay rate is based on each geoengineering's lifetime
(i.e
% lambda) value. Assume 0.1% effectiveness after lambda years.
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdass = Plant.lambdass;
% Set up the matrices that track how each geoengineering deployment
adjusts
% over time. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray.
pulses = zeros(time,1);
pulsei = zeros(time,1);
pulset = zeros(time,1);
pulsess = zeros(time,1);
% initialize variable that tracks how much geoegineering has been
% previously deployed. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray.
prevs = 0;
previ = 0;
prevt = 0;
prevss = 0;
% Form an array of the final resources with reserves combined in with
% the resource amounts used to meet the energy needs.
qad = zeros(time,Resources);
% matrix to store results of the optimization algorithm
OptResult = zeros(100,1);
% Set the initial starting point for the fmincon optimization to the
initial assumed starting values of the
% energy and geoengineering options.
x0 = StartingValue;
% Set up cost matrices
TotalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total costs up to time t (as a
net present value).
YearlyCost = zeros(time,1); % Total costs for each year (as a net
present value).
TotalResourceCost = zeros(time,1); % Variable to help trouble-shoot the
cost problem in the code.
resourcecost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track yearly cost of
each resource (as a net present value).
NominalResourceCost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track nomimal
yearly cost of each resource (not discounted).
NominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Total nominal costs for year year (not
discounted).
TotalNominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total nominal costs up
to time t (not discounted).
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% Set up matrix for acreage used for tree planting geoengineering,
biomass,
% and biofuel production
acres = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the constant needed for the N2O radiative forcing
% computations
n2oconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((270*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*270*((722*ch4i)^1.52)));
% Set up variables to account for resources that have already been
deployed
% for reserves so that the calculations for how much of the resources
have
% been used will not over count the reserves. This does not apply to
hydro
% or geothermal since they are capacity based resources and capacity
needs
% to be accounted for at each time step.
prevoilr = 0;
prevgasr = 0;
prevcoalr = 0;
prevbiofuelr = 0;
prevbiomassr = 0;
for t = 1:time;
iteration = t
% We wish to minimize the total cost of supplying the energy, so
this
% becomes the objective function.
% Set up the vector for the resources to be used in the objective
% function. Syntax for fmincon appears to want the variables
specified
% as x's.
x = ones(1,TotalResources);
% Specify the constraint functions: Energy demand must be met,
% resources must be within their limits, and temperature rise must
be
% within the specified limit.
demand = EnergyDemand(t);
liquid = LiquidDemand(t);
electric = ElectricDemand(t);
combustion = CombustionDemand(t);
% Compute the concentration of N2O at the given time step.

Since

this
% assumed not to change due to the energy resources deployed, this
% value is computed all the way up to time t. Equation converts
grams
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% of N2O emitted to ppb.
for y = 1:t
emitdecayN2O(y) = 1.278E-13 * (N2O(y) * exp((y-t)/taun));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed N2O
pulses.
dn2o(t) = sum(emitdecayN2O(1:(t))); % Resulting change in N2O
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial N2O
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
n2o(t) = n2oi + dn2o(t); % N2O concentration (ppb)
Plant.dn2o = dn2o;
Plant.n2o = n2o;
% Compute resulting radiative forcing due to N2O. Update Plant so
the
% value an be accessed in other parts of the code.
dFn2o(t) = (0.12 * (sqrt(n2o(t)) - sqrt(270))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*n2o(t)*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^1.52)))) + n2oconst;
Plant.dFn2o = dFn2o;
% Compute the CO2-eq emissions of the N2O emissions (in grams).
Update
% Plant so the value can be accessed by other part of the code.
Sn(t) = GWPn * N2O(t);
Plant.Sn = Sn;

% Adjust the effective amounts of previously deployed
geoengineering.
% Sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray follow an
exponential
% decay. Tree planting varies according to the derivative of the
% logistic function. Note that the exponents are set so as to
yield
% negative values. The 0.145 factor is designed to yield a value
of
% 0.001 for the exponential term after lambda years.
for v = 1:t
pulses(v) = qs(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdas));
pulsei(v) = qi(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdai));
pulset(v) = qt(v) * exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep)/((1 +
exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep))^2); % t-v yields the amount of time the
trees have been planted.
pulsess(v) = qss(v)*exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdass));
end
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% Update the variables that specify the prior effects of the
% geoengineering so that they can be used in the emissions
% calculations below.
prevs = sum(pulses(1:t));
previ = sum(pulsei(1:t));
prevt = sum(pulset(1:t)) + (tzero(15) * exp((midpoint(t+1))*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint-(t+1))*steep))^2));
prevss = sum(pulsess(1:t));
% Update the retire matrix
for m = 1:Resources
if t == lambda(m) + 1;
retire(t,m) = tzero(m);
end
if t > lambda(m) +1
retire(t,m) = qdot(t-lambda(m),m);
end
end
% update Plant version of retire so correct values are passed
to
% the optimization algorithm.
Plant.retire = retire;
% Check the previous reserve amounts to make sure that they do not
exceed the amount
% of reserves required at this time step. If they do, prorate the
% previous reserves down to match the needed reserves.
totalreserv = (prevoilr*etao*ko) + (prevgasr*etag*kg) +
(prevcoalr*etac*kc)...
+ (prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf) +
(prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm);
if totalreserv > R*demand
prevoilr =
prevoilr*((R*demand*prevoilr*etao*ko)/totalreserv);
prevgasr =
prevgasr*((R*demand*prevgasr*etag*kg)/totalreserv);
prevcoalr =
prevcoalr*((R*demand*prevcoalr*etac*kc)/totalreserv);
prevbiofuelr =
prevbiofuelr*((R*demand*prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf)/totalreserv);
prevbiomassr =
prevbiomassr*((R*demand*prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm)/totalreserv);
end
%
%
step.
%
coded
%

Create the lower bound matrix based on limiting how much each
resource can decrease from the value it had at the prior time
Reserve resources still need a lower bound of 0.
into the LoB matrix below.
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That is hard-

initial = Plant.initial; % Initial values of the non-reserve
resources.
LoB = zeros(1,Resources); % matrix of lower bounds for non-reserve
resources
% Create a matrix of just the non-reserve resources for use in the
% Lower Bound (LoB) calculation.
qmin = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe qs qi qt qss qoc
qge qce qct qbfc];
for d = 1:Resources
if t == 1
LoB(d) = initial(d) - min(d);
else
LoB(d) = qmin(t-1,d) - min(d);
end
if LoB(d) < 0
LoB(d) = 0;
end
end
% Check to see if the time step is less than the lead time of each
% resource. If yes, then the amount of resource that can be added
is
%
added
%
%
%
the
%

limited to the time t=0 capacity. If not,then resources can be
up
to the total available resource amount.
For oil, gas, and coal, check to see if the total amount used is
above the trigger level. If so, reduce the allowable amount of
resource that can be used as the resource is used up.

if t <= lo
capo = tzero(1);
capoc = tzero(24);
else
capo = qo(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loa;
capoc = qoc(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loca;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) <= trigcapo
prodlimo = prodcapo;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) > trigcapo
capoilcounter = capoilcounter + 1;
if capoilcounter == 1
oilcap = qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1);
prodlimo = oilcap;
elseif capoilcounter > 1
prodlimo = oilcap * (1 - (TotalOil/Lo))/(1 - trigcapo);
if prodlimo < 0
prodlimo = 0;
end
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if min(1) < ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(1) = 0.95 * (qo(t-1) - ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(1) < 0
LoB(1) = 0;
end
if min(17) < ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(17) = 0.95 * (qoc(t-1) - ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) +
qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(17) < 0
LoB(17) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lg
capg = tzero(2);
capge = tzero(25);
else
capg = qg(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lga;
capge = qge(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lgea;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) <= trigcapg
prodlimg = prodcapg;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) > trigcapg
capgascounter = capgascounter + 1;
if capgascounter == 1
gascap = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
prodlimg = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
elseif capgascounter > 1
prodlimg = gascap * (1 - (TotalGas/Lg))/(1 - trigcapg);
if prodlimg < 0
prodlimg = 0;
end
if min(2) < ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(2) = 0.95 * (qg(t-1) - ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(2) < 0
LoB(2) = 0;
end
if min(18) < ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
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LoB(18) = 0.95 * (qge(t-1) - ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) +
qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(18) < 0
LoB(18) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lc
capc = tzero(3);
capce = tzero(26);
else
capc = qc(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lca;
capce = qce(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lcea;
if capc > prodcapc
capc = prodcapc;
end
end
if t <= lct
capct = tzero(27);
else
capct = qct(t-1) + Lcta;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) <= trigcapc
prodlimc = prodcapc;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) > trigcapc
capcoalcounter = capcoalcounter + 1;
if capcoalcounter == 1
coalcap = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
prodlimc = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
elseif capcoalcounter > 1
prodlimc = coalcap * (1 - (TotalCoal/Lc))/(1 - trigcapc);
if prodlimc < 0
prodlimc = 0;
end
if min(3) < ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(3) = 0.95 * (qc(t-1) - ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(3) < 0
LoB(3) = 0;
end
if min(19) < ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
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LoB(19) = 0.95 * (qce(t-1) qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(19) < 0
LoB(19) = 0;
end
if min(20) < ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1)
LoB(20) = 0.95 * (qct(t-1) qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1)
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(20) < 0
LoB(20) = 0;
end
end
end

if t <= ln
capn = tzero(4);
else
capn = Lna + qn(t-1);
end

if t <= lh
caph = tzero(5);
else
caph = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) + Lha;
if caph > Lh
caph = Lh;
end
end
if t <= lw
capw = tzero(6);
else
capw = qw(t-1) + Lwa;
if capw > Lw
capw = Lw;
end
end
if t <= lgt
capgt = tzero(7);
else
capgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) + Lgta;
if capgt > Lgt
capgt = Lgt;
end
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((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +

+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
+ qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
+ qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +

end
if t <= lsp
capsp = tzero(8);
else
capsp = qsp(t-1) + Lspa;
if capsp > Lsp
capsp = Lsp;
end
end
if t <= lst
capst = tzero(9);
else
capst = qst(t-1) + Lsta;
if capst > Lst
capst = Lst;
end
end
if t <= lbf
capbf = tzero (10) + tzero (28);
else
capbf = qbf(t-1) + qbfc(t-1) + qbfr(t-1) + Lbfa;
if capbf > Lbf/aebf
capbf = Lbf/aebf;
end
end
if t <= lbm
capbm = tzero(11);
else
capbm = qbm(t-1) + qbmr(t-1) + Lbma;
if capbm > Lbm/aebm
capbm = Lbm/aebm;
end
end

if t <= ls
caps = tzero(13);
else
caps = qs(t-1) + Lsa;
if caps > Ls
caps = Ls;
end
end
if t <= li
capi = tzero(14);
else
capi = qi(t-1) + Lia;
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if capi > Li
capi = Li;
end
end
if t <= lt
capt = tzero(15);
else
capt = qt(t-1) + Lta;
if capt > Lt
capt = Lt;
end
end
if t <= lss
capss = tzero(23);
else
capss = qss(t-1) + Lssa;
if capss > Lss
capss = Lss;
end
end

% Set the bound constraints using the optimization tool format.
The bound
% constraints are the min/max limits on the energy and
geoengineering
% resources. Assume a large upper bound for the non-renewables,
then take care of
% insuring that the total oil used over the simulation is within
limits
% by using the inequality constraint in constraints.m. Lower
bounds for
% reserves and geoengineering resources are set to zero.
lb = [LoB(1) LoB(2) LoB(3) LoB(4) LoB(5) LoB(6) LoB(7) LoB(8)
LoB(9) LoB(10) LoB(11) LoB(12) 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LoB(17) LoB(18) LoB(19) LoB(20) LoB(21)];
ub = [capo capg capc capn caph capw capgt capsp capst capbf capbm
(Le(t)*demand) caps capi capt capo capg capc caph capgt capbf capbm
capss...
capoc capge capce capct capbf];
% Invoke the fmincon (constrained nonlinear optimizer) tool from
the
% MATLAB optimization toolkit.
% The x values returned from fmincon are the energy and
geoengineering
% resource values.
% fval is the value of the objective function, which
% is the total cost at time t in this case.
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options = optimset('Algorithm','interiorpoint','MaxFunEvals',1.5E4);
[x,fval] =
fmincon(@(x)objectiveCMEM(x,Plant,t),x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@(x)constrain
tsCMEM(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTrees,...;
demand,liquid,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc,caph,capgt,capb
f,capbm,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc),options);
OptResult(t) = fval;
% Read out and store the energy and geoengineering resource values,
including those for the reserves.
% Also update the Plant parameters model.
qo(t) = x(1); % oil
qg(t) = x(2); % natural gas
qc(t) = x(3); % coal
qn(t) = x(4); % nuclear
qh(t) = x(5); % hydro
qw(t) = x(6); % wind
qgt(t) = x(7); % geothermal
qsp(t) = x(8); % solar-PV
qst(t) = x(9); % solar-thermal
qbf(t) = x(10); % biofuel
qbm(t) = x(11); % biomass
qe(t) = x(12); % energy efficiency
qs(t) = x(13); % sulfur injection
qi(t) = x(14); % iron seeding
qt(t) = x(15); % tree planting
qor(t) = x(16); % reserve oil
qgr(t) = x(17); % reserve natural gas
qcr(t) = x(18); % reserve coal
qhr(t) = x(19); % reserve hydro
qgtr(t) = x(20); % reserve geothermal
qbfr(t) = x(21); % reserve biofuel
qbmr(t) = x(22); % reserve biomass
qss(t) = x(23);
qoc(t) = x(24);
qge(t) = x(25);
qce(t) = x(26);
qct(t) = x(27);
qbfc(t) = x(28);
Plant.qo = qo;
Plant.qg = qg;
Plant.qc = qc;
Plant.qn = qn;
Plant.qh = qh;
Plant.qw = qw;
Plant.qgt = qgt;
Plant.qsp = qsp;
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Plant.qst = qst;
Plant.qbf = qbf;
Plant.qbm = qbm;
Plant.qe = qe;
Plant.qs = qs;
Plant.qi = qi;
Plant.qt = qt;
Plant.qor = qor;
Plant.qgr = qgr;
Plant.qcr = qcr;
Plant.qhr = qhr;
Plant.qgtr = qgtr;
Plant.qbfr = qbfr;
Plant.qbmr = qbmr;
Plant.qss = qss;
Plant.qoc = qoc;
Plant.qge = qge;
Plant.qce = qce;
Plant.qct = qct;
Plant.qbfc = qbfc;
% The resources from this time step become the new x0 for the next
time
% step:
x0 = [qo(t) qg(t) qc(t) qn(t) qh(t) qw(t) qgt(t) qsp(t) qst(t)
qbf(t) qbm(t) qe(t) qs(t) qi(t) qt(t)...
qor(t) qgr(t) qcr(t) qhr(t) qgtr(t) qbfr(t) qbmr(t) qss(t)...
qoc(t) qge(t) qce(t) qct(t) qbfc(t)];
% Compute and store the resulting energy produced so that it can be
% verified against the demand, including liquids and reserves.
Q(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12)...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Q = Q;
% Liquids (i.e. transport fuels) calculation.
Ql(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) + (x(27)*etact*kc) +
(x(12)*(liquid/demand));
Plant.Ql = Ql;
% Electricity calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio of
final
% electrical energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qe(t) = (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) + (x(4)*etan*kn) +
(x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
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+ (x(7)*etagt*kgt) + (x(8)*etasp*ksp) + (x(9)*etast*kst) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
+ (x(12)*(electric/demand));
Plant.Qe = Qe;
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on the
ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qc(t) = (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) + (x(24)*etaoc*ko) +
(x(2)*etag*kg)...
+ (x(3)*etac*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Qc = Qc;
% Reserves Calculation
Reserves(t) = (x(16)*etao*ko) + (x(17)*etag*kg) + (x(18)*etac*kc) +
(x(19)*etah*kh) + (x(20)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(21)*etabf*kbf) + (x(22)*etabm*kbm);
Plant.Reserves = Reserves;
% Update the previous reserves variables so that they are ready for
the
% next time step
prevoilr = prevoilr + x(16);
prevgasr = prevgasr + x(17);
prevcoalr = prevcoalr + x(18);
prevbiofuelr = prevbiofuelr + x(21);
prevbiomassr = prevbiomassr + x(22);
% Update amount of oil, coal, gas, nuclear (i.e. uranium),
% and tress (i.e. arable land) used in order to compare to their
limits.
TotalOil = TotalOil + qo(t) + qor(t) + qoc(t);
TotalGas = TotalGas + qg(t) + qgr(t) + qge(t);
TotalCoal = TotalCoal + qc(t) + qcr(t) + qce(t) + qct(t);
TotalNuclear = TotalNuclear + (qn(t)*etan);
TotalTrees = TotalTrees + qt(t);
% biofuels and biomass do not
add to this total since
% they are harvested each year.
% Compute total acreage used for tree planting, biofuel, and
biomass.
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
acres(t) = ((qbf(t) + qbfr(t) + qbfc(t))*aebf) + ((qbm(t) +
qbmr(t))*aebm*etabm) + TotalTrees;
%
%
is at
%

COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE
Initialize the adjustment variables that track how much resource
the
end of its service life. Used for the nuclear, hydro, wind,
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% geothermal, and solar resources that only produce emissions when
% there is an incremental addition. Also bring in the associated
% lambda values.
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;
% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental
amount of nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro
and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
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end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
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end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
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else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
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adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end

% Compute and store the resulting emissions and temperature change
at this time step.
% Compute the emissions of CO2 and CH4 (results are in grams of CO2
or
% CH4, hence the 1E-15 factors) plus the total CO2-eq emissions in
billion metric tonnes.
% The N2O emissions are an exogenous variable.
% Also compute the effective emissions adjusted for any sulfur or
sea
% spray injections. Sulfur injection is in terms of million metric
% tons, hence the 1E-3 adjustment.
S(t) =
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sn*(x(4)adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))...
-(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt))+(sct*x(27));
Sm(t) = (som*(x(1)+x(24))) + (sgm*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));
Stotal(t) = (1E-15 * S(t) ) + (GWPm * 1E-15 * (Sm(t)+CH4NE(t))) +
(GWPn * 1E-15 * N2O(t));
ActualS(t) = sum(Stotal(1:t));
% Note: GWPs is a negative value, so expression for sulfur
injection
% has a positive sign.
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Sadjust(t) = Stotal(t) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs)) ((x(23)+prevss)*Ess*1E-15);

% Compute and store the cummulative emissions in units of
gigatonnes. Update Plant model so
% that the correct cummulative emissions values are properly passed
into
% the Constraints module for constraint evaluation.
if t == 1;
Scummul(t) = Sadjust(t);
else
Scummul(t) = Scummul(t-1) + Sadjust(t);
end
Plant.Scummul = Scummul;
% Compute the resulting concentrations. Note that the exponents are
set
% up so that they are negative values. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4.
% First compute the decay over time of each CO2 and CH4 pulse and
% convert to ppm and ppb, respectively.
for j = 1:t
emitdecayCO2(j) = 1.278E-16 * (S(j) * (a1 + (a2 * exp((jt)/tau1)) + (a3 * exp((j-t)/tau2)) + (a4 * exp((j-t)/tau3))) );
emitdecayCH4(j) = 3.515E-13 * ((Sm(j)+CH4NE(j)) * exp((jt)/taum));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed pulses.
dco2(t) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:t)); % Resulting change in CO2
concentration.
dch4(t) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:t)); % Resulting change in CH4
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2(t) = co2i + dco2(t); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t) = ch4i + dch4(t); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;
% Compute the associated radiative forcing due to CO2 and CH4. Use
the
% pre-industrial concentrations of 278 ppm for CO2, 722 ppb for CH4
and present-day ppb for N2O.
% (The N2O value is already taken care of as n2oi).
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dFco2(t) = 5.35 * log(co2(t)/278);
methconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((722*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*722*((722*n2oi)^1.52)));
dFch4(t) = (0.036 * (sqrt(ch4(t)) - sqrt(722))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*ch4(t)*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst;

% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sulfur
% injection. Values are in terms of million metric tonnes, so no
1E-3 factor
% as in the Constraints.m file since those values all needed to be
in
% terms of billion metric tonnes.
dFsulfur(t) = (ss*(x(13)+prevs));
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sea
spray
% injection.
dFseaspray(t) = (ssf*(x(23)+prevss));
% Compute net radiative forcing and associated temperature change.
dF(t) = dFco2(t) + dFch4(t) + dFn2o(t) - dFsulfur(t) dFseaspray(t);
dT(t) = 0.5*dF(t);
% Compute the equivalent CO2 concentration that accounts for the
effect of CH4 & the reduced
% radiative forcing effects due to any sulfur injection.
co2e = Plant.co2e;
co2e(t) = 278 * exp(dF(t)/5.35);
Plant.co2e = co2e;
% Update q and qad matrices with new resource
q = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe
qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr qss qoc qge qce qct qbfc];
Plant.q = q;
qad = [(qo+qor) (qg+qgr) (qc+qcr) qn (qh+qhr)
(qbf+qbfr) (qbm+qbmr) qe qs qi qt qss qoc qge qce

values.
qs qi qt qor qgr qcr

qw (qgt+qgtr) qsp qst
qct qbfc];

% Create a special matrix with the subresources grouped together
for
% ease of reading in the Excel spreadsheet.
printq = [qo qoc qg qge qc qce qct qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbfc
qbm qe qs qi qt qss qor qgr qcr qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr];
Plant.printq = printq;

% Compute the change in each resource (the qdot) for this time
step.
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% Use this for computing the proper capital costs and for dealing
with resources that have emissions when new
% incremental resource amounts are added.
for b = 1:Resources
if t == 1
if initial(b) < qad(t,b);
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - initial(b);
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambda(b)
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))) + retire(t,b)) <=
qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b) + retire(t,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))+ retire(t,b) > qad(t,b)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t1),b));
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
end
end

% Add logic that updates qdot if no new resource has been added
in
% the last lambda years, but resource is still being used.
This is to
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% recognize that new resource has to be added even if the
resource
% usage is flat or declining because of resource lifetime.
for d = 1:Resources
if t > lambda(d)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(d)):(t-1),d)) < 0.01
qdot(t,d) = qad(t,d);
end
end
end

% Save qdot into the Plant model.
Plant.qdot = qdot;
% Compute the Present Worth Factor for this time step
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^t);
% Compute the net present value cost of each resource at this time
step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost. Reserves are accounted for in the qdot values and thus do not
% show up separately in the costs below. See the equations for qdot
and
% qad above.
resourcecost(t,1) = rho * ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
resourcecost(t,2) = rho * ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
resourcecost(t,3) = rho * ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
resourcecost(t,4) = rho * ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
resourcecost(t,5) = rho * ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
resourcecost(t,6) = rho * ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
resourcecost(t,7) = rho * ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
resourcecost(t,8) = rho * ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
resourcecost(t,9) = rho * ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
resourcecost(t,10) = rho * ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
resourcecost(t,11) = rho * ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
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resourcecost(t,12) = rho * ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
resourcecost(t,13) = rho * ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
resourcecost(t,14) = rho * ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
resourcecost(t,15) = rho * ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
resourcecost(t,16) = rho * ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
resourcecost(t,17) = rho * ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
resourcecost(t,18) = rho * ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
resourcecost(t,19) = rho * ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
resourcecost(t,20) = rho * ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
resourcecost(t,21) = rho * ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
TotalResourceCost(t) = sum(resourcecost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalCost(t) = TotalResourceCost(t);
else
TotalCost(t) = TotalCost(t-1) + TotalResourceCost(t);
end
% Compute the nominal cost of each resource at this time step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
NominalResourceCost(t,1) = ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,2) = ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,3) = ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,4) = ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,5) = ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
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NominalResourceCost(t,6) = ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
NominalResourceCost(t,7) = ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
NominalResourceCost(t,8) = ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
NominalResourceCost(t,9) = ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
NominalResourceCost(t,10) = ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
NominalResourceCost(t,11) = ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
NominalResourceCost(t,12) = ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
NominalResourceCost(t,13) = ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
NominalResourceCost(t,14) = ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
NominalResourceCost(t,15) = ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
NominalResourceCost(t,16) = ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
NominalResourceCost(t,17) = ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,18) = ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,19) = ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,20) = ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,21) = ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
NominalCost(t) = sum(NominalResourceCost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalNominalCost(t) = NominalCost(t);
else
TotalNominalCost(t) = TotalNominalCost(t-1) + NominalCost(t);
end
end

% Energy is computed to confirm that the computed energy is exactly
% equaling the energy demand.
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Energy = [EnergyDemand(:,1) Q];
Liquids = [LiquidDemand(:,1) Ql];
Electricity = [ElectricDemand(:,1) Qe];
IndustComb = [CombustionDemand(:,1) Qc];
% Save out the emissions and concentration data.
emit = [S Sm Stotal Sadjust ActualS Scummul];
concentration = [co2 ch4 co2e];
% Create a summary table of final key results
ResultSummary = [co2e(time) ActualS(time) Scummul(time) dT(time)
TotalCost(time)];

% Write out key output results.
xlswrite('ResourceForecast.xls',printq);
xlswrite('qdot.xls',qdot);
xlswrite('TotalCost.xls',TotalCost);
xlswrite('fval.xls',OptResult);
xlswrite('Temperature.xls',dT);
xlswrite('Energy.xls',Energy);
xlswrite('Liquids.xls',Liquids);
xlswrite('Reserves.xls',Reserves);
xlswrite('resourcecost.xls',resourcecost);
xlswrite('TotalResourceCost.xls',TotalResourceCost);
xlswrite('Emissions.xls',emit);
xlswrite('Concentrations.xls',concentration);
xlswrite('acreage.xls',acres);
xlswrite('retire.xls',retire);
xlswrite('varcosts.xls',VarCosts);
xlswrite('capcosts.xls',CapCosts);
xlswrite('forcing.xls',dF);
xlswrite('ResultSummary.xls',ResultSummary);
xlswrite('Electricity.xls',Electricity);
xlswrite('Indus-Combust.xls',IndustComb);
xlswrite('NominalResourceCost.xls',NominalResourceCost);
xlswrite('YearlNominalCost.xls',NominalCost);
xlswrite('TotalNominalCost.xls',TotalNominalCost);
% Create a special matrix of values for use in creating the figures.
figureq = [(qo+qoc) (qg+qge) (qc+qce+qct) (qbf+qbfc)];

figure(1)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,1));
title('Oil');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
figure(2)
plot(1:time,q(:,5));
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title('Hydro');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of hydro(Terrawatts)');
figure(3)
plot(1:time,q(:,13));
title('Sulfur Injection');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of sulfur injection (million metric tons)');
figure(4)
plot(1:time,EnergyDemand(:,1),1:time,Q);
title('Energy Produced vs Energy Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Energy Demand','Energy Produced');
figure(5)
plot(1:time,dT(:,1));
title('Temperature Change');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Temperature Change (oC)');
figure(6)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,2));
title('Natural Gas');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Natural Gas(Trillion Cubic Feet)');
figure(7)
plot(1:time,q(:,4));
title('Nuclear');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Nuclear(Terrawatts)');
figure(8)
plot(1:time,Scummul(:,1));
title('Adjusted Cumulative Emissions');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Emissions (billion tons CO2-eq)');
figure(9)
plot(1:time,co2e(:,1));
title('Equivalent CO2');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Concentration (ppm CO2e)');
figure(10)
plot(1:time,dF(:,1));
title('Total Radiative Forcing');
xlabel('time');
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ylabel('Radiative Forcing (W/sq. meter)');
figure(11)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,3));
title('Coal');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal(million metric tons)');
figure(12)
plot(1:time,q(:,6));
title('Wind');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Wind(Terrawatts)');
figure(13)
plot(1:time,q(:,7));
title('Geothermal');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Geothermal(Terrawatts)');
figure(14)
plot(1:time,q(:,8));
title('Solar-PV');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Solar-PV(Terrawatts)');
figure(15)
plot(1:time,q(:,9));
title('Solar-Thermal');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Solar-Thermal(Terrawatts)');
figure(16)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,4));
title('Biofuel');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Biofuel(trillion liters)');
figure(17)
plot(1:time,q(:,11));
title('Biomass');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Biomass(Terrawatts)');
figure(18)
plot(1:time,q(:,12));
title('Energy Efficiency');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Efficiency(EJ)');
figure(19)
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plot(1:time,q(:,14));
title('Iron Seeding');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Iron Seeding (million metric tons)');
figure(20)
plot(1:time,q(:,15));
title('Tree Planting');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Tree Planting (million hectares)');
figure(21)
plot(1:time,qad(:,16));
title('Sea Spray Geoengineering');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Sea Spray Injection (cubic meters per second)');
figure(22)
plot(1:time,LiquidDemand(:,1),1:time,Ql);
title('Liquid Energy Produced vs Liquid Energy Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Liquid Energy Demand','Liquid Fuels Produced');
figure(23)
plot(1:time,ElectricDemand(:,1),1:time,Qe);
title('Electricity Produced vs Minimumn Electric Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Electric Demand','Electricity Produced');
figure(24)
plot(1:time,CombustionDemand(:,1),1:time,Qc);
title('Combustion Energy Produced vs Industrial Combustion Demand');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('energy (EJ)');
legend('Industrial Combustion Demand','Combustion Energy Produced');
figure(25)
plot(1:time,qad(:,20));
title('Coal-to-Liquids');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal Converted to Liquid Fuel (million metric
tons)');
figure(26)
plot(1:time,ActualS(:,1));
title('Actual Cumulative Emissions');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Emissions (billion tons CO2-eq)');
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figure(27)
plot(1:time,qad(:,5));
title('Hydro (including reserves)');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of hydro(Terrawatts)');
figure(28)
plot(1:time,qad(:,7));
title('Geothermal (including reserves)');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Geothermal(Terrawatts)');
figure(29)
plot(1:time,q(:,2));
title('Natural Gas for Combustion');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Natural Gas(Trillion Cubic Feet)');

figure(30)
plot(1:time,q(:,3));
title('Coal for Combustion');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal(million metric tons)');

figure(31)
plot(1:time,q(:,26));
title('Coal for Electricity');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Quantity of Coal(million metric tons)');

figure(32)
plot(1:time,q(:,1));
title('Oil for Transportation');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');

figure(33)
plot(1:time,q(:,24));
title('Oil for Combustion');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
figure(34)
plot(1:time,dFsulfur(:,1));
title('Sulfur Injection Radiative Forcing Reduction');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Radiative Forcing (W/sq. meter)');
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figure(35)
plot(1:time,dFseaspray(:,1));
title('Sea Spray Radiative Forcing Reduction');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Radiative Forcing (W/sq. meter)');
figure(36)
plot(1:time,q(:,25));
title('Natural Gas for Electricity');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of Natural Gas(Trillion Cubic Feet)');
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E.3. Code for Annual Emissions Limit.
ConstantsEM.m
function ConstantsEM
% All constants will be in a .mat file called "Plant".
% input length of time horizon (time), number of resources and
geoengineering
% options.
time = 100;
Plant.time = time;
TotalResources = 28;
% Need to include the extra variables
needed for the reserves
Plant.TotalResources = TotalResources;
Resources = 21; % Total actual resources, not including any
reserves.
Plant.Resources = Resources;
ReserveNumber = 7; % Total number of resources used for reserves.
Plant.ReserveNumber = ReserveNumber;

% define constants
Plant.TempLim =
2.0;
% Maximum global mean temperature rise
by end of the time horizon of study.
Plant.dis_rate =
.04;
% discount rate i (% shown as a
decimal)
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
% Needed to convert capital costs to
annual values.
Plant.tau1
= 394.4;
% First lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau2
= 36.54;
% Second lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau3
= 4.304;
% Third lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.a1
= 0.2173;
% First coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a2
= 0.2240;
% Second coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a3
= 0.2824;
% Third coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a4
= 0.2763;
% Fourth coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.taum
= 12.4;
% lifetime of methane in the
atmosphere (years)
Plant.taun
=
121;
% lifetime of N2O in the atmosphere
(years)
Plant.GWPm
=
34;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
methane.
Plant.GWPn
=
268;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
N2O
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Plant.GWPs
=
-58;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
SO2 injection.
Plant.co2i
=
375;
% initial atmospheric CO2
concentration at time t = 0 in ppm
Plant.ch4i
= 1750;
% initial atmospheric methane
concentration at time t = 0 in ppb
Plant.n2oi
=
320;
% initial atmospheric N2O
concentration at time t = 0 in ppb.
%Plant.n2oi
=
270;
% pre-industrial atmospheric N2O
concentration in ppb.
Plant.R
= 1E-4;
% desired reserve margin over and
above actual energy demand.
Plant.Lp
=
3E3;
% total acreage available for biofuel
and biomass production plus tree planting (million ha).
% Specify the carbon tax. Convert tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq to
% $ trillion/gram CO2-eq emitted in order to line up with the other
% units used in the code.
CarbonTax
=
0;
% Carbon tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq.
Plant.ctax = CarbonTax * 1E-18; % Conversion to $trillion/gram CO2eq.
% define the desired emissions limit.
% 2005 US emissions were 7.2Gt, so a 28% reduction by 2025 is a
target
% of 5.18Gt. Year 2016 emissions from no limits scenario were
% 6.92Gt, so a reduction of 0.19Gt per year is necessary to reach
the
% final target.
emtarget
=
60;
% Annual emissions target in billion
metric tonnes CO2-eq (CDE) per year.
%emstep
= -0.19;
% Annual change in emissions target
in billion metric tonnes CO2-eq.
%empercent
= 0.98;
% Annual change in emissions target
as a fraction of the prior year target
Plant.emlimit = emtarget .* ones(time,1); % Matrix of emissions
targets for constraint equation.
% Emissions targets matrix assuming annual targets are not fixed.
Can
% choose two versions: A fixed change at each time step or a
percentage
% at each time step.
%
emlimit = zeros(time,1);
%
for v = 1:time;
%
if v == 1;
%
emlimit(v) = emtarget;
%
else
%
emlimit(v) = emlimit(v-1) + emstep;
%
%emlimit(v) = emlimit(v-1) * empercent;
%
end
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%
%
%

end
Plant.emlimit = emlimit;

% Oil Parameters (billions of barrels)
Plant.Co
=
9.8E-2*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Co
=
xlsread('oilvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
a barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Co = Plant.Co;
%Plant.Ko
=
0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.Ko
=
3.38E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Ko
=
xlsread('oilcapcost.xls'); % capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Ko = Plant.Ko;
po
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.ko
=
5.80;
% conversion of billion bbl of oil to
EJ (EJ/ billion bbl)
Plant.etao
=
0.28;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
transportation needs.
Plant.etaoc
=
0.72;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lo
=
3.35E3;
% Oil reserves (billion barrels).
%Plant.Lo
=
1.53E3;
% Oil reserves (billion barrels).
Plant.prodcapo =
100;
% Full annual oil production capacity
(billion barrels). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapo =
0.75;
% Ratio of total oil used over oil
reserves trigger to reduce oil production capacity as oil is used up.
Plant.Loa
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Loca
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
%Plant.Loa
=
1.53E3;
% Annual oil use limit. Used for the
bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lo
=
1;
% lead time for new oil field
development(years)
Plant.lambdao =
20;
% oil field lifetime
lambdao = Plant.lambdao;
Plant.so
=
3.56E14;
% CO2 emissions per billion barrels of
oil used (grams CO2/billion barrels)
%Plant.som
= 3.48E11;
% methane emissions per billion
barrels of oil used (grams CH4/billion barrels)
Plant.som
=
0;
% methane emissions per billion
barrels of oil used (grams CH4/billion barrels)
%Plant.tzo
=
31.025;
% global oil production capacity at
t=0 (billion barrels).
Plant.tzo
=
23.27;
% portion of global oil production
capacity at t=0 allocated to transportation (billion barrels).
Plant.tzoc
=
5.0;
% portion of global oil production
capacity at t=0 allocated to combustion (billion barrels).
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mino
=
15.0;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for transportation (billion barrels).
minoc
=
6.5;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for combustion (billion barrels).
AnnCapo = Ko * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdao)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Natural Gas Parameters (trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cg
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cg
= xlsread('gasvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cge
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cge
= xlsread('gaselecvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Cg = Plant.Cg;
Cge = Plant.Cge;
%Plant.Kg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Kg
=
6E-3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kg
= xlsread('gascapcost.xls'); % capital cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kg = Plant.Kg;
%Plant.Kge
= 1.45E-2*ones(time,1); % capital cost of natural
gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Kge
= 2.05E-2*ones(time,1); % capital cost of natural
gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kge
= xlsread('gaseleccapcost.xls'); % capital cost
of natural gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kge = Plant.Kge;
pg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.kg
=
1.06;
% conversion of natural gas to EJ (EJ/
trillion cubic feet)
Plant.etage
=
0.45;
% efficiency of burning natural gas to
produce electricity.
Plant.etag
=
0.77;
% efficiency of burning natural gas
for specific industrial combustion/furnace needes.
%Plant.Lg
=
338;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
Plant.Lg
=
2.284E4;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
%Plant.Lg
=
6.84E3;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
Plant.prodcapg =
350;
% Full annual gas production capacity
(trillion cubic feet). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapg =
0.75;
% Ratio of total gas used over gas
reserves trigger to reduce gas production capacity as gas is used up.
%Plant.Lga
=
6.84E3;
% Annual natural gas use limit. Used
for the bound constraints in fmincon.
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Plant.Lga
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lgea
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lg
=
1;
% lead time for new gas field
development(years)
Plant.lge
=
1;
% lead time for new combined cycle
electric plants (years).
%Plant.lambdag =
40;
% gas field lifetime
Plant.lambdag =
50;
% gas field lifetime
lambdag = Plant.lambdag;
Plant.sg
=
5.35E13;
% CO2 emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CO2/trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.sgm
=
5.31E11;
% methane emissions per trillion
cubic feet of gas used (grams CH4/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.sgm
=
0;
% methane emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CH4/trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.tzg
=
104.6;
% natural gas production capacity at
t=0 (trillion cubic feet).
Plant.tzg
=
40;
% portion of global gas production
capacity at t=0 allocated to combustion (trillion cubic feet).
Plant.tzge
=
40;
% portion of global gas production
capacity at t=0 allocated to electricity production (trillion cubic
feet).
ming
=
1;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for combustion (trillion cubic feet).
minge
=
0.5;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for electricity (trillion cubic feet).
AnnCapg = Kg * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapge = Kge * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an annual
value.
% Coal Parameters (million metric tons)
Plant.Cc
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cc
=
xlsread('coalvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.Cce
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cce
=
xlsread('coalelecvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of coal for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Cc = Plant.Cc;
Cce = Plant.Cce;
Plant.Cct
= 6.07E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million metric
tons)
%Plant.Cct
= xlsread('coalliqvarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of coal converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million
metric tons)
Cct = Plant.Cct;
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%Plant.Kc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.Kc
=
2.37E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kc
=
xlsread('coalcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kc = Plant.Kc;
Plant.Kce
=
2.46E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kce
=
9.225E-4*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kce
=
xlsread('coaleleccapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kce = Plant.Kce;
Plant.Kct
=
1.99E-1*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal to
liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kct
=
xlsread('coalliqcapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal to liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kct = Plant.Kct;
pc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.kc
=
2.93E-2;
% conversion of coal to EJ (EJ/
million metric tons)
Plant.etace
=
0.36;
% efficiency of burning coal to
produce electrcity.
Plant.etac
=
0.79;
% efficiency of burning coal specific
industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.etact
=
0.16;
% efficiency of converting coal to
liquid fuel and using it for transportation fuel.
Plant.Lc
=
8.62E5;
% coal reserves (million metric tons).
Plant.prodcapc =
8000;
% Full annual coal production capacity
(million metric tons). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapc =
0.75;
% Ratio of total coal used over coal
reserves trigger to reduce coal production capacity as coal is used up.
Plant.Lca
=
300;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcea
=
600;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcta
=
2000;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lc
=
1;
% lead time for coal
development(years)
Plant.lct
=
5;
% lead time for coal to liquids plant
development (years)
%Plant.lambdac =
30;
% coal mine, power plant, and coal to
liquids plant lifetime
Plant.lambdac =
50;
% coal mine, power plant, and coal to
liquids plant lifetime
lambdac = Plant.lambdac;
Plant.sc
=
2.05E12;
% CO2 emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CO2/million metric tons)
%Plant.scm
=
4.04E9;
% methane emissions per million
metric tons of coal used (grams CH4/million metric tons)
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Plant.scm
=
0;
% methane emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CH4/million metric tons)
Plant.sct
=
1.34E12;
% Full "well to wheel" CO2-eq
emissions associated with coal to liquids for transport fuel (grams
CO2-eq/million metric tons)
%Plant.tzc
=
4750;
% coal production capacity at t=0
(million metric tons).
Plant.tzc
=
1615;
% coal production capacity at t=0
allocated to combustion(million metric tons).
Plant.tzce
=
3088;
% coal production capacity at t=0
allocated to electricity production (million metric tons).
Plant.tzct
=
0;
% coal production capacity at t=0
allocated to coal-to-liquids (million metric tons).
minc
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for combustion (million metric tons)
mince
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for electricity (million metric tons)
minct
=
4;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for coal-to-liquids (million metric tons)
Plant.Zc
=
4.53E-4*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
of a coal plant($trillion/million metric tons)
Zc = Plant.Zc;
AnnDecomc = Zc * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapc = Kc * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapce = (Kce * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate) ) + AnnDecomc; % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an
annual value.
AnnCapct = Kct * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of coal to liquids plant capital cost to an
annual value.
% Nuclear Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cn
=
0.263*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cn
=
xlsread('nukevarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cn = Plant.Cn;
Plant.Kn
=
2.3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kn
=
xlsread('nukecapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kn = Plant.Kn;
pn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kn
=
31.5;
% conversion of nuclear to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etan
=
0.91;
% Nuclear plant capacity factor.
%Plant.etan
=
0.60;
% Nuclear plant capacity factor.
Plant.Ln
=
2.89E3;
% Nuclear potential (TW-years of
energy). Value based on amount of nuclear fuel available without
reprocessing.
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%Plant.Lna
=
2.89E5;
% Annual nuclear use limit. Used for
the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lna
=
0.09;
% Amount of nuclear that can be added
each year (TW). Used to set bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.ln
=
6;
% lead time for nuclear plant
development(years)
%Plant.lambdan =
40;
% nuclear plant lifetime
Plant.lambdan =
50;
% nuclear plant lifetime
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
Plant.sn
=
6.5E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW-year of nuclear
used (grams CO2/TW-year). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzn
=
3.49E-1;
% installed nuclear capacity at t=0
(TW).
minn
=
1E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in nuclear
usage (TW).
Plant.Zn
=
3.5E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
($trillion/Terrawat)
Zn = Plant.Zn;
AnnDecomn = Zn * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapn = (Kn * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomn; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Hydro Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Ch
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Ch
=
xlsread('hydrovarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Ch = Plant.Ch;
Plant.Kh
=
2.95*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Kh
=
xlsread('hydrocapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Kh = Plant.Kh;
ph
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
Plant.kh
=
31.5;
% conversion of terrawatt-y of hydro
to EJ (EJ/TW-y)
Plant.etah
=
0.40;
% hydro plant capacity factor
%Plant.etah
=
0.30;
% hydro plant capacity factor
%Plant.Lh
=
0.157;
% global hydro power potential (TW).
Plant.Lh
=
3.72;
% global hydro power potential (TW).
%Plant.Lha
=
3.72;
% Annual hydro use limit. Used for
the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lha
=
0.02;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual hydro use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lh
=
4;
% lead time for hydro plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdah =
75;
% hydro plant lifetime
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
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Plant.sh
=
1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of hydro used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzh
=
0.7;
% installed hydro capacity at t=0
(TW).
minh
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in hydro
usage (TW).
Plant.Zh
=
8.85E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning cost of
hydro ($trillion/TW)
Zh = Plant.Zh;
AnnDecomh = Zh * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCaph = (Kh * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomh; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Wind Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of wind
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cw
=
xlsread('windvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of wind ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cw = Plant.Cw;
Plant.Kw
=
2.25*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kw
=
2.0*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt) (assume a subsidy)
%Plant.Kw
=
xlsread('windcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
wind ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kw = Plant.Kw;
pw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kw
=
31.5;
% conversion of wind to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etaw
=
0.30;
% wind plant capacity factor.
%Plant.etaw
=
0.25;
% wind plant capacity factor.
%Plant.Lw
=
11;
% wind potential (TW).
Plant.Lw
=
196;
% wind potential (TW).
%Plant.Lwa
=
196;
% Annual wind use limit. Used for
the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lwa
=
0.1;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual wind use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
%Plant.Lwa
=
0.55;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual wind use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lw
=
1;
% lead time for wind plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdaw =
25;
% wind plant lifetime
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
Plant.sw
=
1.2E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of wind used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzw
=
1.74E-2;
% global installed wind capacity at
t=0 (TW).
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%Plant.tzw
=
6.68E-2;
% installed wind capacity at t=0
(TW).
minw
=
1.0E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in wind
usage (TW).
AnnCapw = Kw * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdaw)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Geothermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cgt
=
xlsread('geothermvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cgt = Plant.Cgt;
Plant.Kgt
=
4.46*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kgt
=
xlsread('geothermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kgt = Plant.Kgt;
pgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of geothermal
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kgt
=
31.5;
% conversion of geothermal to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etagt
=
0.81;
% geothermal plant capacity factor.
%Plant.Lgt
=
2E-2;
% geothermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lgt
=
0.209;
% geothermal potential (TW).
%Plant.Lgta
=
0.209;
% Annual geothermal use limit. Used
for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lgta
=
0.004;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual geothermal use limit for the
bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lgt
=
4;
% lead time for geothermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdagt =
25;
% geothermal plant lifetime
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
Plant.sgt
=
9.1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of geothermal
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzgt
=
7.97E-3; % installed geothermal capacity at t=0
(TW).
mingt
=
1E-5; % allowable annual decrease in
geothermal usage (TW).
AnnCapgt = Kgt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdagt)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-PV Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Csp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Csp
=
xlsread('solarpvvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ TW-year)
Csp = Plant.Csp;
Plant.Ksp
=
4.21*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarPV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Ksp
=
2.5*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarPV ($trillion/ Terrawatt) (assume a subsidy)
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%Plant.Ksp
=
xlsread('solarpvcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Ksp = Plant.Ksp;
psp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.ksp
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-PV to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etasp
=
0.20;
% solar-PV capacity factor.
Plant.Lsp
=
2.0;
% solar-PV potential (TW).
%Plant.Lspa
=
2;
% Annual solar-PV use limit. Used
for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lspa
=
5.0E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual solar-PV use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lsp
=
1;
% lead time for solar-PV plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdasp =
25;
% solar-PV lifetime
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
Plant.ssp
=
6E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solar-PV
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzsp
=
1.25E-3;
% global installed solar-PV capacity
at t=0 (TW).
%Plant.tzsp
=
1.55E-2;
% installed solar-PV capacity at t=0
(TW).
minsp
=
1.0E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in solarPV usage (TW).
AnnCapsp = Ksp * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdasp)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-thermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%
Plant.Cst
=
xlsread('solarthermvarcost.xls');
%
variable cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cst = Plant.Cst;
Plant.Kst
=
5.11*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kst
=
xlsread('solarthermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kst = Plant.Kst;
pst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kst
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-thermal to EJ
(EJ/ Terrawatt)
Plant.etast
=
0.56;
% solar-thermal capacity factor.
%Plant.etast
=
0.3;
% solar-thermal capacity factor.
Plant.Lst
=
1.39;
% solar-thermal potential (TW).
%Plant.Lsta
=
1.39;
% Annual solar-thermal use limit.
Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lsta
=
2E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual solar-thermal use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
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Plant.lst
=
3;
% lead time for solar-thermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdast =
40;
% solar-thermal lifetime
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
Plant.sst
=
9E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solarthermal used (CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzst
=
3.54E-4;
% global installed solar-thermal
capacity at t=0 (TW).
%Plant.tzst
=
1.44E-3;
% installed solar-thermal capacity at
t=0 (TW).
minst
=
1.0E-6;
% allowable annual decrease in solarthermal usage (TW).
AnnCapst = Kst * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdast)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biofuel Parameters (Trillion Liters)
Plant.Cbf
=
6.57E-1*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Cbf
=
xlsread('biofuelvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Cbf = Plant.Cbf;
Plant.Kbf
=
0.536*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Kbf
=
xlsread('biofuelcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Kbf = Plant.Kbf;
pbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biofuel
($trillion/trillion liters)
Plant.kbf
=
34;
% conversion of biofuel to EJ
(EJ/trillion liters)
Plant.etabf
=
0.23;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
transportation.
Plant.etabfc
=
0.67;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lbf
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biofuel
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbfa
=
3.2;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biofuel limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbf
=
1;
% lead time for biofuel(years)
Plant.lambdabf =
30;
% biofuel plant lifetime
lambdabf = Plant.lambdabf;
Plant.aebf
=
2.81E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/trillion liters)
Plant.sbf
=
1.40E15;
% CO2 emissions per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters)
Plant.sbfq
=
7.0E14;
% CO2 sequestered per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters). Only used in reserves
calculation
Plant.tzbf
=
1.81E-2;
% biofuel production capacity at t=0
(trillion liters).
Plant.tzbfc
=
2E-4;
% global biofuel production capacity
at t=0 allocated to combustion (trillion liters).
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minbf
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for transportation (trillion liters).
minbfc
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for combustion (trillion liters)
AnnCapbf = Kbf * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabf)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biomass Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cbm
=
5.26E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biomass ($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Cbm
=
xlsread('biomassvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Cbm = Plant.Cbm;
Plant.Kbm
=
4.22*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Kbm
=
xlsread('biomasscapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Kbm = Plant.Kbm;
pbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
Plant.kbm
=
31.5;
% conversion of biomass to EJ (EJ/TW)
Plant.etabm
=
0.83;
% Biomass plant capacity factor
%Plant.etabm
=
0.7;
% Biomass plant capacity factor
Plant.Lbm
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biomass
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbma
=
1E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biomass limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbm
=
1;
% lead time for biomass plant (years)
Plant.lambdabm =
20;
% biomass plant lifetime
lambdabm = Plant.lambdabm;
Plant.aebm
=
1.73E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/TW)
Plant.sbm
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 emissions per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW)
Plant.sbmq
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 sequestered per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW). Only used in reserves calculation
Plant.tzbm
=
3.58E-3;
% global biofuel production capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minbm
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biomass usage (TW).
AnnCapbm = Kbm * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabm)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Energy Efficiency Parameters (EJ)
Plant.GDP
=
15.7;
% Starting year GDP. Use for energy
efficiency cost computation. (trillion dollars)
Plant.Ce
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ce = Plant.Ce;
Plant.Ke
=
1.57E-5*ones(time,1);
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
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%Plant.Ke
=
xlsread('effcapcost.xls');
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
Ke = Plant.Ke;
pe
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs.
%Plant.Le
=
0.1*ones(time,1);
% Total available energy
efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.Le
=
xlsread('effamount.xls'); % Total available
energy efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.le
=
1;
% Lead time for energy efficiency.
Plant.lambdae =
15;
% Average lifetime of efficiency
measures before they need to be retrofitted.
lambdae = Plant.lambdae;
Plant.tze
=
1E-6;
% global energy efficiency at t=0.
mine
=
10;
% allowable annual energy efficiency
usage (EJ)
AnnCape = Ke * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdae)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sulfur Injection Parameters (Million metric tons SO2)
Plant.Cs
=
4.55E-4*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of
sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Cs
=
xlsread('sulfurvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Cs = Plant.Cs;
Plant.Ks
=
1.05E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sulfur
injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ks
=
xlsread('sulfurcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ks = Plant.Ks;
ps
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sulfur
injection
Plant.Ls
=
20;
% Limit in million metric tons based
on number of planes needed to replicate Mt. Pinatubo sulfur injection
Plant.Lsa
=
2;
% Allowable annual increase in sulfur
injection deployment.
Plant.ls
=
1;
% lead time for sulfur injection
(years)
Plant.lambdas
=
3;
% time sulfur injection remains
effective (years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdas2 =
50;
% lifetime of air tankers needed to
deploy the sulfur. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdas2 = Plant.lambdas2;
Plant.ss
=
0.75;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sulfur injection (W/sq.meter/million metric tons)
Plant.tzs
=
1E-6; % global sulfur injection capacity at
t=0.
mins
=
1E6; % allowable annual decrease in sulfur
usage.
AnnCaps = Ks * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdas2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% Iron Seeding Parameters (million Metric Tons)
Plant.Ci
=
6.75E-3*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of iron
seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ci
=
xlsread('ironvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ci = Plant.Ci;
Plant.Ki
=
5.8E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of new
ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
%Plant.Ki
=
xlsread('ironcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of new ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
Ki = Plant.Ki;
pi
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of iron
seeding.
Plant.Li
=
0.6;
% Limit on the amount of feasible
iron seeding (million metric tons).
Plant.Lia
=
0.05;
% Allowable annual increase in iron
seeding deployment.
Plant.li
=
1;
% lead time for iron seeding (years)
Plant.lambdai =
1;
% time iron seeding remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation.
Plant.lambdai2 =
30;
% life time of tankers (years). Use
in cost equations
lambdai2 = Plant.lambdai2;
Plant.si
=
1.02E16;
% CO2 sequestered per million metric
tons of iron seeding (grams CO2/milllion metric tons)
Plant.tzi
=
1E-6;
% global iron seeding capacity at
t=0.
mini
=
0.7;
% allowable decrease in iron seeding
usage.
AnnCapi = Ki * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdai2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Tree Planting Parameters (million ha)
Plant.Ct
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ct = Plant.Ct;
Plant.Kt
=
1.50E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of tree
planting ($trillion/million ha)
%Plant.Kt
=
xlsread('treescapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of tree planting ($trillion/million ha)
Kt = Plant.Kt;
pt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs
Plant.Lt
=
3E3;
% Acreage available for tree planting
(million ha)
Plant.Lta
=
1;
% Limit on acreage of trees that can
be planted annually. Use to compute annual tree limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lt
=
1;
% Lead time for tree planting to take
effect
Plant.steep
=
1;
% Steepness parameter for the
logistic function .
steep = Plant.steep;
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Plant.midpoint =
25;
% Midpoint of the logistic function.
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
dlogistic = exp((midpoint-1)*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint1)*steep))^2); % derivative of the logistic function at t = 1.
Plant.dlogistic = dlogistic;
Plant.lambdat =
70;
% time that tree planting stays
effective (years)
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
Plant.st
=
2.6E13;
% CO2 sequestered per million ha
(grams CO2/milllion ha)
Plant.tzt
=
50;
% global forest area at t=0 (million
ha).
mint
=
3E3;
% allowable annual reduction in tree
planting.
AnnCapt = Kt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdat)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sea Spray Cloud Enhancement Parameters (cu. meter/sec)
Plant.Css
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of sea
spray. Needed as a place-holder to form the matrices below
Css = Plant.Css;
Plant.Kss
=
1.04E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sea
spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
%Plant.Kss
=
xlsread('seaspraycapcost.xls');
% Capital
cost of sea spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
Kss = Plant.Kss;
pss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sea
spray
Plant.Lss
=
1;
% Limit based on declining
effectiveness of sea spray with increased rate (in cu. meter/sec).
% Max sea spray limit also set due
to its high equivalent emissions value that would otherwise cause bad
% results.
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Plant.Lssa
=
10;
% Allowable annual increase in sea
spray deployment
Plant.lss
=
1;
% lead time for sea spray based on
time to construct ships (years)
Plant.lambdass =
1;
% time sea spray remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdass2 =
10;
% lifetime of ships needed to deploy
the sea spray. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdass2 = Plant.lambdass2;
Plant.ssf
=
8.22E-2;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sea spray (W/sq.meter/cu. meter per sec)
Plant.Ess
=
9.65E16;
% Equivalent emissions reduction
(grams CO2/cu meter per sec).
Plant.tzss
=
1E-6; % global sea spray capacity at t=0.
minss
=
100;
% allowable annual decrease in sea
spray usage.
AnnCapss = Kss * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdass2)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% create vectors of all the variable, penalty, capital, and annual
capital costs, the combined costs, & the lambda values.
VarCosts = [Co Cg Cc Cn Ch Cw Cgt Csp Cst Cbf Cbm Ce Cs Ci Ct Css
Co Cge Cce Cct Cbf];
Plant.VarCosts = VarCosts;
penalty = [po pg pc pn ph pw pgt psp pst pbf pbm pe ps pi pt pss po
pg pc pc pbf];
Plant.penalty = penalty;
AnnCosts = [AnnCapo AnnCapg AnnCapc AnnCapn AnnCaph AnnCapw
AnnCapgt AnnCapsp AnnCapst AnnCapbf AnnCapbm AnnCape AnnCaps AnnCapi
AnnCapt AnnCapss...
AnnCapo AnnCapge AnnCapce AnnCapct AnnCapbf];
Plant.AnnCosts = AnnCosts;
CapCosts = [Ko Kg Kc Kn Kh Kw Kgt Ksp Kst Kbf Kbm Ke Ks Ki Kt
Kss...
Ko Kge Kce Kct Kbf];
Plant.CapCosts = CapCosts;
Plant.T = VarCosts + AnnCosts + penalty;
% Total of variable plus annualized capital and decommissioning
costs.
Plant.lambda = [lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdan lambdah lambdaw
lambdagt lambdasp lambdast lambdabf lambdabm lambdae lambdas2 lambdai2
lambdat lambdass2...
lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdac lambdabf];
% Matrix of adjustments for any unrecovered annualized capital
costs
% due to resource usage peaking, then dropping off.
adjo
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
adjg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
adjc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjh
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjsp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).
adjbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adje
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/EJ).
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adjs
unrecovered
adji
unrecovered
adjt
unrecovered
adjss
unrecovered
adjoc
unrecovered
adjge
unrecovered
adjce
unrecovered
adjct
unrecovered
adjbfc
unrecovered

=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due

0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million ha).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/cu.meter/sec).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).

Plant.adj = [adjo adjg adjc adjn adjh adjw adjgt adjsp adjst adjbf
adjbm adje adjs adji adjt adjss...
adjoc adjge adjce adjct adjbfc];

% Specify the capacities (not the actual values) of the energy and
geoengineering resources at time t=0 in order to
% determine what new incremental capacities are added in year 1 and
to
% insure that lead times for new resource additions are respected.
tzo = Plant.tzo;
tzoc = Plant.tzoc;
tzg = Plant.tzg;
tzge = Plant.tzge;
tzc = Plant.tzc;
tzce = Plant.tzce;
tzct = Plant.tzct;
tzn = Plant.tzn;
tzh = Plant.tzh;
tzw = Plant.tzw;
tzgt = Plant.tzgt;
tzsp = Plant.tzsp;
tzst = Plant.tzst;
tzbf = Plant.tzbf;
tzbfc = Plant.tzbfc;
tzbm = Plant.tzbm;
tze = Plant.tze;
tzs = Plant.tzs;
tzi = Plant.tzi;
tzt = Plant.tzt;
tzss = Plant.tzss;
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Plant.tzero = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm tze
tzs tzi tzt...
(tzo+tzoc) (tzg+tzge) (tzc+tzce+tzct) tzh tzgt
(tzbf+tzbfc) tzbm...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of initial values of the non-reserve resources used
to
% calculate the lower bound LoB at each time step.
Plant.initial = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm
tze tzs tzi tzt...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of allowable annual resource reductions.
Plant.min = [mino ming minc minn minh minw mingt minsp minst minbf
minbm mine mins mini mint minss...
minoc minge mince minct minbfc];
% Specify the initial values of oil(transport), natural
gas(combustion), coal(combustion), nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, biofuel(transport), biomass,
energy efficiency,
% sulfur injection, iron seeding, tree planting, reserve oil,
reserve gas,
% reserve coal, reserve hydro, reserve geothermal, reserve biofuel,
% reserve biomass, oil(combustion), gas(electric), coal(electric),
% coal(transport), and biofuel(combustion)(in that order) for use
in the optimization algorithm.
R = Plant.R;
Plant.StartingValue = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf
tzbm tze tzs tzi tzt...
(R*(tzo+tzoc)) (R*(tzg+tzge)) (R*(tzc+tzce+tzct)) (R*tzh)
(R*tzgt) (R*(tzbf+tzbfc)) (R*tzbm) tzss tzoc tzge...
tzce tzct tzbfc];
% set up vectors of each resource and
their values can be
% stored at the end of each time step
% calculations. Since we are looking
% contain 100 entries. Also set up a
the
% the computed energy.
Plant.qo = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qg = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qn = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qh = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qw = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qsp = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qst = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbf = zeros(time,1);
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geoengineering option so that
and be available for later
100 years, each vector will
vector for keeping track of

Plant.qbm = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qe = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qs = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qi = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qor = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qcr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qhr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgtr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbmr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qss = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qoc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qge = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qce = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qct = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfc = zeros(time,1);

%
%
%
%

oil held as energy reserves
natural gas held as energy reserves
coal held as energy reserves
hydro held as energy reserves
% geothermal held as energy reserves
% biofuel held as energy reserves
% biomass held as energy reserves

% Form full array of the final resource values.
Plant.q = zeros(time,TotalResources);
% Set up matrix to keep track of how much of each resource was
% incrementally added at each time step (both due to increased
resource need and
% resources reaching the end of their service lives). Also set up
a
% matrix to track of how much resource is retiring (including
resources
% that were used for reserves).
Plant.qdot = zeros(time,Resources); % change in resources combines
changes due to deployment and reserves.
Plant.retire = zeros(time,Resources); % amount of resources
reaching the end of their service lives.
% Set up matrix of final resource values with the resources reordered
% so that subcomponents are grouped together. This is just for
% ease of reading the Excel printouts.
Plant.printq = zeros(time,TotalResources);
Plant.Q = ones(time,1);
% Total
Plant.Ql = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Qe = ones(time,1);
% Total
electricity.
Plant.Qc = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Reserves = ones(time,1);
%
step
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of all energy produced
energy produced from liquid
energy produced from
energy produced from combustion
Energy reserves at each time

% Set up additional vectors to keep track of overall emissions (S),
CO2
% concentration (c), radiative forcing (dF, dFco2, dFsulfur,
dFseaspray),
% temperature change (dT),
% and total cost. Set the concentration co2
% initially equal to the initial atmospheric CO2 concentration to
avoid
% possible divide by zero and square root problems.
Plant.S = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2 emissions in grams
Plant.Sm = zeros(time,1); % Total methane emissions in grams
Plant.Sn = zeros(time,1); % N2O emissions in CO2-eq.
Plant.Stotal = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effects of tree planting and iron seeding.
Plant.Sadjust = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effect of sulfur geoengineering.
Plant.co2 = Plant.co2i * ones(time,1); % CO2 concentrations (ppm)
Plant.ch4 = Plant.ch4i * ones(time,1); % CH4 concentrations (ppb)
Plant.n2o = Plant.n2oi * ones(time,1); % N2O concentrations (ppb)
Plant.co2e = zeros(time,1); % Equivalent CO2 concentration in ppm
after including effects of CH4 & any sulfur injection.
Plant.emitdecayCO2 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CO2
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayCH4 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CH4
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayN2O = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each N2O
emissions pulse
Plant.dco2 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CO2 concentration in ppm
Plant.dch4 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CH4 concentration in ppb
Plant.dn2o = zeros(time,1); % Change in N2O concentration in ppb
Plant.dF = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFco2 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFch4 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFn2o = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFsulfur = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFseaspray = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dT = zeros(time,1);

Plant.Filename = 'Toy_Problem_Plant';
plant data file
save(Plant.Filename,'Plant');

% designate name for the

constraintsEM.m
function [c, ceq] =
constraintsEM(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTre
es,...
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demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc)
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
% Limit parameters
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Ln = Plant.Ln;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lp = Plant.Lp;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
R = Plant.R;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
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kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
tzero = Plant.tzero;
% resource and resource additions matrices
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qhr = Plant.qhr;
qgtr = Plant.qgtr;
qdot = Plant.qdot;
retire = Plant.retire;
% emissions parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
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ssf
Ess
som
sgm
scm

=
=
=
=
=

Plant.ssf;
Plant.Ess;
Plant.som;
Plant.sgm;
Plant.scm;

co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
emlimit = Plant.emlimit;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
Sn = Plant.Sn;

% Initialize the adjustment variables.
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;

% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental amount of
nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
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end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
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if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
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if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
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if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end
% Force certain non-renewable resources to zero if the resource
amounts
% are nearly used up. Needed so that algorithm does not
prematurely
% stop due to residual amounts of the resource still coming up due
to
% algorithm tolerances. Values cannot be exactly zero or right on
the
% limit. Otherwise, the algorithm will have problems solving the
% matrices.
if TotalOil > 0.999 * Lo
x(1) = 0.001;
x(16) = 0.001;
x(24) = 0.001;
Lo = Lo + 10;
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end
if TotalGas > 0.999 * Lg
x(2) = 0.001;
x(17) = 0.001;
x(25) = 0.001;
Lg = Lg +10;
end
if TotalCoal > 0.999 * Lc
x(3) = 0.001;
x(18) = 0.001;
x(26) = 0.001;
x(27) = 0.001;
Lc = Lc + 10;
end
if TotalNuclear > 0.999 * Ln
x(4) = 0.001;
Ln = Ln + 10;
end

% Specify the inequality constraints: resources less than resource
limits
% and temperature rise less than the specified limit.
c = [(TotalOil + x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - Lo);
% Check to make sure
oil is not used up
(x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - prodlimo);
% Check to make sure
oil does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalGas + x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - Lg);
% Check to make sure
gas is not used up
(x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - prodlimg);
% Check to make sure
gas does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalCoal + x(3) + x(18)+ x(26) + x(27) - Lc); % Check to
make sure coal is not used up
(x(3) + x(18) + x(26) + x(27) - prodlimc); % Check to make
sure coal does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalNuclear + (x(4)*etan) - Ln); % Check to make sure
nuclear is not used up
(((x(10) + x(21)+ x(28))*aebf) + ((x(11) + x(22))*aebm*etabm)
+ x(15) + TotalTrees - Lp); % Check to make sure biofuel, biomass, and
tree planting are within available acreage
(liquid - (x(1)*etao*ko) - (x(10)*etabf*kbf) (x(27)*etact*kc) - (x(12)*(liquid/demand))); % Check to insure that
amount of oil and biofuel is enough to meet liquid energy demand (ie
liquid demand <= oil+biofuel)
% Check to make sure that amount of electric energy produced
is at
% least equal to the minimum required. Note that the portion
of energy efficiency
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% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio
of final
% electrical energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(electric - (x(25)*etage*kg) - (x(26)*etace*kc) (x(4)*etan*kn) - (x(5)*etah*kh) - (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
- (x(7)*etagt*kgt) - (x(8)*etasp*ksp) - (x(9)*etast*kst) (x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
- (x(12)*(electric/demand)));
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on
the ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(combustion - (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) - (x(24)*etaoc*ko) (x(2)*etag*kg)...
- (x(3)*etac*kc) - (x(28)*etabfc*kbf));
(x(5) + x(19) - caph); % insure that added hydro including
reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(7) + x(20) - capgt); % insure that added geothermal
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(10) + x(21) + x(28) - capbf); % insure that added biofuel
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(11) + x(22) - capbm); % insure that added biomass including
reserves does not exceed capacity
% The following is the emissions limit, including the effects
of
% geoengineering.

Computation includes conversion of

emissions
% from grams to billion metric tonnes (1 gram = 1E-15 billion
tonnes). Convert sulfur injection
% from a million metric tonnes to a billion metric tonnes.
Note
% that GWPs is a negative value, so there is a '+' sign in
front
% of the expression for the sulfur injection.
( (1E-15 * (
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sct*x(27))+(sn*(
x(4)-adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt)) ) )...
+ (GWPm * 1E-15 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
))) + (1E-15 *Sn(t)) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs))...
- (Ess * 1E-15 * (x(23)+prevss)) - emlimit(t) )];

% Specify the equality constraint that the energy demand must be
met, including the sub-demand for reserves.
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ceq = [((x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12) ...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf) - demand); % Constraint to meet
total demand
(((x(16)+prevoilr)*etao*ko) + ((x(17)+prevgasr)*etag*kg) +
((x(18)+prevcoalr)*etac*kc) + (x(19)*etah*kh)...
+ (x(20)*etagt*kgt) + ((x(21)+prevbiofuelr)*etabf*kbf) +
((x(22)+prevbiomassr)*etabm*kbm) - (R*demand))]; % Constraint to meet
the reserves requirement

objectiveEM.m
function f = objectiveEM(x,Plant,t)
% Load in the cost data coming from the
% Constants.m file.
T = Plant.T;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
adj = Plant.adj;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
so = Plant.so;
som = Plant.som;
sg = Plant.sg;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
sc = Plant.sc;
scm = Plant.scm;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Specification of the actual objective function which is simply
the
%
%
%
%
%

total cost of all the energy and geoengineering resources.
Cost of reserves is captured in the capital cost of the reserve
resources. Assume that reserves incur no variable costs.
Note that the energy efficiency cost is a function of that year's
GDP.

f = (x(1)*T(t,1)) + (x(2)*T(t,2)) + (x(3)*T(t,3)) + (x(4)*T(t,4)) +
(x(5)*T(t,5)) + (x(6)*T(t,6)) + (x(7)*T(t,7)) + (x(8)*T(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*T(t,9)) + (x(10)*T(t,10)) + (x(11)*T(t,11)) +
(x(12)*T(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*T(t,13)) + (x(14)*T(t,14)) +
(x(15)*T(t,15)) + (x(23)*T(t,16))...
+ (x(1)*adj(t,1)) + (x(2)*adj(t,2)) + (x(3)*adj(t,3)) +
(x(4)*adj(t,4)) + (x(5)*adj(t,5)) + (x(6)*adj(t,6)) + (x(7)*adj(t,7)) +
(x(8)*adj(t,8))...
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+ (x(9)*adj(t,9)) + (x(10)*adj(t,10)) + (x(11)*adj(t,11)) +
(x(12)*adj(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*adj(t,13)) + (x(14)*adj(t,14)) +
(x(15)*adj(t,15)) + (x(23)*adj(t,16))...
+ (x(16)*AnnCosts(t,1)) + (x(17)*AnnCosts(t,2)) +
(x(18)*AnnCosts(t,3)) + (x(19)*AnnCosts(t,5)) +
(x(20)*AnnCosts(t,7))...
+ (x(21)*AnnCosts(t,10)) + (x(22)*AnnCosts(t,11))...
+ (x(24)*T(t,17)) + (x(25)*T(t,18)) + (x(26)*T(t,19))+
(x(27)*T(t,20)) + (x(28)*T(t,21))...
+ (x(24)*adj(t,17)) + (x(25)*adj(t,18)) + (x(26)*adj(t,19)) +
(x(27)*adj(t,20)) + (x(28)*adj(t,21))...
+ (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*(x(1)+x(24))) +
(ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));

ToyOptEM.m
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
load('Toy_Problem_Plant.mat');
% Specify number of years in the time horizon.
time = Plant.time;
% Specify the number of resources, reserves, & geoengineeering options
TotalResources = Plant.TotalResources;
Resources = Plant.Resources;
ReserveNumber = Plant.ReserveNumber;
% load in the forecasted energy demands and GWP
EnergyDemand = xlsread('f.xls');
LiquidDemand = xlsread('liquid.xls');
ElectricDemand = xlsread('electric.xls');
CombustionDemand = xlsread('combustion.xls');
CH4NE = xlsread('CH4-NE.xls');
N2O = xlsread('N2O.xls');
% Provide initial resource and geoengineering values.
% Initial amounts of oil, hydro, & sulfur injection (from SRES A2
Message scenario).
StartingValue = Plant.StartingValue;
% Bring in the variables needed for the computations.
Q = Plant.Q;
Ql = Plant.Ql;
Qe = Plant.Qe;
Qc = Plant.Qc;
Reserves = Plant.Reserves;
qo = Plant.qo;
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qg = Plant.qg;
qc = Plant.qc;
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qbf = Plant.qbf;
qbm = Plant.qbm;
qe = Plant.qe;
qs = Plant.qs;
qi = Plant.qi;
qt = Plant.qt;
qor = Plant.qor; % oil held as energy reserves
qgr = Plant.qgr; % natural gas held as energy reserves
qcr = Plant.qcr; % coal held as energy reserves
qhr = Plant.qhr; % hydro held as energy reserves
qgtr = Plant.qgtr; % geothermal held as energy reserves
qbfr = Plant.qbfr; % biofuel held as energy reserves
qbmr = Plant.qbmr; % biomass held as energy reserves
qss = Plant.qss;
qoc = Plant.qoc;
qge = Plant.qge;
qce = Plant.qce;
qct = Plant.qct;
qbfc = Plant.qbfc;
q = Plant.q;
% matrix of all energy and geoengineering
resources.
qdot = Plant.qdot; % matrix of all resource additions at each time
step.
retire = Plant.retire; % matrix of resources reaching the end of
their service lives.
lambda = Plant.lambda; % matrix of resource lifetimes.
tzero = Plant.tzero;
min = Plant.min;
printq = Plant.printq; % reordered matrix of q values for easier
reading in Excel printouts.
R = Plant.R; % for reserves computations.
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPn = Plant.GWPn;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
S = Plant.S;
Sm = Plant.Sm;
Sn = Plant.Sn;
Stotal = Plant.Stotal;
Sadjust = Plant.Sadjust;
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
n2o = Plant.n2o;
emitdecayCO2 = Plant.emitdecayCO2;
emitdecayCH4 = Plant.emitdecayCH4;
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emitdecayN2O = Plant.emitdecayN2O;
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dn2o = Plant.dn2o;
dF = Plant.dF;
dFco2 = Plant.dFco2;
dFch4 = Plant.dFch4;
dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
dFsulfur = Plant.dFsulfur;
dFseaspray = Plant.dFseaspray;
dT = Plant.dT;
% Resource limits.
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lna = Plant.Lna;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lha = Plant.Lha;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lwa = Plant.Lwa;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lgta = Plant.Lgta;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lspa = Plant.Lspa;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lsta = Plant.Lsta;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbfa = Plant.Lbfa;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Lbma = Plant.Lbma;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Lta = Plant.Lta;
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Loca = Plant.Loca;
Lgea = Plant.Lgea;
Lcea = Plant.Lcea;
Lcta = Plant.Lcta;
Lsa = Plant.Lsa;
Lia = Plant.Lia;
Lssa = Plant.Lssa;
% Fossil fuel production capacity parameters
prodcapo = Plant.prodcapo;
prodcapg = Plant.prodcapg;
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prodcapc
trigcapo
trigcapg
trigcapc

=
=
=
=

Plant.prodcapc;
Plant.trigcapo;
Plant.trigcapg;
Plant.trigcapc;

% emissions and forcing parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;
tau1 = Plant.tau1;
tau2 = Plant.tau2;
tau3 = Plant.tau3;
a1 = Plant.a1;
a2 = Plant.a2;
a3 = Plant.a3;
a4 = Plant.a4;
taum = Plant.taum;
taun = Plant.taun;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
steep = Plant.steep;
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
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kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
% Lead time parameters
lo = Plant.lo;
lg = Plant.lg;
lge = Plant.lge;
lc = Plant.lc;
ln = Plant.ln;
lh = Plant.lh;
lw = Plant.lw;
lgt = Plant.lgt;
lsp = Plant.lsp;
lst = Plant.lst;
lbf = Plant.lbf;
lbm = Plant.lbm;
ls = Plant.ls;
li = Plant.li;
lt = Plant.lt;
lss = Plant.lss;
lct = Plant.lct;
% Cost parameters
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
T = Plant.T;
VarCosts = Plant.VarCosts;
penalty = Plant.penalty;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
CapCosts = Plant.CapCosts;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
Zc = Plant.Zc;
Zn = Plant.Zn;
Zh = Plant.Zh;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
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% Since the total of non-renewable resources (including nuclear)used
over the entire period must be less than the
% limit, specify a variable to keep track of the total used so that the
% constraint equation can be checked appropriately. Also initialize the
% total trees count based on whatever initial acreage is assumed in
order
% to keep track of the total acreage used.
TotalOil = 0;
TotalGas = 0;
TotalCoal = 0;
TotalNuclear = 0;
TotalTrees = 0;
%TotalTrees = tzero(15);
% Initialize a set of counters used in the computations for when oil,
gas,
% and coal capacities must be reduced as these resources are used up.
capoilcounter = 0;
capgascounter = 0;
capcoalcounter = 0;
% Set up the variables to reduce the effects of previously deployed
% geoengineering over time to account for their decaying efffectiveness
% over time. Decay rate is based on each geoengineering's lifetime
(i.e
% lambda) value. Assume 0.1% effectiveness after lambda years.
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdass = Plant.lambdass;
% Set up the matrices that track how each geoengineering deployment
adjusts
% over time. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray.
pulses = zeros(time,1);
pulsei = zeros(time,1);
pulset = zeros(time,1);
pulsess = zeros(time,1);
% initialize variable that tracks how much geoegineering has been
% previously deployed. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray
prevs = 0;
previ = 0;
prevt = 0;
prevss = 0;

% Form an array of the final resources with reserves combined in with
% the resource amounts used to meet the energy needs.
qad = zeros(time,Resources);
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% matrix to store results of the optimization algorithm
OptResult = zeros(100,1);
% Set the initial starting point for the fmincon optimization to the
initial assumed starting values of the
% energy and geoengineering options.
x0 = StartingValue;
% Set up cost matrices
TotalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total costs up to time t (as a
net present value).
YearlyCost = zeros(time,1); % Total costs for each year (as a net
present value).
TotalResourceCost = zeros(time,1); % Variable to help trouble-shoot the
cost problem in the code.
resourcecost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track yearly cost of
each resource (as a net present value).
NominalResourceCost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track nomimal
yearly cost of each resource (not discounted).
NominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Total nominal costs for year year (not
discounted).
TotalNominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total nominal costs up
to time t (not discounted).
% Set up matrix for acreage used for tree planting geoengineering,
biomass,
% and biofuel production
acres = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the constant needed for the methane radiative forcing
% computations
methconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((722*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*722*((722*n2oi)^1.52)));
% Compute the constant needed for the N2O radiative forcing
% computations
n2oconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((270*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*270*((722*ch4i)^1.52)));
% Set up variables to account for resources that have already been
deployed
% for reserves so that the calculations for how much of the resources
have
% been used will not over count the reserves. This does not apply to
hydro
% or geothermal since they are capacity based resources and capacity
needs
% to be accounted for at each time step.
prevoilr = 0;
prevgasr = 0;
prevcoalr = 0;
prevbiofuelr = 0;
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prevbiomassr = 0;
for t = 1:time;
iteration = t
% We wish to minimize the total cost of supplying the energy, so
this
% becomes the objective function.
% Set up the vector for the resources to be used in the objective
% function. Syntax for fmincon appears to want the variables
specified
% as x's.
x = ones(1,TotalResources);
% Specify the constraint functions: Energy demand must be met,
% resources must be within their limits, and temperature rise must
be
% within the specified limit.
demand = EnergyDemand(t);
liquid = LiquidDemand(t);
electric = ElectricDemand(t);
combustion = CombustionDemand(t);
% Compute initial concentrations for constraint equations. Note
that the exponents are set
% up so that they are negative values. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. Also, if t = 1, there is no
initial
% change in concentrations.
% First compute the decay over time of each CO2 and CH4 pulse and
% convert to ppm and ppb, respectively. Put the results in two
% variables called prevco2 and prevch4.
if t > 1
for w = 1:t-1
emitdecayCO2(w) = 1.278E-16 * (S(w) * (a1 + (a2 * exp((wt)/tau1)) + (a3 * exp((w-t)/tau2)) + (a4 * exp((w-t)/tau3))) );
emitdecayCH4(w) = 3.515E-13 * ((Sm(w)+CH4NE(w)) * exp((wt)/taum));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed
pulses.
dco2(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:(t-1)));
CO2 concentration.
dch4(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:(t-1)));
CH4 concentration.
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% Resulting change in
% Resulting change in

% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are
simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2(t-1) = co2i + dco2(t-1); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t-1) = ch4i + dch4(t-1); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;
end
if t == 1
prevco2
prevch4
else
prevco2
prevch4
end

= co2i;
= ch4i;
= co2(t-1);
= ch4(t-1);

% Compute the concentration of N2O at the given time step.

Since

this
% assumed not to change due to the energy resources deployed, this
% value is computed all the way up to time t. Equation converts
grams
% of N2O emitted to ppb.
for y = 1:t
emitdecayN2O(y) = 1.278E-13 * (N2O(y) * exp((y-t)/taun));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed N2O
pulses.
dn2o(t) = sum(emitdecayN2O(1:(t))); % Resulting change in N2O
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial N2O
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
n2o(t) = n2oi + dn2o(t); % N2O concentration (ppb)
Plant.dn2o = dn2o;
Plant.n2o = n2o;
% Compute resulting radiative forcing due to N2O. Update Plant so
the
% value an be accessed in other parts of the code.
dFn2o(t) = (0.12 * (sqrt(n2o(t)) - sqrt(270))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*n2o(t)*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^1.52)))) + n2oconst;
Plant.dFn2o = dFn2o;
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% Compute the CO2-eq emissions of the N2O emissions (in grams).
Update
% Plant so the value can be accessed by other part of the code.
Sn(t) = GWPn * N2O(t);
Plant.Sn = Sn;

% Adjust the effective amounts of previously deployed
geoengineering.
% Sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray follow an
exponential
% decay. Tree planting varies according to the derivative of the
% logistic function. Note that the exponents are set so as to
yield
% negative values. The 0.145 factor is designed to yield a value
of
% 0.001 for the exponential term after lambda years.
for v = 1:t
pulses(v) = qs(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdas));
pulsei(v) = qi(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdai));
pulset(v) = qt(v) * exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep)/((1 +
exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep))^2); % t-v yields the amount of time the
trees have been planted.
pulsess(v) = qss(v)*exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdass));
end
% Update the variables that specify the prior effects of the
% geoengineering so that they can be used in the emissions
% calculations below. Prevt includes the effects of any trees
assumed
% at t = 0.
prevs = sum(pulses(1:t));
previ = sum(pulsei(1:t));
prevt = sum(pulset(1:t)) + (tzero(15) * exp((midpoint(t+1))*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint-(t+1))*steep))^2));
prevss = sum(pulsess(1:t));

% Update the retire matrix
for m = 1:Resources
if t == lambda(m) + 1;
retire(t,m) = tzero(m);
end
if t > lambda(m) +1
retire(t,m) = qdot(t-lambda(m),m);
end
end
% update Plant version of retire so correct values are passed
to
% the optimization algorithm.
Plant.retire = retire;
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% Check the previous reserve amounts to make sure that they do not
exceed the amount
% of reserves required at this time step. If they do, prorate the
% previous reserves down to match the needed reserves.
totalreserv = (prevoilr*etao*ko) + (prevgasr*etag*kg) +
(prevcoalr*etac*kc)...
+ (prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf) +
(prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm);
if totalreserv > R*demand
prevoilr =
prevoilr*((R*demand*prevoilr*etao*ko)/totalreserv);
prevgasr =
prevgasr*((R*demand*prevgasr*etag*kg)/totalreserv);
prevcoalr =
prevcoalr*((R*demand*prevcoalr*etac*kc)/totalreserv);
prevbiofuelr =
prevbiofuelr*((R*demand*prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf)/totalreserv);
prevbiomassr =
prevbiomassr*((R*demand*prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm)/totalreserv);
end
%
%
step.
%
coded
%

Create the lower bound matrix based on limiting how much each
resource can decrease from the value it had at the prior time
Reserve resources still need a lower bound of 0.

That is hard-

into the LoB matrix below.

initial = Plant.initial; % Initial values of the non-reserve
resources.
LoB = zeros(1,Resources); % matrix of lower bounds for non-reserve
resources
% Create a matrix of just the non-reserve resources for use in the
% Lower Bound (LoB) calculation.
qmin = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe qs qi qt qss qoc
qge qce qct qbfc];
for d = 1:Resources
if t == 1
LoB(d) = initial(d) - min(d);
else
LoB(d) = qmin(t-1,d) - min(d);
end
if LoB(d) < 0
LoB(d) = 0;
end
end
% Check to see if the time step is less than the lead time of each
% resource. If yes, then the amount of resource that can be added
is
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%
added
%
%
%
the
%

limited to the time t=0 capacity. If not,then resources can be
up
to the total available resource amount.
For oil, gas, and coal, check to see if the total amount used is
above the trigger level. If so, reduce the allowable amount of
resource that can be used as the resource is used up.

if t <= lo
capo = tzero(1);
capoc = tzero(24);
else
capo = qo(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loa;
capoc = qoc(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loca;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) <= trigcapo
prodlimo = prodcapo;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) > trigcapo
capoilcounter = capoilcounter + 1;
if capoilcounter == 1
oilcap = qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1);
prodlimo = oilcap;
elseif capoilcounter > 1
prodlimo = oilcap * (1 - (TotalOil/Lo))/(1 - trigcapo);
if prodlimo < 0
prodlimo = 0;
end
if min(1) < ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(1) = 0.95 * (qo(t-1) - ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(1) < 0
LoB(1) = 0;
end
if min(17) < ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(17) = 0.95 * (qoc(t-1) - ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) +
qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(17) < 0
LoB(17) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lg
capg = tzero(2);
capge = tzero(25);
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else
capg = qg(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lga;
capge = qge(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lgea;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) <= trigcapg
prodlimg = prodcapg;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) > trigcapg
capgascounter = capgascounter + 1;
if capgascounter == 1
gascap = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
prodlimg = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
elseif capgascounter > 1
prodlimg = gascap * (1 - (TotalGas/Lg))/(1 - trigcapg);
if prodlimg < 0
prodlimg = 0;
end
if min(2) < ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(2) = 0.95 * (qg(t-1) - ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(2) < 0
LoB(2) = 0;
end
if min(18) < ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(18) = 0.95 * (qge(t-1) - ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) +
qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(18) < 0
LoB(18) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lc
capc = tzero(3);
capce = tzero(26);
else
capc = qc(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lca;
capce = qce(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lcea;
if capc > prodcapc
capc = prodcapc;
end
end
if t <= lct
capct = tzero(27);
else
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capct = qct(t-1) + Lcta;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) <= trigcapc
prodlimc = prodcapc;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) > trigcapc
capcoalcounter = capcoalcounter + 1;
if capcoalcounter == 1
coalcap = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
prodlimc = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
elseif capcoalcounter > 1
prodlimc = coalcap * (1 - (TotalCoal/Lc))/(1 - trigcapc);
if prodlimc < 0
prodlimc = 0;
end
if min(3) < ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(3) = 0.95 * (qc(t-1) - ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(3) < 0
LoB(3) = 0;
end
if min(19) < ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(19) = 0.95 * (qce(t-1) - ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(19) < 0
LoB(19) = 0;
end
if min(20) < ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(20) = 0.95 * (qct(t-1) - ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(20) < 0
LoB(20) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= ln
capn = tzero(4);
else
capn = Lna + qn(t-1);
end
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if t <= lh
caph = tzero(5);
else
caph = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) + Lha;
if caph > Lh
caph = Lh;
end
end
if t <= lw
capw = tzero(6);
else
capw = qw(t-1) + Lwa;
if capw > Lw
capw = Lw;
end
end
if t <= lgt
capgt = tzero(7);
else
capgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) + Lgta;
if capgt > Lgt
capgt = Lgt;
end
end
if t <= lsp
capsp = tzero(8);
else
capsp = qsp(t-1) + Lspa;
if capsp > Lsp
capsp = Lsp;
end
end
if t <= lst
capst = tzero(9);
else
capst = qst(t-1) + Lsta;
if capst > Lst
capst = Lst;
end
end

if t <= lbf
capbf = tzero (10) + tzero (28);
else
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capbf = qbf(t-1) + qbfc(t-1) + qbfr(t-1) + Lbfa;
if capbf > Lbf/aebf
capbf = Lbf/aebf;
end
end
if t <= lbm
capbm = tzero(11);
else
capbm = qbm(t-1) + qbmr(t-1) + Lbma;
if capbm > Lbm/aebm
capbm = Lbm/aebm;
end
end
if t <= ls
caps = tzero(13);
else
caps = qs(t-1) + Lsa;
if caps > Ls
caps = Ls;
end
end
if t <= li
capi = tzero(14);
else
capi = qi(t-1) + Lia;
if capi > Li
capi = Li;
end
end
if t <= lt
capt = tzero(15);
else
capt = qt(t-1) + Lta;
if capt > Lt
capt = Lt;
end
end
if t <= lss
capss = tzero(23);
else
capss = qss(t-1) + Lssa;
if capss > Lss
capss = Lss;
end
end
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% Set the bound constraints using the optimization tool format.
The bound
% constraints are the min/max limits on the energy and
geoengineering
% resources. Assume a large upper bound for the non-renewables,
then take care of
% insuring that the total oil used over the simulation is within
limits
% by using the inequality constraint in constraints.m. Lower bounds
for
% reserves and geoengineering resources are set to zero.
lb = [LoB(1) LoB(2) LoB(3) LoB(4) LoB(5) LoB(6) LoB(7) LoB(8)
LoB(9) LoB(10) LoB(11) LoB(12) 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LoB(17) LoB(18) LoB(19) LoB(20) LoB(21)];
%ub = [Loa Lga Lca Lna Lh Lw Lgt Lsp Lst Lbfa Lbma (Le*demand) Ls
Li Lt Loa Lga Lca Lh Lgt Lbfa Lbma];
ub = [capo capg capc capn caph capw capgt capsp capst capbf capbm
(Le(t)*demand) caps capi capt capo capg capc caph capgt capbf capbm
capss...
capoc capge capce capct capbf];

% Invoke the fmincon (constrained nonlinear optimizer) tool from
the
% MATLAB optimization toolkit.
% The x values returned from fmincon are the energy and
geoengineering
% resource values.
% fval is the value of the objective function, which
% is the total cost at time t in this case.
%options = optimset('Algorithm','interior-point','TOLX',1E15,'MaxFunEvals',1.5E4,'InitBarrierParam',10.0);
options = optimset('Algorithm','interiorpoint','MaxFunEvals',1.5E4);
%options = optimset('AlwaysHonorConstraints', 'none');
%options = optimset('TOLX',1E-10);
[x,fval] =
fmincon(@(x)objectiveEM(x,Plant,t),x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@(x)constraints
EM(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTrees,...;
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc),options);
OptResult(t) = fval;
% Read out and store the energy and geoengineering resource values,
including those for the reserves.
% Also update the Plant parameters model.
qo(t) = x(1); % oil
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qg(t) = x(2); % natural gas
qc(t) = x(3); % coal
qn(t) = x(4); % nuclear
qh(t) = x(5); % hydro
qw(t) = x(6); % wind
qgt(t) = x(7); % geothermal
qsp(t) = x(8); % solar-PV
qst(t) = x(9); % solar-thermal
qbf(t) = x(10); % biofuel
qbm(t) = x(11); % biomass
qe(t) = x(12); % energy efficiency
qs(t) = x(13); % sulfur injection
qi(t) = x(14); % iron seeding
qt(t) = x(15); % tree planting
qor(t) = x(16); % reserve oil
qgr(t) = x(17); % reserve natural gas
qcr(t) = x(18); % reserve coal
qhr(t) = x(19); % reserve hydro
qgtr(t) = x(20); % reserve geothermal
qbfr(t) = x(21); % reserve biofuel
qbmr(t) = x(22); % reserve biomass
qss(t) = x(23);
qoc(t) = x(24);
qge(t) = x(25);
qce(t) = x(26);
qct(t) = x(27);
qbfc(t) = x(28);
Plant.qo = qo;
Plant.qg = qg;
Plant.qc = qc;
Plant.qn = qn;
Plant.qh = qh;
Plant.qw = qw;
Plant.qgt = qgt;
Plant.qsp = qsp;
Plant.qst = qst;
Plant.qbf = qbf;
Plant.qbm = qbm;
Plant.qe = qe;
Plant.qs = qs;
Plant.qi = qi;
Plant.qt = qt;
Plant.qor = qor;
Plant.qgr = qgr;
Plant.qcr = qcr;
Plant.qhr = qhr;
Plant.qgtr = qgtr;
Plant.qbfr = qbfr;
Plant.qbmr = qbmr;
Plant.qss = qss;
Plant.qoc = qoc;
Plant.qge = qge;
Plant.qce = qce;
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Plant.qct = qct;
Plant.qbfc = qbfc;
% The resources from this time step become the new x0 for the next
time
% step:
x0 = [qo(t) qg(t) qc(t) qn(t) qh(t) qw(t) qgt(t) qsp(t) qst(t)
qbf(t) qbm(t) qe(t) qs(t) qi(t) qt(t)...
qor(t) qgr(t) qcr(t) qhr(t) qgtr(t) qbfr(t) qbmr(t) qss(t)...
qoc(t) qge(t) qce(t) qct(t) qbfc(t)];

% Compute and store the resulting energy produced so that it can be
% verified against the demand, including liquids and reserves.
Q(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12)...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Q = Q;
% Liquids (i.e. transport fuels) calculation.
Ql(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) + (x(27)*etact*kc) +
(x(12)*(liquid/demand));
Plant.Ql = Ql;
% Electricity calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio of
final
% electrical energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qe(t) = (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) + (x(4)*etan*kn) +
(x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
+ (x(7)*etagt*kgt) + (x(8)*etasp*ksp) + (x(9)*etast*kst) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
+ (x(12)*(electric/demand));
Plant.Qe = Qe;
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on the
ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qc(t) = (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) + (x(24)*etaoc*ko) +
(x(2)*etag*kg)...
+ (x(3)*etac*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Qc = Qc;
% Reserves Calculation
Reserves(t) = (x(16)*etao*ko) + (x(17)*etag*kg) + (x(18)*etac*kc) +
(x(19)*etah*kh) + (x(20)*etagt*kgt)...
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+ (x(21)*etabf*kbf) + (x(22)*etabm*kbm);
Plant.Reserves = Reserves;
% Update the previous reserves variables so that they are ready for
the
% next time step
prevoilr = prevoilr + x(16);
prevgasr = prevgasr + x(17);
prevcoalr = prevcoalr + x(18);
prevbiofuelr = prevbiofuelr + x(21);
prevbiomassr = prevbiomassr + x(22);

% Update amount of oil, coal, gas, nuclear (i.e. uranium),
% and tress (i.e. arable land) used in order to compare to their
limits.
TotalOil = TotalOil + qo(t) + qor(t) + qoc(t);
TotalGas = TotalGas + qg(t) + qgr(t) + qge(t);
TotalCoal = TotalCoal + qc(t) + qcr(t) + qce(t) + qct(t);
TotalNuclear = TotalNuclear + (qn(t)*etan);
TotalTrees = TotalTrees + qt(t);
% biofuels and biomass do not
add to this total since
% they are harvested each year.
% Compute total acreage used for tree planting, biofuel, and
biomass.
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
acres(t) = ((qbf(t) + qbfr(t) + qbfc(t))*aebf) + ((qbm(t) +
qbmr(t))*aebm*etabm) + TotalTrees;
% COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE
% Initialize the adjustment variables that track how much resource
is at the
% end of its service life. Used for the nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, and solar resources that only produce emissions when
% there is an incremental addition. Also bring in the associated
% lambda values.
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;
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% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental
amount of nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro
and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
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end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
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else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
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end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
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end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end

% Compute and store the resulting emissions and temperature change
at this time step.
% Compute the emissions of CO2 and CH4 (results are in grams of CO2
or
% CH4, hence the 1E-15 factors) plus the total CO2-eq emissions in
billion metric tonnes.
% Also compute the effective emissions adjusted for any sulfur or
sea
% spray injections. Sulfur injection is in terms of million metric
% tons, hence the 1E-3 adjustment.
S(t) =
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sn*(x(4)adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))...
-(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt))+(sct*x(27));
Sm(t) = (som*(x(1)+x(24))) + (sgm*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));
Stotal(t) = (1E-15 * S(t) ) + (GWPm * 1E-15 * (Sm(t)+CH4NE(t))) +
(GWPn * 1E-15 * N2O(t));
% Note: GWPs is a negative value, so expression for sulfur
injection
% has a positive sign.
Sadjust(t) = Stotal(t) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs)) ((x(23)+prevss)*Ess*1E-15);

% Compute the resulting concentrations. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. In the emitdecayCO2 and
emitdecayCH4
% equations, the exponents go to 1 since this is the time of the
% initial emissions pulse (i.e. no decay). Also the coefficients
on
% the CO2 emissions decay equation sum to 1, so all we need to do
is
% convert emissions to ppm or ppb and add to decay values from
prior
% time steps computed at the start of the optimization process
above.
%
emitdecayCO2(t) = 1.278E-16 * S(t);
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emitdecayCH4(t) = 3.515E-13 * (Sm(t) + CH4NE(t));
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed pulses.
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dco2(t) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:t)); % Resulting change in CO2
concentration.
dch4(t) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:t)); % Resulting change in CH4
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2(t) = co2i + dco2(t); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t) = ch4i + dch4(t); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;

% Compute the associated radiative forcing due to CO2 and CH4.
dFco2(t) = 5.35 * log(co2(t)/278);
dFch4(t) = (0.036 * (sqrt(ch4(t)) - sqrt(722))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*ch4(t)*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst;
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sulfur
% injection. Values are in terms of million metric tonnes, so no
1E-3 factor
% as in the Constraints.m file since those values all needed to be
in
% terms of billion metric tonnes.
dFsulfur(t) = (ss*(x(13)+prevs));
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sea
spray
% injection.
dFseaspray(t) = (ssf*(x(23)+prevss));
% Compute net radiative forcing and associated temperature change.
dF(t) = dFco2(t) + dFch4(t) + dFn2o(t) - dFsulfur(t) dFseaspray(t);
dT(t) = 0.5*dF(t);
% Compute the equivalent CO2 concentration that accounts for the
effect of CH4 & the reduced
% radiative forcing effects due to any sulfur injection.
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co2e = Plant.co2e;
%co2e(t) = co2(t) + (co2i * exp(dFch4(t)/5.35) ) - (co2i *
exp(dFsulfur(t)/5.35 ) );
co2e(t) = 278 * exp(dF(t)/5.35);
Plant.co2e = co2e;
% Update q and qad matrices with new resource
q = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe
qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr qss qoc qge qce qct qbfc];
Plant.q = q;
qad = [(qo+qor) (qg+qgr) (qc+qcr) qn (qh+qhr)
(qbf+qbfr) (qbm+qbmr) qe qs qi qt qss qoc qge qce

values.
qs qi qt qor qgr qcr

qw (qgt+qgtr) qsp qst
qct qbfc];

% Create a special matrix with the subresources grouped together
for
% ease of reading in the Excel spreadsheet.
printq = [qo qoc qg qge qc qce qct qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbfc
qbm qe qs qi qt qss qor qgr qcr qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr];
Plant.printq = printq;
% Compute the change in each resource (the qdot) for this time
step.
% Use this for computing the proper capital costs and for dealing
with resources that have emissions when new
% incremental resource amounts are added.
for b = 1:Resources
if t == 1
if initial(b) < qad(t,b);
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - initial(b);
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambda(b)
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))) + retire(t,b)) <=
qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b) + retire(t,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
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if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))+ retire(t,b) > qad(t,b)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t1),b));
if qdot(t,b) < 0;

% Make sure qdot does not go

below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
end
end

% Add logic that updates qdot if no new resource has been added
in
% the last lambda years, but resource is still being used.
This is to
% recognize that new resource has to be added even if the
resource
% usage is flat or declining because of resource lifetime.
for d = 1:Resources
if t > lambda(d)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(d)):(t-1),d)) < 0.01
qdot(t,d) = qad(t,d);
end
end
end

% Save qdot into the Plant model.
Plant.qdot = qdot;
% Compute the Present Worth Factor for this time step
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^t);

% Compute the net present value cost of each resource at this time
step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
resourcecost(t,1) = rho * ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
resourcecost(t,2) = rho * ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
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resourcecost(t,3) = rho * ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
resourcecost(t,4) = rho * ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
resourcecost(t,5) = rho * ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
resourcecost(t,6) = rho * ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
resourcecost(t,7) = rho * ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
resourcecost(t,8) = rho * ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
resourcecost(t,9) = rho * ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
resourcecost(t,10) = rho * ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
resourcecost(t,11) = rho * ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
resourcecost(t,12) = rho * ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
resourcecost(t,13) = rho * ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
resourcecost(t,14) = rho * ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
resourcecost(t,15) = rho * ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
resourcecost(t,16) = rho * ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
resourcecost(t,17) = rho * ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
resourcecost(t,18) = rho * ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
resourcecost(t,19) = rho * ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
resourcecost(t,20) = rho * ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
resourcecost(t,21) = rho * ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
TotalResourceCost(t) = sum(resourcecost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalCost(t) = TotalResourceCost(t);
else
TotalCost(t) = TotalCost(t-1) + TotalResourceCost(t);
end
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% Compute the nominal cost of each resource at this time step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
NominalResourceCost(t,1) = ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,2) = ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,3) = ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,4) = ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,5) = ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,6) = ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
NominalResourceCost(t,7) = ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
NominalResourceCost(t,8) = ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
NominalResourceCost(t,9) = ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
NominalResourceCost(t,10) = ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
NominalResourceCost(t,11) = ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
NominalResourceCost(t,12) = ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
NominalResourceCost(t,13) = ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
NominalResourceCost(t,14) = ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
NominalResourceCost(t,15) = ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
NominalResourceCost(t,16) = ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
NominalResourceCost(t,17) = ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,18) = ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,19) = ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,20) = ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,21) = ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
NominalCost(t) = sum(NominalResourceCost(t,:));
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% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalNominalCost(t) = NominalCost(t);
else
TotalNominalCost(t) = TotalNominalCost(t-1) + NominalCost(t);
end
end

% Energy is computed to confirm that the computed energy is exactly
% equaling the energy demand.
Energy = [EnergyDemand(:,1) Q];
Liquids = [LiquidDemand(:,1) Ql];
Electricity = [ElectricDemand(:,1) Qe];
IndustComb = [CombustionDemand(:,1) Qc];
% Save out the emissions and concentration data.
emit = [S Sm Stotal Sadjust];
concentration = [co2 ch4 co2e];
% Create a summary table of final key results
ResultSummary = [co2e(time) Stotal(time) Sadjust(time) dT(time)
TotalCost(time)];
% Write out key results.
xlswrite('ResourceForecast.xls',printq);
xlswrite('qdot.xls',qdot);
xlswrite('TotalCost.xls',TotalCost);
xlswrite('fval.xls',OptResult);
xlswrite('Temperature.xls',dT);
xlswrite('Energy.xls',Energy);
xlswrite('Liquids.xls',Liquids);
xlswrite('Reserves.xls',Reserves);
xlswrite('resourcecost.xls',resourcecost);
xlswrite('TotalResourceCost.xls',TotalResourceCost);
xlswrite('Emissions.xls',emit);
xlswrite('Concentrations.xls',concentration);
xlswrite('acreage.xls',acres);
xlswrite('retire.xls',retire);
xlswrite('varcosts.xls',VarCosts);
xlswrite('capcosts.xls',CapCosts);
xlswrite('forcing.xls',dF);
xlswrite('ResultSummary.xls',ResultSummary);
xlswrite('Electricity.xls',Electricity);
xlswrite('Indus-Combust.xls',IndustComb);
xlswrite('NominalResourceCost.xls',NominalResourceCost);
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xlswrite('YearlNominalCost.xls',NominalCost);
xlswrite('TotalNominalCost.xls',TotalNominalCost);
% Create a special matrix of values for use in creating the figures.
figureq = [(qo+qoc) (qg+qge) (qc+qce+qct) (qbf+qbfc)];
% Read in the emissions limit in order to plot it against actual
emissions.
emlimit = Plant.emlimit;
figure(1)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,1));
title('Oil');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
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E.4. Code with No Climate Limit.
ConstantsNL.m
function ConstantsNL
% All constants will be in a .mat file called "Plant".
% input length of time horizon (time), number of resources and
geoengineering
% options.
time = 100;
Plant.time = time;
TotalResources = 28;
% Need to include the extra variables
needed for the reserves
Plant.TotalResources = TotalResources;
Resources = 21; % Total actual resources, not including any
reserves.
Plant.Resources = Resources;
ReserveNumber = 7; % Total number of resources used for reserves.
Plant.ReserveNumber = ReserveNumber;

% define constants
Plant.TempLim =
2.0;
% Maximum global mean temperature rise
by end of the time horizon of study.
Plant.dis_rate =
.04;
% discount rate i (% shown as a
decimal)
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
% Needed to convert capital costs to
annual values.
Plant.tau1
= 394.4;
% First lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau2
= 36.54;
% Second lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau3
= 4.304;
% Third lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.a1
= 0.2173;
% First coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a2
= 0.2240;
% Second coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a3
= 0.2824;
% Third coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a4
= 0.2763;
% Fourth coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.taum
= 12.4;
% lifetime of methane in the
atmosphere (years)
Plant.taun
=
121;
% lifetime of N2O in the atmosphere
(years)
Plant.GWPm
=
34;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
methane.
Plant.GWPn
=
268;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
N2O
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Plant.GWPs
=
-58;
SO2 injection.
Plant.co2i
=
375;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.ch4i
= 1750;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.n2oi
=
320;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.R
=
.01;
above actual energy demand.
Plant.Lp
=
3E3;
and biomass production plus

% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
% initial
in ppm
% initial
in ppb
% initial
in ppb.
% desired

atmospheric CO2
atmospheric methane
atmospheric N2O
reserve margin over and

% total acreage available for biofuel
tree planting (million ha).

% Specify the carbon tax. Convert tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq to
% $ trillion/gram CO2-eq emitted in order to line up with the other
% units used in the code.
CarbonTax
=
0;
% Carbon tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq.
Plant.ctax = CarbonTax * 1E-18; % Conversion to $trillion/gram CO2eq.
% Oil Parameters (billions of barrels)
Plant.Co
=
9.8E-2*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Co
=
xlsread('oilvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
a barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Co = Plant.Co;
Plant.Ko
=
3.38E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Ko
=
xlsread('oilcapcost.xls'); % capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Ko = Plant.Ko;
po
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.ko
=
5.80;
% conversion of billion bbl of oil to
EJ (EJ/ billion bbl)
Plant.etao
=
0.28;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
transportation needs.
Plant.etaoc
=
0.72;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lo
=
3.35E3;
% Oil reserves (billion barrels).
Plant.prodcapo =
100;
% Full annual oil production capacity
(billion barrels). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapo =
0.75;
% Ratio of total oil used over oil
reserves trigger to reduce oil production capacity as oil is used up.
Plant.Loa
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Loca
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lo
=
1;
% lead time for new oil field
development(years)
Plant.lambdao =
20;
% oil field lifetime
lambdao = Plant.lambdao;
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Plant.so
=
3.56E14;
% CO2 emissions per billion barrels of
oil used (grams CO2/billion barrels)
Plant.som
= 3.48E11;
% methane emissions per billion
barrels of oil used (grams CH4/billion barrels)
Plant.tzo
=
23.27;
% oil use at t=0 for transportation
(billion barrels).
Plant.tzoc
=
5.0;
% oil use at t=0 for combustion
(billion barrels).
mino
=
15.0;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for transportation (billion barrels).
minoc
=
6.0;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for combustion (billion barrels).
AnnCapo = Ko * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdao)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Natural Gas Parameters (trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cg
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cg
= xlsread('gasvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cge
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cge
= xlsread('gaselecvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Cg = Plant.Cg;
Cge = Plant.Cge;
Plant.Kg
=
6E-3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kg
= xlsread('gascapcost.xls'); % capital cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kg = Plant.Kg;
Plant.Kge
= 2.05E-2*ones(time,1); % capital cost of natural
gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kge
= xlsread('gaseleccapcost.xls'); % capital cost
of natural gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kge = Plant.Kge;
pg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.kg
=
1.06;
% conversion of natural gas to EJ (EJ/
trillion cubic feet)
Plant.etage
=
0.45;
% efficiency of burning natural gas to
produce electricity.
Plant.etag
=
0.77;
% efficiency of burning natural gas
for specific industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.Lg
=
2.284E4;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
Plant.prodcapg =
350;
% Full annual gas production capacity
(trillion cubic feet). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapg =
0.75;
% Ratio of total gas used over gas
reserves trigger to reduce gas production capacity as gas is used up.
Plant.Lga
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
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Plant.Lgea
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lg
=
1;
% lead time for new gas field
development(years)
Plant.lge
=
1;
% lead time for new combined cycle
electric plants (years).
Plant.lambdag =
50;
% gas field lifetime
lambdag = Plant.lambdag;
Plant.sg
=
5.35E13;
% CO2 emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CO2/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.sgm
=
5.31E11;
% methane emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CH4/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.tzg
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for combustion
(trillion cubic feet).
Plant.tzge
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for electricity
production (trillion cubic feet).
ming
=
1.0;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for combustion (trillion cubic feet).
minge
=
0.5;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for electricity (trillion cubic feet).
AnnCapg = Kg * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapge = Kge * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an annual
value.
% Coal Parameters (million metric tons)
Plant.Cc
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cc
=
xlsread('coalvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.Cce
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cce
=
xlsread('coalelecvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of coal for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Cc = Plant.Cc;
Cce = Plant.Cce;
Plant.Cct
= 6.07E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million metric
tons)
%Plant.Cct
= xlsread('coalliqvarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of coal converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million
metric tons)
Cct = Plant.Cct;
Plant.Kc
=
2.37E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kc
=
xlsread('coalcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kc = Plant.Kc;
Plant.Kce
=
2.46E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kce
=
xlsread('coaleleccapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
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Kce = Plant.Kce;
Plant.Kct
=
1.99E-1*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal to
liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kct
=
xlsread('coalliqcapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal to liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kct = Plant.Kct;
pc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.kc
=
2.93E-2;
% conversion of coal to EJ (EJ/
million metric tons)
Plant.etace
=
0.36;
% efficiency of burning coal to
produce electrcity.
Plant.etac
=
0.79;
% efficiency of burning coal specific
industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.etact
=
0.16;
% efficiency of converting coal to
liquid fuel and using it for transportation fuel.
Plant.Lc
=
8.62E5;
% coal reserves (million metric tons).
Plant.prodcapc =
8000;
% Full annual coal production capacity
(million metric tons). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapc =
0.75;
% Ratio of total coal used over coal
reserves trigger to reduce coal production capacity as coal is used up.
Plant.Lca
=
300;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcea
=
600;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcta
=
2000;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lc
=
1;
% lead time for coal
development(years)
Plant.lct
=
5;
% lead time for coal to liquids plant
development (years)
Plant.lambdac =
50;
% coal mine, power plant, and coal to
liquids plant lifetime
lambdac = Plant.lambdac;
Plant.sc
=
2.05E12;
% CO2 emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CO2/million metric tons)
Plant.scm
=
4.04E9;
% methane emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CH4/million metric tons)
Plant.sct
=
1.34E12;
% Full "well to wheel" CO2-eq
emissions associated with coal to liquids for transport fuel (grams
CO2-eq/million metric tons)
Plant.tzc
=
1615;
% coal use at t=0 for combustion
(million metric tons).
Plant.tzce
=
3088;
% coal use at t=0 for electricity
production (million metric tons).
Plant.tzct
=
0;
% coal use at t=0 for coal-to-liquids
production (million metric tons).
minc
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for combustion (million metric tons)
mince
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for electricity (million metric tons)
minct
=
4;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for coal-to-liquids (million metric tons)
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Plant.Zc
=
4.53E-4*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
of a coal plant($trillion/million metric tons)
Zc = Plant.Zc;
AnnDecomc = Zc * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapc = Kc * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapce = (Kce * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate) ) + AnnDecomc; % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an
annual value.
AnnCapct = Kct * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of coal to liquids plant capital cost to an
annual value.
% Nuclear Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cn
=
0.263*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cn
=
xlsread('nukevarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cn = Plant.Cn;
Plant.Kn
=
2.3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kn
=
xlsread('nukecapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kn = Plant.Kn;
pn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kn
=
31.5;
% conversion of nuclear to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etan
=
0.91;
% Nuclear plant capacity factor.
Plant.Ln
=
2.89E3;
% Nuclear potential (TW-years of
energy). Value based on amount of nuclear fuel available without
reprocessing.
Plant.Lna
=
0.09;
% Amount of nuclear that can be added
each year (TW). Used to set bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.ln
=
6;
% lead time for nuclear plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdan =
50;
% nuclear plant lifetime
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
Plant.sn
=
6.5E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW-year of nuclear
used (grams CO2/TW-year). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzn
=
3.49E-1;
% installed nuclear capacity at t=0
(TW).
minn
=
1E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in nuclear
usage (TW).
Plant.Zn
=
3.5E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
($trillion/Terrawat)
Zn = Plant.Zn;
AnnDecomn = Zn * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapn = (Kn * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomn; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
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% Hydro Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Ch
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Ch
=
xlsread('hydrovarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Ch = Plant.Ch;
Plant.Kh
=
2.95*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Kh
=
xlsread('hydrocapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Kh = Plant.Kh;
ph
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
Plant.kh
=
31.5;
% conversion of terrawatt-y of hydro
to EJ (EJ/TW-y)
Plant.etah
=
0.40;
% hydro plant capacity factor
Plant.Lh
=
3.72;
% global hydro power potential (TW).
Plant.Lha
=
0.02;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual hydro use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lh
=
4;
% lead time for hydro plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdah =
75;
% hydro plant lifetime
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
Plant.sh
=
1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of hydro used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzh
=
0.7;
% installed hydro capacity at t=0
(TW).
minh
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in hydro
usage (TW).
Plant.Zh
=
8.85E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning cost of
hydro ($trillion/TW)
Zh = Plant.Zh;
AnnDecomh = Zh * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCaph = (Kh * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomh; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Wind Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of wind
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cw
=
xlsread('windvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of wind ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cw = Plant.Cw;
Plant.Kw
=
2.25*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kw
=
xlsread('windcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
wind ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kw = Plant.Kw;
pw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
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Plant.kw
=
31.5;
% conversion of wind to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etaw
=
0.30;
% wind plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lw
=
196;
% wind potential (TW).
Plant.Lwa
=
0.1;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual wind use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lw
=
1;
% lead time for wind plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdaw =
25;
% wind plant lifetime
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
Plant.sw
=
1.2E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of wind used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzw
=
1.74E-2;
% global installed wind capacity at
t=0 (TW).
minw
=
1.0E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in wind
usage (TW).
AnnCapw = Kw * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdaw)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Geothermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cgt
=
xlsread('geothermvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cgt = Plant.Cgt;
Plant.Kgt
=
4.46*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kgt
=
xlsread('geothermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kgt = Plant.Kgt;
pgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of geothermal
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kgt
=
31.5;
% conversion of geothermal to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etagt
=
0.81;
% geothermal plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lgt
=
0.209;
% geothermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lgta
=
0.004;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual geothermal use limit for the
bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lgt
=
4;
% lead time for geothermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdagt =
25;
% geothermal plant lifetime
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
Plant.sgt
=
9.1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of geothermal
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzgt
=
7.97E-3; % installed geothermal capacity at t=0
(TW).
mingt
=
1E-5; % allowable annual decrease in
geothermal usage (TW).
AnnCapgt = Kgt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdagt)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% Solar-PV Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Csp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Csp
=
xlsread('solarpvvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ TW-year)
Csp = Plant.Csp;
Plant.Ksp
=
4.21*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarPV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Ksp
=
xlsread('solarpvcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Ksp = Plant.Ksp;
psp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.ksp
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-PV to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etasp
=
0.20;
% solar-PV capacity factor.
Plant.Lsp
=
2.0;
% solar-PV potential (TW).
%Plant.Lspa
=
2;
% Annual solar-PV use limit. Used
for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lspa
=
5.0E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual solar-PV use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lsp
=
1;
% lead time for solar-PV plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdasp =
25;
% solar-PV lifetime
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
Plant.ssp
=
6E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solar-PV
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzsp
=
1.25E-3;
% global installed solar-PV capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minsp
=
1.0E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in solarPV usage (TW).
AnnCapsp = Ksp * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdasp)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-thermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%
Plant.Cst
=
xlsread('solarthermvarcost.xls');
%
variable cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cst = Plant.Cst;
Plant.Kst
=
5.11*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kst
=
xlsread('solarthermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kst = Plant.Kst;
pst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kst
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-thermal to EJ
(EJ/ Terrawatt)
Plant.etast
=
0.56;
% solar-thermal capacity factor.
Plant.Lst
=
1.39;
% solar-thermal potential (TW).
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Plant.Lsta
=
2E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual solar-thermal use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lst
=
3;
% lead time for solar-thermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdast =
40;
% solar-thermal lifetime
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
Plant.sst
=
9E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solarthermal used (CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzst
=
3.54E-4;
% global installed solar-thermal
capacity at t=0 (TW).
minst
=
1.0E-6;
% allowable annual decrease in solarthermal usage (TW).
AnnCapst = Kst * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdast)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biofuel Parameters (Trillion Liters)
Plant.Cbf
=
6.57E-1*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Cbf
=
xlsread('biofuelvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Cbf = Plant.Cbf;
Plant.Kbf
=
0.536*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Kbf
=
xlsread('biofuelcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Kbf = Plant.Kbf;
pbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biofuel
($trillion/trillion liters)
Plant.kbf
=
34;
% conversion of biofuel to EJ
(EJ/trillion liters)
Plant.etabf
=
0.23;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
transportation.
Plant.etabfc
=
0.67;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lbf
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biofuel
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbfa
=
3.0;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biofuel limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbf
=
1;
% lead time for biofuel(years)
Plant.lambdabf =
30;
% biofuel plant lifetime
lambdabf = Plant.lambdabf;
Plant.aebf
=
2.81E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/trillion liters)
Plant.sbf
=
1.40E15;
% CO2 emissions per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters)
Plant.sbfq
=
7.0E14;
% CO2 sequestered per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters). Only used in reserves
calculation
Plant.tzbf
=
1.81E-2;
% biofuel use at t=0 for
transportation (trillion liters).
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Plant.tzbfc
=
2E-4;
% biofuel use at t=0 for combustion
(trillion liters).
minbf
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for transportation (trillion liters).
minbfc
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for combustion (trillion liters)
AnnCapbf = Kbf * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabf)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biomass Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cbm
=
5.26E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biomass ($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Cbm
=
xlsread('biomassvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Cbm = Plant.Cbm;
Plant.Kbm
=
4.22*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Kbm
=
xlsread('biomasscapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Kbm = Plant.Kbm;
pbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
Plant.kbm
=
31.5;
% conversion of biomass to EJ (EJ/TW)
Plant.etabm
=
0.83;
% Biomass plant capacity factor
Plant.Lbm
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biomass
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbma
=
1E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biomass limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbm
=
1;
% lead time for biomass plant (years)
Plant.lambdabm =
20;
% biomass plant lifetime
lambdabm = Plant.lambdabm;
Plant.aebm
=
1.73E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/TW)
Plant.sbm
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 emissions per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW)
Plant.sbmq
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 sequestered per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW). Only used in reserves calculation
Plant.tzbm
=
3.58E-3;
% global biofuel production capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minbm
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biomass usage (TW).
AnnCapbm = Kbm * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabm)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Energy Efficiency Parameters (EJ)
Plant.GDP
=
39.9;
% Starting year GDP. Use for energy
efficiency cost computation. (trillion dollars)
Plant.Ce
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ce = Plant.Ce;
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Plant.Ke
=
1.57E-5*ones(time,1);
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
%Plant.Ke
=
xlsread('effcapcost.xls');
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
Ke = Plant.Ke;
pe
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs.
%Plant.Le
=
0.2*ones(time,1);
% Total available energy
efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.Le
=
xlsread('effamount.xls'); % Total available
energy efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.le
=
1;
% Lead time for energy efficiency.
Plant.lambdae =
15;
% Average lifetime of efficiency
measures before they need to be retrofitted.
lambdae = Plant.lambdae;
Plant.tze
=
1E-6;
% global energy efficiency at t=0.
mine
=
1;
% allowable annual energy efficiency
usage (EJ)
AnnCape = Ke * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdae)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sulfur Injection Parameters (Million metric tons SO2)
Plant.Cs
=
4.55E-4*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of
sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Cs
=
xlsread('sulfurvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Cs = Plant.Cs;
Plant.Ks
=
1.05E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sulfur
injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ks
=
xlsread('sulfurcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ks = Plant.Ks;
ps
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sulfur
injection
Plant.Ls
=
2E-6;
% Limit in million metric tons based
on number of planes needed to replicate Mt. Pinatubo sulfur injection
Plant.ls
=
1;
% lead time for sulfur injection
(years)
Plant.lambdas
=
3;
% time sulfur injection remains
effective (years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdas2 =
50;
% lifetime of air tankers needed to
deploy the sulfur. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdas2 = Plant.lambdas2;
Plant.ss
=
0.75;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sulfur injection (W/sq.meter/million metric tons)
Plant.tzs
=
1E-6; % global sulfur injection capacity at
t=0.
mins
=
1E-7; % allowable annual decrease in sulfur
usage.
AnnCaps = Ks * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdas2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% Iron Seeding Parameters (million Metric Tons)
Plant.Ci
=
6.75E-3*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of iron
seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ci
=
xlsread('ironvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ci = Plant.Ci;
Plant.Ki
=
5.8E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of new
ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
%Plant.Ki
=
xlsread('ironcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of new ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
Ki = Plant.Ki;
pi
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of iron
seeding.
Plant.Li
=
2E-6;
% Limit on the amount of feasible
iron seeding (million metric tons).
Plant.li
=
1;
% lead time for iron seeding (years)
Plant.lambdai =
1;
% time iron seeding remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation.
Plant.lambdai2 =
30;
% life time of tankers (years). Use
in cost equations
lambdai2 = Plant.lambdai2;
Plant.si
=
1.02E16;
% CO2 sequestered per million metric
tons of iron seeding (grams CO2/milllion metric tons)
Plant.tzi
=
1E-6;
% global iron seeding capacity at
t=0.
mini
=
1E-7;
% allowable decrease in iron seeding
usage.
AnnCapi = Ki * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdai2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Tree Planting Parameters (million ha)
Plant.Ct
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ct = Plant.Ct;
Plant.Kt
=
1.50E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of tree
planting ($trillion/million ha)
%Plant.Kt
=
xlsread('treescapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of tree planting ($trillion/million ha)
Kt = Plant.Kt;
pt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs
Plant.Lt
=
1E-5;
% Acreage available for tree planting
(million ha)
Plant.Lta
=
2E-6;
% Limit on acreage of trees that can
be planted annually. Use to compute annual tree limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lt
=
1;
% Lead time for tree planting to take
effect
Plant.steep
=
1;
% Steepness parameter for the
logistic function .
steep = Plant.steep;
Plant.midpoint =
25;
% Midpoint of the logistic function.
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midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
dlogistic = exp((midpoint-1)*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint1)*steep))^2); % derivative of the logistic function at t = 1.
Plant.dlogistic = dlogistic;
Plant.lambdat =
70;
% time that tree planting stays
effective (years)
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
Plant.st
=
2.6E13;
% CO2 sequestered per million ha
(grams CO2/milllion ha)
Plant.tzt
=
1E-6;
% global forest area at t=0 (million
ha).
mint
=
1E-7;
% tree planting at t=0.
AnnCapt = Kt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdat)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sea Spray Cloud Enhancement Parameters (cu. meter/sec)
Plant.Css
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of sea
spray. Needed as a place-holder to form the matrices below
Css = Plant.Css;
Plant.Kss
=
1.04E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sea
spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
%Plant.Kss
=
xlsread('seaspraycapcost.xls');
% Capital
cost of sea spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
Kss = Plant.Kss;
pss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sea
spray
Plant.Lss
=
2E-6;
% Limit based on declining
effectiveness of sea spray with increased rate (in cu. meter/sec).
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Plant.lss
=
1;
% lead time for sea spray based on
time to construct ships (years)
Plant.lambdass =
1;
% time sea spray remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdass2 =
10;
% lifetime of ships needed to deploy
the sea spray. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdass2 = Plant.lambdass2;
Plant.ssf
=
8.22E-2;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sea spray (W/sq.meter/cu. meter per sec)
Plant.Ess
=
9.65E16;
% Equivalent emissions reduction
(grams CO2/cu meter per sec).
Plant.tzss
=
1E-6; % global sea spray capacity at t=0.
minss
=
1E-7;
% allowable annual decrease in sea
spray usage.
AnnCapss = Kss * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdass2)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% create vectors of all the variable, penalty, capital, and annual
capital costs, the combined costs, & the lambda values.
VarCosts = [Co Cg Cc Cn Ch Cw Cgt Csp Cst Cbf Cbm Ce Cs Ci Ct Css
Co Cge Cce Cct Cbf];
Plant.VarCosts = VarCosts;
penalty = [po pg pc pn ph pw pgt psp pst pbf pbm pe ps pi pt pss po
pg pc pc pbf];
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Plant.penalty = penalty;
AnnCosts = [AnnCapo AnnCapg AnnCapc AnnCapn AnnCaph AnnCapw
AnnCapgt AnnCapsp AnnCapst AnnCapbf AnnCapbm AnnCape AnnCaps AnnCapi
AnnCapt AnnCapss...
AnnCapo AnnCapge AnnCapce AnnCapct AnnCapbf];
Plant.AnnCosts = AnnCosts;
CapCosts = [Ko Kg Kc Kn Kh Kw Kgt Ksp Kst Kbf Kbm Ke Ks Ki Kt
Kss...
Ko Kge Kce Kct Kbf];
Plant.CapCosts = CapCosts;
Plant.T = VarCosts + AnnCosts + penalty;
% Total of variable plus annualized capital and decommissioning
costs.
Plant.lambda = [lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdan lambdah lambdaw
lambdagt lambdasp lambdast lambdabf lambdabm lambdae lambdas2 lambdai2
lambdat lambdass2...
lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdac lambdabf];
% Matrix of adjustments for any unrecovered annualized capital
costs
% due to resource usage peaking, then dropping off.
adjo
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
adjg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
adjc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjh
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjsp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).
adjbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adje
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/EJ).
adjs
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million tons).
adji
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million ha).
adjss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/cu.meter/sec).
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adjoc
unrecovered
adjge
unrecovered
adjce
unrecovered
adjct
unrecovered
adjbfc
unrecovered

=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due

0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).

Plant.adj = [adjo adjg adjc adjn adjh adjw adjgt adjsp adjst adjbf
adjbm adje adjs adji adjt adjss...
adjoc adjge adjce adjct adjbfc];

% Specify the capacities (not the actual values) of the energy and
geoengineering resources at time t=0 in order to
% determine what new incremental capacities are added in year 1 and
to
% insure that lead times for new resource additions are respected.
tzo = Plant.tzo;
tzoc = Plant.tzoc;
tzg = Plant.tzg;
tzge = Plant.tzge;
tzc = Plant.tzc;
tzce = Plant.tzce;
tzct = Plant.tzct;
tzn = Plant.tzn;
tzh = Plant.tzh;
tzw = Plant.tzw;
tzgt = Plant.tzgt;
tzsp = Plant.tzsp;
tzst = Plant.tzst;
tzbf = Plant.tzbf;
tzbfc = Plant.tzbfc;
tzbm = Plant.tzbm;
tze = Plant.tze;
tzs = Plant.tzs;
tzi = Plant.tzi;
tzt = Plant.tzt;
tzss = Plant.tzss;
Plant.tzero = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm tze
tzs tzi tzt...
(tzo+tzoc) (tzg+tzge) (tzc+tzce+tzct) tzh tzgt
(tzbf+tzbfc) tzbm...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of initial values of the non-reserve resources used
to
% calculate the lower bound LoB at each time step.
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Plant.initial = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm
tze tzs tzi tzt...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of allowable annual resource reductions.
Plant.min = [mino ming minc minn minh minw mingt minsp minst minbf
minbm mine mins mini mint minss...
minoc minge mince minct minbfc];
% Specify the initial values of oil(transport), natural
gas(combustion), coal(combustion), nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, biofuel(transport), biomass,
energy efficiency,
% sulfur injection, iron seeding, tree planting, reserve oil,
reserve gas,
% reserve coal, reserve hydro, reserve geothermal, reserve biofuel,
% reserve biomass, oil(combustion), gas(electric), coal(electric),
% coal(transport), and biofuel(combustion)(in that order) for use
in the optimization algorithm.
R = Plant.R;
Plant.StartingValue = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf
tzbm tze tzs tzi tzt...
(R*(tzo+tzoc)) (R*(tzg+tzge)) (R*(tzc+tzce+tzct)) (R*tzh)
(R*tzgt) (R*(tzbf+tzbfc)) (R*tzbm) tzss tzoc tzge...
tzce tzct tzbfc];
% set up vectors of each resource and geoengineering option so that
their values can be
% stored at the end of each time step and be available for later
% calculations. Since we are looking 100 years, each vector will
% contain 100 entries. Also set up a vector for keeping track of
the
% the computed energy.
Plant.qo = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qg = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qn = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qh = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qw = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qsp = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qst = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbf = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbm = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qe = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qs = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qi = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qor = zeros(time,1); % oil held as energy reserves
Plant.qgr = zeros(time,1); % natural gas held as energy reserves
Plant.qcr = zeros(time,1); % coal held as energy reserves
Plant.qhr = zeros(time,1); % hydro held as energy reserves
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Plant.qgtr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbmr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qss = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qoc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qge = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qce = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qct = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfc = zeros(time,1);

% geothermal held as energy reserves
% biofuel held as energy reserves
% biomass held as energy reserves

% Form full array of the final resource values.
Plant.q = zeros(time,TotalResources);
% Set up matrix to keep track of how much of each resource was
% incrementally added at each time step (both due to increased
resource need and
% resources reaching the end of their service lives). Also set up
a
% matrix to track of how much resource is retiring (including
resources
% that were used for reserves).
Plant.qdot = zeros(time,Resources); % change in resources combines
changes due to deployment and reserves.
Plant.retire = zeros(time,Resources); % amount of resources
reaching the end of their service lives.
% Set up matrix of final resource values with the resources reordered
% so that subcomponents are grouped together. This is just for
% ease of reading the Excel printouts.
Plant.printq = zeros(time,TotalResources);
Plant.Q = ones(time,1);
% Total
Plant.Ql = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Qe = ones(time,1);
% Total
electricity.
Plant.Qc = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Reserves = ones(time,1);
%
step

of all energy produced
energy produced from liquid
energy produced from
energy produced from combustion
Energy reserves at each time

% Set up additional vectors to keep track of overall emissions (S),
CO2
% concentration (c), radiative forcing (dF, dFco2, dFsulfur,
dFseaspray),
% temperature change (dT),
% and total cost. Set the concentration co2
% initially equal to the initial atmospheric CO2 concentration to
avoid
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% possible divide by zero and square root problems.
Plant.S = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2 emissions in grams
Plant.Sm = zeros(time,1); % Total methane emissions in grams
Plant.Sn = zeros(time,1); % N2O emissions in CO2-eq.
Plant.Stotal = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effects of tree planting and iron seeding.
Plant.Sadjust = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effect of sulfur geoengineering.
Plant.co2 = Plant.co2i * ones(time,1); % CO2 concentrations (ppm)
Plant.ch4 = Plant.ch4i * ones(time,1); % CH4 concentrations (ppb)
Plant.n2o = Plant.n2oi * ones(time,1); % N2O concentrations (ppb)
Plant.co2e = zeros(time,1); % Equivalent CO2 concentration in ppm
after including effects of CH4 & any sulfur injection.
Plant.emitdecayCO2 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CO2
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayCH4 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CH4
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayN2O = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each N2O
emissions pulse
Plant.dco2 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CO2 concentration in ppm
Plant.dch4 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CH4 concentration in ppb
Plant.dn2o = zeros(time,1); % Change in N2O concentration in ppb
Plant.dF = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFco2 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFch4 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFn2o = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFsulfur = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFseaspray = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dT = zeros(time,1);

Plant.Filename = 'Toy_Problem_Plant';
plant data file
save(Plant.Filename,'Plant');

% designate name for the

constraintsNL.m
function [c, ceq] =
constraintsNL(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTre
es,...
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc)
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
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% Constants.m file.
% Limit parameters
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Ln = Plant.Ln;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lp = Plant.Lp;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
R = Plant.R;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
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etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
tzero = Plant.tzero;
% resource and resource additions matrices
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qhr = Plant.qhr;
qgtr = Plant.qgtr;
qdot = Plant.qdot;
retire = Plant.retire;
% emissions parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;

co2 = Plant.co2;
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ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
TempLim = Plant.TempLim;
% Initialize the adjustment variables.
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;

% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental amount of
nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
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adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
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else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
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adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
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end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end
% Force certain non-renewable resources to zero if the resource
amounts
% are nearly used up. Needed so that algorithm does not
prematurely
% stop due to residual amounts of the resource still coming up due
to
% algorithm tolerances. Values cannot be exactly zero or right on
the
% limit. Otherwise, the algorithm will have problems solving the
% matrices.
if TotalOil > 0.999 * Lo
x(1) = 0.001;
x(16) = 0.001;
x(24) = 0.001;
Lo = Lo + 10;
end
if TotalGas > 0.999 * Lg
x(2) = 0.001;
x(17) = 0.001;
x(25) = 0.001;
Lg = Lg +10;
end
if TotalCoal > 0.999 * Lc
x(3) = 0.001;
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x(18) =
x(26) =
x(27) =
Lc = Lc

0.001;
0.001;
0.001;
+ 10;

end
if TotalNuclear > 0.999 * Ln
x(4) = 0.001;
Ln = Ln + 10;
end

% Specify the inequality constraints: resources less than resource
limits
% and temperature rise less than the specified limit.
c = [(TotalOil + x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - Lo);
% Check to make sure
oil is not used up
(x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - prodlimo);
% Check to make sure
oil does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalGas + x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - Lg);
% Check to make sure
gas is not used up
(x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - prodlimg);
% Check to make sure
gas does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalCoal + x(3) + x(18)+ x(26) + x(27) - Lc); % Check to
make sure coal is not used up
(x(3) + x(18) + x(26) + x(27) - prodlimc); % Check to make
sure coal does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalNuclear + (x(4)*etan) - Ln); % Check to make sure
nuclear is not used up
(((x(10) + x(21)+ x(28))*aebf) + ((x(11) + x(22))*aebm*etabm)
+ x(15) + TotalTrees - Lp); % Check to make sure biofuel, biomass, and
tree planting are within available acreage
(liquid - (x(1)*etao*ko) - (x(10)*etabf*kbf) (x(27)*etact*kc) - (x(12)*(liquid/demand))); % Check to insure that
amount of oil and biofuel is enough to meet liquid energy demand (ie
liquid demand <= oil+biofuel)
% Check to make sure that amount of electric energy produced
is at
% least equal to the minimum required. Note that the portion
of energy efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio
of final
% electrical energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(electric - (x(25)*etage*kg) - (x(26)*etace*kc) (x(4)*etan*kn) - (x(5)*etah*kh) - (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
- (x(7)*etagt*kgt) - (x(8)*etasp*ksp) - (x(9)*etast*kst) (x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
- (x(12)*(electric/demand)));
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
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% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on
the ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(combustion - (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) - (x(24)*etaoc*ko) (x(2)*etag*kg)...
- (x(3)*etac*kc) - (x(28)*etabfc*kbf));
(x(5) + x(19) - caph); % insure that added hydro including
reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(7) + x(20) - capgt); % insure that added geothermal
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(10) + x(21) + x(28) - capbf); % insure that added biofuel
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(11) + x(22) - capbm)]; % insure that added biomass
including reserves does not exceed capacity

% Specify the equality constraint that the energy demand must be
met, including the sub-demand for reserves.
ceq = [((x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12) ...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf) - demand); % Constraint to meet
total demand
(((x(16)+prevoilr)*etao*ko) + ((x(17)+prevgasr)*etag*kg) +
((x(18)+prevcoalr)*etac*kc) + (x(19)*etah*kh)...
+ (x(20)*etagt*kgt) + ((x(21)+prevbiofuelr)*etabf*kbf) +
((x(22)+prevbiomassr)*etabm*kbm) - (R*demand))]; % Constraint to meet
the reserves requirement

objectiveNL.m
function f = objectiveNL(x,Plant,t)
% Load in the cost data coming from the
% Constants.m file.
T = Plant.T;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
adj = Plant.adj;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
so = Plant.so;
som = Plant.som;
sg = Plant.sg;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
sc = Plant.sc;
scm = Plant.scm;
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GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Specification of the actual objective function which is simply
the
%
%
%
%
%

total cost of all the energy and geoengineering resources.
Cost of reserves is captured in the capital cost of the reserve
resources. Assume that reserves incur no variable costs.
Note that the energy efficiency cost is a function of that year's
GDP.

f = (x(1)*T(t,1)) + (x(2)*T(t,2)) + (x(3)*T(t,3)) + (x(4)*T(t,4)) +
(x(5)*T(t,5)) + (x(6)*T(t,6)) + (x(7)*T(t,7)) + (x(8)*T(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*T(t,9)) + (x(10)*T(t,10)) + (x(11)*T(t,11)) +
(x(12)*T(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*T(t,13)) + (x(14)*T(t,14)) +
(x(15)*T(t,15)) + (x(23)*T(t,16))...
+ (x(1)*adj(t,1)) + (x(2)*adj(t,2)) + (x(3)*adj(t,3)) +
(x(4)*adj(t,4)) + (x(5)*adj(t,5)) + (x(6)*adj(t,6)) + (x(7)*adj(t,7)) +
(x(8)*adj(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*adj(t,9)) + (x(10)*adj(t,10)) + (x(11)*adj(t,11)) +
(x(12)*adj(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*adj(t,13)) + (x(14)*adj(t,14)) +
(x(15)*adj(t,15)) + (x(23)*adj(t,16))...
+ (x(16)*AnnCosts(t,1)) + (x(17)*AnnCosts(t,2)) +
(x(18)*AnnCosts(t,3)) + (x(19)*AnnCosts(t,5)) +
(x(20)*AnnCosts(t,7))...
+ (x(21)*AnnCosts(t,10)) + (x(22)*AnnCosts(t,11))...
+ (x(24)*T(t,17)) + (x(25)*T(t,18)) + (x(26)*T(t,19))+
(x(27)*T(t,20)) + (x(28)*T(t,21))...
+ (x(24)*adj(t,17)) + (x(25)*adj(t,18)) + (x(26)*adj(t,19)) +
(x(27)*adj(t,20)) + (x(28)*adj(t,21))...
+ (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*(x(1)+x(24))) +
(ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));

ToyOptNL.m
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
load('Toy_Problem_Plant.mat');
% Specify number of years in the time horizon.
time = Plant.time;
% Specify the number of resources, reserves, & geoengineeering options
TotalResources = Plant.TotalResources;
Resources = Plant.Resources;
ReserveNumber = Plant.ReserveNumber;
% load in the forecasted energy demands and GWP
EnergyDemand = xlsread('f.xls');
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LiquidDemand = xlsread('liquid.xls');
ElectricDemand = xlsread('electric.xls');
CombustionDemand = xlsread('combustion.xls');
CH4NE = xlsread('CH4-NE.xls');
N2O = xlsread('N2O.xls');
% Provide initial resource and geoengineering values.
% Initial amounts of oil, hydro, & sulfur injection (from SRES A2
Message scenario).
StartingValue = Plant.StartingValue;
% Bring in the variables needed for the computations.
Q = Plant.Q;
Ql = Plant.Ql;
Qe = Plant.Qe;
Qc = Plant.Qc;
Reserves = Plant.Reserves;
qo = Plant.qo;
qg = Plant.qg;
qc = Plant.qc;
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qbf = Plant.qbf;
qbm = Plant.qbm;
qe = Plant.qe;
qs = Plant.qs;
qi = Plant.qi;
qt = Plant.qt;
qor = Plant.qor; % oil held as energy reserves
qgr = Plant.qgr; % natural gas held as energy reserves
qcr = Plant.qcr; % coal held as energy reserves
qhr = Plant.qhr; % hydro held as energy reserves
qgtr = Plant.qgtr; % geothermal held as energy reserves
qbfr = Plant.qbfr; % biofuel held as energy reserves
qbmr = Plant.qbmr; % biomass held as energy reserves
qss = Plant.qss;
qoc = Plant.qoc;
qge = Plant.qge;
qce = Plant.qce;
qct = Plant.qct;
qbfc = Plant.qbfc;
q = Plant.q;
% matrix of all energy and geoengineering
resources.
qdot = Plant.qdot; % matrix of all resource additions at each time
step.
retire = Plant.retire; % matrix of resources reaching the end of
their service lives.
lambda = Plant.lambda; % matrix of resource lifetimes.
tzero = Plant.tzero;
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min = Plant.min;
printq = Plant.printq; % reordered matrix of q values for easier
reading in Excel printouts.
R = Plant.R; % for reserves computations.
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPn = Plant.GWPn;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
S = Plant.S;
Sm = Plant.Sm;
Sn = Plant.Sn;
Stotal = Plant.Stotal;
Sadjust = Plant.Sadjust;
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
n2o = Plant.n2o;
emitdecayCO2 = Plant.emitdecayCO2;
emitdecayCH4 = Plant.emitdecayCH4;
emitdecayN2O = Plant.emitdecayN2O;
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dn2o = Plant.dn2o;
dF = Plant.dF;
dFco2 = Plant.dFco2;
dFch4 = Plant.dFch4;
dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
dFsulfur = Plant.dFsulfur;
dFseaspray = Plant.dFseaspray;
dT = Plant.dT;
% Resource limits.
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lna = Plant.Lna;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lha = Plant.Lha;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lwa = Plant.Lwa;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lgta = Plant.Lgta;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lspa = Plant.Lspa;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lsta = Plant.Lsta;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbfa = Plant.Lbfa;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Lbma = Plant.Lbma;
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aebm = Plant.aebm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Lta = Plant.Lta;
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Loca = Plant.Loca;
Lgea = Plant.Lgea;
Lcea = Plant.Lcea;
Lcta = Plant.Lcta;
% Fossil
prodcapo
prodcapg
prodcapc
trigcapo
trigcapg
trigcapc

fuel production capacity parameters
= Plant.prodcapo;
= Plant.prodcapg;
= Plant.prodcapc;
= Plant.trigcapo;
= Plant.trigcapg;
= Plant.trigcapc;

% emissions and forcing parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;
tau1 = Plant.tau1;
tau2 = Plant.tau2;
tau3 = Plant.tau3;
a1 = Plant.a1;
a2 = Plant.a2;
a3 = Plant.a3;
a4 = Plant.a4;
taum = Plant.taum;
taun = Plant.taun;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
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ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
steep = Plant.steep;
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
% Lead time parameters
lo = Plant.lo;
lg = Plant.lg;
lge = Plant.lge;
lc = Plant.lc;
ln = Plant.ln;
lh = Plant.lh;
lw = Plant.lw;
lgt = Plant.lgt;
lsp = Plant.lsp;
lst = Plant.lst;
lbf = Plant.lbf;
lbm = Plant.lbm;
ls = Plant.ls;
li = Plant.li;
lt = Plant.lt;
lss = Plant.lss;
lct = Plant.lct;
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% Cost parameters
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
T = Plant.T;
VarCosts = Plant.VarCosts;
penalty = Plant.penalty;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
CapCosts = Plant.CapCosts;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
Zc = Plant.Zc;
Zn = Plant.Zn;
Zh = Plant.Zh;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Since the total of non-renewable resources (including nuclear)used
over the entire period must be less than the
% limit, specify a variable to keep track of the total used so that the
% constraint equation can be checked appropriately.
TotalOil = 0;
TotalGas = 0;
TotalCoal = 0;
TotalNuclear = 0;
TotalTrees = 0;
%TotalTrees = tzero(15);
% Initialize a set of counters used in the computations for when oil,
gas,
% and coal capacities must be reduced as these resources are used up.
capoilcounter = 0;
capgascounter = 0;
capcoalcounter = 0;
% Set up the variables to reduce the effects of previously deployed
% geoengineering over time to account for their decaying efffectiveness
% over time. Decay rate is based on each geoengineering's lifetime
(i.e
% lambda) value. Assume 0.1% effectiveness after lambda years.
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdass = Plant.lambdass;
% Set up the matrices that track how each geoengineering deployment
adjusts
% over time. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray.
pulses = zeros(time,1);
pulsei = zeros(time,1);
pulset = zeros(time,1);
pulsess = zeros(time,1);
% initialize variable that tracks how much geoegineering has been
% previously deployed. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
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% ss =
prevs
previ
prevt
prevss

sea spray
= 0;
= 0;
= 0;
= 0;

% Form an array of the final resources with reserves combined in with
% the resource amounts used to meet the energy needs.
qad = zeros(time,Resources);
% matrix to store results of the optimization algorithm
OptResult = zeros(100,1);
% Set the initial starting point for the fmincon optimization to the
initial assumed starting values of the
% energy and geoengineering options.
x0 = StartingValue;
% Set up cost matrices
TotalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total costs up to time t (as a
net present value).
YearlyCost = zeros(time,1); % Variable to help trouble-shoot the cost
problem in the code.
TotalResourceCost = zeros(time,1); % Total costs for each year (as a
net present value).
resourcecost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track yearly cost of
each resource (as a net present value).
NominalResourceCost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track nomimal
yearly cost of each resource (not discounted).
NominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Total nominal costs for year year (not
discounted).
TotalNominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total nominal costs up
to time t (not discounted).
% Set up matrix for acreage used for tree planting geoengineering,
biomass,
% and biofuel production
acres = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the constant needed for the methane radiative forcing
% computations
methconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((722*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*722*((722*n2oi)^1.52)));
% Compute the constant needed for the N2O radiative forcing
% computations
n2oconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((270*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*270*((722*ch4i)^1.52)));
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% Set up variables to account for resources that have already been
deployed
% for reserves so that the calculations for how much of the resources
have
% been used will not over count the reserves. This does not apply to
hydro
% or geothermal since they are capacity based resources and capacity
needs
% to be accounted for at each time step.
prevoilr = 0;
prevgasr = 0;
prevcoalr = 0;
prevbiofuelr = 0;
prevbiomassr = 0;
for t = 1:time;
iteration = t
% We wish to minimize the total cost of supplying the energy, so
this
% becomes the objective function.
% Set up the vector for the resources to be used in the objective
% function. Syntax for fmincon appears to want the variables
specified
% as x's.
x = ones(1,TotalResources);
% Specify the constraint functions: Energy demand must be met,
% resources must be within their limits, and temperature rise must
be
% within the specified limit.
demand = EnergyDemand(t);
liquid = LiquidDemand(t);
electric = ElectricDemand(t);
combustion = CombustionDemand(t);
% Compute initial concentrations for constraint equations. Note
that the exponents are set
% up so that they are negative values. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. Also, if t = 1, there is no
initial
% change in concentrations.
% First compute the decay over time of each CO2 and CH4 pulse and
% convert to ppm and ppb, respectively. Put the results in two
% variables called prevco2 and prevch4.
if t > 1
for w = 1:t-1
emitdecayCO2(w) = 1.278E-16 * (S(w) * (a1 + (a2 * exp((wt)/tau1)) + (a3 * exp((w-t)/tau2)) + (a4 * exp((w-t)/tau3))) );
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emitdecayCH4(w) = 3.515E-13 * ((Sm(w)+CH4NE(w)) * exp((wt)/taum));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed
pulses.
dco2(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:(t-1)));
CO2 concentration.
dch4(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:(t-1)));
CH4 concentration.

% Resulting change in
% Resulting change in

% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are
simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2(t-1) = co2i + dco2(t-1); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t-1) = ch4i + dch4(t-1); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;
end
if t == 1
prevco2
prevch4
else
prevco2
prevch4
end

= co2i;
= ch4i;
= co2(t-1);
= ch4(t-1);

% Compute the concentration of N2O at the given time step.

Since

this
% assumed not to change due to the energy resources deployed, this
% value is computed all the way up to time t. Equation converts
grams
% of N2O emitted to ppb.
for y = 1:t
emitdecayN2O(y) = 1.278E-13 * (N2O(y) * exp((y-t)/taun));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed N2O
pulses.
dn2o(t) = sum(emitdecayN2O(1:(t))); % Resulting change in N2O
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial N2O
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
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% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
n2o(t) = n2oi + dn2o(t); % N2O concentration (ppb)
Plant.dn2o = dn2o;
Plant.n2o = n2o;
% Compute resulting radiative forcing due to N2O. Update Plant so
the
% value an be accessed in other parts of the code.
dFn2o(t) = (0.12 * (sqrt(n2o(t)) - sqrt(270))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*n2o(t)*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^1.52)))) + n2oconst;
Plant.dFn2o = dFn2o;
% Compute the CO2-eq emissions of the N2O emissions (in grams).
Update
% Plant so the value can be accessed by other part of the code.
Sn(t) = GWPn * N2O(t);
Plant.Sn = Sn;

% Adjust the effective amounts of previously deployed
geoengineering.
% Sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray follow an
exponential
% decay. Tree planting varies according to the derivative of the
% logistic function. Note that the exponents are set so as to
yield
% negative values. The 0.145 factor is designed to yield a value
of
% 0.001 for the exponential term after lambda years.
for v = 1:t
pulses(v) = qs(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdas));
pulsei(v) = qi(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdai));
pulset(v) = qt(v) * exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep)/((1 +
exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep))^2); % t-v yields the amount of time the
trees have been planted.
pulsess(v) = qss(v)*exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdass));
end
% Update the variables that specify the prior effects of the
% geoengineering so that they can be used in the emissions
% calculations below. Prevt includes the effects of any trees
assumed
% at t = 0.
prevs = sum(pulses(1:t));
previ = sum(pulsei(1:t));
prevt = sum(pulset(1:t)) + (tzero(15) * exp((midpoint(t+1))*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint-(t+1))*steep))^2));
prevss = sum(pulsess(1:t));
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% Update the retire matrix
for m = 1:Resources
if t == lambda(m) + 1;
retire(t,m) = tzero(m);
end
if t > lambda(m) +1
retire(t,m) = qdot(t-lambda(m),m);
end
end
% update Plant version of retire so correct values are passed
to
% the optimization algorithm.
Plant.retire = retire;
% Check the previous reserve amounts to make sure that they do not
exceed the amount
% of reserves required at this time step. If they do, prorate the
% previous reserves down to match the needed reserves.
totalreserv = (prevoilr*etao*ko) + (prevgasr*etag*kg) +
(prevcoalr*etac*kc)...
+ (prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf) +
(prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm);
if totalreserv > R*demand
prevoilr =
prevoilr*((R*demand*prevoilr*etao*ko)/totalreserv);
prevgasr =
prevgasr*((R*demand*prevgasr*etag*kg)/totalreserv);
prevcoalr =
prevcoalr*((R*demand*prevcoalr*etac*kc)/totalreserv);
prevbiofuelr =
prevbiofuelr*((R*demand*prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf)/totalreserv);
prevbiomassr =
prevbiomassr*((R*demand*prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm)/totalreserv);
end
%
%
step.
%
coded
%

Create the lower bound matrix based on limiting how much each
resource can decrease from the value it had at the prior time
Reserve resources still need a lower bound of 0.

That is hard-

into the LoB matrix below.

initial = Plant.initial; % Initial values of the non-reserve
resources.
LoB = zeros(1,Resources); % matrix of lower bounds for non-reserve
resources
% Create a matrix of just the non-reserve resources for use in the
% Lower Bound (LoB) calculation.
qmin = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe qs qi qt qss qoc
qge qce qct qbfc];
for d = 1:Resources
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if t == 1
LoB(d) = initial(d) - min(d);
else
LoB(d) = qmin(t-1,d) - min(d);
end
if LoB(d) < 0
LoB(d) = 0;
end
end
% Check to see if the time step is less than the lead time of each
% resource. If yes, then the amount of resource that can be added
is
%
added
%
%
%
the
%

limited to the time t=0 capacity. If not,then resources can be
up
to the total available resource amount.
For oil, gas, and coal, check to see if the total amount used is
above the trigger level. If so, reduce the allowable amount of
resource that can be used as the resource is used up.

if t <= lo
capo = tzero(1);
capoc = tzero(24);
else
capo = qo(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loa;
capoc = qoc(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loca;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) <= trigcapo
prodlimo = prodcapo;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) > trigcapo
capoilcounter = capoilcounter + 1;
if capoilcounter == 1
oilcap = qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1);
prodlimo = oilcap;
elseif capoilcounter > 1
prodlimo = oilcap * (1 - (TotalOil/Lo))/(1 - trigcapo);
if prodlimo < 0
prodlimo = 0;
end
if min(1) < ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(1) = 0.95 * (qo(t-1) - ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(1) < 0
LoB(1) = 0;
end
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if min(17) < ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(17) = 0.95 * (qoc(t-1) - ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) +
qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(17) < 0
LoB(17) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lg
capg = tzero(2);
capge = tzero(25);
else
capg = qg(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lga;
capge = qge(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lgea;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) <= trigcapg
prodlimg = prodcapg;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) > trigcapg
capgascounter = capgascounter + 1;
if capgascounter == 1
gascap = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
prodlimg = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
elseif capgascounter > 1
prodlimg = gascap * (1 - (TotalGas/Lg))/(1 - trigcapg);
if prodlimg < 0
prodlimg = 0;
end
if min(2) < ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(2) = 0.95 * (qg(t-1) - ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(2) < 0
LoB(2) = 0;
end
if min(18) < ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(18) = 0.95 * (qge(t-1) - ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) +
qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(18) < 0
LoB(18) = 0;
end
end
end
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if t <= lc
capc = tzero(3);
capce = tzero(26);
else
capc = qc(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lca;
capce = qce(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lcea;
if capc > prodcapc
capc = prodcapc;
end
end
if t <= lct
capct = tzero(27);
else
capct = qct(t-1) + Lcta;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) <= trigcapc
prodlimc = prodcapc;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) > trigcapc
capcoalcounter = capcoalcounter + 1;
if capcoalcounter == 1
coalcap = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
prodlimc = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
elseif capcoalcounter > 1
prodlimc = coalcap * (1 - (TotalCoal/Lc))/(1 - trigcapc);
if prodlimc < 0
prodlimc = 0;
end
if min(3) < ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(3) = 0.95 * (qc(t-1) - ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(3) < 0
LoB(3) = 0;
end
if min(19) < ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(19) = 0.95 * (qce(t-1) - ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(19) < 0
LoB(19) = 0;
end
if min(20) < ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
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LoB(20) = 0.95 * (qct(t-1) - ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(20) < 0
LoB(20) = 0;
end
end
end

if t <= ln
capn = tzero(4);
else
capn = Lna + qn(t-1);
end

if t <= lh
caph = tzero(5);
else
caph = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) + Lha;
if caph > Lh
caph = Lh;
end
end
if t <= lw
capw = tzero(6);
else
capw = qw(t-1) + Lwa;
if capw > Lw
capw = Lw;
end
end
if t <= lgt
capgt = tzero(7);
else
capgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) + Lgta;
if capgt > Lgt
capgt = Lgt;
end
end
if t <= lsp
capsp = tzero(8);
else
capsp = qsp(t-1) + Lspa;
if capsp > Lsp
capsp = Lsp;
end
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end
if t <= lst
capst = tzero(9);
else
capst = qst(t-1) + Lsta;
if capst > Lst
capst = Lst;
end
end

if t <= lbf
capbf = tzero (10) + tzero (28);
else
capbf = qbf(t-1) + qbfc(t-1) + qbfr(t-1) + Lbfa;
if capbf > Lbf/aebf
capbf = Lbf/aebf;
end
end
if t <= lbm
capbm = tzero(11);
else
capbm = qbm(t-1) + qbmr(t-1) + Lbma;
if capbm > Lbm/aebm
capbm = Lbm/aebm;
end
end

if t <= ls
caps = tzero(13);
else
caps = Ls;
end
if t <= li
capi = tzero(14);
else
capi = Li;
end
if t <= lt
capt = tzero(15);
else
capt = qt(t-1) + Lta;
if capt > Lt
capt = Lt;
end
end
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if t <= lss
capss = tzero(23);
else
capss = Lss;
end

% Set the bound constraints using the optimization tool format.
The bound
% constraints are the min/max limits on the energy and
geoengineering
% resources. Assume a large upper bound for the non-renewables,
then take care of
% insuring that the total oil used over the simulation is within
limits
% by using the inequality constraint in constraints.m. Lower
bounds for
% reserves and geoengineering resources are set to zero.
lb = [LoB(1) LoB(2) LoB(3) LoB(4) LoB(5) LoB(6) LoB(7) LoB(8)
LoB(9) LoB(10) LoB(11) LoB(12) 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LoB(17) LoB(18) LoB(19) LoB(20) LoB(21)];
ub = [capo capg capc capn caph capw capgt capsp capst capbf capbm
(Le(t)*demand) caps capi capt capo capg capc caph capgt capbf capbm
capss...
capoc capge capce capct capbf];
% Invoke the fmincon (constrained nonlinear optimizer) tool from
the
% MATLAB optimization toolkit.
% The x values returned from fmincon are the energy and
geoengineering
% resource values.
% fval is the value of the objective function, which
% is the total cost at time t in this case.
options = optimset('Algorithm','interiorpoint','MaxFunEvals',1.5E4);
[x,fval] =
fmincon(@(x)objectiveNL(x,Plant,t),x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@(x)constraints
NL(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTrees,...;
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc),options);
OptResult(t) = fval;
% Read out and store the energy and geoengineering resource values,
including those for the reserves.
% Also update the Plant parameters model.
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qo(t) = x(1); % oil
qg(t) = x(2); % natural gas
qc(t) = x(3); % coal
qn(t) = x(4); % nuclear
qh(t) = x(5); % hydro
qw(t) = x(6); % wind
qgt(t) = x(7); % geothermal
qsp(t) = x(8); % solar-PV
qst(t) = x(9); % solar-thermal
qbf(t) = x(10); % biofuel
qbm(t) = x(11); % biomass
qe(t) = x(12); % energy efficiency
qs(t) = x(13); % sulfur injection
qi(t) = x(14); % iron seeding
qt(t) = x(15); % tree planting
qor(t) = x(16); % reserve oil
qgr(t) = x(17); % reserve natural gas
qcr(t) = x(18); % reserve coal
qhr(t) = x(19); % reserve hydro
qgtr(t) = x(20); % reserve geothermal
qbfr(t) = x(21); % reserve biofuel
qbmr(t) = x(22); % reserve biomass
qss(t) = x(23);
qoc(t) = x(24);
qge(t) = x(25);
qce(t) = x(26);
qct(t) = x(27);
qbfc(t) = x(28);
Plant.qo = qo;
Plant.qg = qg;
Plant.qc = qc;
Plant.qn = qn;
Plant.qh = qh;
Plant.qw = qw;
Plant.qgt = qgt;
Plant.qsp = qsp;
Plant.qst = qst;
Plant.qbf = qbf;
Plant.qbm = qbm;
Plant.qe = qe;
Plant.qs = qs;
Plant.qi = qi;
Plant.qt = qt;
Plant.qor = qor;
Plant.qgr = qgr;
Plant.qcr = qcr;
Plant.qhr = qhr;
Plant.qgtr = qgtr;
Plant.qbfr = qbfr;
Plant.qbmr = qbmr;
Plant.qss = qss;
Plant.qoc = qoc;
Plant.qge = qge;
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Plant.qce = qce;
Plant.qct = qct;
Plant.qbfc = qbfc;
% The resources from this time step become the new x0 for the next
time
% step:
x0 = [qo(t) qg(t) qc(t) qn(t) qh(t) qw(t) qgt(t) qsp(t) qst(t)
qbf(t) qbm(t) qe(t) qs(t) qi(t) qt(t)...
qor(t) qgr(t) qcr(t) qhr(t) qgtr(t) qbfr(t) qbmr(t) qss(t)...
qoc(t) qge(t) qce(t) qct(t) qbfc(t)];

% Compute and store the resulting energy produced so that it can be
% verified against the demand, including liquids and reserves.
Q(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12)...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Q = Q;
% Liquids (i.e. transport fuels) calculation.
Ql(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) + (x(27)*etact*kc) +
(x(12)*(liquid/demand));
Plant.Ql = Ql;
% Electricity calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio of
final
% electrical energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qe(t) = (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) + (x(4)*etan*kn) +
(x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
+ (x(7)*etagt*kgt) + (x(8)*etasp*ksp) + (x(9)*etast*kst) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
+ (x(12)*(electric/demand));
Plant.Qe = Qe;
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on the
ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qc(t) = (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) + (x(24)*etaoc*ko) +
(x(2)*etag*kg)...
+ (x(3)*etac*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Qc = Qc;
% Reserves Calculation
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Reserves(t) = (x(16)*etao*ko) + (x(17)*etag*kg) + (x(18)*etac*kc) +
(x(19)*etah*kh) + (x(20)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(21)*etabf*kbf) + (x(22)*etabm*kbm);
Plant.Reserves = Reserves;
% Update the previous reserves variables so that they are ready for
the
% next time step
prevoilr = prevoilr + x(16);
prevgasr = prevgasr + x(17);
prevcoalr = prevcoalr + x(18);
prevbiofuelr = prevbiofuelr + x(21);
prevbiomassr = prevbiomassr + x(22);

% Update amount of oil, coal, gas, nuclear (i.e. uranium),
% and tress (i.e. arable land) used in order to compare to their
limits.
TotalOil = TotalOil + qo(t) + qor(t) + qoc(t);
TotalGas = TotalGas + qg(t) + qgr(t) + qge(t);
TotalCoal = TotalCoal + qc(t) + qcr(t) + qce(t) + qct(t);
TotalNuclear = TotalNuclear + (qn(t)*etan);
TotalTrees = TotalTrees + qt(t);
% biofuels and biomass do not
add to this total since
% they are harvested each year.
% Compute total acreage used for tree planting, biofuel, and
biomass.
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
acres(t) = ((qbf(t) + qbfr(t) + qbfc(t))*aebf) + ((qbm(t) +
qbmr(t))*aebm*etabm) + TotalTrees;
% COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE
% Initialize the adjustment variables that track how much resource
is at the
% end of its service life. Used for the nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, and solar resources that only produce emissions when
% there is an incremental addition. Also bring in the associated
% lambda values.
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;
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% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental
amount of nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro
and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
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adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
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end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
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adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
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adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end

% Compute and store the resulting emissions and temperature change
at this time step.
% Compute the emissions of CO2 and CH4 (results are in grams of CO2
or
% CH4, hence the 1E-15 factors) plus the total CO2-eq emissions in
billion metric tonnes.
% Also compute the effective emissions adjusted for any sulfur or
sea
% spray injections. Sulfur injection is in terms of million metric
% tons, hence the 1E-3 adjustment.
S(t) =
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sn*(x(4)adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))...
-(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt))+(sct*x(27));
Sm(t) = (som*(x(1)+x(24))) + (sgm*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));
Stotal(t) = (1E-15 * S(t) ) + (GWPm * 1E-15 * (Sm(t)+CH4NE(t))) +
(GWPn * 1E-15 * N2O(t));
% Note: GWPs is a negative value, so expression for sulfur
injection
% has a positive sign.
Sadjust(t) = Stotal(t) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs)) ((x(23)+prevss)*Ess*1E-15);

% Compute the resulting concentrations. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. In the emitdecayCO2 and
emitdecayCH4
% equations, the exponents go to 1 since this is the time of the
% initial emissions pulse (i.e. no decay). Also the coefficients
on
% the CO2 emissions decay equation sum to 1, so all we need to do
is
% convert emissions to ppm or ppb and add to decay values from
prior
% time steps computed at the start of the optimization process
above.
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%
emitdecayCO2(t) = 1.278E-16 * S(t);
emitdecayCH4(t) = 3.515E-13 * (Sm(t) + CH4NE(t));
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed pulses.
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dco2(t) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:t)); % Resulting change in CO2
concentration.
dch4(t) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:t)); % Resulting change in CH4
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2(t) = co2i + dco2(t); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t) = ch4i + dch4(t); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;

% Compute the associated radiative forcing due to CO2 and CH4.
dFco2(t) = 5.35 * log(co2(t)/278);
dFch4(t) = (0.036 * (sqrt(ch4(t)) - sqrt(722))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*ch4(t)*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst;
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sulfur
% injection. Values are in terms of million metric tonnes, so no
1E-3 factor
% as in the Constraints.m file since those values all needed to be
in
% terms of billion metric tonnes.
dFsulfur(t) = (ss*(x(13)+prevs));
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sea
spray
% injection.
dFseaspray(t) = (ssf*(x(23)+prevss));
% Compute net radiative forcing and associated temperature change.
dF(t) = dFco2(t) + dFch4(t) + dFn2o(t) - dFsulfur(t) dFseaspray(t);
dT(t) = 0.5*dF(t);
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% Compute the equivalent CO2 concentration that accounts for the
effect of CH4 & the reduced
% radiative forcing effects due to any sulfur injection.
co2e = Plant.co2e;
co2e(t) = 278 * exp(dF(t)/5.35);
Plant.co2e = co2e;

% Update q and qad matrices with new resource
q = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe
qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr qss qoc qge qce qct qbfc];
Plant.q = q;
qad = [(qo+qor) (qg+qgr) (qc+qcr) qn (qh+qhr)
(qbf+qbfr) (qbm+qbmr) qe qs qi qt qss qoc qge qce

values.
qs qi qt qor qgr qcr

qw (qgt+qgtr) qsp qst
qct qbfc];

% Create a special matrix with the subresources grouped together
for
% ease of reading in the Excel spreadsheet.
printq = [qo qoc qg qge qc qce qct qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbfc
qbm qe qs qi qt qss qor qgr qcr qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr];
Plant.printq = printq;
% Compute the change in each resource (the qdot) for this time
step.
% Use this for computing the proper capital costs and for dealing
with resources that have emissions when new
% incremental resource amounts are added.
for b = 1:Resources
if t == 1
if initial(b) < qad(t,b);
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - initial(b);
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambda(b)
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))) + retire(t,b)) <=
qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b) + retire(t,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
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end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))+ retire(t,b) > qad(t,b)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t1),b));
if qdot(t,b) < 0;

% Make sure qdot does not go

below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
end
end

% Add logic that updates qdot if no new resource has been added
in
% the last lambda years, but resource is still being used.
This is to
% recognize that new resource has to be added even if the
resource
% usage is flat or declining because of resource lifetime.
for d = 1:Resources
if t > lambda(d)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(d)):(t-1),d)) < 0.01
qdot(t,d) = qad(t,d);
end
end
end

% Save qdot into the Plant model.
Plant.qdot = qdot;
% Compute the Present Worth Factor for this time step
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^t);

% Compute the net present value cost of each resource at this time
step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
resourcecost(t,1) = rho * ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
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resourcecost(t,2) = rho * ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
resourcecost(t,3) = rho * ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
resourcecost(t,4) = rho * ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
resourcecost(t,5) = rho * ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
resourcecost(t,6) = rho * ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
resourcecost(t,7) = rho * ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
resourcecost(t,8) = rho * ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
resourcecost(t,9) = rho * ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
resourcecost(t,10) = rho * ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
resourcecost(t,11) = rho * ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
resourcecost(t,12) = rho * ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
resourcecost(t,13) = rho * ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
resourcecost(t,14) = rho * ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
resourcecost(t,15) = rho * ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
resourcecost(t,16) = rho * ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
resourcecost(t,17) = rho * ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
resourcecost(t,18) = rho * ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
resourcecost(t,19) = rho * ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
resourcecost(t,20) = rho * ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
resourcecost(t,21) = rho * ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
TotalResourceCost(t) = sum(resourcecost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalCost(t) = TotalResourceCost(t);
else
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TotalCost(t) = TotalCost(t-1) + TotalResourceCost(t);
end

% Compute the nominal cost of each resource at this time step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
NominalResourceCost(t,1) = ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,2) = ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,3) = ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,4) = ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,5) = ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,6) = ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
NominalResourceCost(t,7) = ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
NominalResourceCost(t,8) = ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
NominalResourceCost(t,9) = ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
NominalResourceCost(t,10) = ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
NominalResourceCost(t,11) = ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
NominalResourceCost(t,12) = ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
NominalResourceCost(t,13) = ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
NominalResourceCost(t,14) = ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
NominalResourceCost(t,15) = ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
NominalResourceCost(t,16) = ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
NominalResourceCost(t,17) = ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,18) = ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,19) = ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,20) = ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
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NominalResourceCost(t,21) = ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
NominalCost(t) = sum(NominalResourceCost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalNominalCost(t) = NominalCost(t);
else
TotalNominalCost(t) = TotalNominalCost(t-1) + NominalCost(t);
end
end

% Energy is computed to confirm that the computed energy is exactly
% equaling the energy demand.
Energy = [EnergyDemand(:,1) Q];
Liquids = [LiquidDemand(:,1) Ql];
Electricity = [ElectricDemand(:,1) Qe];
IndustComb = [CombustionDemand(:,1) Qc];
% Save out the emissions and concentration data.
emit = [S Sm Stotal Sadjust];
concentration = [co2 ch4 co2e];
% Create a summary table of final key results
ResultSummary = [co2e(time) Stotal(time) Sadjust(time) dT(time)
TotalCost(time)];
% Write out key results.
xlswrite('ResourceForecast.xls',printq);
xlswrite('qdot.xls',qdot);
xlswrite('TotalCost.xls',TotalCost);
xlswrite('fval.xls',OptResult);
xlswrite('Temperature.xls',dT);
xlswrite('Energy.xls',Energy);
xlswrite('Liquids.xls',Liquids);
xlswrite('Reserves.xls',Reserves);
xlswrite('resourcecost.xls',resourcecost);
xlswrite('TotalResourceCost.xls',TotalResourceCost);
xlswrite('Emissions.xls',emit);
xlswrite('Concentrations.xls',concentration);
xlswrite('acreage.xls',acres);
xlswrite('retire.xls',retire);
xlswrite('varcosts.xls',VarCosts);
xlswrite('capcosts.xls',CapCosts);
xlswrite('forcing.xls',dF);
xlswrite('ResultSummary.xls',ResultSummary);
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xlswrite('Electricity.xls',Electricity);
xlswrite('Indus-Combust.xls',IndustComb);
xlswrite('NominalResourceCost.xls',NominalResourceCost);
xlswrite('YearlNominalCost.xls',NominalCost);
xlswrite('TotalNominalCost.xls',TotalNominalCost);

% Create a special matrix of values for use in creating the figures.
figureq = [(qo+qoc) (qg+qge) (qc+qce+qct) (qbf+qbfc)];
figure(1)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,1));
title('Oil');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
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E.5. Code for Temperature Limit.
ConstantsTL.m
function ConstantsTL
% All constants will be in a .mat file called "Plant".
% input length of time horizon (time), number of resources and
geoengineering
% options.
time = 100;
Plant.time = time;
TotalResources = 28;
% Need to include the extra variables
needed for the reserves
Plant.TotalResources = TotalResources;
Resources = 21; % Total actual resources, not including any
reserves.
Plant.Resources = Resources;
ReserveNumber = 7; % Total number of resources used for reserves.
Plant.ReserveNumber = ReserveNumber;

% define constants
Plant.TempLim =
2.0;
% Maximum global mean temperature rise
by end of the time horizon of study.
Plant.dis_rate =
.04;
% discount rate i (% shown as a
decimal)
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
% Needed to convert capital costs to
annual values.
Plant.tau1
= 394.4;
% First lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau2
= 36.54;
% Second lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.tau3
= 4.304;
% Third lifetime parameter of CO2
(years)
Plant.a1
= 0.2173;
% First coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a2
= 0.2240;
% Second coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a3
= 0.2824;
% Third coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.a4
= 0.2763;
% Fourth coefficient for CO2 equation
(unitless)
Plant.taum
= 12.4;
% lifetime of methane in the
atmosphere (years)
Plant.taun
=
121;
% lifetime of N2O in the atmosphere
(years)
Plant.GWPm
=
34;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
methane.
Plant.GWPn
=
268;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
N2O
Plant.GWPs
=
-58;
% 100 year Global Warming Potential of
SO2 injection.
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Plant.co2i
=
375;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.ch4i
= 1750;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.n2oi
=
320;
concentration at time t = 0
Plant.R
= 1E-4;
above actual energy demand.
Plant.Lp
=
3E3;
and biomass production plus

% initial
in ppm
% initial
in ppb
% initial
in ppb.
% desired

atmospheric CO2
atmospheric methane
atmospheric N2O
reserve margin over and

% total acreage available for biofuel
tree planting (million ha).

% Specify the carbon tax. Convert tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq to
% $ trillion/gram CO2-eq emitted in order to line up with the other
% units used in the code.
CarbonTax
=
0;
% Carbon tax in $/metric ton CO2-eq.
Plant.ctax = CarbonTax * 1E-18; % Conversion to $trillion/gram CO2eq.
% Oil Parameters (billions of barrels)
Plant.Co
=
9.8E-2*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Co
=
xlsread('oilvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
a barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Co = Plant.Co;
Plant.Ko
=
3.38E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
%Plant.Ko
=
xlsread('oilcapcost.xls'); % capital cost of a
barrel of oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Ko = Plant.Ko;
po
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of a barrel of
oil ($trillion/ billion barrels)
Plant.ko
=
5.80;
% conversion of billion bbl of oil to
EJ (EJ/ billion bbl)
Plant.etao
=
0.28;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
transportation needs.
Plant.etaoc
=
0.72;
% efficiency of of burning oil for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lo
=
3.35E3;
% Oil reserves (billion barrels).
Plant.prodcapo =
100;
% Full annual oil production capacity
(billion barrels). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapo =
0.75;
% Ratio of total oil used over oil
reserves trigger to reduce oil production capacity as oil is used up.
Plant.Loa
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Loca
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lo
=
1;
% lead time for new oil field
development(years)
Plant.lambdao =
20;
% oil field lifetime
lambdao = Plant.lambdao;
Plant.so
=
3.56E14;
% CO2 emissions per billion barrels of
oil used (grams CO2/billion barrels)
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Plant.som
= 3.48E11;
% methane emissions per billion
barrels of oil used (grams CH4/billion barrels)
Plant.tzo
=
23.27;
% oil use at t=0 for transportation
(billion barrels).
Plant.tzoc
=
5.0;
% oil use at t=0 for combustion
(billion barrels).
mino
=
15.0;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for transportation (billion barrels).
minoc
=
6.5;
% Allowable annual decrease in oil
production for combustion (billion barrels).
AnnCapo = Ko * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdao)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Natural Gas Parameters (trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cg
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cg
= xlsread('gasvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.Cge
=
5.62E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Cge
= xlsread('gaselecvarcost.xls'); % variable cost of
natural gas for electricity ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Cg = Plant.Cg;
Cge = Plant.Cge;
Plant.Kg
=
6E-3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kg
= xlsread('gascapcost.xls'); % capital cost of
natural gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kg = Plant.Kg;
Plant.Kge
= 2.05E-2*ones(time,1); % capital cost of natural
gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
%Plant.Kge
= xlsread('gaseleccapcost.xls'); % capital cost
of natural gas electric power plant ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Kge = Plant.Kge;
pg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of natural
gas ($trillion/ trillion cubic feet)
Plant.kg
=
1.06;
% conversion of natural gas to EJ (EJ/
trillion cubic feet)
Plant.etage
=
0.45;
% efficiency of burning natural gas to
produce electricity.
Plant.etag
=
0.77;
% efficiency of burning natural gas
for specific industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.Lg
=
2.284E4;
% natural gas reserves (trillion
cubic feet).
Plant.prodcapg =
350;
% Full annual gas production capacity
(trillion cubic feet). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapg =
0.75;
% Ratio of total gas used over gas
reserves trigger to reduce gas production capacity as gas is used up.
Plant.Lga
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lgea
=
10;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
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Plant.lg
=
1;
% lead time for new gas field
development(years)
Plant.lge
=
1;
% lead time for new combined cycle
electric plants (years).
Plant.lambdag =
50;
% gas field lifetime
lambdag = Plant.lambdag;
Plant.sg
=
5.35E13;
% CO2 emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CO2/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.sgm
=
5.31E11;
% methane emissions per trillion cubic
feet of gas used (grams CH4/trillion cubic feet)
Plant.tzg
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for combustion
(trillion cubic feet).
Plant.tzge
=
40;
% gas use at t=0 for electricity
production (trillion cubic feet).
ming
=
1;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for combustion (trillion cubic feet).
minge
=
0.5;
% Allowable annual increase in gas
usage for electricity (trillion cubic feet).
AnnCapg = Kg * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapge = Kge * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdag)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an annual
value.
% Coal Parameters (million metric tons)
Plant.Cc
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cc
=
xlsread('coalvarcost.xls');
% variable cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.Cce
=
4.39E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Cce
=
xlsread('coalelecvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of coal for electricity ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Cc = Plant.Cc;
Cce = Plant.Cce;
Plant.Cct
= 6.07E-5*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of coal
converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million metric
tons)
%Plant.Cct
= xlsread('coalliqvarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of coal converted to liquid transportation fuel ($trillion/ million
metric tons)
Cct = Plant.Cct;
Plant.Kc
=
2.37E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kc
=
xlsread('coalcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
coal ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kc = Plant.Kc;
Plant.Kce
=
2.46E-2*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal
fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kce
=
xlsread('coaleleccapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal fired power plant($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kce = Plant.Kce;
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Plant.Kct
=
1.99E-1*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of coal to
liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
%Plant.Kct
=
xlsread('coalliqcapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of coal to liquids conversion ($trillion/ million metric tons)
Kct = Plant.Kct;
pc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of coal
($trillion/ million metric tons)
Plant.kc
=
2.93E-2;
% conversion of coal to EJ (EJ/
million metric tons)
Plant.etace
=
0.36;
% efficiency of burning coal to
produce electrcity.
Plant.etac
=
0.79;
% efficiency of burning coal specific
industrial combustion/furnace needes.
Plant.etact
=
0.16;
% efficiency of converting coal to
liquid fuel and using it for transportation fuel.
Plant.Lc
=
8.62E5;
% coal reserves (million metric tons).
Plant.prodcapc =
8000;
% Full annual coal production capacity
(million metric tons). Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.trigcapc =
0.75;
% Ratio of total coal used over coal
reserves trigger to reduce coal production capacity as coal is used up.
Plant.Lca
=
300;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcea
=
600;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.Lcta
=
2000;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Used for the bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lc
=
1;
% lead time for coal
development(years)
Plant.lct
=
5;
% lead time for coal to liquids plant
development (years)
Plant.lambdac =
50;
% coal mine, power plant, and coal to
liquids plant lifetime
lambdac = Plant.lambdac;
Plant.sc
=
2.05E12;
% CO2 emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CO2/million metric tons)
Plant.scm
=
4.04E9;
% methane emissions per million metric
tons of coal used (grams CH4/million metric tons)
Plant.sct
=
1.34E12;
% Full "well to wheel" CO2-eq
emissions associated with coal to liquids for transport fuel (grams
CO2-eq/million metric tons)
Plant.tzc
=
1615;
% coal use at t=0 for
combustion(million metric tons).
Plant.tzce
=
3088;
% coal use at t=0 for electricity
production (million metric tons).
Plant.tzct
=
0;
% coal use at t=0 for coal-to-liquids
production(million metric tons).
minc
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for combustion (million metric tons)
mince
=
5;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for electricity (million metric tons)
minct
=
4;
% allowable annual decrease in coal
usage for coal-to-liquids (million metric tons)
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Plant.Zc
=
4.53E-4*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
of a coal plant($trillion/million metric tons)
Zc = Plant.Zc;
AnnDecomc = Zc * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapc = Kc * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
AnnCapce = (Kce * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate) ) + AnnDecomc; % Conversion of power plant capital cost to an
annual value.
AnnCapct = Kct * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdac)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of coal to liquids plant capital cost to an
annual value.
% Nuclear Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cn
=
0.263*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cn
=
xlsread('nukevarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of nuclear ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cn = Plant.Cn;
Plant.Kn
=
2.3*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kn
=
xlsread('nukecapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
nuclear ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kn = Plant.Kn;
pn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of nuclear
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kn
=
31.5;
% conversion of nuclear to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etan
=
0.91;
% Nuclear plant capacity factor.
Plant.Ln
=
2.89E3;
% Nuclear potential (TW-years of
energy). Value based on amount of nuclear fuel available without
reprocessing.
Plant.Lna
=
0.09;
% Amount of nuclear that can be added
each year (TW). Used to set bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.ln
=
6;
% lead time for nuclear plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdan =
50;
% nuclear plant lifetime
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
Plant.sn
=
6.5E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW-year of nuclear
used (grams CO2/TW-year). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzn
=
3.49E-1;
% installed nuclear capacity at t=0
(TW).
minn
=
1E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in nuclear
usage (TW).
Plant.Zn
=
3.5E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning costs
($trillion/Terrawat)
Zn = Plant.Zn;
AnnDecomn = Zn * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCapn = (Kn * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdan)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomn; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
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% Hydro Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Ch
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Ch
=
xlsread('hydrovarcost.xls');
% variable cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Ch = Plant.Ch;
Plant.Kh
=
2.95*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Kh
=
xlsread('hydrocapcost.xls');
% capital cost
of hydro ($trillion/ TW-year)
Kh = Plant.Kh;
ph
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of hydro
($trillion/ TW-year)
Plant.kh
=
31.5;
% conversion of terrawatt-y of hydro
to EJ (EJ/TW-y)
Plant.etah
=
0.40;
% hydro plant capacity factor
Plant.Lh
=
3.72;
% global hydro power potential (TW).
Plant.Lha
=
0.02;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual hydro use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lh
=
4;
% lead time for hydro plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdah =
75;
% hydro plant lifetime
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
Plant.sh
=
1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of hydro used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzh
=
0.7;
% installed hydro capacity at t=0
(TW).
minh
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in hydro
usage (TW).
Plant.Zh
=
8.85E-1*ones(time,1);
% decommissioning cost of
hydro ($trillion/TW)
Zh = Plant.Zh;
AnnDecomh = Zh * (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) ; %
Conversion of decommissioning cost to an annual value.
AnnCaph = (Kh * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdah)- 1)) + dis_rate
)) + AnnDecomh; % Conversion of capital + decomm cost to an annual
value.
% Wind Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of wind
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cw
=
xlsread('windvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of wind ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cw = Plant.Cw;
Plant.Kw
=
2.25*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kw
=
xlsread('windcapcost.xls');
% capital cost of
wind ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kw = Plant.Kw;
pw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of wind
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
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Plant.kw
=
31.5;
% conversion of wind to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etaw
=
0.30;
% wind plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lw
=
196;
% wind potential (TW).
Plant.Lwa
=
0.1;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual wind use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lw
=
1;
% lead time for wind plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdaw =
25;
% wind plant lifetime
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
Plant.sw
=
1.2E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of wind used
(grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzw
=
1.74E-2;
% global installed wind capacity at
t=0 (TW).
minw
=
1.0E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in wind
usage (TW).
AnnCapw = Kw * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdaw)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Geothermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Cgt
=
xlsread('geothermvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cgt = Plant.Cgt;
Plant.Kgt
=
4.46*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kgt
=
xlsread('geothermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of geothermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kgt = Plant.Kgt;
pgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of geothermal
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kgt
=
31.5;
% conversion of geothermal to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etagt
=
0.81;
% geothermal plant capacity factor.
Plant.Lgt
=
0.209;
% geothermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lgta
=
0.004;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual geothermal use limit for the
bound constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lgt
=
4;
% lead time for geothermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdagt =
25;
% geothermal plant lifetime
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
Plant.sgt
=
9.1E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of geothermal
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzgt
=
7.97E-3; % installed geothermal capacity at t=0
(TW).
mingt
=
1E-5; % allowable annual decrease in
geothermal usage (TW).
AnnCapgt = Kgt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdagt)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
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% Solar-PV Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Csp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ TW-year)
%Plant.Csp
=
xlsread('solarpvvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ TW-year)
Csp = Plant.Csp;
Plant.Ksp
=
4.21*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarPV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Ksp
=
xlsread('solarpvcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-PV ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Ksp = Plant.Ksp;
psp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solar-PV
($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.ksp
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-PV to EJ (EJ/
Terrawatt)
Plant.etasp
=
0.20;
% solar-PV capacity factor.
Plant.Lsp
=
2.0;
% solar-PV potential (TW).
Plant.Lspa
=
5.0E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual solar-PV use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lsp
=
1;
% lead time for solar-PV plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdasp =
25;
% solar-PV lifetime
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
Plant.ssp
=
6E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solar-PV
used (grams CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzsp
=
1.25E-3;
% global installed solar-PV capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minsp
=
1.0E-5;
% allowable annual decrease in solarPV usage (TW).
AnnCapsp = Ksp * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdasp)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Solar-thermal Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
%
Plant.Cst
=
xlsread('solarthermvarcost.xls');
%
variable cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ TW-year)
Cst = Plant.Cst;
Plant.Kst
=
5.11*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
%Plant.Kst
=
xlsread('solarthermcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of solar-thermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Kst = Plant.Kst;
pst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of solarthermal ($trillion/ Terrawatt)
Plant.kst
=
31.5;
% conversion of solar-thermal to EJ
(EJ/ Terrawatt)
Plant.etast
=
0.56;
% solar-thermal capacity factor.
Plant.Lst
=
1.39;
% solar-thermal potential (TW).
Plant.Lsta
=
2E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be added
annually. Use to compute annual solar-thermal use limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
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Plant.lst
=
3;
% lead time for solar-thermal plant
development(years)
Plant.lambdast =
40;
% solar-thermal lifetime
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
Plant.sst
=
9E10;
% CO2 emissions per TW of solarthermal used (CO2/TW). Only needed when new capacity is added.
Plant.tzst
=
3.54E-4;
% global installed solar-thermal
capacity at t=0 (TW).
minst
=
1.0E-6;
% allowable annual decrease in solarthermal usage (TW).
AnnCapst = Kst * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdast)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biofuel Parameters (Trillion Liters)
Plant.Cbf
=
6.57E-1*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Cbf
=
xlsread('biofuelvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Cbf = Plant.Cbf;
Plant.Kbf
=
0.536*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of
biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
%Plant.Kbf
=
xlsread('biofuelcapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biofuel ($trillion/ trillion liters)
Kbf = Plant.Kbf;
pbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biofuel
($trillion/trillion liters)
Plant.kbf
=
34;
% conversion of biofuel to EJ
(EJ/trillion liters)
Plant.etabf
=
0.23;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
transportation.
Plant.etabfc
=
0.67;
% efficiency of burning biofuel for
specific industrial combustion/furnace needs.
Plant.Lbf
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biofuel
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbfa
=
3.2;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biofuel limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbf
=
1;
% lead time for biofuel(years)
Plant.lambdabf =
30;
% biofuel plant lifetime
lambdabf = Plant.lambdabf;
Plant.aebf
=
2.81E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/trillion liters)
Plant.sbf
=
1.40E15;
% CO2 emissions per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters)
Plant.sbfq
=
7.0E14;
% CO2 sequestered per trillion liters
of biofuel (grams CO2/trillion liters). Only used in reserves
calculation
Plant.tzbf
=
1.81E-2;
% biofuel use at t=0 for
transportation(trillion liters).
Plant.tzbfc
=
2E-4;
% biofuel use at t=0 for combustion
(trillion liters).
minbf
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for transportation (trillion liters).
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minbfc
=
1E-4;
% allowable annual decrease in
biofuel usage for combustion (trillion liters)
AnnCapbf = Kbf * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabf)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Biomass Parameters (Terrawatts)
Plant.Cbm
=
5.26E-3*ones(time,1);
% variable cost of
biomass ($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Cbm
=
xlsread('biomassvarcost.xls');
% variable
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Cbm = Plant.Cbm;
Plant.Kbm
=
4.22*ones(time,1);
% capital cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
%Plant.Kbm
=
xlsread('biomasscapcost.xls');
% capital
cost of biomass ($trillion/TW)
Kbm = Plant.Kbm;
pbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% penalty cost of biomass
($trillion/TW)
Plant.kbm
=
31.5;
% conversion of biomass to EJ (EJ/TW)
Plant.etabm
=
0.83;
% Biomass plant capacity factor
Plant.Lbm
=
3E3;
% acreage available for biomass
production (million ha).
Plant.Lbma
=
1E-3;
% Amount of resource that can be
added annually. Use to compute annual biomass limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lbm
=
1;
% lead time for biomass plant (years)
Plant.lambdabm =
20;
% biomass plant lifetime
lambdabm = Plant.lambdabm;
Plant.aebm
=
1.73E2;
% area-energy conversion factor
(million ha/TW)
Plant.sbm
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 emissions per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW)
Plant.sbmq
=
1.58E14;
% CO2 sequestered per TW of biomass
(grams CO2/TW). Only used in reserves calculation
Plant.tzbm
=
3.58E-3;
% global biofuel production capacity
at t=0 (TW).
minbm
=
1.0E-3;
% allowable annual decrease in
biomass usage (TW).
AnnCapbm = Kbm * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdabm)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Energy Efficiency Parameters (EJ)
Plant.GDP
=
15.7;
% Starting year GDP. Use for energy
efficiency cost computation. (trillion dollars)
Plant.Ce
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ce = Plant.Ce;
Plant.Ke
=
1.57E-5*ones(time,1);
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
%Plant.Ke
=
xlsread('effcapcost.xls');
% Cost of energy
efficiency as a fraction of GDP. Must multiply this value value by
GDP. ($trillion/EJ)
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Ke = Plant.Ke;
pe
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs.
%Plant.Le
=
0.1*ones(time,1);
% Total available energy
efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.Le
=
xlsread('effamount.xls'); % Total available
energy efficiency as a fraction of total global energy demand.
Plant.le
=
1;
% Lead time for energy efficiency.
Plant.lambdae =
15;
% Average lifetime of efficiency
measures before they need to be retrofitted.
lambdae = Plant.lambdae;
Plant.tze
=
1E-6;
% global energy efficiency at t=0.
mine
=
10;
% allowable annual energy efficiency
usage (EJ)
AnnCape = Ke * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdae)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sulfur Injection Parameters (Million metric tons SO2)
Plant.Cs
=
4.55E-4*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of
sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Cs
=
xlsread('sulfurvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Cs = Plant.Cs;
Plant.Ks
=
1.05E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sulfur
injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
%Plant.Ks
=
xlsread('sulfurcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of sulfur injection ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ks = Plant.Ks;
ps
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sulfur
injection
Plant.Ls
=
20;
% Limit in million metric tons based
on number of planes needed to replicate Mt. Pinatubo sulfur injection
Plant.Lsa
=
2;
% Allowable annual increase in sulfur
injection deployment.
Plant.ls
=
1;
% lead time for sulfur injection
(years)
Plant.lambdas
=
3;
% time sulfur injection remains
effective (years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdas2 =
50;
% lifetime of air tankers needed to
deploy the sulfur. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdas2 = Plant.lambdas2;
Plant.ss
=
0.75;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sulfur injection (W/sq.meter/million metric tons)
Plant.tzs
=
1E-6; % global sulfur injection capacity at
t=0.
mins
=
1E6; % allowable annual decrease in sulfur
usage.
AnnCaps = Ks * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdas2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Iron Seeding Parameters (million Metric Tons)
Plant.Ci
=
6.75E-3*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of iron
seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
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%Plant.Ci
=
xlsread('ironvarcost.xls');
% Variable cost
of iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons).
Ci = Plant.Ci;
Plant.Ki
=
5.8E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of new
ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
%Plant.Ki
=
xlsread('ironcapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of new ships for iron seeding ($trillion/million metric tons)
Ki = Plant.Ki;
pi
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of iron
seeding.
Plant.Li
=
0.6;
% Limit on the amount of feasible
iron seeding (million metric tons).
Plant.Lia
=
0.05;
% Allowable annual increase in iron
seeding deployment.
Plant.li
=
1;
% lead time for iron seeding (years)
Plant.lambdai =
1;
% time iron seeding remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation.
Plant.lambdai2 =
30;
% life time of tankers (years). Use
in cost equations
lambdai2 = Plant.lambdai2;
Plant.si
=
1.02E16;
% CO2 sequestered per million metric
tons of iron seeding (grams CO2/milllion metric tons)
Plant.tzi
=
1E-6;
% global iron seeding capacity at
t=0.
mini
=
0.7;
% allowable decrease in iron seeding
usage.
AnnCapi = Ki * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdai2)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Tree Planting Parameters (million ha)
Plant.Ct
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for variable
costs.
Ct = Plant.Ct;
Plant.Kt
=
1.50E-3*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of tree
planting ($trillion/million ha)
%Plant.Kt
=
xlsread('treescapcost.xls');
% Capital cost
of tree planting ($trillion/million ha)
Kt = Plant.Kt;
pt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Placeholder for penalty
costs
Plant.Lt
=
3E3;
% Acreage available for tree planting
(million ha)
Plant.Lta
=
1;
% Limit on acreage of trees that can
be planted annually. Use to compute annual tree limit for the bound
constraints in fmincon.
Plant.lt
=
1;
% Lead time for tree planting to take
effect
Plant.steep
=
1;
% Steepness parameter for the
logistic function .
steep = Plant.steep;
Plant.midpoint =
25;
% Midpoint of the logistic function.
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
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dlogistic = exp((midpoint-1)*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint1)*steep))^2); % derivative of the logistic function at t = 1.
Plant.dlogistic = dlogistic;
Plant.lambdat =
70;
% time that tree planting stays
effective (years)
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
Plant.st
=
2.6E13;
% CO2 sequestered per million ha
(grams CO2/milllion ha)
Plant.tzt
=
50;
% global forest area at t=0 (million
ha).
mint
=
3E3;
% allowable annual reduction in tree
planting.
AnnCapt = Kt * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdat)- 1)) + dis_rate
); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.
% Sea Spray Cloud Enhancement Parameters (cu. meter/sec)
Plant.Css
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Variable cost of sea
spray. Needed as a place-holder to form the matrices below
Css = Plant.Css;
Plant.Kss
=
1.04E-4*ones(time,1);
% Capital cost of sea
spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
%Plant.Kss
=
xlsread('seaspraycapcost.xls');
% Capital
cost of sea spray geoengineering ($trillion/cu. meter per sec)
Kss = Plant.Kss;
pss
=
0*ones(time,1);
% Penalty cost of sea
spray
Plant.Lss
=
100;
% Limit based on declining
effectiveness of sea spray with increased rate (in cu. meter/sec).
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Plant.Lssa
=
10;
% Allowable annual increase in sea
spray deployment
Plant.lss
=
1;
% lead time for sea spray based on
time to construct ships (years)
Plant.lambdass =
1;
% time sea spray remains effective
(years). Use in climate equation
Plant.lambdass2 =
10;
% lifetime of ships needed to deploy
the sea spray. Use this in the cost equation.
lambdass2 = Plant.lambdass2;
Plant.ssf
=
8.22E-2;
% Radiative forcing reduction due to
sea spray (W/sq.meter/cu. meter per sec)
Plant.Ess
=
9.65E16;
% Equivalent emissions reduction
(grams CO2/cu meter per sec).
Plant.tzss
=
1E-6; % global sea spray capacity at t=0.
minss
=
100;
% allowable annual decrease in sea
spray usage.
AnnCapss = Kss * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambdass2)- 1)) +
dis_rate ); % Conversion of capital cost to an annual value.

% create vectors of all the variable, penalty, capital, and annual
capital costs, the combined costs, & the lambda values.
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VarCosts = [Co Cg Cc Cn Ch Cw Cgt Csp Cst Cbf Cbm Ce Cs Ci Ct Css
Co Cge Cce Cct Cbf];
Plant.VarCosts = VarCosts;
penalty = [po pg pc pn ph pw pgt psp pst pbf pbm pe ps pi pt pss po
pg pc pc pbf];
Plant.penalty = penalty;
AnnCosts = [AnnCapo AnnCapg AnnCapc AnnCapn AnnCaph AnnCapw
AnnCapgt AnnCapsp AnnCapst AnnCapbf AnnCapbm AnnCape AnnCaps AnnCapi
AnnCapt AnnCapss...
AnnCapo AnnCapge AnnCapce AnnCapct AnnCapbf];
Plant.AnnCosts = AnnCosts;
CapCosts = [Ko Kg Kc Kn Kh Kw Kgt Ksp Kst Kbf Kbm Ke Ks Ki Kt
Kss...
Ko Kge Kce Kct Kbf];
Plant.CapCosts = CapCosts;
Plant.T = VarCosts + AnnCosts + penalty;
% Total of variable plus annualized capital and decommissioning
costs.
Plant.lambda = [lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdan lambdah lambdaw
lambdagt lambdasp lambdast lambdabf lambdabm lambdae lambdas2 lambdai2
lambdat lambdass2...
lambdao lambdag lambdac lambdac lambdabf];
% Matrix of adjustments for any unrecovered annualized capital
costs
% due to resource usage peaking, then dropping off.
adjo
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
adjg
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
adjc
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
adjn
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjh
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjw
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjgt
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjsp
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjst
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adjbf
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).
adjbm
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/TW).
adje
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/EJ).
adjs
=
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
unrecovered cost due to resource peak ($trillion/million tons).
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adji
unrecovered
adjt
unrecovered
adjss
unrecovered
adjoc
unrecovered
adjge
unrecovered
adjce
unrecovered
adjct
unrecovered
adjbfc
unrecovered

=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due
=
cost due

0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million ha).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/cu.meter/sec).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/billion barrels).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion cubic feet).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/million metric tons).
0*ones(time,1);
% adjustment cost for
to resource peak ($trillion/trillion liters).

Plant.adj = [adjo adjg adjc adjn adjh adjw adjgt adjsp adjst adjbf
adjbm adje adjs adji adjt adjss...
adjoc adjge adjce adjct adjbfc];

% Specify the capacities (not the actual values) of the energy and
geoengineering resources at time t=0 in order to
% determine what new incremental capacities are added in year 1 and
to
% insure that lead times for new resource additions are respected.
tzo = Plant.tzo;
tzoc = Plant.tzoc;
tzg = Plant.tzg;
tzge = Plant.tzge;
tzc = Plant.tzc;
tzce = Plant.tzce;
tzct = Plant.tzct;
tzn = Plant.tzn;
tzh = Plant.tzh;
tzw = Plant.tzw;
tzgt = Plant.tzgt;
tzsp = Plant.tzsp;
tzst = Plant.tzst;
tzbf = Plant.tzbf;
tzbfc = Plant.tzbfc;
tzbm = Plant.tzbm;
tze = Plant.tze;
tzs = Plant.tzs;
tzi = Plant.tzi;
tzt = Plant.tzt;
tzss = Plant.tzss;
Plant.tzero = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm tze
tzs tzi tzt...
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(tzo+tzoc) (tzg+tzge) (tzc+tzce+tzct) tzh tzgt
(tzbf+tzbfc) tzbm...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of initial values of the non-reserve resources used
to
% calculate the lower bound LoB at each time step.
Plant.initial = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf tzbm
tze tzs tzi tzt...
tzss tzoc tzge tzce tzct tzbfc];
% Create matrix of minimum values of resources at t=0.
Plant.min = [mino ming minc minn minh minw mingt minsp minst minbf
minbm mine mins mini mint minss...
minoc minge mince minct minbfc];
% Specify the initial values of oil(transport), natural
gas(combustion), coal(combustion), nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, solar-PV, solar-thermal, biofuel(transport), biomass,
energy efficiency,
% sulfur injection, iron seeding, tree planting, reserve oil,
reserve gas,
% reserve coal, reserve hydro, reserve geothermal, reserve biofuel,
% reserve biomass, oil(combustion), gas(electric), coal(electric),
% coal(transport), and biofuel(combustion)(in that order) for use
in the optimization algorithm.
R = Plant.R;
Plant.StartingValue = [tzo tzg tzc tzn tzh tzw tzgt tzsp tzst tzbf
tzbm tze tzs tzi tzt...
(R*(tzo+tzoc)) (R*(tzg+tzge)) (R*(tzc+tzce+tzct)) (R*tzh)
(R*tzgt) (R*(tzbf+tzbfc)) (R*tzbm) tzss tzoc tzge...
tzce tzct tzbfc];
% set up vectors of each resource and
their values can be
% stored at the end of each time step
% calculations. Since we are looking
% contain 100 entries. Also set up a
the
% the computed energy.
Plant.qo = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qg = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qn = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qh = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qw = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qsp = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qst = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbf = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbm = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qe = zeros(time,1);
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geoengineering option so that
and be available for later
100 years, each vector will
vector for keeping track of

Plant.qs = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qi = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qt = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qor = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qcr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qhr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qgtr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbmr = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qss = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qoc = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qge = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qce = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qct = zeros(time,1);
Plant.qbfc = zeros(time,1);

%
%
%
%

oil held as energy reserves
natural gas held as energy reserves
coal held as energy reserves
hydro held as energy reserves
% geothermal held as energy reserves
% biofuel held as energy reserves
% biomass held as energy reserves

% Form full array of the final resource values.
Plant.q = zeros(time,TotalResources);
% Set up matrix to keep track of how much of each resource was
% incrementally added at each time step (both due to increased
resource need and
% resources reaching the end of their service lives). Also set up
a
% matrix to track of how much resource is retiring (including
resources
% that were used for reserves).
Plant.qdot = zeros(time,Resources); % change in resources combines
changes due to deployment and reserves.
Plant.retire = zeros(time,Resources); % amount of resources
reaching the end of their service lives.
% Set up matrix of final resource values with the resources reordered
% so that subcomponents are grouped together. This is just for
% ease of reading the Excel printouts.
Plant.printq = zeros(time,TotalResources);
Plant.Q = ones(time,1);
% Total
Plant.Ql = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Qe = ones(time,1);
% Total
electricity.
Plant.Qc = ones(time,1);
% Total
fuels.
Plant.Reserves = ones(time,1);
%
step
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of all energy produced
energy produced from liquid
energy produced from
energy produced from combustion
Energy reserves at each time

% Set up additional vectors to keep track of overall emissions (S),
CO2
% concentration (c), radiative forcing (dF, dFco2, dFsulfur,
dFseaspray),
% temperature change (dT),
% and total cost. Set the concentration co2
% initially equal to the initial atmospheric CO2 concentration to
avoid
% possible divide by zero and square root problems.
Plant.S = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2 emissions in grams
Plant.Sm = zeros(time,1); % Total methane emissions in grams
Plant.Sn = zeros(time,1); % N2O emissions in CO2-eq.
Plant.Stotal = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effects of tree planting and iron seeding.
Plant.Sadjust = zeros(time,1); % Total CO2-eq emissions, including
effect of sulfur geoengineering.
Plant.co2 = Plant.co2i * ones(time,1); % CO2 concentrations (ppm)
Plant.ch4 = Plant.ch4i * ones(time,1); % CH4 concentrations (ppb)
Plant.n2o = Plant.n2oi * ones(time,1); % N2O concentrations (ppb)
Plant.co2e = zeros(time,1); % Equivalent CO2 concentration in ppm
after including effects of CH4 & any sulfur injection.
Plant.emitdecayCO2 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CO2
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayCH4 = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each CH4
emissions pulse
Plant.emitdecayN2O = zeros(time,1); % Matrix of decays of each N2O
emissions pulse
Plant.dco2 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CO2 concentration in ppm
Plant.dch4 = zeros(time,1); % Change in CH4 concentration in ppb
Plant.dn2o = zeros(time,1); % Change in N2O concentration in ppb
Plant.dF = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFco2 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFch4 = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFn2o = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFsulfur = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dFseaspray = zeros(time,1);
Plant.dT = zeros(time,1);
Plant.Filename = 'Toy_Problem_Plant';
plant data file
save(Plant.Filename,'Plant');

% designate name for the

constraintsTL.m
function [c, ceq] =
constraintsTL(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTre
es,...
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
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prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc)

% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
% Limit parameters
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Ln = Plant.Ln;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lp = Plant.Lp;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdat = Plant.lambdat;
R = Plant.R;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
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kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
tzero = Plant.tzero;
% resource and resource additions matrices
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
qst = Plant.qst;
qhr = Plant.qhr;
qgtr = Plant.qgtr;
qdot = Plant.qdot;
retire = Plant.retire;
% emissions parameters
so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
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som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;

co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
TempLim = Plant.TempLim;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
% Initialize the adjustment variables.
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;

% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental amount of
nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
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adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
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if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
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if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
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elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end
% Force certain non-renewable resources to zero if the resource
amounts
% are nearly used up. Needed so that algorithm does not
prematurely
% stop due to residual amounts of the resource still coming up due
to
% algorithm tolerances. Values cannot be exactly zero or right on
the
% limit. Otherwise, the algorithm will have problems solving the
% matrices.
if TotalOil > 0.999 * Lo
x(1) = 0.001;
x(16) = 0.001;
x(24) = 0.001;
Lo = Lo + 10;
end
if TotalGas > 0.999 * Lg
x(2) = 0.001;
x(17) = 0.001;
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x(25) = 0.001;
Lg = Lg +10;
end
if TotalCoal > 0.999 * Lc
x(3) = 0.001;
x(18) = 0.001;
x(26) = 0.001;
x(27) = 0.001;
Lc = Lc + 10;
end
if TotalNuclear > 0.999 * Ln
x(4) = 0.001;
Ln = Ln + 10;
end

% Specify the inequality constraints: resources less than resource
limits
% and temperature rise less than the specified limit.
c = [(TotalOil + x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - Lo);
% Check to make sure
oil is not used up
(x(1) + x(16) + x(24) - prodlimo);
% Check to make sure
oil does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalGas + x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - Lg);
% Check to make sure
gas is not used up
(x(2) + x(17) + x(25) - prodlimg);
% Check to make sure
gas does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalCoal + x(3) + x(18)+ x(26) + x(27) - Lc); % Check to
make sure coal is not used up
(x(3) + x(18) + x(26) + x(27) - prodlimc); % Check to make
sure coal does not exceed production capacity limits
(TotalNuclear + (x(4)*etan) - Ln); % Check to make sure
nuclear is not used up
(((x(10) + x(21)+ x(28))*aebf) + ((x(11) + x(22))*aebm*etabm)
+ x(15) + TotalTrees - Lp); % Check to make sure biofuel, biomass, and
tree planting are within available acreage
(liquid - (x(1)*etao*ko) - (x(10)*etabf*kbf) (x(27)*etact*kc) - (x(12)*(liquid/demand))); % Check to insure that
amount of oil and biofuel is enough to meet liquid energy demand (ie
liquid demand <= oil+biofuel)
% Check to make sure that amount of electric energy produced
is at
% least equal to the minimum required. Note that the portion
of energy efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio
of final
% electrical energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(electric - (x(25)*etage*kg) - (x(26)*etace*kc) (x(4)*etan*kn) - (x(5)*etah*kh) - (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
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- (x(7)*etagt*kgt) - (x(8)*etasp*ksp) - (x(9)*etast*kst) (x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
- (x(12)*(electric/demand)));
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on
the ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of energy demand.
(combustion - (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) - (x(24)*etaoc*ko) (x(2)*etag*kg)...
- (x(3)*etac*kc) - (x(28)*etabfc*kbf));
(x(5) + x(19) - caph); % insure that added hydro including
reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(7) + x(20) - capgt); % insure that added geothermal
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(10) + x(21) + x(28) - capbf); % insure that added biofuel
including reserves does not exceed capacity
(x(11) + x(22) - capbm); % insure that added biomass including
reserves does not exceed capacity
% Equation for the temperature limit
( (0.5 * ((5.35 * log( ((1.278E-16 *
((so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sct*x(27))+(sn*
(x(4)-adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt)))) + prevco2 )
/278))...
+((0.036 * (sqrt(( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 ) ) - sqrt(722)))...
- (0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 )
*n2oi)^0.75))...
+ (5.31E-15* ( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 ) *((( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 )*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst) ...
+ dFn2o(t) - (ss*(x(13)+prevs)) - (ssf*(x(23)+prevss)) )) TempLim)] ;
% Specify the equality constraint that the energy demand must be
met, including the sub-demand for reserves.
ceq = [((x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12) ...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf) - demand); % Constraint to meet
total demand
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(((x(16)+prevoilr)*etao*ko) + ((x(17)+prevgasr)*etag*kg) +
((x(18)+prevcoalr)*etac*kc) + (x(19)*etah*kh)...
+ (x(20)*etagt*kgt) + ((x(21)+prevbiofuelr)*etabf*kbf) +
((x(22)+prevbiomassr)*etabm*kbm) - (R*demand))]; % Constraint to meet
the reserves requirement

objectiveTL.m
function f = objectiveTL(x,Plant,t)
% Load in the cost data coming from the
% Constants.m file.
T = Plant.T;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
adj = Plant.adj;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
so = Plant.so;
som = Plant.som;
sg = Plant.sg;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
sc = Plant.sc;
scm = Plant.scm;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Specification of the actual objective function which is simply
the
%
%
%
%
%

total cost of all the energy and geoengineering resources.
Cost of reserves is captured in the capital cost of the reserve
resources. Assume that reserves incur no variable costs.
Note that the energy efficiency cost is a function of that year's
GDP.

f = (x(1)*T(t,1)) + (x(2)*T(t,2)) + (x(3)*T(t,3)) + (x(4)*T(t,4)) +
(x(5)*T(t,5)) + (x(6)*T(t,6)) + (x(7)*T(t,7)) + (x(8)*T(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*T(t,9)) + (x(10)*T(t,10)) + (x(11)*T(t,11)) +
(x(12)*T(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*T(t,13)) + (x(14)*T(t,14)) +
(x(15)*T(t,15)) + (x(23)*T(t,16))...
+ (x(1)*adj(t,1)) + (x(2)*adj(t,2)) + (x(3)*adj(t,3)) +
(x(4)*adj(t,4)) + (x(5)*adj(t,5)) + (x(6)*adj(t,6)) + (x(7)*adj(t,7)) +
(x(8)*adj(t,8))...
+ (x(9)*adj(t,9)) + (x(10)*adj(t,10)) + (x(11)*adj(t,11)) +
(x(12)*adj(t,12)*GDP) + (x(13)*adj(t,13)) + (x(14)*adj(t,14)) +
(x(15)*adj(t,15)) + (x(23)*adj(t,16))...
+ (x(16)*AnnCosts(t,1)) + (x(17)*AnnCosts(t,2)) +
(x(18)*AnnCosts(t,3)) + (x(19)*AnnCosts(t,5)) +
(x(20)*AnnCosts(t,7))...
+ (x(21)*AnnCosts(t,10)) + (x(22)*AnnCosts(t,11))...
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+ (x(24)*T(t,17)) + (x(25)*T(t,18)) + (x(26)*T(t,19))+
(x(27)*T(t,20)) + (x(28)*T(t,21))...
+ (x(24)*adj(t,17)) + (x(25)*adj(t,18)) + (x(26)*adj(t,19)) +
(x(27)*adj(t,20)) + (x(28)*adj(t,21))...
+ (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*(x(1)+x(24))) +
(ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));

ToyOptTL.m
% Load in all the energy, cost model, and parameter data coming from
the
% Constants.m file.
load('Toy_Problem_Plant.mat');
% Specify number of years in the time horizon.
time = Plant.time;
% Specify the number of resources, reserves, & geoengineeering options
TotalResources = Plant.TotalResources;
Resources = Plant.Resources;
ReserveNumber = Plant.ReserveNumber;
% load in the forecasted energy demands and GWP
EnergyDemand = xlsread('f.xls');
LiquidDemand = xlsread('liquid.xls');
ElectricDemand = xlsread('electric.xls');
CombustionDemand = xlsread('combustion.xls');
CH4NE = xlsread('CH4-NE.xls');
N2O = xlsread('N2O.xls');
% Provide initial resource and geoengineering values.
% Initial amounts of oil, hydro, & sulfur injection (from SRES A2
Message scenario).
StartingValue = Plant.StartingValue;
% Bring in the variables needed for the computations.
Q = Plant.Q;
Ql = Plant.Ql;
Qe = Plant.Qe;
Qc = Plant.Qc;
Reserves = Plant.Reserves;
qo = Plant.qo;
qg = Plant.qg;
qc = Plant.qc;
qn = Plant.qn;
qh = Plant.qh;
qw = Plant.qw;
qgt = Plant.qgt;
qsp = Plant.qsp;
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qst = Plant.qst;
qbf = Plant.qbf;
qbm = Plant.qbm;
qe = Plant.qe;
qs = Plant.qs;
qi = Plant.qi;
qt = Plant.qt;
qor = Plant.qor; % oil held as energy reserves
qgr = Plant.qgr; % natural gas held as energy reserves
qcr = Plant.qcr; % coal held as energy reserves
qhr = Plant.qhr; % hydro held as energy reserves
qgtr = Plant.qgtr; % geothermal held as energy reserves
qbfr = Plant.qbfr; % biofuel held as energy reserves
qbmr = Plant.qbmr; % biomass held as energy reserves
qss = Plant.qss;
qoc = Plant.qoc;
qge = Plant.qge;
qce = Plant.qce;
qct = Plant.qct;
qbfc = Plant.qbfc;
q = Plant.q;
% matrix of all energy and geoengineering
resources.
qdot = Plant.qdot; % matrix of all resource additions at each time
step.
retire = Plant.retire; % matrix of resources reaching the end of
their service lives.
lambda = Plant.lambda; % matrix of resource lifetimes.
tzero = Plant.tzero;
min = Plant.min;
printq = Plant.printq; % reordered matrix of q values for easier
reading in Excel printouts.
R = Plant.R; % for reserves computations.
GWPm = Plant.GWPm;
GWPn = Plant.GWPn;
GWPs = Plant.GWPs;
S = Plant.S;
Sm = Plant.Sm;
Sn = Plant.Sn;
Stotal = Plant.Stotal;
Sadjust = Plant.Sadjust;
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
n2o = Plant.n2o;
emitdecayCO2 = Plant.emitdecayCO2;
emitdecayCH4 = Plant.emitdecayCH4;
emitdecayN2O = Plant.emitdecayN2O;
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dn2o = Plant.dn2o;
dF = Plant.dF;
dFco2 = Plant.dFco2;
dFch4 = Plant.dFch4;
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dFn2o = Plant.dFn2o;
dFsulfur = Plant.dFsulfur;
dFseaspray = Plant.dFseaspray;
dT = Plant.dT;
% Resource limits.
Lo = Plant.Lo;
Lg = Plant.Lg;
Lc = Plant.Lc;
Loa = Plant.Loa;
Lga = Plant.Lga;
Lca = Plant.Lca;
Lna = Plant.Lna;
Lh = Plant.Lh;
Lha = Plant.Lha;
Lw = Plant.Lw;
Lwa = Plant.Lwa;
Lgt = Plant.Lgt;
Lgta = Plant.Lgta;
Lsp = Plant.Lsp;
Lspa = Plant.Lspa;
Lst = Plant.Lst;
Lsta = Plant.Lsta;
Lbf = Plant.Lbf;
Lbfa = Plant.Lbfa;
aebf = Plant.aebf;
Lbm = Plant.Lbm;
Lbma = Plant.Lbma;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
Le = Plant.Le;
Ls = Plant.Ls;
Li = Plant.Li;
Lt = Plant.Lt;
Lta = Plant.Lta;
Lss = Plant.Lss;
Loca = Plant.Loca;
Lgea = Plant.Lgea;
Lcea = Plant.Lcea;
Lcta = Plant.Lcta;
Lsa = Plant.Lsa;
Lia = Plant.Lia;
Lssa = Plant.Lssa;
% Fossil
prodcapo
prodcapg
prodcapc
trigcapo
trigcapg
trigcapc

fuel production capacity parameters
= Plant.prodcapo;
= Plant.prodcapg;
= Plant.prodcapc;
= Plant.trigcapo;
= Plant.trigcapg;
= Plant.trigcapc;

% emissions and forcing parameters
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so = Plant.so;
sg = Plant.sg;
sc = Plant.sc;
sct = Plant.sct;
sn = Plant.sn;
sh = Plant.sh;
sw = Plant.sw;
sgt = Plant.sgt;
ssp = Plant.ssp;
sst = Plant.sst;
sbf = Plant.sbf;
sbfq = Plant.sbfq;
sbm = Plant.sbm;
sbmq = Plant.sbmq;
ss = Plant.ss;
si = Plant.si;
st = Plant.st;
ssf = Plant.ssf;
Ess = Plant.Ess;
som = Plant.som;
sgm = Plant.sgm;
scm = Plant.scm;
tau1 = Plant.tau1;
tau2 = Plant.tau2;
tau3 = Plant.tau3;
a1 = Plant.a1;
a2 = Plant.a2;
a3 = Plant.a3;
a4 = Plant.a4;
taum = Plant.taum;
taun = Plant.taun;
co2i = Plant.co2i;
ch4i = Plant.ch4i;
n2oi = Plant.n2oi;
dlogistic = Plant.dlogistic;
steep = Plant.steep;
midpoint = Plant.midpoint;
% energy parameters
ko = Plant.ko;
kg = Plant.kg;
kc = Plant.kc;
kn = Plant.kn;
kh = Plant.kh;
kw = Plant.kw;
kgt = Plant.kgt;
ksp = Plant.ksp;
kst = Plant.kst;
kbf = Plant.kbf;
kbm = Plant.kbm;
etao = Plant.etao;
etag = Plant.etag;
etac = Plant.etac;
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etan = Plant.etan;
etah = Plant.etah;
etaw = Plant.etaw;
etagt = Plant.etagt;
etasp = Plant.etasp;
etast = Plant.etast;
etabf = Plant.etabf;
etabm = Plant.etabm;
etaoc = Plant.etaoc;
etage = Plant.etage;
etace = Plant.etace;
etact = Plant.etact;
etabfc = Plant.etabfc;
% Lead time parameters
lo = Plant.lo;
lg = Plant.lg;
lge = Plant.lge;
lc = Plant.lc;
ln = Plant.ln;
lh = Plant.lh;
lw = Plant.lw;
lgt = Plant.lgt;
lsp = Plant.lsp;
lst = Plant.lst;
lbf = Plant.lbf;
lbm = Plant.lbm;
ls = Plant.ls;
li = Plant.li;
lt = Plant.lt;
lss = Plant.lss;
lct = Plant.lct;
% Cost parameters
dis_rate = Plant.dis_rate;
T = Plant.T;
VarCosts = Plant.VarCosts;
penalty = Plant.penalty;
AnnCosts = Plant.AnnCosts;
CapCosts = Plant.CapCosts;
ctax = Plant.ctax;
Zc = Plant.Zc;
Zn = Plant.Zn;
Zh = Plant.Zh;
GDP = Plant.GDP;
% Since the total of non-renewable resources (including nuclear)used
over the entire period must be less than the
% limit, specify a variable to keep track of the total used so that the
% constraint equation can be checked appropriately.
TotalOil = 0;
TotalGas = 0;
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TotalCoal = 0;
TotalNuclear = 0;
TotalTrees = 0;
%TotalTrees = tzero(15);
% Initialize a set of counters used in the computations for when oil,
gas,
% and coal capacities must be reduced as these resources are used up.
capoilcounter = 0;
capgascounter = 0;
capcoalcounter = 0;
% Set up the variables to reduce the effects of previously deployed
% geoengineering over time to account for their decaying efffectiveness
% over time. Decay rate is based on each geoengineering's lifetime
(i.e
% lambda) value. Assume 0.1% effectiveness after lambda years.
lambdas = Plant.lambdas;
lambdai = Plant.lambdai;
lambdass = Plant.lambdass;
% Set up the matrices that track how each geoengineering deployment
adjusts
% over time. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray.
pulses = zeros(time,1);
pulsei = zeros(time,1);
pulset = zeros(time,1);
pulsess = zeros(time,1);
% initialize variable that tracks how much geoegineering has been
% previously deployed. s = sulfur, i = iron seeding, t = tree planting,
% ss = sea spray
prevs = 0;
previ = 0;
prevt = 0;
prevss = 0;

% Form an array of the final resources with reserves combined in with
% the resource amounts used to meet the energy needs.
qad = zeros(time,Resources);
% matrix to store results of the optimization algorithm
OptResult = zeros(100,1);
% Set the initial starting point for the fmincon optimization to the
initial assumed starting values of the
% energy and geoengineering options.
x0 = StartingValue;
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% Set up cost matrices
TotalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total costs up to time t (as a
net present value).
YearlyCost = zeros(time,1); % Total costs for each year (as a net
present value).
TotalResourceCost = zeros(time,1); % Variable to help trouble-shoot the
cost problem in the code.
resourcecost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track yearly cost of
each resource (as a net present value).
NominalResourceCost = zeros(time,Resources); % Matrix to track nomimal
yearly cost of each resource (not discounted).
NominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Total nominal costs for year year (not
discounted).
TotalNominalCost = zeros(time,1); % Sum of the total nominal costs up
to time t (not discounted).
% Set up matrix for acreage used for tree planting geoengineering,
biomass,
% and biofuel production
acres = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the constant needed for the methane radiative forcing
% computations
methconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((722*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*722*((722*n2oi)^1.52)));
% Compute the constant needed for the N2O radiative forcing
% computations
n2oconst = 0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((270*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*270*((722*ch4i)^1.52)));
% Set up variables to account for resources that have already been
deployed
% for reserves so that the calculations for how much of the resources
have
% been used will not over count the reserves. This does not apply to
hydro
% or geothermal since they are capacity based resources and capacity
needs
% to be accounted for at each time step.
prevoilr = 0;
prevgasr = 0;
prevcoalr = 0;
prevbiofuelr = 0;
prevbiomassr = 0;

TempTest = zeros(time,1);
for t = 1:time;
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iteration = t
% We wish to minimize the total cost of supplying the energy, so
this
% becomes the objective function.
% Set up the vector for the resources to be used in the objective
% function. Syntax for fmincon appears to want the variables
specified
% as x's.
x = ones(1,TotalResources);
% Specify the constraint functions: Energy demand must be met,
% resources must be within their limits, and temperature rise must
be
% within the specified limit.
demand = EnergyDemand(t);
liquid = LiquidDemand(t);
electric = ElectricDemand(t);
combustion = CombustionDemand(t);
% Compute initial concentrations for constraint equations. Note
that the exponents are set
% up so that they are negative values. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. Also, if t = 1, there is no
initial
% change in concentrations.
% First compute the decay over time of each CO2 and CH4 pulse and
% convert to ppm and ppb, respectively. Put the results in two
% variables called prevco2 and prevch4.
if t > 1
for w = 1:t-1
emitdecayCO2(w) = 1.278E-16 * (S(w) * (a1 + (a2 * exp((wt)/tau1)) + (a3 * exp((w-t)/tau2)) + (a4 * exp((w-t)/tau3))) );
emitdecayCH4(w) = 3.515E-13 * ((Sm(w)+CH4NE(w)) * exp((wt)/taum));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed
pulses.
dco2(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:(t-1)));
CO2 concentration.
dch4(t-1) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:(t-1)));
CH4 concentration.

% Resulting change in
% Resulting change in

% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are
simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
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co2(t-1) = co2i + dco2(t-1); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t-1) = ch4i + dch4(t-1); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;
end
if t == 1
prevco2
prevch4
else
prevco2
prevch4
end

= co2i;
= ch4i;
= co2(t-1);
= ch4(t-1);

% Compute the concentration of N2O at the given time step.

Since

this
% assumed not to change due to the energy resources deployed, this
% value is computed all the way up to time t. Equation converts
grams
% of N2O emitted to ppb.
for y = 1:t
emitdecayN2O(y) = 1.278E-13 * (N2O(y) * exp((y-t)/taun));
end
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed N2O
pulses.
dn2o(t) = sum(emitdecayN2O(1:(t))); % Resulting change in N2O
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial N2O
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
n2o(t) = n2oi + dn2o(t); % N2O concentration (ppb)
Plant.dn2o = dn2o;
Plant.n2o = n2o;
% Compute resulting radiative forcing due to N2O. Update Plant so
the
% value an be accessed in other parts of the code.
dFn2o(t) = (0.12 * (sqrt(n2o(t)) - sqrt(270))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*n2o(t)*((n2o(t)*ch4i)^1.52)))) + n2oconst;
Plant.dFn2o = dFn2o;
% Compute the CO2-eq emissions of the N2O emissions (in grams).
Update
% Plant so the value can be accessed by other part of the code.
Sn(t) = GWPn * N2O(t);
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Plant.Sn = Sn;
% Adjust the effective amounts of previously deployed
geoengineering.
% Sulfur injection, iron seeding, and sea spray follow an
exponential
% decay. Tree planting varies according to the derivative of the
% logistic function. Note that the exponents are set so as to
yield
% negative values. The 0.145 factor is designed to yield a value
of
% 0.001 for the exponential term after lambda years.
for v = 1:t
pulses(v) = qs(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdas));
pulsei(v) = qi(v) * exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdai));
pulset(v) = qt(v) * exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep)/((1 +
exp((midpoint-(t-v))*steep))^2); % t-v yields the amount of time the
trees have been planted.
pulsess(v) = qss(v)*exp((v-t)/(0.145*lambdass));
end
% Update the variables that specify the prior effects of the
% geoengineering so that they can be used in the emissions
% calculations below.
prevs = sum(pulses(1:t));
previ = sum(pulsei(1:t));
prevt = sum(pulset(1:t)) + (tzero(15) * exp((midpoint(t+1))*steep)/((1 + exp((midpoint-(t+1))*steep))^2));
prevss = sum(pulsess(1:t));

% Update the retire matrix
for m = 1:Resources
if t == lambda(m) + 1;
retire(t,m) = tzero(m);
end
if t > lambda(m) +1
retire(t,m) = qdot(t-lambda(m),m);
end
end
% update Plant version of retire so correct values are passed
to
% the optimization algorithm.
Plant.retire = retire;
% Check the previous reserve amounts to make sure that they do not
exceed the amount
% of reserves required at this time step. If they do, prorate the
% previous reserves down to match the needed reserves.
totalreserv = (prevoilr*etao*ko) + (prevgasr*etag*kg) +
(prevcoalr*etac*kc)...
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+ (prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf) +
(prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm);
if totalreserv > R*demand
prevoilr =
prevoilr*((R*demand*prevoilr*etao*ko)/totalreserv);
prevgasr =
prevgasr*((R*demand*prevgasr*etag*kg)/totalreserv);
prevcoalr =
prevcoalr*((R*demand*prevcoalr*etac*kc)/totalreserv);
prevbiofuelr =
prevbiofuelr*((R*demand*prevbiofuelr*etabf*kbf)/totalreserv);
prevbiomassr =
prevbiomassr*((R*demand*prevbiomassr*etabm*kbm)/totalreserv);
end
%
%
step.
%
coded
%

Create the lower bound matrix based on limiting how much each
resource can decrease from the value it had at the prior time
Reserve resources still need a lower bound of 0.

That is hard-

into the LoB matrix below.

initial = Plant.initial; % Initial values of the non-reserve
resources.
LoB = zeros(1,Resources); % matrix of lower bounds for non-reserve
resources
% Create a matrix of just the non-reserve resources for use in the
% Lower Bound (LoB) calculation.
qmin = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe qs qi qt qss qoc
qge qce qct qbfc];
for d = 1:Resources
if t == 1
LoB(d) = initial(d) - min(d);
else
LoB(d) = qmin(t-1,d) - min(d);
end
if LoB(d) < 0
LoB(d) = 0;
end
end
% Check to see if the time step is less than the lead time of each
% resource. If yes, then the amount of resource that can be added
is
%
added
%
%
%
the
%

limited to the time t=0 capacity. If not,then resources can be
up
to the total available resource amount.
For oil, gas, and coal, check to see if the total amount used is
above the trigger level. If so, reduce the allowable amount of
resource that can be used as the resource is used up.
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if t <= lo
capo = tzero(1);
capoc = tzero(24);
else
capo = qo(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loa;
capoc = qoc(t-1) + (0.5*qor(t-1)) + Loca;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) <= trigcapo
prodlimo = prodcapo;
end
if (TotalOil/Lo) > trigcapo
capoilcounter = capoilcounter + 1;
if capoilcounter == 1
oilcap = qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1);
prodlimo = oilcap;
elseif capoilcounter > 1
prodlimo = oilcap * (1 - (TotalOil/Lo))/(1 - trigcapo);
if prodlimo < 0
prodlimo = 0;
end
if min(1) < ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(1) = 0.95 * (qo(t-1) - ((qo(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(1) < 0
LoB(1) = 0;
end
if min(17) < ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) *
((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo));
LoB(17) = 0.95 * (qoc(t-1) - ((qoc(t-1)/(qo(t-1) +
qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1))) * ((qo(t-1) + qoc(t-1) + qor(t-1)) - prodlimo)));
end
if LoB(17) < 0
LoB(17) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lg
capg = tzero(2);
capge = tzero(25);
else
capg = qg(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lga;
capge = qge(t-1) + (0.5*qgr(t-1)) + Lgea;
end
if (TotalGas/Lg) <= trigcapg
prodlimg = prodcapg;
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end
if (TotalGas/Lg) > trigcapg
capgascounter = capgascounter + 1;
if capgascounter == 1
gascap = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
prodlimg = qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1);
elseif capgascounter > 1
prodlimg = gascap * (1 - (TotalGas/Lg))/(1 - trigcapg);
if prodlimg < 0
prodlimg = 0;
end
if min(2) < ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(2) = 0.95 * (qg(t-1) - ((qg(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(2) < 0
LoB(2) = 0;
end
if min(18) < ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) *
((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg));
LoB(18) = 0.95 * (qge(t-1) - ((qge(t-1)/(qg(t-1) +
qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1))) * ((qg(t-1) + qge(t-1) + qgr(t-1)) - prodlimg)));
end
if LoB(18) < 0
LoB(18) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= lc
capc = tzero(3);
capce = tzero(26);
else
capc = qc(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lca;
capce = qce(t-1) + (0.5*qcr(t-1)) + Lcea;
if capc > prodcapc
capc = prodcapc;
end
end
if t <= lct
capct = tzero(27);
else
capct = qct(t-1) + Lcta;
end
if (TotalCoal/Lc) <= trigcapc
prodlimc = prodcapc;
end
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if (TotalCoal/Lc) > trigcapc
capcoalcounter = capcoalcounter + 1;
if capcoalcounter == 1
coalcap = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
prodlimc = qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1);
elseif capcoalcounter > 1
prodlimc = coalcap * (1 - (TotalCoal/Lc))/(1 - trigcapc);
if prodlimc < 0
prodlimc = 0;
end
if min(3) < ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(3) = 0.95 * (qc(t-1) - ((qc(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(3) < 0
LoB(3) = 0;
end
if min(19) < ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(19) = 0.95 * (qce(t-1) - ((qce(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(19) < 0
LoB(19) = 0;
end
if min(20) < ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc));
LoB(20) = 0.95 * (qct(t-1) - ((qct(t-1)/(qc(t-1) +
qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) + qcr(t-1))) * ((qc(t-1) + qce(t-1) + qct(t-1) +
qcr(t-1)) - prodlimc)));
end
if LoB(20) < 0
LoB(20) = 0;
end
end
end
if t <= ln
capn = tzero(4);
else
capn = Lna + qn(t-1);
end

if t <= lh
caph = tzero(5);
else
caph = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) + Lha;
if caph > Lh
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caph = Lh;
end
end
if t <= lw
capw = tzero(6);
else
capw = qw(t-1) + Lwa;
if capw > Lw
capw = Lw;
end
end
if t <= lgt
capgt = tzero(7);
else
capgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) + Lgta;
if capgt > Lgt
capgt = Lgt;
end
end
if t <= lsp
capsp = tzero(8);
else
capsp = qsp(t-1) + Lspa;
if capsp > Lsp
capsp = Lsp;
end
end
if t <= lst
capst = tzero(9);
else
capst = qst(t-1) + Lsta;
if capst > Lst
capst = Lst;
end
end
if t <= lbf
capbf = tzero (10) + tzero (28);
else
capbf = qbf(t-1) + qbfc(t-1) + qbfr(t-1) + Lbfa;
if capbf > Lbf/aebf
capbf = Lbf/aebf;
end
end
if t <= lbm
capbm = tzero(11);
else
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capbm = qbm(t-1) + qbmr(t-1) + Lbma;
if capbm > Lbm/aebm
capbm = Lbm/aebm;
end
end

if t <= ls
caps = tzero(13);
else
caps = qs(t-1) + Lsa;
if caps > Ls
caps = Ls;
end
end
if t <= li
capi = tzero(14);
else
capi = qi(t-1) + Lia;
if capi > Li
capi = Li;
end
end
if t <= lt
capt = tzero(15);
else
capt = qt(t-1) + Lta;
if capt > Lt
capt = Lt;
end
end
if t <= lss
capss = tzero(23);
else
capss = qss(t-1) + Lssa;
if capss > Lss
capss = Lss;
end
end

% Set the bound constraints using the optimization tool format.
The bound
% constraints are the min/max limits on the energy and
geoengineering
% resources. Assume a large upper bound for the non-renewables,
then take care of
% insuring that the total oil used over the simulation is within
limits
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% by using the inequality constraint in constraints.m.
lb = [LoB(1) LoB(2) LoB(3) LoB(4) LoB(5) LoB(6) LoB(7) LoB(8)
LoB(9) LoB(10) LoB(11) LoB(12) 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LoB(17) LoB(18) LoB(19) LoB(20) LoB(21)];
ub = [capo capg capc capn caph capw capgt capsp capst capbf capbm
(Le(t)*demand) caps capi capt capo capg capc caph capgt capbf capbm
capss...
capoc capge capce capct capbf];

% Invoke the fmincon (constrained nonlinear optimizer) tool from
the
% MATLAB optimization toolkit.
% The x values returned from fmincon are the energy and
geoengineering
% resource values.
% fval is the value of the objective function, which
% is the total cost at time t in this case.
options = optimset('Algorithm','interiorpoint','MaxFunEvals',1.5E4);
[x,fval] =
fmincon(@(x)objectiveTL(x,Plant,t),x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@(x)constraints
TL(x,Plant,TotalOil,TotalGas,TotalCoal,TotalNuclear,TotalTrees,...;
demand,liquid,prevco2,prevch4,prevs,previ,prevt,prevss,t,capo,capg,capc
,caph,capgt,capbf,capbm,methconst,electric,combustion,CH4NE,...
prevoilr,prevgasr,prevcoalr,prevbiofuelr,prevbiomassr,prodlimo,prodlimg
,prodlimc),options);
OptResult(t) = fval;
% Read out and store the energy and geoengineering resource values,
including those for the reserves.
% Also update the Plant parameters model.
qo(t) = x(1); % oil
qg(t) = x(2); % natural gas
qc(t) = x(3); % coal
qn(t) = x(4); % nuclear
qh(t) = x(5); % hydro
qw(t) = x(6); % wind
qgt(t) = x(7); % geothermal
qsp(t) = x(8); % solar-PV
qst(t) = x(9); % solar-thermal
qbf(t) = x(10); % biofuel
qbm(t) = x(11); % biomass
qe(t) = x(12); % energy efficiency
qs(t) = x(13); % sulfur injection
qi(t) = x(14); % iron seeding
qt(t) = x(15); % tree planting
qor(t) = x(16); % reserve oil
qgr(t) = x(17); % reserve natural gas
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qcr(t) = x(18); % reserve coal
qhr(t) = x(19); % reserve hydro
qgtr(t) = x(20); % reserve geothermal
qbfr(t) = x(21); % reserve biofuel
qbmr(t) = x(22); % reserve biomass
qss(t) = x(23);
qoc(t) = x(24);
qge(t) = x(25);
qce(t) = x(26);
qct(t) = x(27);
qbfc(t) = x(28);
Plant.qo = qo;
Plant.qg = qg;
Plant.qc = qc;
Plant.qn = qn;
Plant.qh = qh;
Plant.qw = qw;
Plant.qgt = qgt;
Plant.qsp = qsp;
Plant.qst = qst;
Plant.qbf = qbf;
Plant.qbm = qbm;
Plant.qe = qe;
Plant.qs = qs;
Plant.qi = qi;
Plant.qt = qt;
Plant.qor = qor;
Plant.qgr = qgr;
Plant.qcr = qcr;
Plant.qhr = qhr;
Plant.qgtr = qgtr;
Plant.qbfr = qbfr;
Plant.qbmr = qbmr;
Plant.qss = qss;
Plant.qoc = qoc;
Plant.qge = qge;
Plant.qce = qce;
Plant.qct = qct;
Plant.qbfc = qbfc;
% The resources from this time step become the new x0 for the next
time
% step:
x0 = [qo(t) qg(t) qc(t) qn(t) qh(t) qw(t) qgt(t) qsp(t) qst(t)
qbf(t) qbm(t) qe(t) qs(t) qi(t) qt(t)...
qor(t) qgr(t) qcr(t) qhr(t) qgtr(t) qbfr(t) qbmr(t) qss(t)...
qoc(t) qge(t) qce(t) qct(t) qbfc(t)];
% Compute and store the resulting energy produced so that it can be
% verified against the demand, including liquids and reserves.
Q(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(2)*etag*kg) + (x(3)*etac*kc) +
(x(4)*etan*kn) + (x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw) + (x(7)*etagt*kgt)...
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+ (x(8)*etasp*ksp) +(x(9)*etast*kst) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm) + x(12)...
+ (x(24)*etaoc*ko) + (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) +
(x(27)*etact*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Q = Q;
% Liquids (i.e. transport fuels) calculation.
Ql(t) = (x(1)*etao*ko) + (x(10)*etabf*kbf) + (x(27)*etact*kc) +
(x(12)*(liquid/demand));
Plant.Ql = Ql;
% Electricity calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to electrical energy is based on the ratio of
final
% electrical energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qe(t) = (x(25)*etage*kg) + (x(26)*etace*kc) + (x(4)*etan*kn) +
(x(5)*etah*kh) + (x(6)*etaw*kw)...
+ (x(7)*etagt*kgt) + (x(8)*etasp*ksp) + (x(9)*etast*kst) +
(x(11)*etabm*kbm)...
+ (x(12)*(electric/demand));
Plant.Qe = Qe;
% Combustion calculation. Note that the portion of energy
efficiency
% (x(12)) assigned to industrial combustion energy is based on the
ratio of final
% combustion energy over the total amount of non-transport energy.
Qc(t) = (x(12)*(combustion/demand)) + (x(24)*etaoc*ko) +
(x(2)*etag*kg)...
+ (x(3)*etac*kc) + (x(28)*etabfc*kbf);
Plant.Qc = Qc;
% Reserves Calculation
Reserves(t) = (x(16)*etao*ko) + (x(17)*etag*kg) + (x(18)*etac*kc) +
(x(19)*etah*kh) + (x(20)*etagt*kgt)...
+ (x(21)*etabf*kbf) + (x(22)*etabm*kbm);
Plant.Reserves = Reserves;
% Update the previous reserves variables so that they are ready for
the
% next time step
prevoilr = prevoilr + x(16);
prevgasr = prevgasr + x(17);
prevcoalr = prevcoalr + x(18);
prevbiofuelr = prevbiofuelr + x(21);
prevbiomassr = prevbiomassr + x(22);
% Update amount of oil, coal, gas, nuclear (i.e. uranium),
% and tress (i.e. arable land) used in order to compare to their
limits.
TotalOil = TotalOil + qo(t) + qor(t) + qoc(t);
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TotalGas = TotalGas + qg(t) + qgr(t) + qge(t);
TotalCoal = TotalCoal + qc(t) + qcr(t) + qce(t) + qct(t);
TotalNuclear = TotalNuclear + (qn(t)*etan);
TotalTrees = TotalTrees + qt(t);
% biofuels and biomass do not
add to this total since
% they are harvested each year.
% Compute total acreage used for tree planting, biofuel, and
biomass.
aebf = Plant.aebf;
aebm = Plant.aebm;
acres(t) = ((qbf(t) + qbfr(t) + qbfc(t))*aebf) + ((qbm(t) +
qbmr(t))*aebm*etabm) + TotalTrees;
% COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE
% Initialize the adjustment variables that track how much resource
is at the
% end of its service life. Used for the nuclear, hydro, wind,
% geothermal, and solar resources that only produce emissions when
% there is an incremental addition. Also bring in the associated
% lambda values.
lambdan = Plant.lambdan;
lambdah = Plant.lambdah;
lambdaw = Plant.lambdaw;
lambdagt = Plant.lambdagt;
lambdasp = Plant.lambdasp;
lambdast = Plant.lambdast;
adjustn = 0;
adjusth = 0;
adjustw = 0;
adjustgt = 0;
adjustsp = 0;
adjustst = 0;
% Compute the adjustment factors to determine the incremental
amount of nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar added
% at this time step in order to compute their emissions. The hydro
and
% geothermal also include reserves.
if t == 1
if tzero(4) < x(4);
adjustn = tzero(4);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdan
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
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end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))) + retire(t,4)) <= x(4)
adjustn = qn(t-1) - retire(t,4);
if x(4) - qn(t-1) + retire(t,4) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4))+ retire(t,4) > x(4)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < x(4)
adjustn = sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4));
if x(4) - sum(qdot((t-lambdan+1):(t-1),4)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustn = 0;
end
else
adjustn = x(4);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(5) < (x(5) + x(19));
adjusth = tzero(5);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdah
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
else
adjusth = x(5) + x(19);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))) + retire(t,5)) <= (x(5)
+ x(19))
adjusth = qh(t-1) + qhr(t-1) - retire(t,5);
if x(5) + x(19) - qh(t-1) - qhr(t-1) + retire(t,5) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5))+ retire(t,5) > (x(5) +
x(19))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < (x(5) + x(19))
adjusth = sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5));
if x(5) + x(19) - sum(qdot((t-lambdah+1):(t-1),5)) < 0; %
Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjusth = 0;
end
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else
adjusth = x(5) + X(19);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(6) < x(6);
adjustw = tzero(6);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdaw
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is not
negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))) + retire(t,6)) <= x(6)
adjustw = qw(t-1) - retire(t,6);
if x(6) - qw(t-1) + retire(t,6) < 0; % Make sure adjustment
value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6))+ retire(t,6) > x(6)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < x(6)
adjustw = sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6));
if x(6) - sum(qdot((t-lambdaw+1):(t-1),6)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustw = 0;
end
else
adjustw = x(6);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(7) < (x(7) + x(20));
adjustgt = tzero(7);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdagt
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1);
if x(7) + x(20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) < 0;
adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
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% Make sure

adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))) + retire(t,7)) <= (x(7)
+ x(20))
adjustgt = qgt(t-1) + qgtr(t-1) - retire(t,7);
if x(7) + x (20) - qgt(t-1) - qgtr(t-1) + retire(t,7) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7))+ retire(t,7) > (x(7) +
x(20))
if sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < (x(7) + x(20))
adjustgt = sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7));
if x(7) + x(20) - sum(qdot((t-lambdagt+1):(t-1),7)) < 0;
% Make sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustgt = 0;
end
else
adjustgt = x(7) + x(20);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(8) < x(8);
adjustsp = tzero(8);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdasp
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))) + retire(t,8)) <= x(8)
adjustsp = qsp(t-1) - retire(t,8);
if x(8) - qsp(t-1) + retire(t,8) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8))+ retire(t,8) > x(8)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < x(8)
adjustsp = sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8));
if x(8) - sum(qdot((t-lambdasp+1):(t-1),8)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustsp = 0;
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end
else
adjustsp = x(8);
end
end
end
if t == 1
if tzero(9) < x(9);
adjustst = tzero(9);
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambdast
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) < 0; % Make sure adjustment value is
not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))) + retire(t,9)) <= x(9)
adjustst = qst(t-1) - retire(t,9);
if x(9) - qst(t-1) + retire(t,9) < 0; % Make sure
adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9))+ retire(t,9) > x(9)
if sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < x(9)
adjustst = sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9));
if x(9) - sum(qdot((t-lambdast+1):(t-1),9)) < 0; % Make
sure adjustment value is not negative
adjustst = 0;
end
else
adjustst = x(9);
end
end
end

% Compute and store the resulting emissions and temperature change
at this time step.
% Compute the emissions of CO2 and CH4 (results are in grams of CO2
or
% CH4, hence the 1E-15 factors) plus the total CO2-eq emissions in
billion metric tonnes.
% The N2O emissions are an exogenous variable.
% Also compute the effective emissions adjusted for any sulfur or
sea
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% spray injections. Sulfur injection is in terms of million metric
% tons, hence the 1E-3 adjustment.
S(t) =
(so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sn*(x(4)adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))...
-(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt))+(sct*x(27));
Sm(t) = (som*(x(1)+x(24))) + (sgm*(x(2)+x(25))) +
(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27)));
Stotal(t) = (1E-15 * S(t) ) + (GWPm * 1E-15 * (Sm(t)+CH4NE(t))) +
(GWPn * 1E-15 * N2O(t));
% Note: GWPs is a negative value, so expression for sulfur
injection
% has a positive sign.
Sadjust(t) = Stotal(t) + (GWPs * 1E-3 * (x(13)+prevs)) ((x(23)+prevss)*Ess*1E-15);

% Compute the resulting concentrations. Equations convert grams of
CO2
% or CH4 to ppm CO2 and ppb CH4. In the emitdecayCO2 and
emitdecayCH4
% equations, the exponents go to 1 since this is the time of the
% initial emissions pulse (i.e. no decay). Also the coefficients
on
% the CO2 emissions decay equation sum to 1, so all we need to do
is
% convert emissions to ppm or ppb and add to decay values from
prior
% time steps computed at the start of the optimization process
above.
%
emitdecayCO2(t) = 1.278E-16 * S(t);
emitdecayCH4(t) = 3.515E-13 * (Sm(t) + CH4NE(t));
% Total change in concentration is the sum of the decayed pulses.
dco2 = Plant.dco2;
dch4 = Plant.dch4;
dco2(t) = sum(emitdecayCO2(1:t)); % Resulting change in CO2
concentration.
dch4(t) = sum(emitdecayCH4(1:t)); % Resulting change in CH4
concentration.
% Final concentrations. Assume that the initial CO2 and CH4
% concentrations are background values and that changes are simply
% adders. Update Plant so that the values can be
% properly passed in for the next time step.
co2 = Plant.co2;
ch4 = Plant.ch4;
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co2(t) = co2i + dco2(t); % CO2 concentration (ppm)
ch4(t) = ch4i + dch4(t); % CH4 concentration (ppb)
Plant.dco2 = dco2;
Plant.dch4 = dch4;
Plant.co2 = co2;
Plant.ch4 = ch4;

% Compute the associated radiative forcing due to CO2 and CH4.
dFco2(t) = 5.35 * log(co2(t)/278);
dFch4(t) = (0.036 * (sqrt(ch4(t)) - sqrt(722))) - (0.47 * log(1 +
(2.01E-5*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^0.75)) + (5.31E15*ch4(t)*((ch4(t)*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst;
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sulfur
% injection. Values are in terms of million metric tonnes, so no
1E-3 factor
% as in the Constraints.m file since those values all needed to be
in
% terms of billion metric tonnes.
dFsulfur(t) = (ss*(x(13)+prevs));
% Compute the reduction in radiative forcing provided by any sea
spray
% injection.
dFseaspray(t) = (ssf*(x(23)+prevss));
% Compute net radiative forcing and associated temperature change.
dF(t) = dFco2(t) + dFch4(t) + dFn2o(t) - dFsulfur(t) dFseaspray(t);
dT(t) = 0.5*dF(t);
TempTest(t) = ( (0.5 * ((5.35 * log( ((1.278E-16 *
((so*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sg*(x(2)+x(25)))+(sc*(x(3)+x(26)))+(sct*x(27))+(sn*
(x(4)-adjustn))+(sh*(x(5)+x(19)-adjusth))+(sw*(x(6)adjustw))+(sgt*(x(7)+x(20)-adjustgt))...
+(ssp*(x(8)-adjustsp))+(sst*(x(9)adjustst))+(sbf*(x(10)+x(28)))+(sbm*x(11))-(sbfq*x(21))-(sbmq*x(22))(si*(x(14)+previ))-(st*((x(15)*dlogistic)+prevt)))) + prevco2 )
/278))...
+((0.036 * (sqrt(( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 ) ) - sqrt(722)))...
- (0.47 * log(1 + (2.01E-5*((( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 )
*n2oi)^0.75))...
+ (5.31E-15* ( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 ) *((( ( 3.515E-13 *
(CH4NE(t)+(som*(x(1)+x(24)))+(sgm*(x(2)+x(25)))+(scm*(x(3)+x(26)+x(27))
)) ) + prevch4 )*n2oi)^1.52)))) + methconst) ...
+ dFn2o(t) - (ss*(x(13)+prevs)) - (ssf*(x(23)+prevss)) )) );
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% Compute the equivalent CO2 concentration that accounts for the
effect of CH4 & the reduced
% radiative forcing effects due to any sulfur injection.
co2e = Plant.co2e;
%co2e(t) = co2(t) + (co2i * exp(dFch4(t)/5.35) ) - (co2i *
exp(dFsulfur(t)/5.35 ) );
co2e(t) = 278 * exp(dF(t)/5.35);
Plant.co2e = co2e;
% Update q and qad matrices with new resource
q = [qo qg qc qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbm qe
qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr qss qoc qge qce qct qbfc];
Plant.q = q;
qad = [(qo+qor) (qg+qgr) (qc+qcr) qn (qh+qhr)
(qbf+qbfr) (qbm+qbmr) qe qs qi qt qss qoc qge qce

values.
qs qi qt qor qgr qcr

qw (qgt+qgtr) qsp qst
qct qbfc];

% Create a special matrix with the subresources grouped together
for
% ease of reading in the Excel spreadsheet.
printq = [qo qoc qg qge qc qce qct qn qh qw qgt qsp qst qbf qbfc
qbm qe qs qi qt qss qor qgr qcr qhr qgtr qbfr qbmr];
Plant.printq = printq;
% Compute the change in each resource (the qdot) for this time
step.
% Use this for computing the proper capital costs and for dealing
with resources that have emissions when new
% incremental resource amounts are added.
for b = 1:Resources
if t == 1
if initial(b) < qad(t,b);
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - initial(b);
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
elseif 1 < t <= lambda(b)
if sum(qdot(1:(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b);
if qdot(t,b) < 0;
% Make sure qdot does not go
below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
if ((sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))) + retire(t,b)) <=
qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - qad(t-1,b) + retire(t,b);
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if qdot(t,b) < 0;

% Make sure qdot does not go

below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b))+ retire(t,b) > qad(t,b)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t-1),b)) < qad(t,b)
qdot(t,b) = qad(t,b) - sum(qdot((t-lambda(b)+1):(t1),b));
if qdot(t,b) < 0;

% Make sure qdot does not go

below zero
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
else
qdot(t,b) = 0;
end
end
end
end

% Add logic that updates qdot if no new resource has been added
in
% the last lambda years, but resource is still being used.
This is to
% recognize that new resource has to be added even if the
resource
% usage is flat or declining because of resource lifetime.
for d = 1:Resources
if t > lambda(d)
if sum(qdot((t-lambda(d)):(t-1),d)) < 0.01
qdot(t,d) = qad(t,d);
end
end
end

% Save qdot into the Plant model.
Plant.qdot = qdot;
% Compute the Present Worth Factor for this time step
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^t);

% Compute the net present value cost of each resource at this time
step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
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% cost. Reserves are accounted for in the qdot values and thus do not
% show up separately in the costs below. See the equations for qdot
and
% qad above.
resourcecost(t,1) = rho * ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
resourcecost(t,2) = rho * ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
resourcecost(t,3) = rho * ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
resourcecost(t,4) = rho * ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
resourcecost(t,5) = rho * ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
resourcecost(t,6) = rho * ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
resourcecost(t,7) = rho * ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
resourcecost(t,8) = rho * ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
resourcecost(t,9) = rho * ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
resourcecost(t,10) = rho * ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
resourcecost(t,11) = rho * ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
resourcecost(t,12) = rho * ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
resourcecost(t,13) = rho * ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
resourcecost(t,14) = rho * ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
resourcecost(t,15) = rho * ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(t,15)*qdot(t,15)));
resourcecost(t,16) = rho * ((x(23)*(VarCosts(t,16)+penalty(t,16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
resourcecost(t,17) = rho * ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
resourcecost(t,18) = rho * ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
resourcecost(t,19) = rho * ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
resourcecost(t,20) = rho * ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
resourcecost(t,21) = rho * ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
TotalResourceCost(t) = sum(resourcecost(t,:));
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% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalCost(t) = TotalResourceCost(t);
else
TotalCost(t) = TotalCost(t-1) + TotalResourceCost(t);
end
% Compute the nominal cost of each resource at this time step
% and their total. The capital cost component is computed based on
the
% actual amount of new resource added (qdot) times the resource
capital
% cost.
NominalResourceCost(t,1) = ((x(1)*(VarCosts(t,1)+penalty(t,1))) +
(CapCosts(t,1)*qdot(t,1)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(1)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,2) = ((x(2)*(VarCosts(t,2)+penalty(t,2))) +
(CapCosts(t,2)*qdot(t,2)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(2)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,3) = ((x(3)*(VarCosts(t,3)+penalty(t,3))) +
(CapCosts(t,3)*qdot(t,3)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(3)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,4) = ((x(4)*(VarCosts(t,4)+penalty(t,4))) +
(CapCosts(t,4)*qdot(t,4)) + (Zn(t)*retire(t,4)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,5) = ((x(5)*(VarCosts(t,5)+penalty(t,5))) +
(CapCosts(t,5)*qdot(t,5)) + (Zh(t)*retire(t,5)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,6) = ((x(6)*(VarCosts(t,6)+penalty(t,6))) +
(CapCosts(t,6)*qdot(t,6)));
NominalResourceCost(t,7) = ((x(7)*(VarCosts(t,7)+penalty(t,7))) +
(CapCosts(t,7)*qdot(t,7)));
NominalResourceCost(t,8) = ((x(8)*(VarCosts(t,8)+penalty(t,8))) +
(CapCosts(t,8)*qdot(t,8)));
NominalResourceCost(t,9) = ((x(9)*(VarCosts(t,9)+penalty(t,9))) +
(CapCosts(t,9)*qdot(t,9)));
NominalResourceCost(t,10) = ((x(10)*(VarCosts(t,10)+penalty(t,10))) +
(CapCosts(t,10)*qdot(t,10)));
NominalResourceCost(t,11) = ((x(11)*(VarCosts(t,11)+penalty(t,11))) +
(CapCosts(t,11)*qdot(t,11)));
NominalResourceCost(t,12) = ((x(12)*(VarCosts(t,12)+penalty(t,12))) +
(CapCosts(t,12)*GDP*qdot(t,12))); % NOTE: CapCosts must be multiplied
by GDP
NominalResourceCost(t,13) = ((x(13)*(VarCosts(t,13)+penalty(t,13))) +
(CapCosts(t,13)*qdot(t,13)));
NominalResourceCost(t,14) = ((x(14)*(VarCosts(t,14)+penalty(t,14))) +
(CapCosts(t,14)*qdot(t,14)));
NominalResourceCost(t,15) = ((x(15)*(VarCosts(t,15)+penalty(t,15))) +
(CapCosts(15)*qdot(t,15)));
NominalResourceCost(t,16) = ((x(23)*(VarCosts(16)+penalty(16))) +
(CapCosts(t,16)*qdot(t,16)));
NominalResourceCost(t,17) = ((x(24)*(VarCosts(t,17)+penalty(t,17))) +
(CapCosts(t,17)*qdot(t,17)) + (ctax*(so+(som*GWPm))*x(24)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,18) = ((x(25)*(VarCosts(t,18)+penalty(t,18))) +
(CapCosts(t,18)*qdot(t,18)) + (ctax*(sg+(sgm*GWPm))*x(25)) );
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NominalResourceCost(t,19) = ((x(26)*(VarCosts(t,19)+penalty(t,19))) +
(CapCosts(t,19)*qdot(t,19)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(26)) +
(Zc(t)*retire(t,19)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,20) = ((x(27)*(VarCosts(t,20)+penalty(t,20))) +
(CapCosts(t,20)*qdot(t,20)) + (ctax*(sc+(scm*GWPm))*x(27)) );
NominalResourceCost(t,21) = ((x(28)*(VarCosts(t,21)+penalty(t,21))) +
(CapCosts(t,21)*qdot(t,21)));
NominalCost(t) = sum(NominalResourceCost(t,:));

% Update the Total Cost (is the running total of all the costs
incurred
% up to this time point).
if t == 1
TotalNominalCost(t) = NominalCost(t);
else
TotalNominalCost(t) = TotalNominalCost(t-1) + NominalCost(t);
end
end

% Energy is computed to confirm that the computed energy is exactly
% equaling the energy demand.
Energy = [EnergyDemand(:,1) Q];
Liquids = [LiquidDemand(:,1) Ql];
Electricity = [ElectricDemand(:,1) Qe];
IndustComb = [CombustionDemand(:,1) Qc];
% Save out the emissions and concentration data.
emit = [S Sm Stotal Sadjust];
concentration = [co2 ch4 co2e];
% Create a summary table of final key results
ResultSummary = [co2e(time) Stotal(time) Sadjust(time) dT(time)
TotalCost(time)];
tempcompare = [dT TempTest];
% Write out key results.
xlswrite('ResourceForecast.xls',printq);
xlswrite('qdot.xls',qdot);
xlswrite('TotalCost.xls',TotalCost);
xlswrite('fval.xls',OptResult);
xlswrite('Temperature.xls',dT);
xlswrite('Energy.xls',Energy);
xlswrite('Liquids.xls',Liquids);
xlswrite('Reserves.xls',Reserves);
xlswrite('resourcecost.xls',resourcecost);
xlswrite('TotalResourceCost.xls',TotalResourceCost);
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xlswrite('Emissions.xls',emit);
xlswrite('Concentrations.xls',concentration);
xlswrite('acreage.xls',acres);
xlswrite('retire.xls',retire);
xlswrite('varcosts.xls',VarCosts);
xlswrite('capcosts.xls',CapCosts);
xlswrite('forcing.xls',dF);
xlswrite('ResultSummary.xls',ResultSummary);
xlswrite('Electricity.xls',Electricity);
xlswrite('Indus-Combust.xls',IndustComb);
xlswrite('NominalResourceCost.xls',NominalResourceCost);
xlswrite('YearlNominalCost.xls',NominalCost);
xlswrite('TotalNominalCost.xls',TotalNominalCost);
xlswrite('tempcompare.xls',tempcompare);
% Create a special matrix of values for use in creating the figures.
figureq = [(qo+qoc) (qg+qge) (qc+qce+qct) (qbf+qbfc)];
figure(1)
plot(1:time,figureq(:,1));
title('Oil');
xlabel('time');
ylabel('quantity of oil (billion barrels)');
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E.6. Code for Unrecovered Cost Calculations.
Unrecov.m
% Read in the initial optimization results of the resource of interest,
% along with the resource lifetime (lambda), time length of the
simulation, time
% of the resource peak, and resource capital cost K, discount rate, and
the
% total number of years that the resource was actually used.
% Note that the total number of years the resource was deployed may be
made
% up of more than one time block (such as a few years of deployment
early
% in the simulation, no deployment, then another block of deployment).
q = xlsread('peakq.xls');
peakparameters = xlsread('peakparameters.xls');
lambda = peakparameters(1);
% Resource lifetime.
time = peakparameters(2);
% Total length of the simulation.
peaktime = peakparameters(3); % Time resource peak occured in the
simulation.
K = peakparameters(4);
% Resource capital cost.
dis_rate = peakparameters(5); % Assumed discount rate.
usetime = peakparameters(6); % Total number of years the resource was
deployed in the actual simulation.
% Compute the resource's annual capital recovery cost per unit of
resource
% deployed.
AnnCap = K * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambda)- 1)) + dis_rate );
% Create matrices to track the unrecovered actual cost of the resource
deployed.
unrecovcost = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the unrecovered resource costs. Each unrecovered cost is
% converted to a net present value (NPV).
for u = (peaktime - lambda):peaktime
for v = (u + 1):(u + lambda)
if q(u) - q(v) > 0
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^v);
unrecovcost(u) = ((q(u) - q(v)) * AnnCap *rho) +
unrecovcost(u);
end
end

end
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% Compute the per unit unrecovered cost based on the total resource
% deployed over the entire simulation. Sum the NPV's of all the
unrecovered costs
% and convert this to an annual payment stream over the total number of
years the resource was actually deployed.
% Divide this annual stream by the sum of all the resource deployed
over
% the full simulation to get a per unit annual adjustment value that
can
% then be added to the resource cost.
unrecovpu = (sum(unrecovcost(1:time)) * (
(dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^usetime)- 1)) + dis_rate ))/sum(q(1:time));
% Write out the results.
xlswrite('unrecovcost.xls',unrecovcost);
xlswrite('unrecovpu.xls',unrecovpu);

Unrecov2.m
% Read in the initial optimization results of the resource of interest,
% along with the number of years , time of the simulation, time
% step to begin the calculation, the time step to end the calculation,
% the resource capital cost K, the discount rate, and the
% total number of years that the resource was actually used.
% Note that the total number of years the resource was deployed may be
made
% up of more than one time block (such as a few years of deployment
early
% in the simulation, no deployment, then another block of deployment).
q = xlsread('peakq.xls');
peakparameters2 = xlsread('peakparameters2.xls');
lambda = peakparameters2(1);
% Resource lifetime.
time = peakparameters2(2);
% Total length of the simulation.
start = peakparameters2(3);
% Time step to start the calculation
endtime = peakparameters2(4); % Time step to end the calculation.
K = peakparameters2(5);
% Resource capital cost.
dis_rate = peakparameters2(6); % Assumed discount rate.
usetime = peakparameters2(7); % Total number of years the resource was
actually deployed.
% Compute the resource's annual capital recovery cost per unit of
resource
% deployed.
AnnCap = K * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambda)- 1)) + dis_rate );
% Create matrices to track the unrecovered actual cost of the resource
deployed.
unrecovcost2 = zeros(time,1);
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% Compute the unrecovered resource costs. Each unrecovered cost is
% converted to a net present value (NPV).
for u = start:endtime
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^u);
unrecovcost2(u) = ((q(start) - q(u)) * AnnCap * rho);
end
% Compute the per unit unrecovered cost based on the total resource
% deployed over the entire simulation. Sum the NPV's of all the
unrecovered costs
% and convert this to an annual payment stream over the total number of
years the resource was actually deployed.
% Divide this annual stream by the sum of all the resource deployed
over
% the full simulation to get a per unit annual adjustment value that
can
% then be added to the resource cost.
unrecovpu2 = (sum(unrecovcost2(1:time)) * (
(dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^usetime)- 1)) + dis_rate ))/sum(q(1:time));
% Write out the results.
xlswrite('unrecovcost2.xls',unrecovcost2);
xlswrite('unrecovpu2.xls',unrecovpu2);

Unrecov3.m
% Read in the initial optimization results of the resource of interest,
% along with the resource lifetime (lambda), time length of the
simulation, time
% of the resource peak, and resource capital cost K, discount rate, and
the
% total number of years that the resource was actually used.
% Note that the total number of years the resource was deployed may be
made
% up of more than one time block (such as a few years of deployment
early
% in the simulation, no deployment, then another block of deployment).
q = xlsread('peakq.xls');
peakparameters3 = xlsread('peakparameters3.xls');
lambda = peakparameters3(1);
% Resource lifetime.
time = peakparameters3(2);
% Total length of the simulation.
peaktime = peakparameters3(3); % Time resource peak occured in the
simulation.
K = peakparameters3(4);
% Resource capital cost.
dis_rate = peakparameters3(5); % Assumed discount rate.
usetime = peakparameters3(6); % Total number of years the resource was
deployed in the actual simulation.
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% Compute the resource's annual capital recovery cost per unit of
resource
% deployed.
AnnCap = K * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambda)- 1)) + dis_rate );
% Create matrices to track the unrecovered actual cost of the resource
deployed.
unrecovcost3 = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the number of years that need to be reviewed for unrecovered
% costs.
n = time - peaktime;
% Compute the unrecovered resource costs. Each unrecovered cost is
% converted to a net present value (NPV).
for u = (peaktime - n):peaktime
for v = (u + 1):(u + n)
if q(u) - q(v) > 0
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^v);
unrecovcost3(u) = ((q(u) - q(v)) * AnnCap * rho) +
unrecovcost3(u);
end
end

end
% Compute the per unit unrecovered cost based on the total resource
% deployed over the entire simulation. Sum the NPV's of all the
unrecovered costs
% and convert this to an annual payment stream over the total number of
years the resource was actually deployed.
% Divide this annual stream by the sume of all the resource deployed
over
% the full simulation to get a per unit annual adjustment value that
can
% then be added to the resource cost.
unrecovpu3 = (sum(unrecovcost3(1:time)) * (
(dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^usetime)- 1)) + dis_rate )) /sum(q(1:time));
% Write out the results.
xlswrite('unrecovcost3.xls',unrecovcost3);
xlswrite('unrecovpu3.xls',unrecovpu3);

Unrecov4.m
% Read in the initial optimization results of the resource of interest,
% along with the resource lifetime (lambda), time length of the
simulation, time
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% of the resource peak, and resource capital cost K, discount rate, and
the
% total number of years that the resource was actually used.
% Note that the total number of years the resource was deployed may be
made
% up of more than one time block (such as a few years of deployment
early
% in the simulation, no deployment, then another block of deployment).
q = xlsread('peakq.xls');
peakparameters = xlsread('peakparameters4.xls');
lambda = peakparameters4(1);
% Resource lifetime.
time = peakparameters4(2);
% Total length of the simulation.
peaktime = peakparameters4(3); % Time resource peak occured in the
simulation.
K = peakparameters4(4);
% Resource capital cost.
dis_rate = peakparameters4(5); % Assumed discount rate.
usetime = peakparameters4(6); % Total number of years the resource was
deployed in the actual simulation.
% Compute the resource's annual capital recovery cost per unit of
resource
% deployed.
AnnCap = K * ( (dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^lambda)- 1)) + dis_rate );
% Create matrices to track the unrecovered actual cost of the resource
deployed.
unrecovcost = zeros(time,1);
% Compute the unrecovered resource costs. Each unrecovered cost is
% converted to a net present value (NPV).
%for u = (peaktime - lambda):peaktime
for u = 1:peaktime
for v = (u + 1):(u + lambda)
if q(u) - q(v) > 0
rho = 1/((1+dis_rate)^v);
unrecovcost(u) = ((q(u) - q(v)) * AnnCap *rho) +
unrecovcost(u);
end
end

end
% Compute the per unit unrecovered cost based on the total resource
% deployed over the entire simulation. Sum the NPV's of all the
unrecovered costs
% and convert this to an annual payment stream over the total number of
years the resource was actually deployed.
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% Divide this annual stream by the sum of all the resource deployed
over
% the full simulation to get a per unit annual adjustment value that
can
% then be added to the resource cost.
unrecovpu = (sum(unrecovcost(1:time)) * (
(dis_rate/(((1+dis_rate)^usetime)- 1)) + dis_rate ))/sum(q(1:time));
% Write out the results.
xlswrite('unrecovcost.xls',unrecovcost);
xlswrite('unrecovpu.xls',unrecovpu);
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